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1.0

INTRODUCTION

the Metro Rail Project is to operate. a
yltérn that provides an acceptable level of service dependability. System dependability
can be achieved by emphasizing the achievement of reliability,
maintainability, and quality assurance requirements.. The SRTD
is therefore implementing & comprehensive program for managing
the systems assurance disciplines of reliability., maintainability, and quality assurance. These requirements include:
The primary gOal 01

clost-effective rail rapid tranEit.

Utilizing equipment which has proven reliability
in similar applications on other rail. rapid

transit systems

Applying the principles of redundancy in designs
so that the failure of a single component will
not be critical to safety or operational sétvice
Applying maintainability principles ina1l subsystem designs to ensurE convenient maintenance

operationi
Establishing appropriate maintenance procedures
to improve thaximum operational service with
minimum equipment dOwntithë

Establishing well defined quality assurance
procedutes to ensre that materials, components
and equipment delivered by conttactors and
subcontractors ate inspected and conform to
functional and performance requirements.
hardware that is
The MetrO Rail systems or subsystems will
primarily transit-proven. The hardware will be designed in a
manner similar to that used at other contemporary rail rapid
transit systems. However, use of prOven e4uipment does not
lessen the neclessity for emphasizing system assurance.

MTA LiBRARY
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A System Assurance Pro4ram Plan has been developed which
identifies the itiatiagement and technical taEks and activities
directed at. the disciplines of reliability, maintainability and
quality assurance.. As outlined in the System Assurance Prógräm
Plan, the f:irst step in the reliability and flt.ihtainability
programs is to select measures or indices from which reliability and maintainability objectives can be established for the
system, each subsystem and major equipment components. This
repor.t represents the first part of a four-step process for
idEntifying the reliability and maintainability numerical goals
and requirEments that will be incorporated into various contract specifications.
These steps a;e to:

Establish à:lear, precise. definitions for suggested measures or indices
DevelOp realistic goals and requirements for
major system elemehts (vehicles, train control,
etc.) to meet Metro Rail System dependability
goals

Allocate the top-level requirements to the major
subsystems (propulsion, EVAC, brakes, etc.)
Incorporate the requirements intO the appropriate cOntract specifications.
The present report is confined to the fist of these
steps.
However, it was recognized that the wide variety of
definitions and measures that exist within the tranit industry
in part reflect some fundamental problems in telatig the
characteristics of individual equipments to the behavior of
complek Systems. SpecificationS neoess.arily are written at the
equipment level, while the property'à operational concerns
arise largely at the system level. ConseqUently, the levelto-level linkages are very important. Also, most attempts to
demonstrate equipment reliability and maintainability thüst be
carried out in the presence. of interactions with other elements
of the system.
Efforts to alleviate these problems were made
in the course of the selection of reliability and maintainabili.ty measures and ate also described in this report.
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2.0

SuzOiiay OF DEFINITIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report presents recommendations and definitions with
respect to measures of reliability and maintainability for application on the Netro Rail. Project. The definitions represent
selection and refinements from a wide variety of definitions
used elsewhere. The approaches to specification and démonstration of maintainability and of the maintenance-related aspects
of reliability also follow precedent.
2.1

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions ate. excerpted from the body of
this report, where the background, rationale, and application
of the definitions are discussed. Because the definitions are
intended for contractual. purposes, an effort has been made to
minimize ambiguities and some explanatory text has been incórporated.

DE!INITION: FAILURE
The event, or inoperable state, in which any
item or part of an iem does not, or would not, perform as previously specified.
NOTES:
To be regardedás the failure of a
specific item, the eent or state must
arise as a result of the properties of
that item and must not be attribUtable
to external factors that exceed specificatIon limits.

i

does not always
The failure of an
imply the failure of the function or
higher-level items with. which the
failed item is associated.

when the failUre of. an item i_s addressed in a specification or in an
analysis, that item should be identified clearly.
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DEFINITION: INDEPENDENT FAILURE
A failure that occurs without being caused by
the failure of another item.
NOTES:

A failure that is induced by errors fn
testing procedures, or by stresses.
induced improper1r by teEt equipment
or instrumentation, Ehould not be
regarded as an independent failure.
If two or more failures are induced
concurrently by the same óaüsé, not
more than one of the failures should
be regarded as an independent failure.

DEFINITION: DEPENDENT FAILURE

A failure that is not independent.
DEFINITION.::

REPRODUCIBLE FAILURE

A failure that can be duplicated1
(NOTE:

Questiolns as to whether a failure is
reproducible should not arise when the
failed state is evident frOm physical
examination of the item, but only when
a functional failure has been indicated as a transient event in operation.
In such cases, Verification of
the failure should b.e possible by
duplicating it in the shop or in

operation.
DEFINITION.: CONTRACTUAL FAILURE

A failure with respect to a contractual requirement, whether due directly to an independent, reproducible failure or to any resulting dependent
failures.
NOTE:

Only one ôontractual. failure shall be
counted in connection with the combSnation of any one independent failure
and its dependent failures, if any.
However, when this requires a choice
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among several contractual requirements, the selection shall be made by
the District.
DEFINITION: LIFE UNITS

A measure of use duration applicable to the item
(e.g., operating hours1 clock hours, revenue hours,
cycles, car-trips, car-miles).

-

DEFINITION: FAILURE RATE
The measure of the rate of decrease in item
population or survival probability, expressed matheinatically as:

R(t) - RCt
R(t)

lim

+At)

NOTES:

Depending on the circumstances and on
requirements, the magnitude of the
failure rate may
Derived from a specific model of
the item's life distribution,
-'

Predicted from prior information.,
including handbooks, or

-

Estimated by dividing the total
number of observed failures in an
item population by the corresponding number .°f accumulated
life units

The source or metho.d for determining
the failure rate value should be
identified.
-

DEFINITION:: MEAN TIME TO FAILURE IMTTF)

The arithmetic average of the times 'to failure
of a population of items, measured in life units.
NOTES:

The magnitude of the mean time tO
failure may be derived from specific
models or predicted from prior information as in the case of the failure
rate.
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When the constant-failure-rate assümption is appropriate, the mean time to
failure is equal to the 'reciprqcal of
the failure rate and may be evaluated
accordingly.
The mean time to failure is an appropriate. measure for non-repairable
items.
DEFINITION: MEAN TIME BEWEEN FAILURES (MTBF)
The arithmetic average of the times between
successive failures of an -individual item or of each.
of the members of a population of items, measured
life un-its.

a

NOTES:

MTBF may be derived, predicted, or
estimated as in the case of X4TTF.

-

mean time between failures is art
appropriate measure for repairable
items, but- is numerically equal. to the
MTTF when the constant-failure-rate
assumption is appropriate.

DEFINITION: MAINTAINABILITY
The collective properties of an item that determine consumption of resources, including time, per
maintenance: event.
Maintainability generally is
improved by design policies that facilitate access
and diagnosis, especially, for the most common failand by 'maintenance policies that provide adequate facilities, replacement parts, and staffing.

DEFINITION: BASELINE

TO REPAIR

-T-I'Zft

The net.active repair time, excluding the effects of any extranious interruptions, from the
beginning of fault. location t.o the successful completion of functional checkoUt.

DEFINITION: MEAN BASELINE:

It4E

T0 REPAIR

.(MBT.TR)

The arithmetic average of the baseline times to
repair for a defined item and class of repairs.

.

NOTES:

MBTTR may be determined directly' from
-.
observations of actual repairs.
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Alternatively, when specified or. when
agleed to by the parties, MBTTR may be
determined from a theoretical model
(distribution) fitted to observations
or frOm estimates based on maintenance
analysis.
DEFINITION: MAXIMUM BASELINE TIME TO REPAIR (MAAMBTTR)

The 90th percentile of the distribution of baseline time to repair for a defined item and class of
repairs, determined as in the case of MBTTR.
2.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

The maintenance demands generated by failure and by efforts to prevent failures also must be subjected to contractual
control. Maintenance demands are determined jointly by reliability (failure frequency) and maintainability (resource consumption per failure). For some types of equipment, the total.
failure frequency for the operational consequence severity cat.egories (explanation later in text) iE an adequate reliabil-ity
measure for maintenance demand purposes; for others, a separate
requirement may be necessary. with respect to maintainability,
the following steps are recommended in addition to the usual
specifications of repair times.
For demonstrations:

Define and require a maintainability demonstration program that:
-

Reflects the repair time requirements

-

Involves the performance of repairs on
actual, deliberately introduced, or
appropriately simulated failüreà

-

Assures an appropriate mix of failures
within each class to which a specific
requirement applies

-

Is performed under conditions (includ-

mg skill levels, facilities, and
equipment) that reasonably approximate
the conditions expected in
facilities.

STD

.
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FOr preventive maintenance:

Establish contractual post-delivery penalties
for provable inadequacies in the supplierdefined preventive maintenance program.
Verify that the supplier-defined preventive
maintenance activities cap be accomplished
within the projected clock- and marn-hours
For spares provisioning:

Require each prospective supplier to submit, as
part of his bid or proposal, a preliminary provisioning list and corresponding cost estimate
Re4uire an updated provisioning list at a time
no later than the maintainability demonstration
o

Establish contractual penalties for:

Nontrivial cost growth from the preliminary provisioning list to the
updated list
-

Multiple or severe shortageS resultinq
from spares consumption in excess of
provisioning

-

Excessive inventory costs associated
with spares conSumption that is less
than one-fourth of the consumption
predicted for provisioning purposes
for any item

Require consistency between reliability predictions
and spares provisioning.

.

S
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BACKGROUND

When a rail rapid transit system operates without performance degradation, accidents, and equipment shortages, it provides patrons with a definable level of service. Uñdér these
conditions, the transit property realizes nximum revenues for.
Unfortua given fare structure, and minimum variable costs.
nately, the .sstem can be iubject to perturbations caused by
failures of equipment and inefficiencies. The type of perturbation of interest for purposes of this report involves equip
ment failure and its ôonsequences..
From the .patron'.s standpoint., the consequences of equipfailure are delays and/or discomfort. Sometimes, only
patrons in a specific transit vehicle or train or at a specific
location are affected. Sometimes many trains ate affected and
occasionally (e.g., when too many véhiöles become unavailable
or when an important track segment isunusable), all patrons.
are affected. Although a typical occurrence many directly
affect only a small number of. patrons1 frequent occurrences are
likely to affect the perceptions of the ridinq publió.

.rnent

When equipment fails, the transit property incurs the cost
of repair. and, possibly, the costs of providing substitute
transpottatioñ iüch as bus bridges. Additional capital costs
may be incurred in providing spare vehicles or equipments or in
improvements, such as pocket tracks, needed to enhance failure
mañaflméht. capabilities. There may also be opportunity costs
such as foregone revenues due to rEduced s'stedt capacity and/or
patron dissatisfaction.
The frequency of failure is largely determined by equip.ment characteristics and is measured in terms of reliability.
The duration of delays due to a failute depends Strongly On the
ability to correct or bypass. the on-line problem. This ability
is. determined by equipment characterstics measured in terms of
maintainability and by recovery provisions and operating strategies and rules. The cost of repair is also heavily influenced
The time required to reby: other aspects of maintainability.
serviceable
condition,
and the requireto
a
store equipment
spare
vehicles,
are
also heavily
ments for spare parts and
influenced by maintainability design.. In addition, time and
spares requirements are affected by factors. such as maintenance
facility sizing and layout and staffing levels.
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The. analysis of equipment failure and the subsequent
It
effect on the transit áystem and its patrons is complex.
eyond the scope of any
involyes issues that are normall
specification of the reliability and maintainabilit.y of any
However, such specifications
individual piece of equipment
are important for two reasons:

Reliability and maintainability measures are
elements o the mote complex issues of dependability and availability
The quantification of such measures allows overall system dependability and availability to be
estimated and allows individual equipment performnce to be assessed. The latter is particularly important because it can be contractually
euforced in order to achieve the system dependability goals.

The purpose of this report is to present clear and precise
defihitithis Of reliability and m4intaijbi4.itymeasures so that
they can be uniformly applied on the Metro Rail project and
allow numerical indices to be derived.
3.. 1.

RISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Quantitative definition and evaluation of reliability,
availability and maintainability (RAN) began in the 1940's as a
result of the increasing complexity of military hardware. The
development and exploitation of RAM techniques were fostered by
It was not until more
the defense and aerospace induStries.
clomplex, new transit systems began to be developed in the
1960's that any serious attempt was made to apply those techniques to the transit industry.
RM4 definitions and procedures in the transit industry are
derived from their military counterparts but théré are some
Special problems which
e noteworthy:
In fixed-guideway Systems, the interactions

among system elements (vehicle-to-vehicle,
train-to-train, train-to-guideway) are strong;
therefore, failure effects tend to be closely
coupled.
There is a strong interactiOn between the. syStem
and its patrons.
Most suppliers are not thoroughly ë*perienced

with RAM requirements, concepts and analytical
tools.

3-2

7.

.

Rail rapid transit thus combines óomplexity in RAM relationships with an unavoidable reliance on suppliers who are
inexperienced in RAM disciplines. This may help to account for
the diversity in RAM measures and definitions among different
transit properties. However, it must be acknowledged that
basic. differences--e.g., between the commuter-rail-like characteristics of BRT and the close station spacing of NYCTA--can
result in real differences in RAM needs.
3.2

SOURCES

a background

for the selection of suitable
reliability and maintainability indices for the Metro Rail
Projeöt dEfinitidns .fro saeral sourceS are included in this
report. Exhibit 3-1 identifies these sources:
To provide

MIL-STD-721C is the primary source of military
definitions, and thus reflects the historical
aAtecedents.
The APTA-Glossary and APTA-RAM specification
guidelines represent the transit industry's
attempt to provide definitions for industry-wide
use.

TRIP definitions, while not in general use, are
associated with the program to Establish a
common data base fo the industry.

HART and SEMTA definitions are associated with
current procurEments and thus indicate contemporary practice.

RAM definitions are provided for numerous areas and have
been grouped as follbwE:
el[ability

..

Failures
Failure Accountability
Failure Consequences
Failure Rates and Mean Times

Maintainability.

Maintenance
Maintenance Time Elements
Mean Repair Times
:1

In each area, a variety of definitions is presented,

.recoènded appropriate measures and their definitions are
listed, and the rátionàle for their choice is explained.

a
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EXHIBIT 31
SOURCES OF DEFINITIONS

ACRONYM

FULL.

TITLE

721C

MIL-STD-721C, 12 June 1981: Military Standard:
Definitions of Terms for Reliability End
Maintainability

APTA-G

Glossary of Terms Ptepared for The American
Public Transi.t Association by the Reliability,
Availability,
(RAM) Task Force

C)

APTA-RAMS
M4Y 198i, published
c Transit Association

TRIP

Transit Reliability Information Program (TRIP)
Participants Guidelines
(Many of the. definition.s used in TRIP appear in
the text rather than as distinct definitions.
In view of this, definitions attributed to TRIP
often-are paraphrased.)
I

BART

Bay Area Rapid Transit District, Agreement for
DeveloDment. Procurement and Testinc of VehidIe

SEMTA

Southeastern Michiga& Transportation Authority,
System Contract for Central Automated Transit
System

1
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4.0

RELIABILITY

4.0

RELIABILITY

The relIability of a transit system is affected by all
The causes of
kinds of failures, ±egardless of their causes.
interest for purposes of this report are those Which involve
equipment failure and its consequences. The intent is to
eiclude perturbations which:
Are externally caused by vandalism, strikes,
most accidents, and out-of-design-range weather
conditions
Are induced by human error in operations or
maintenance., unless directly attributable to the
equipment supplier

Result from planned, periodic activities, such as
preventive maintenance and overhaul.
4.1

D

FAILURES

displays some
Exhibit 4-1, Bas:ic Failure Definitions,
The
definitions of failure alid Wear-synonyms of failute.
multiple definitions may reflect attempt! to distinguish among
perturbatIons of differing severity or origins. Failures can,
and sometimes must, be categorized itt a number of different
ways, and there are not enough near-synonyms available to
accommodate all distinctions. The distinctions among definitions also often are not obvious. For example, the difference
between anomaly, failure, and malfunction in the APTA-G definiFor moat purposes, it is easier to use a
tions is not clear.
An
basic definition of failure and attach modifiers as needed.
expanded version of the 72lC definition is appropriate:
DEFINITION.:..

FAILURE

The event, or inoperab]e state, in which any
item or part of an item does not, or would not,
perform as previously specified.

4-1
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EXHIBIT 4-1
BASIC FAILURE DEFINITIONS
.

FAILURE

(72].c)

The event, or inoperable state., in hich any item or part
of an item does not, or would not, perform as previously
specified.

FAILURE

(flIp)

incident where a compOhettt was found to be inoperaexceeded its design limits and, therefore, did ñôt perform its intended function1
tive. or

REPAIR ACTION

(TRIP)

Compoftent repair due to catastrophic failure or operatibn
beyond specified limits. (Implicitly, an action made neclessary
by a FAILURE.)

MAINTENANCE ACTION.

(TRIP)

A minor repair (as contrasted to REPAIR ACTION).
(SEMTA)

FAILURE

An event which results in the inability of a system element to perform an intended function.

FAULT

(SENTA)

An event that produces a state or condition in a system
element which clontributeá to the occurrence of an undesired
event. A. fault may be, but is not necessarily, a failure.

FAILURE

(A.PtA-G)

An inability to perform an intended function.
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EXHIBIT 4-1
BASIC FAILURE DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

ANOMALY

(APTA-G)

Deviation from nominal performance which does not cause a
significant affect on system performance but does warrant investigation and/or repair.
(APTA-G)

DEFECT

A fault, imperfection, .f law, lack of completeness, or
other conditions which do not comply with specified technical
requirements.
DISCREPANCY

(APTA-G)

Nonconformance of equipment or nOneqüipment items tO
stated standards exclusive of the external environment.
MALFUNCTION

(AflA-G)

Any anomaly of failure wherein the system, subsystem or
component fails to function as intended.
INCIDENT

(APTA-G)

Art unforeseen event or occurrence which does not result in
injury or property damage.

4-3
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NOTES:
To be regarded as the failure of a
specific item, the. event or state must
arise, as a result of the properties of
that item and must. not be attributable
to external factors that exceed spec
ification limits.

The failure o an item does not always
mply the failure of the function or
higher-level items with which the
failed item is associated.

When the failure of an item is addressed in a specification or in an
analysis, that item Should be identified clearly.
4.2

H

FAILURE ACCOUNTABILITY

To the extent that RAMindicés ±é tO be. used by the SCRTD
for contractual purposes, it is important to distinguish be-tween those failures for which the equipment supplier can properl' and effectively be held accountable and those, for which he
can not. In general, a supplier ôan properly be held accountablç for failures that occur within the specified opèratin
environment and that could, in principle, have been prevented
by design, procurement, and production aspects reasonably
within the supplier's control. Re can effectively be held
accountable if the transit. system's failure data collection
system is credible or if the ôonttãct places the burden of
proof On the supplier..

Exhibit 4-2, Failure Accountability Definitions, displays
some efinitions related to assiqning respOnSibility far the
failure. The usual practice is not to hold the supplier
It can be
acclountable for secondary (dependent) failures.
argued that, while multiple counting involving primary and
secondary failures should be avoided, the total cost of the
consequences, including rèpäir tithe and öost for secondary
failurel, should be taken into account.
The BART definitions appear appropriate with four
exceptions:
The definition of independent failure
sively test-oriented

-i's

exclu-

The definition of reproducible failure eliminates intermittent failures and failures that
can only be duplicated under service conditions

4-4
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EXHIBIT 4-2
FAILURE ACCOUNTABILITY DEFINITIONS

!AILURE, INDEPENDENT

(7.2lc)

Failure which occurs without being caused by the failüré of any other item.
Not DEPENDENT.
FAILURE, DEPENDENT.

(721c)

Failure which is caused by the failure of an associated item(s).: Not XNDEPENDENT.

,

(a)

(b)

NON-RELEVENT
A failure
condition
ment, or
A failure
that will

'(72W)

verified as having been caused by a
not present in the operational environverified as peculiar to an item design
not enter t aloperational inventory.

FAILURE, NON-CRARG SABLE
(a)
(b)

(7.2].C)

A noñ-reléVAnt failure, or
A relevant failure caused by a condition previously specified. as not within the responsi(Al].
bility of a given organizational entity.
relevant, failures ar.è chargeable to brie organizational entity or another).
(APTA-G)

FAILURE, PRIMARY
The failure which is responEible for a system
malfunction.

(APTA-G)

F?.ILURE, SECONDARY

A failure which occurs as the consequence of another
failure (also dependent failure).

.
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EXHIBIT -2
FAILURE ACCOUNTABILITY DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

INDEPENDENT FAILURE.

(BART)

A failure which OCCUt5 without being caused by the
failure of a) other parts of the equipment under test,
test equipment, c) instrumentation, or d) the test
facility.

REPRODUCIBLE FAILURE.

b.)

(BAfl)

A failure which cañ be duplicated in the shop and for
which, if the failure is corrected by replacing a part.,
the replaced part itself is failed.
CONTRACTUAL. FAILURE

(BART)

Mi independent, reproducible failure of supplierfurnished equipment under test, plus any non-independent
failures caused thereby, classified as one failure.and
used to determine contractual compliance. All such failüres are contractual failures unless and until determined
to be otherwise by the Engineer. Failure requiring software modificationà shall not be considered as contractual
failures.

4 '-6

Disposition of failures by the Engineer should
be a contractual provision, but not a part of a
definition
Software-caused failures should be included
unless and until resolved by successful modif:ication--again, a contractual provision but not a
part of a definition.
This leads to the following appropriate definitions:

DEFINITION: INDEPENDENT FAILURE
A failure that occurs without being caused by
the failure of another item.
NOTES:

A failure that is induced by errors in
testing procedures, or by Etresses
induced improperly by test equipment
or instrumentation, should not be
regarded as an independent failure.
If two or more fAilures are induced

concurrently by the same cause, not
more than one of the failures should
be regarded as an independent failure.
DEFINITION: DEPENDENT FAILURE.

A failure that is not independent.
DEFINITION:: REPRODUCIBLE FAILURE

A failute that can be duplicated.
NOTE:

Questions as to whether a failure is
reproducible should not arise when the
failed state. is evident frQm physical
examination of the. item, but only when
a functional failure has been indicated as a transient event in operation.
In such cAses, verification of
the failure should be possible by
duplicating it in the shop or in
operation.
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DEFINITION: CONTRACTUAL FAILURE

A failure with respect to acontractual requirement, whether due directly to an independent, reproducible failure or to any resulting dependent
failures.
NOTE:

Only one contractual failure shall be
counted in connection with the combination of any one independent failure.
and its dependent failures, if any.
However, when this requires a choice
among several contractual requirements, the selection shall be made by
the District.
4.3

FAILURE CONSEQUENCE

As indicated by the definitions in Exhibit 4-3, Failure
Consequence, Definitions, categorization of failures in terms of
their consequences haE been employed in military and transit
contexts but in' rather different ays.. Except for safety, the
greatest concern in rail transit system almost always is with
disruption of Operations. This concern is reflected in reSome properties.
quirements involving 'service failures.'
include in the service failure category any failure which
requires a train or vehicle to be remov d from revenue sErvice
or precludes a train or vehicle from eni .ering revenue service.
The basic concept is delay to revenue s rvice, as in the BAfl
definition (six-minute delay in run timi ). .Typical.dejay
threshholds for service failure definit: on are four to six
minutes..
Some properties define a scoi d threshhold, on the
order of ten to fifteen minutes, for ma: or delays, but this is
In at
used internally rather than in equipmenl specifications.
least one case (a propulsion system development. contract),
schedule adherence has been defined in terms of not exceeding
the. loss of one-half of a peak period headway, or about 1 1/2
minutes..

The concept of service failtire is applicable primarily to
vehicles and vehicle-borne equipment. Whether a wyside failure intetferes with train operation depends on design, system
If such a failure does
configuration, and operating rules,.
interfere, the time reqü irEd to correct the problem is virtually guaranteed to exceed the service failure threshhold. For
vehicles and vehicle-borne equipment, the allowed frequency of
service failures typically is 1/4 of the allowed frequency of
all failures, but the ratio may be as low as 1/10.

a

a

-

EXHIBIT. 4-3

FAILURE CONSEQUENCE DEFINITIONS

FAILURE, CATASTROPHIC

(72lC)

A failure that can cause item loss..
FAILURE:, CRItICAL

(72lC)

A failure, or combination of failures, that prevents an
item from performing a specified mission.
FAILURE, SERVICE

(APTA-G)

A failure which not only prevents the Unit from performing
its intended function, but it also disrupts or delays scheduled
Eervice.

CONTRACTUAL:REVENUE (CR) FAILURE

(DART)

.

A contractual failure that is reported in contractual
revenue operation.
CONTRACTUAL SERVICE (CS) FAILURE.

(DART)

A contractual revenue failure which is documented by ART
Central to have delayed scheduled terminal zone. to terminal
zone run time of a train by at least six minutes, or a vähicle
which ôoñsistently fails to transmit its I.D. to wayside reader
equipment..

MALFUNCTION

(SEMTA)

Any anomaly that occurs in a. component or subsystem that.
adversely affects its intended performance. Malfunctions may
be classified as:
a.

Class I malfunctions are those that pose a
threat to passenger safety and integrity of the
vehicle and hence, the entire system.

b.

Class II malfunctions are faiiuteE of vehicles
or wayside equipment which does not present
It does
immediate danger to passenger safety.
cause an interruption or dègradation in system
revenue service.

c.

Class III malfunctions are failures that do not:
endanger passenger safety nor interrupt nor
degrade service, but do cause inconvenience to
passengers.
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While service failure is a valid and important concept,
its use aS a contractual requirement with measured conformance
presents very ietioüs difficulties:
Delay times are variable and the choice of a
threShold value must account for that variability.
If the threShold value is close to the
typical delay time, then the incidence of failuris may be erratic with man: j failures which
cause delays marginally less than the average
flo.
being included.

Because delay duration depends On factors, such
as train length and crew reEponse as well as
equipment character.istiOs, responsibility for
exceeding the threshhold often is subject to
At a minimum, this places a. heavy
dispute.
burden on the' recordkeeping system in terms of
providing detail and asSuting integrity.

Because the allowed frequency of service failures will be low, especially for individual
items such as vehicle-borne Automatic Train
control (ATC) equipment, sufficient operating
time for high-confidence verification ts not
likely to be available during the reliability
demonstration program..
For such reasons, acceptance decisions often must, and
usually should, be based on. design reliability analyses rather
than on actual measurement of servIce failure frequency. If
that is to be the case for. Metro Rail, alternative approaches
to failure categorization, should be considered.

alternative failure categorization approach is pre#
sented in. Section 4.4 below fat consideratioriby Metro Rail
management.
An'

4..4

AN ALTERNATIVEAPPROACH TO FAILURE CATEGORIZATION.

A truly comprehensive scheme for failUrE categorization
would be cdthplex to the point of defying mathematical analysis;
at best, it might be implementab.le .by computer simulation.
Even if such an approach were feasible, its purposes would be
deEeated by uncertainties about patron perception and, for that
matter, differences in views among tràzthit managers.].

.

1.

See pp. 3-5 through .3-11 in Vol. II of The Development. .of
Measures of Service. Availability, Report No. UMTA-MA0048-78-3, June 1978, ..ora good discussion of problems of
this kind.
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Exhibit 4-4, Failure Categorization Matrix, suggests an
approach that might be used tO categorize failure,s in more
detail than is permitted by the 'service failure/revenue
failure' definitions, without incurring prohibitive complexThis matrix is based on the .notiot that, for any given
ity.
type of equipment failure, it is possible to determine the
typical direct results (status after failure) and. assess the
relative severity of those results based on the vehicle's
pre-failure actitity (assignment at time of failure). For
example., a.psuwe that a failure involves a brake lock-up requiring iñechanical disabling of the brake mechanism before movement
can resume. If the vehicle is in revenue service at the time
of failure, the operating rules almost certainly will require
of fload followed by self-propelled removal (assuming there are
enough good cars in the consist). A major delay also would
occur, especially if speed restrictions are involved. The
corresponding cell in the matrix presumably would be labeled as
implying severe consequences. The same equipment failure on a
vehicle in a terminal spare assignment woàld result in a
dispatch-rohibit.ed status, and the consequences associated
with that cell would be considered much less severe.

Because the severity of the operational consequendes
associated with any given càmbination of 'Assignment, at Time of
Failure' and "'Status After Failure' is independsn.t of the.
cause, it can be assessed without knowledge of the details 9f
In faót, the assesEtheht can
the underlying equipment failure.
be made before the specifics o design are known. The asàessment should be performed by SCRTD personnel with operational
experience, and does requie knowledge of system features, such
as crossover locations, that áffedt. the. impact of blockages.
Seventies should be ranked on a scale with liñiitedrésolution;
a scale of 1 to 6 is suggested.
Another part of the linkage between equipmEnt failure and
system consequences is determined by equipment design and configuration. (What must be done to effect cut-out of ropu1siOn
on one truck, and how long does it take to accomplish this?)
The linkage is also determined in part by operating rules.
For
example what speed or other restrictions are associated with x
cut-outs in a consist of y cars?
Filling in such amatrix is a task for the SCRTD, not for
equipment suppliers. Assistance from suppliers may be helpful
in the related task of determining how specific equipment failThe objecures are to be associated with cells in the matrix.
tive of the task is to help provide a coherent basis for the
subsequent setting of specification limits on the frequencies
of failure at various severity levels.
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EXHIBIT 4-4
FAILURE CATEGORIZATION MATRIX
Assignment At Time of Failure (Discovery)

Status After Failure

In
Revenue
Service

Usable Without Restriction After:

Minor Delay

El

Moderate Delay
Major Delay

a

0

Deadhead

Terminal
Spare

In Terminal Or
Yard Awaiting
Dispatch

In Yard
Or Shop

EDC DO
U
0

CLI

.0

0

Remove From Service When Run Complete
After:

N)

Minor Delay
Moderate Delay

I
a

Major Delay

a
1

Offload Foflowed By :self_propeued
Removal From Service After:

Moderate Delay
Major Delay

o
U

Assisted Removal From Service Re4uired
Nonoperational Inconvenience/
Discomfort Only
Dispatch Prohibited

Of

:1
I

p

00

LI
LI

-

-

-

For purposes of specification and demonstration, it
appears feasible and desirable to express the "delay' aspects
of failuEe. categorization in a form that doesn't require measurement of delay duration. Thià Will, help in avoiding sOme of
the arguments about responsibility for delay--e.g., "that propulsion failure could have been corrected in less than four
minutes if the maintenance supervisor hadn't been out on a
coffee break." Delays due to equipment failure tend to be
minor, moderate, or major depending on whether:

The failure can by bypassed automatically (e.g.,
by line switch opening) or by action taken from
the head-end cab by the train operator

failure can be bypassed by train operator
action at the failed äar
The.

(9

Assistance must be brought to the scene.
For wayside equipment failures, the first category would
consist of those correctible by action at Central, and the
secOnd of any failures susceptible to correction by nonmaintenance personnel in the vicinity.

This approach simplifies the interface between those
aspects that are largely operations-oriefled and those that
relate directly to equipment characteristics. The interface is
represented by the failUre categorization matrix. Implementation can be summarized as follows.:
As indicated above, severity of operational

consequence should be assessed by operationsoriented SCRTD personnel
'the

SSTD's system safety specialistS should

define the rules that govern operation with
equipment in degraded condition (e.g., speed
restrictions and passenger of fload criteria)
The SCRTD's reliability and maintainability
specialists should assign maximum allowable
occurrence fre4uencies to each severity category
for use in contract specifications

Each supplier should be contractually responsible fpr conducting and documenting the necessary analyses, at the appropriate levels of
detail, to predict equipment failure frequencies
and to realte each equipment failure to the
corresponing location in the matrix.
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Of coUrse, these aspects are not completely decoupled.
For example., the supplier analyses must be subject to review
and approval by the SCRTD, while the supplier tiust be permitted
to make safety-related rules mor.e restrictive where he considers this necessary for his protection from liability to
thir4 parties.
After verification and approval of the supplier's analyses
of the linkages between equipment failures and the matrix, the
need to measure delays and document operational impacts for
ontract specific4ton enforcement no longer exists. Each t1pe
of equipment failure has become selfclassifying. However,
SCRTD may well wish to record and analyze delays and other
operational problems for internal uses.
Equipment failures imply maintenance costs as well as
operational perturbations. The maintenance burden is determined by maintainability as well as reliability, along with
other factors such as spares provisioning, and requires
sépàrate specification and demonstration requirements.
4.5

FAILURE RATES AND MEAN TIMES

The

tern 'failure rate' can have a number of definitiOns,
depending upon the. precision which is required. For many practical purposes, the failUre rate is simply the number of failures which occur per unit of time. This definition assumeS a
unifrom population of equipment which has a constant failure
rate.
In reliability demonstration programs, tie population Is
frequently undergoing retrofit progr.áms.so that. both.the state
Under
of the equipment and its failure rate are variable.
calculation
is
sometimes
modisimple
these circuEstances, the
For
example.,
calculation.
the
fled to become a mOving aeage
Toronto Transit Commission (flC) uses a 12 month reliability
demonstration period and a 12 week data collection period.
of the equipment and ità
Within the 12 iqeek period the
failure rate is assumed sufficiently constant to allow the
sample calculation to be a reasonable estimate of the true
Because the moving average calculation is perreliablity.
formed wEekly, the method intrinsially accounts for equipment
iEtprovements which are being made to delinquent components..

fle

Many aspects of reliability programs require quantitative
estimates and analyses long before practical observations can
be made. Reliability analyses allow these estimates to be made
with the use of failure rate information drawn from hiEtorical
data, Either directly from comparable equipment o from sources
The
such as MIL-EDBK-217. Both mEthods have their purposes.
analytical process can provide early estimates to support; the
design process, while practical demonstration programs can be
used, and understood, without theoretical ttaining in
reliability
-
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Failure rate and subsidiary definitions are given in
Exhibit 4-5. It can be seen that time' may be any apprOpriate
An item may be an individual coinponentorán ggrelife unit.
gate of components. To minimize the need for many definitions,
the 7flC definition of 'time' -should be adopted and the 721C
definition of 'life units' be adapted in the following modified
fOrm:

DEFINITION: LIFE UNITS

A measure, of use duration applicable to the item
(e.g., operating hours, clock hours, revenue hours,
cycles, car-trips, car-miles).

Difficulties may arise because items differ with respect
nãtural' life units. For ex4mple, chopper propulsion
failures are closely related to operating time, while door
operator failures are linked to dOor ccIeE and therefore,
indirectly, to station stops. To combine individdal failure
rates to higher level measures, such as vehicle MTBF, requires
a transition to' a common basis utilizing a conversion factor
such as average schedule speed. Conversion factors differ
widely among properties.
For eample, BART and NYCTA have
substantially different average speeds, station spacing and
In using historical data from other
numbers of doors per car.
properties, uch differences must be considered.
to their

The definition of failure rate can take various forms
depending upor the purpose being served. The following combined mathematioal and practical definition is suggested:
DEFINITION: FAILURE RATE
The measure of the rate of decrease in item
population or survival probability, expressed mathe-

maticlly

as:

R(t) - R(t
R(t)

lim

St-tO

+At)

NOTES:

Depending on the circumstances and on
requirements, the magnitude of the
failure rate may be:
-

Derived from a specific model of
the item's life distribution,
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EXBIBIT 4-5
FAILURE RATE AND SUBSIDIARY DEFINITIONS

TI ME

(72lC.)

The universal measure of duration.
The general word
'time' will be modified by an additional term when used in
reference to operating tithe, misEion time., test tie., etc. In
general expiessions such as Mean-Tiine-Between-Failure (MTBF),'
which must be more specifically
tii.e stands for 'life units
whenever
defined
the general term refers to a particular item.

LIFEUNITS

(:

21 C)

A measure of use duration applicable to the item (e.g.,
operating hours, cycles, distancE, rounds fired, attempts to
operate, etc.).
I TEM

(721 C)

a nbn-secific term used to denote any product,, including
systems, mater-ials, parts, EubassEmblies, sets, accésories, etc..
ITEM

(APTA-G)

-

A generic term to denote systemS, elexneñt of a system,
software, component, part, etc.
FAILURE RATE

(721c)

The total number of failures within an item population,
divided by the total. number of life ünit.s expended by the
population, during a particUlar measurement interval under.
stated conditions.

FAILURE RATE

(APTA-G)

The number of failures of an item per unit time (cycles,
hours, miles, events, etc., aS applicable for the item).

FAILURE RATE

(APTA-RAMS)

observed Unit, failures during unit time
cumulative unit-time CT)
or
1

Mean-Time-Between-Failures

'S

C

MTBF)
(TRIP)

FAILURE RATE
number of failures
number of nudes
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Predicted from prior information,
including handbooks, or
Estimated by dividing the total
number of observed failures in an
item population by the corres
ponding number of accumulated
life units.

The source or method for determining
the failure rate value should be
identified.

While it is comön practic.e to express reliabilit in
terms of failure rates for components, for systems it is more
Exhibit 4-6,
ôommoñ. to specify the mean time between failures.
the
indicates
vatiety
of ways
Definitions,
l2lC Mean Period
the
to
note
that
distincwhich can be used, it is important
differences
in
undesired
tions among these definition reflect
used..
An exception is the
events rather than the life units
distindtion between Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean
T-ime To Failure (MT:TF}.
This distinction comes about. because
some components can be repaired, while others cannot and muEt
be discarded.
MTBF refers to those components which can be
repaired; MTTF refers to components which cannot be repaired.
Exhibit 47, the APTA Mean Period Definitions, place more
emphasis on differences in life units. The APTA MflF definition may be somewhat misleading because it can be iflterpreted
to mean that all, components in the population must fail before
the MTTF calculation can be made. The APTA definition also
includes the concept of mean life as distinct from MTBF and
MTTR.
The mean life concept is introduced to recognize that
some components wear to the point that the. cost of repair is
greater than the replacement cost. Accordingly, mean life is
For completean estimate of the econOmic life of a component..
ness, Exhibit 4-8, Other Mean Period Definitions, provided
information from other sourcles.
The following definitions are apprOpriate for MTTF and
MTBF:

DEFINITION: MEAN TIME TO FAILURE (MTTF)
The arithmetic average of the times to failure
of a population of items, measured in life units.
NOTES:

The magnitude Of the mean time to
failure may be derived from specific
models or predicted from prior information aE in the case of the failure
rate.
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EXHIBIT 4-6
PERIOD DEFINITIONS

MnN

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURE (MTBF)

(72lc)

A basic measure of reliability for repairable iteis: The
mean number of life units during which all parts of the item
perfOrm Within their specified limits, during a, particular
measurement interval under stated conditions.

MEANTIMEtOrFAItURE

(721 C)

(MTITF)

A bauic measure of reliability for non-repairable items:
The mean number of life units of an item divided by the total
num:er of failures within that population, during a particular
measurement interval under stated conditIons.
MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-MAINTENANCE-ACTIONS

(MTBMA)

(72lC)

A measure of the system reliability parameter related to
demand fo maintenance manpower.: The. total number of system
life units, divided by the total nUmber of maintenance actions
(preventive and corrective) during a stated period of time.

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-REMOVALS (MTBR)

(72lC)

A measure of the system reliability parameter related to
demand for logistic support: The total number of system life
units divided by the tOtal number of items removed f torn that
system during a stated period of time. This term is defined to
exclude removals performed to facilitate other maintenance and
removals for product improvement.

MEANrTIME,,BETWEEN-MAINTENANCE (MTBM)

(72lC)

A measure of the reliability taking into account maintenance policy. The total number of life units expended by a
given time divided by the total numer of maintenance events
(scheduled and unscheduled) due to that item.

MEAN-TIME-BETWEENrtDEMANDSJMTBD)

(72lC)

mèásUre of the system reliability parameter related to
demand for logistic SUpport: The total number of system life
units divided by the total number of item demands On the supply
system during a stated period of time. e.g. Shop Replaceable
Unit (SRU), Weapon Replaceable Unit (WRU)1 Line Replacement
Unit (LRU), and Shop Replaceable Assembly (SRA).
.A
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EXHIBIT 4-6
72lC MEAN PERIOD DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-DOW14ING-EVENTS

(MTBDE)

(72lC)

A measure of the system reliability parametet related to
availability and readiness. The total number of system life
units, divided by the total number of events in which the
system becomes unavailable to initiate ità missions(s), during
a stated period of time.

MISSIONTIMEBETWEENCRITICALFAILURES (MTBCF)

(721C)

A measUre. of MISSION RELIABILITY: The total amOunt of
mission time, divided by the total number of critical failures
during a stated series of missions.

1)

n
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EXHIBIT 4-7
APTA MEAN PERIOD DEFINITIONS

MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF)

(A?TA-G)

The arithmetic mean of the time between successive failures.

MEAN TIMZ TO FAILURE (MTTFY

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of time to failure of all items in the
sample or population.

MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN

!MLUS :!!

(ATA-G)

The arithmetic mean of the distance travele.d between successive failures of a repairable vehicle.
(MTBF) X (MILES/HOUR)

(APTA-RAZ'ls)

Where the miles/hour is an average speed defined in the
specification.

MEAN CYCLES BETWEEN FAILURES (MCBF)

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of the number of cycles between successive failures of a repairable device.

MEAN TIME BETWEEN

5..MA1NTA

ACTIONS

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of thetime between. maifunotions
requiring corrective maintenance aötion.

MEAN CYCLES. BETWEEN

SVICE. FAILURES

(MTBSF}

(APTA-O)

The arithmetic mean of the time bëtweeñ fáilureE which
intertüpt. or impact service operations.

MEAN TIME BETWEEN SERVICE INTERRUPTING.
FAILURES (MTBSIF)
(See.

(APTA-G)

MTBSF)

MEAN LIFE.

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of time to wearoüt of all items in the
sample or population.
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EXHIBIT 4-8
OTHER. MEAN PERIOD DEFINITIONS

MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF)

(TRIP)

Detived from MMFB by dividing the latter by average miles
per hour (operating Speed).
MEAN MILES BETWEEN FAILURES (MMBF)

.

..
(TRIP.)

the avErage operational mileg between equipment
(vehicle, system etc...) intertüptions (i.e. miles between
fãilütes); the reciprocal of the failure rate.

MEAN MILES BETWEEN MAINTENANCE ACTIONS (MMBMA)

1:?

(TRIP)

Analogous to MMBF, but restricted to MAINTENANCE ACTIONS.
MEAN .MILES BETWEEN REPAIR ACTIONS (MMBRA)

(TRIP)

Analogous to MMBF, but restricted to REPAIR ACTIONS.
(Ed.: Given the TRIP defiit1on of FAILURE and REPAIR ACTION,
MMBF and MMBRA appear

MEANTIME BETWEEN

t.o

be synonymous.)

FAILURE.. (MTBF)

(.SEMTA)

The average equipment operating time per indEpendent
equipment failure. flBF is the re4iprocal of failUre rate and
is expressed mathematically as:

Equipment Operating Time
ItidepétIdent FaiIiitS
MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF),
GENERAL DEFINITION

.

(BAaT)

MThF is a general term. For it to have meaning the.
concept of pertinence must be defined for a particular kind of
time, a particular period, a particular item and a particular
clasS of failures for that item.

Total Pertinent Time
Total Perttnent Failures

S
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EXHIBIT 4-8
OTHER MEAN PERIOD DEFINITIONS
(continued)

CONTRACTUAL REVENUE

MEN

FAILURES

TINE

:MTlm

(DART)

Total Contractual Réveñiie. Oberatinc Time (for the neriod)

CONTRACTUAL SERVICE MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (CS-MThF)
the
ures (tot the

.
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(BART)

the constant-failure-rate assumption is appropriate, the mean time to
failure is equal to the reciprocal of
the failure rate and may be evaluated

When

acclording].y.

time to failure is an appromeasure for non-repairable

The mean

priate
items.
DEFINITION:

MEAN

TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF)

The arithmetic average of the times between
successité failüreE of ahindividuál item or of each
of the members of a population of items, measured in
life units.
NOTES:

may be derived, predicted, or
estimated as in the case of MTTF.
MTBF

The mean time between

failures is

an

appropriate measure for repairable
items, but is numerically equal to the
MTTF when the constant-failure-tate
assumption is appropriate.
be
It should be understood that a repairable system may
art
MTBF
such
cases,
In
composed of nonrepairable subsystems.
value at one level may be determined by MTTF values at lower
levels of aggregation.
It also should be understood that the constant-failurerate assumption cannot apply to a function performed by redundant items. It may be appropriate to assign an 'equiValent'
failure rate, but such a rate must be derived from careful
analysis. The equivalent failure rates or MTBF's in such cases
are very sensitive to failure detection capabilities and to
operating rules and repair policies.
When more than one kind of life unit is used, it is important to distinguish among them, such as by sing MDBF (as in
the APTA-G definition, Exhibit 4-7) to denote miles as the life
unit.. In the absence of other indications, the life unit
implied by MTBF and MTTF is the operating hour, but failure
rate usually is stated in events per million operating bouts.
This must, be taken into account in equating the one to the
reciprocal of the other. Specific failure categories or other
undesired events also can be covered by these measures, but
must be defined and indicated clearly. A common approach is to
emphasize service failures', as in the BART definitions of
'contractual service failure! and CS-MTBF. As Indiclated in
Section .4.4 previously, a more detailed categorization o
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Eailures which distinguiEhes among several levels of severity
Of consequences, and avoids the nee4 to me4sure elay duratidnE, is recommended. The preferred procedure is to speeify
an MThF reqüirernènt for faiflreE haing conseqüendes Of the
highest rank; the highest and the second-highest combined; the
highest, second-highest, and third-highest combined; an.d so On
until all tãftks are considered jointly in the last requireThis procedure automatically qies credit for overment.
any of the. lower ranks.
achievement in MTBF
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MAINTAINABILITY

Exhibit 5l, Maintainability Definitions, displays several
None is completely satisfacdefinitions used in the industry.
72lC
definitions
somewhat
vague because the term
The
are
tory.
is
confusing.
The
APTA-G
definition
provides a close
measure
the
definitions
of
reliability,
but meaparallel, to
standard
surement of maintainability in terms of probabilities is virtually never encountered in practice. The SEMTA definition has
some appropriate characteristics, but seems poorly phrased.

There is no pressing need to define 'maintainability as
such, because specification is done in terms of specific measures such as averages of repair tim,es..
For the sake of completeness, the following definition is offered:
.DEFINITION,:AIAINtAINABILI.TY

The collective properties of an item that determine consumption of résoürces, including time, per
maintenance event. Maintainability general-ly is
improved by design policies that faci:liate. access
and diagnosis, especially for the most common failures, and by maintenance policies that provide adequate facilitieS, replacement parts, and staffing.

There always is competition for available funding among
physical and human resource demands, within maintenance and
between maintenance and other necessary activities. There. also
is 'competition among hardware items in the sense that nOt all
items can be made equally accessble, and often there are
trade-offs between majntinabi1ity and reliability. Priorities
will vary among properties an4 in4ividuals.
Definitions suggested belOw are limited to those characteristics that are likely to be specified and measured. Related definitions that have been used elsewhere are shown in
Exhibit 5-2., Maintenance Definitions.

.
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EXHIBIT 5-1
MAINTAINABILITY DEFINITIONS

MAINTAINABILITY

(721c)

The measure of the ability of an item to be retained or
restored to Specie ied condition when maintenance is performed
by personnel having specified skill levels, using prescribed
procedures and resources, at each prescribed level of mainteriance and repair.

MAINTAINABILITY, MISSION

(72 1C)

The measure of the ability of an.itein to be. retained in or
restored to specified condition when maintenance is performed
during the course of. a specified mission profile..
(The
mission-related system maintainability parameter.)

MAINTAINABILITY

(APTA-G)

A characteristic of design and installation which is expressed as the probability that an item will be; restored to a
Epecified condition in a given period of time, when maintenance
is performed in accordance. with prescribed procedures and
resources.
MAINTAINABILITY

(SEMTA)

The combined qualitative and quantitative characterCl)
i.stics of material design and installation which enable the

accomplishment of operational objectives with Mnimurn maintainability expenditures including manpoier, personnel .skifl, test
equipment, technical data, and facilities under operational
environmental cOnditions in. which the scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance will be performed..
(2)

.i)

(Same as APTA#G definition).

fl
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EXHIBIT .5-2
EN CE DEFINITIONS

MAINTENAIICE

(721C)

All actions necessary for retaining an item in or
restoring it to a specified condition.

MAINTENANCE, CORRECTIVE

(7:21C)

All actions performed as a result of failure, to restore
an item to a specified condition. Corrective maintenance can
include any or all of the following steps.: Localization, Isolation, Disassembly, Interchanqe., Reassembly, Alignment and

CheZkout.
MAINTENANCE, PRflENTIVE

(7flc)

All act-ions performed in an attempt to retain an item in
specified condition by providing systematic inspection, detection, and prevention of incipient failures.

MAINTENANCE, UNSCHEDULED

(721C)

Corrective maintenance required by ite n conditions.
MAINTENANcE, SCHEDULED

çl2lC)

Preventive maintenance performed at prescribed points in
the item's life.

SERVICING

(lnc)

The perfotmance of any act needed to keep an item in operating condition, (i.e. lübr-icating, fueling, oiling, cleaning1
etc.), but not including preventative maintenance of parts or
corrective maintenance tasks.
MAINTENANCE.

(APTA-G)

All actions necessary far retaining an item in or restoring it to an operable condition.

MAINTENANCE, CORRECTIVE

(APTA-G)

An action taken to restore a failed item of equipment to
an operable. state.

L
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EXHIBIT 5-2
MAINTENANCE DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

MAINTENANCE, PREVENTIVE

(APTA-G)

The actions performed in an attempt to retain an item in a
specified condition by providing systematic inspection, detection, and prevention of incipient failure.

MAINTENANCE, UNSCHEDULED

(APTA-G)

Maintenance action (unscheduled maintenance) initiated by
the malfunction of equipment..
.

MAINTENANCE, SCHEDULED

(APTA-G)

Programmed preventive maintenance.
SERVICING

(A.PTA-G)

The replenishment of consumables needed to keep an item in
operating condition, but not indlUding any other preventive
maintenance or any corrective maintenance.

REPAIR

(APTA-G)

-'

The maintenance activity which restores a failed item to
an operable state.

.
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5.1.

MAINTENANCE AND MAINTAINABflITY MEASURES

The 72lC and .APTA-G definitions of: various elements of.
maintenance parallel each other rather closely. The additional
721C definitions in Exhibit 5-3 are provided because they are
sometimes used in connection with measures of more direct
interest. They appeü ambiguous, however. For example., the
value obtaied for MEAN-MAINTENANCE-TIME (defined in Exhibit
5-5) depends on whether a shop visit during which corrective,
Scheduled preventive, and servicing activities are performed is
counted as one, two, or three. maintenance eventS. Eihibit 5-4
provides commonly used maintenance time ftlement definitions.

Before selecting definitions, the purposes of specifying
maintainability iueatires must be considered. When maintenance
is performed:
There may be direct effects on operations.
These are effects considered in the categorization of failures and the recommended reliability specifications based on such categori-.
zation. With that approach, these effects need
not be considered again under the heading of
maintainability.

There may be indirect effects on operations due
to inadequate availability of equipment--especi-ally railcars--due to eAcéssive maintenance
times or to saturation or exhaustion of maintenance resources.
There will be expenditures of maintenance
resources.

Maintainability measures are specified to cOntrol these
effects and expenditures. One ãspéát of control involves the
limiting of maintenance times and costs. Another involves the
achievement of good balance among such factors as maintenance
facilities, manning, provisioning, and fleet size. Unfortunately, the credible measurement of maintenance time elements
and the apportionthent Of responsibility for other resource
imbalances under real_life conditionS in the maintenance shop
There are some realistic possiinvolve extreme difficulties.
provisions; before examining
useful
specification
bilities for
some existing definitions.
examine
these, it. may be useful to

S
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EXHIBIT 5-3
ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE DEFINITIONS

MAINTENANCE, EVENT.

(72.lc)

One or more maintenance actions réquired to effect corrective and fleventative maintenance due to any type of failure ot
malfunction, false alarm or scheduled maintenance plan.

MAINTENANCE ACTION

(721c)

An element, of a maintenance event. One or more tasks
fault localization, fault isolation, servicing and
inspection) necessary to retain an item in or restote it to a
specified condition.
(i.e..,

n
0
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EXHIBIT 5-4
MAINTENANCE TIME ELEMENT DEFINITIONS

MAINTENANCE tIME

(721c)

An element of down time which excludes modification and
delay time.
TIME, DELAY

(721C)

That element of down time during which no maintenance is
being accomplished on the item beöauáe of either Supply or
administrative delays
TIME, SUPPLY DELAY

(721C)

That element of DELAY TIME during which a needed replacement item ibeing obtained.
TIME, ADMINISTRATIVE

.

That element
delay time.

of:

(721C)

delay time, not included in the supply

TIME, CHECKOUT

(721C)

That element of MAINTENANCE TIME during which performance
of an item is verified to be a specified condition.

TIME, TURN AROUND

(721C)

-

That element of MAINTENANCE TIME needed to replenish
consummables and check out an item for recommitment..

TIME TO RESTORE

(APTA-G)

See TIME TO REPAIR.
TIME, ACTIVE REPAIR

(APTA-G)

That portion of down time during which one or mote repairmen are working on failed equipment.
TIME, FAULT LOCATION

C

(APTA-G)

the length of time used in discovering the cause(s) of
equipment malfunction.
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EXHIBIT 5-4
MAINTENANCE TIME ELEMENT DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

LOGISTIC TIME

(APTA-G)

That portion of down time associated with waiting

£ or

one

or mote replacement parts.

TIME, AD14INISTRATIVE

I

(APTA-G)

That portion of the down time not included in logistIc and
active repair time.

TIM, CHECK OUT

a

(APTA-G)

used to verify that a repair action has restored a
discrepant component or equipment.
T-ime

.
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EXHIBIT 5-S
MEAN REPAIR TIME DEFINITIO$S

MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR (MTTR)

(72lC)

A basic measure of maintainability: The sum of corrective
maintenance times at any speCific level of repair, divided by
the total number of fáiluréswithin an item repaired at that
level, during a particular interval under stated conditionE.

MEAN-MAINTENANCE-TIME (MMT)

(72lc)

The measure of item maintainability taking into account
maintenance policy. The sum of preventive and corrective maintenance times, divided by the sum Of scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance events, during a stated period of time.

MISSION-TIME-TORESTbRE-F.UNCTIONS AMTTRF)

(72lC)

A measure of MISSION MAINTAINABILITY: The total corrective critical failure maintenance time, divided by the total
number of critical failures, during the course of a specified
mission profile.
MEANTIME-TO-RESTORE-SYSTEM

(MT-TRS)

C72lC)

A mea%ure of the system mai ainabiity parameter, related
The total corrective nainttto availability and readiness:
events, divided by the
downing
nance time, associated with
total number of downing events, during a stated period of
time.
(Excludes time for off_system maintenance and repair of

detached components.)
MEAN-TIME-TO-SERVICE. (MTTS!.

(721C)

A meaSure Of an on-system maintainability characteristic
related to servicing that is calculated by dividing the total
scheduled crew/operator/driver servicin time by the number of
times the item was serviced.

MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR (MTTR)

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of active repair time.

MEAN TIME TO REPAIR (MTTR)
Total repair time inhours
Total. number of reaTt atibtiS

(APTA-RAMS)

EXHIBIT 5-5
MEAN REPAIR TIME DEFINITIONS
(continued)

MEAN TIME TO RESTORE SERVICE

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic, mean of time required to restore service
after a failure has occurred.

MEAN MAINTENANCE TIME

(APTA-G)

The arithmetic mean of the time required to perform a
maintenance action.

(APTA-RAMS)
The value of repair time which, out of a ranked statistical sampling of repairs, is not exceeded 90 percent of the time.

MEAN TIME TOREPAIR...(.MTTh)

(TRIP)

The. average time it takes to perform a number of repairsj
usually expresEed as:

Active Repair Times
Number of Repai'ra
(TRIP suggests that the inclusion of waiting and idle time
in the MTTR, or the substitution of actual out-of-service time,
would be more. realistic.)

MEAN LABOR ROURS TO REPAIR (MLHTR)

'

(TRIP)

:1
A sublstitute for MTTR which uses total labor hours (manhours) in place at active repair 'times (clock hours).
TRIP also suggests that while this calculation more
closely represents the actual. time spent on repairing a vehicle, the addition of waiting and idle time would result in an
estimate Of elapsed repair time for a vehicle. Thus, a. vehiThe
cle's out-of-service time can be approxi'mated.
(Ed.:
last sentence is invalid.)

MAINTENANCE LOAD FACTOR (MLF)

(TRIP)

A measure reflecting the repair load experienced in maintaining a vehicle/component. This factor is indicative of thefl
unavailability of a Vehicle due to maintenance, and is determined by mu].tip]ying the vehicle/component's failure rate and
MTTR.
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EXIBIT

5-5

MEAN REPAIR TIME DEFINITIONS
(Continued)

(SAM)

MEAN TIME TO REPAIR (MTTR).

Used to measure the secondary repair time of a defective
subassembly ot the ATC.
MEAN TIME TO RESTORE SERVICE (MTTRS)

(BAn)

Used to measure the primary tepair time to restore a car
with a defective ATC to normal operation.

REPAIR RATE

(TRIP)

The reciprocal of MTTR:
= 1/MTTR

(Ed.: This implies a negative exponential distribution of
repair times--a model much less widely accepted for repair than
for failure times.)
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With one exception, the 721t and APTA definitions in Exhibit 5-5, Mean Repair Time Definitions, are straight-forward
extensions (taking averages) of. ptevidsly defined time elemeats and combinations of elements. The exception is APTA-RAMS
definition of 149Q, which defines a percentile of the distribution of repair times and is sometimeà identified inaccurately
The two BAfl
as a ma.XiEUm time to repair (e.g., MMX90).
definitions make a clear and important distinction. Repairs
performed on a railclar or other significant operational element
of the rail system, such as a track circuit, usually by the
replacement of a line replaceable unit (.LRU)., differ in impact
and usually in duration from repairs perfOrmed in a component
shop.
To minimize problems And diEputes in connection with the
measurement of maintenance times, it is necessary to conduct
the measurement under controlled conditions. For both primary
and secondary repairs (as in the flRT definitions), the. following approach is recommended:

Identify items subject to primary and/or secondary repair.
(At a minijnum, all LRU's except
throwaway itemE are Subject to secondary repair
and the items at the. next highe,r level of aregation are subject to primary repair.)

Establish requirements (upper bounds) on mean
repair times (primary and secondary, as appropriate) based on active repair time.
Establish requirements (upper bounds) on the
90th percentile of the repair.time distributions
only for those items that.;
-

ppear likily to have long and highly
variable repair times, and

-

Can reasonably be Subjecte,d to at
least ten trials in the course of
maintainability demonstration.

Define and require a maintainability demonstration program that:
-

Reflects the repair time re4uirements

-

Involves the. performance of repairs on
actual, deliberately introduced, or
appropriately simulated failures

-

Assures an appropriate mix of failures
within each class to which a specific
requirement applies
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-

Is performed under conditions (including skill levels, facilities, and
equipment)' that, reasonably approximate
the trnditions expected in SCRTD
facilities.

Identification of items/repairs, prediction of relative
frequencies, leel of detail in the specification vs. detail to
be provided by the supplier, and some other aspects of maintainability demonstration may depend on the supplier's skills
and ott detàii.s of the equipment configuration. It therefore
must be anticipated that. the. contract specificlations as initially issued will require subsequent elaboration.
The following definitions, applicable to both primary and
Secondary repairs, are suggested .f.or specification and demonstfation purposes..

DEFINITrON: BASELINE TIME TO flPAIR
The net active repair time, excluding the effects of .any extraneous interruptions, from the
beginning of fault location to the successful camplétion of functional checkout.

DEFINITXON: MEAN BASELINE

TO REPAIR.

.(.MB'TTR)..

The atithinetic average of. the baseline times to
repair for a defined item and claSs of repairs.
NOTES:

MBTTR may be determin,ed directly from
observations of actual repairS.
Alternatively, when specified or when
agreed to by the parties, MBTTR may be
determined from a theoretical model
(distribution) fitted to observations
or from estimates based on maintenance
analysis.

DEFINITXON:MAXIMUM BASELINE TIME

TO.

REPAIR (MAXMBTTR)

he 90th percentile of the distribution of baseline time to repair for a defined item and class of
repairs, deteEmined aS in the. caàe of MSTTR.
The above démonsttation addresses only repair times associated with torrect-ive maintenance.. Two othe.r'aspects of maintainability should also be addressed:

Spares provisioning
Preventive maintenance.
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5.2

SPARES PROVISIONING
It is customary tO reqUire equipment suppliers to submit

provisioning lists, but this usually occurs late in the acquisition phase and is not subject to effective incentives.. The
following is recommended:

Require each prospective supplier to submit, as
part of his bid or proposal, a preliminary prOvisioñiñg list and corresponding cost estimate

Require an updated provisioning list at. a time
no later than the.rnaintainability demonstration
Establish contractual penalties for:
Nontrivial cost growth from the preliminary provisioning list to the
updated list
-

Multiple or severe shortages resulting
from spares consumption in excess of
provisioning

-

Excessive inventOry costs associated
with spares consumptIon, that is less
than one-fourth of the consumption
predicted for provisioning purposes
for any item

Require consistency between reliability predictions and spares provisioning.
5.3

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

It alSo is common
preventive maintenance
preventive maintenance
aid in assuring that a
defined, the following

practice to prescribe upper bounds on
and to require the supplier to define a
program complying with those bounds. To
realistic and effective program is
is recommended:

Verify that. the supplier-defined preventive
maintenance activities can be accomplished
within the projected clock- and man-hours
Establish contractual post-delivery penalties
for provable inadequacies in the supplierdefined preventive maintenance program.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

The success of a rapid ttansit system depends primarily upon
public acceptance., and acceptance can only be achieved by providing safe, dependable service.

dence is gained and held.

In this manner the public's confi-

This is an important factor as the

public, consumer groups, and the GOvernment focus on the safety
of ptoducts and services.

A modern transit system
in an operating relationship.

is a

combination of complex elements

As thete is always a possibility

that an element may not operate as intended or may fail safety

problems can result.
In recent years the system safety approach has been accepted

more readily as a preferred means to reduce safety prloblems. The
system safety approach stresses hazard identification, evaluation
and resolution in the design phase.
It is at this point that the
greater cost

nd safety benefits can be realized.

The approach

also emphasizes the use of analysis of the critical physical and
functional interfaces between systems and subsystems.
It is planned that the SCRTD will continue to use the experi-

ence and knowledge gained at other properties in these areas and

that system safety will continue to be applied in a systems en-

gineering mariner.
3.1.1

scRTD Safety Policy

Safety is of foremost concern in the design, construction
and operation of the Metro Rail system. All applicable codes and
regulations, aüthented by modern system safety engineering technology and industry standards, will be used to ensure that. the

system achieves a level of safety that equals or exceeds that of
Safety requirements include hazards
other rail transit. systems.

C

elimination and/or control, and provisions for emergencies.
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3.1.2

Purpose

This document presents the Preliminary Engineering safety
criteria...
The purpoee of the safety criteria is to provide sufficient definition and description of all facets of the safety
approach and concept so design engineers and architects have

guidance for the proper selection of equipment and design of
facilities. Through these criteria, safety considerations will
be iñterated into all aspects of the design specification

ptepara- tion, equipment selection, construction, architectural
concepts, procedures and operations.
3.I..3

Prog±ath Objective

The Objectives of the safety program are the elimination or

cOntrol of Category I and II hazards (as defined in MIL-STD 882A)
and the assurance that no single point failure in a dynamic
system results in an unsafe condition.
To achieve these objectives and provide a level of safety

that equals or exceeds that of other rapid transit systems

requires a comprehensive and complete system safety program. The
program commenced with the firm positive attitude and position of
the SCRTD.

The next step is the implementation of the criteria

and eventually the completion of the to-be-developed program

elements and analyses.
3.1.4

tern

Scope
Three documents have been prepared to define the safety, sys
assurance and secUrity criteria for the Preliminary

Engineering phase. This document outlines, the safety criteria in
the f011owing areas:
o

StatiOn and Site

o

Communications
Passenger Vehicle

Train Control

3-2

a

TractiOn Power and Distribution

o

Central ContrOl
Ways and Structures

o

Operations axd Maintenance

Material that meets strixgent fire, smoke and toxicity requitéments are essential to the. safety and well-being of the public and SCRTD personnel.

These factors are addressed in a

separate fire/life safety criteria document.

S

C
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3.2

(RESERVED)

.'

C
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3.3

STATION AND SITE

3.3.1

Station and Site

LaoUt

A

well planned site safely integrates vehicular and
pedestrian ttaffic. Pedestrian exposure to ehicular traffic

needs to be minimized and the Potelntial for vehicle collisions
cäüSed by crOss- and counter-flow reduoed. Open lines of sight
and clear

grahis

also contribute to traffic flow and management.

The recommended criteria are;
o

Site access points are to be located to preclude
traffid Oôhgestion, and traffic patterns fo irehicles
and pedestrians are to be clearly marked.

Vehicle patterns that cross or result i-n counter-flow
are to be minimized, as ate common bus and auto lanes.
o

Patron drop-off zones and taxi stands are to be
coneniently located to minimie pattOn exposure to
ttaffiO.
Patrons are to be able to môvé directly tO
the station entrance without crossing traffic 1aiie.

o

If public par-king is provided, special space is to be
set aside for the hax4icapped. at the cloSest point to
the station entrance tO minimize their exposure to

traffic.
Bus loading and unloading zones are t be located so
that patrons do nOt have to cross traffic lanes:.
o

3.3.2

3.3.2.1

Clearly defined and well-marked crosswalks and sidewalks are to be provided with nonslip surfaces.

Station ArchiteOtuial Features
Signage
Distinct, legible and correctly locäte.d signage is critical

to improved patrOn safety,

circulation and movement.

Signage can

reduce the pOteqtia]. for confuSiOn, interference, bumping and
jostling, and possible tripping and fai1ing.

LI
3,5

The recommended
o

o

3...

criteria are:

Clear, legible and well-illuminated sighing and
graphics are to be provided in stations. The signing
and graphics are to be located in a manner which
enhances the safety and convenience of patrlons.
Consideration is to be given to utilizing a bilingual
format on signs; the second language to be determined
as a result of further study.
Right-hand traffic is to be maintained where possible
th±tüch s'igning.

3.2.2 Architectural Psychology
Some falls occurring on escalators and stairs are due to
wat is termed architectural psychology. The conoñ
interpretation is that as a person prepares to board an escalator
or descend/ascend the stairs he/she should npt be distracted from
securing a hand- hold and establishing a fOotingby a vista that
catches the eye. (the vista could be. a piece of sdulpture,
elaborate advertise- meht, or architectural treatment.)
The recommezided

criterion is:
features or vistas

which can distract
patrons at the head or foot of stairs and elsqajators
are to be avoided.

Any

desi,gh

3.3.2.3 Platform
3.3.2.3.1 safety Strip: Falls from the platfotm edge to the
tramway are amOng the most serious hazards to be encountered in
a rail transit system. Falls could oacur when an individual
stands too close to the edge asid is jostled, or slips, or loses
balance and falls onto the tramway. Therefore, it is
portant that the platform edge sütfade should be safe ad distinctive in a mariner that wou,d alert patrons when they: are close
to the edge.

i-
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The recommended criteria are:
a

The platform edge material is to be nonslip and differet in color and texture to &thtinguish it from the
main platfOtm area.

ö

A narrow tactile sttip which contrasts with the
platform edge and the main platform area is to be part
of the design to improve the probability of the safety
strip being sensed by the blind.

a

The width of the safety strip is tO be comparable to
those found in new transit system stations (approximately 2 feet).

3.3.2.3.2

(Jnderplatform Refuge ArEa:

If a patron falls from the

platform to the trackway, a space should be available where one
In this
can crouch and avoid being struck by the oncoming train.
space the patron should also be safe from the third rail and the
hazards associated therewith.
The recothmended criterion iS:
a

The underplatfbrm design is to incorporate an area
where one can crouch and not be struck by the collector
shoe or other parts of the train. The third rail is to
be located on the opposite side of the tracks from the
underplat form refuge.

vehicle/Platform Interface: The horizontal and vertical misalignment between the vehicle doors and the platforth edge
should be minimized to reduce. the tripping hazard and the possi-

3.3.2.3.3

bility for an object or limb to be caught Detweeñ the Vehicle
d
platform. Alignment woUld also reduce the potential for catching
and trapping the wheels of a wheel chair.
The redommended criterion is:

a

3.3.2.3.4

The platform design is to be coordinated with the track
layout and the vehicle dynamic profile to provide an
acceptable interface between the platform and vehicle..
This interface is to minimize horizontal and vertical
gaps at the Vehicle door threshold.
Bumping Hazards:

Pedestrians should not be exposed to

bumping hazards on the platfOrms or public ways.
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The recommended criterion is:
Sufficient clear space is to be provided around
overhead and side projections and corners tO reduce the
potential for bumps and walk-ing into these
protuberances.
3.3.2.4

Station Walking Surfaces
To reduce the potential of slipping, tripping and falling,

all walking surfaces including the public areas and the auxiliary

spaces

a-re

to be constructed of non-slip materials.

The recommended criterion is:
All walking surfaces within the statiOn are to have
non-slip surfaces.

o

Walkway Screening

3.3.2.5

Station designs often incorporate passarelles and pedestrian
overpasses in non-paid areas which connect other areas of the
If the potential exists
station or businesses to the mezzanine.
for patrons to accidentally or deliberately: drop objects onto the

trackway,

the wallcway should be screened.

The recommended criterion is:
When passa-relles or pedestrian walkways are provided
ove± the trackway, the alkays are to be screened.
Top of Balustrade

3.3.2.6

The architectural treatment of stairs, escalators and visual
openings may include the use of balustrades. Patrohs awaiting

trains could place objects upon the top of the bãlüstrade.

The

objects could slide or be knocked off and fall onto the patrons
below.
The.

-recommended criterion is:

The top of the balustrade i-s to be sloped away f-rom the
vertical circulation elements and visu4l openings to
prevent objects being placed upon them.
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Railings/Guardrails

3.3.2.7

Railings, when used, need to meet the applicable codes regardig height and loadings. Additionally, the design EhoUld not
permit dropped objects to roll underneath and fall to the next
lower

level(s)..

The recommended criteria are:
o

Railings are to extend to the floor.
Railings are to domply with the requirements of. the
Life Safety Code NFPA-lO.l. and the applicable local
codes.
When glazing is used in a railing, j
is to be of
sufficient strength to meet the National Bureau of
Standards' recommended loadings for unique or unusual
materials (NBSIR 76-1139, Investigation of Guardrails
for the Protection of Employees from Occupational
Hazards).

3.3.3

Elevators/Escalators
A comprehensive standard exists for the design of elevators

and escalators.

However, additional practical requirements have

evolved for their use in transit stations.
Elevators

3.3.3.1

Federal and state legislation requires elevators in stations
to accommodate the elderly and the handicapped..

The elevators

should also be sized to meet the requirements of emergency teams.

The recommended criteria are:
Elevators are to meet the safety requirements in the
elevator/escalator codes. ANSI A17.l, and the
handicapped requirements in ANSI All7.l'l980.
o

Two way communication is to be provided between the
patron and the station attendant/Central Control..

Elevators are to be sized to accommodate a horizontally
positioned stretcher which is carried in emergéndy
vehicles..
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Remote elevator indjcatbrs and cotrols are to be
provided at Central Control for emergency operation,
and in station attendants' booths, if provided.
3,3.3.2

Escalators
Escalators are an essential part

of.

the patron circulation

elements and the emergency evacuaticn route.

Also,

to minimize

patron confusion and improve circulation, the direction of the
escalators should be obvious to the patrons.
The recommended criteria are:

Escalators are to meet the safety requirements in the
eleVator/ecalator code, ANSI A17 .1.
o

Signing and graphics are to be provided to enable patrons to determine the direction of es.calator motion
tior to their arrival at the landing plate.

o

Status indicators and remote controls are to be provided for emetgency operatiOns.

Adequate queuing space will be provided at both the top
and bottom of escalators.
3.3.4

Stairs
Stairs are a primary vertical circulation element between

levels and are the main means Of movement when escalators are

inoperative.

The tread-riser relationship sho fld be one that

easily accommodates travel in both directions, is usable under
all types of weather, and minimizes the hazard of tripping or
falling.

The tecOmmended criteria are:

There is to be a minimum of one class A stair connecting all levels in the public area.
The tread-riser relatioñEhip is to meet the requirements
of NFPA-101, Life Safety Code.
The stairs are to be of a non-slip material with an
eased nosing that is distinct and meets the requirements of ANSI Al17.l.
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When runnels are provided, they are to meet the Life
Safety Code requirement arid are to be protected by the
handrails.
S

3.3.5

HandraiZ.s are to be continUOus and meet the requirements of ANSI A1l7.l.

Fare Collection
The fare collection array acts as a barriet between the free
It is designed to meter and control

However, in an emergency, such as platform overloading, controls
should be p±ovide.d that prevent an excessive numbet of people
Confrorn entering the station and descending to the platform.
and paid areas..

flow..

versely, a situation may warrant that patrons exit as quickly as
possible.

The recommended criteria are:
Remote operation from Central Control is to be provided
to perthit control of inbound patrons passing through
the fare collection array.
In the event of a power loss the fare collection array
is to permit free exiting.

Remote controlô are to be provided to permit free
exiting.

3.3.6

a

Provisions are to be incorpoiated to permit access by
the handicapped Using Wheelchairs.

a

SUfficient exit gates are to be provided to allow rapid
and complete discharge of trains.

Vehicle Approach System
In order to prevent unnecessary crowding at the platform

edges and to alert all patrons of a train's arrival, including
those with conditional handicap, a warning system Should be

provided.
The recommended criterion is:
a

is to be provided to alert
patrons of the impending arrival of a train.

A visUal and audible method
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3.4

COMMUNICATIONS

3.4.1

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
Each station will be designed to function with or without an

attendant present.

Therefore, electronic surveillance should be

required so that Central Control can monitor selected station
If an attendant is present, there should be the
areas.
within the attendant's booth to monitor those safety
critical areas coveted by CCTV. CCTV will permit the attendant
capabi1it

(if present)

and Central Control to monitor the station and plat-

form to prevent overcrowding.

The recommended criterion is;
As a minimum, platfotm edges, elevators and escalators
(For additional criteria,
are to be covered by CCfl.
paragraph
Criteria,
4.1.)
see Security

3.4.2

Public Address (PA) System
The PA System is the primary means for making announcements

and directing people in an emergency situation.

The recommended criteria are:

The PA system is to provide the attendant and Central
Control full station coverage at a level sufficient to
be heard over normal train, equipment and public noise.
The PA system installation is to be designed so that
the loss of an amplifier or one loop will not leave any
public area without a public address capability. The
PA system is to be on an uninterrupted power source.

Central Control is. to be able to communicate with all
the stations either singly or as a group.
3.4.3

Patton Assistance Phones and Emergency Phones

Emergency telephones and patron assistance phones should be
provided at several locations in the stations to permit direct

patron communications with the station attendant,
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if present,

or

Central Control.

On some tr-ansit propetties the emergency phone

replaces the fire department manual pull statiOns.

The recommended criteria are;

3.4.4

o

Separate phones for emergency and assistande are to be
located at each level and in the paid and free areas.

e

PhOies re to be routed through the attendants booth
to Centtal Control.

o

All emergency calls answered at Central Control are to
be recorded and retained.

o

A call from an emergency phone is to generate a priority alarm at Central Control.

Radio Communications

Radios are the most cotmonly used method of communications
between transit personnel and have significant usage in safety

critical situations.
the recommended c±iteria are:

A base station system is to be set up.
o

Separate communicatiOn capabilities are to be provided,
as a minimum for:
-

train operation
maintenance
security
emergency

Emergency radio communications are to be on a separate
channel átid compatible with local emergency equipment.
o

An antenna system is to be provided to permit use of
local police force handy-talkies.

A redundant capability is to be provided for emergency
transmission in case Of base station transmitter failure.

.
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3.5

PASSENGER VEflICLE

3.5.i

Doors
Door tnterlocks

3.5.i.i

A very serious safety condition would exist if doors should

open on a moving train or if a train should start moving while
the doors are still open.
The recommended criteria are:

Automatic train protection (ATP) summary logic is to
prevent side doors from opening until the train is
properly berthed and stopped at the platform, and to
prevent the train from starting until all side doors
are closed and locked.
The train operator's door controls are to be on the
same. side as the doors being oper.ated...
Door edges are to be designed with appropriate stiffness to prevent fingetS from being inserted between
fully closed leaves, yet permit the Withdrawal of
trapped clothing or art-ides.
.

A door circuit is to be provided to recycle doors open
when an obstruction is met.

s

A positive door colntrol device is to be provided to
prevent side doors from sliding Open.
The design is to prevent doors
platform from beingopened.

on.

the side opposite the

Door Warning Signal

3.5.1.2

Patrons should be alerted when doors are r.eady to close so
they may avoid being struck pr caught by the doors and be seated
or obtain a handhold before the train starts moving.

The recommended criterion is:
o

Warning chimes or bells are to sound inside the vehicle
before the doors are closed.
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S

Manual Releases

3.5.1.3

In an emergency it is essential that patrons have the capability to open the doors manually if the train operator is unable

Also, it is important that emergency teams outside the

to do so.

vehicle be able to éñter the vehicle under these conditions.
The recommended criteria are:

Interior manual door controls are to be provided for
use by the. patrons.

Exterior manual door controls are to be provided for
use by emergency teams with the correct tools/equipment.
Exterior side door status lights are to be provided to
indicate door failure...
o

End doors capable of being locked are to have the
capability of being opened from the outside.

Door Width

3.5.1.4

The primary method of training/detraining is through the
side doors.
The recommended criterion is:
o

3.5.1.5

Side door openings are to be wide enough to
by patrons in wheelchairs.

ermit use

End Doors

End doors are a necessity for evacuating patrons through the

train in an emergency.

HoWever,

they represent a safety hazard

to patrons who use them while trains are in motion.

The recomMended criteria are:
End doors will be provided but will only be used in
emergency conditions.
o

are to be placed on end doors to discourage
patrons from moving between vehicles.
Siguis

.
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End doors are to be wide enough to permit emergency
egress of a handicapped person with assistance from
other passengers or SCRTD operating personnel.

a

3.5.2

Inter-Car Closure
In

ar

emergency6 patrons may be required to move between ve-

hicles in order to reach an a±ea of safety.
The recommended criterion is:
a

3.5.3

Restraining devices are to be provided between adjoinig cars of the train to prevent falling. The space
between cars is to be kept to a minimum.

Lighting
The illdjninatioñ inside a car needs to be maintained at a

level which permits normal visibiLity.

This can be considered to

be the level that permits patrons to read and gives high
visibility of other occupants.
In addition, a backup source
should be provided for emergency lighting in the event that
primary power is lost.
The recommended criteria are:

Interior lighting levels are to be consistent with
"APTA. Transit Secürit' Guidelines" of 30 or more
footcandles on the reading plane..

Emergency lighting capabilities are to be provided by a
backup system. The level and duration of the lighting
will conform to general industry .standards (3 footcandles for one hour).,
3.5.4

Communications

On-boa±d patrons öan be vulnerable to serious personal
tentia1ly serious
injury, or severe illness, or can observe a
It is essential to
hazard (fire, vehicle thalfunctions, etc.).
provide an accessible, easily operated, and reliable means of
communicating to alert the train operator should such an
emergency arise.
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Additionally, it is important to prOvide a reporting link between
the train operator and Central Control so that an adequate

S

response to emergencies can be accomplished.
The recommended criteria are:

vehicle is to contain a telephone or other means
tO permit communication between a patron and the train
operator. The devide is to b.e suitably protected from
E4c!1

vandalism.

Communications between Central Conttol and the tEam
operator and/or on-board patrons are to be provided.

A means of identifying the origin of an alarm is to be
provided for each vehicle; the alarm is to be located
on the exterior of the vehicle (flashing light, alarm
bell, etc.).
All vehicles are to be uniquely numbered t
positive identification..

provide for

On-board communications are also discussed in the Security
Criteria, paragraph 5.3

3.

5.5

Windows

A continuing problem on transit vehicles is the hazard
caused by objects striking nd shatteriflg or penetrating side
windows, end windows and cab windows. Such occurrences, ihtentional or aecidental, place the patrons and the SCRTD personnel
at risk.

The recpmmeyided criteria are:

The cab wifldow is to be capable of withstanding the impact of a heavy object at maximulrn speed witbput the
windshield shattering, spalling or being penetrated.
a

Side and end windows are to be made of clear, impactresistant mate±ial capable of resisting a heavy Object
at high impact velocities without the window shattering, spalling or being penetrated.

Glazings are not to hinder or prevent emergency ingress
or egress.
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3.5.6

Interior Design Features

Passenger comfort and convenience should be of major dOnsideration.
Seating and standing arrangement should enable patrons
to move easily and safely within a moving or stopped vehicle.

addition,

In

consideration should be giYen to priority seating for

the elderly and physiqally disabled and to a location for a

wheelchair.
The recommended criteria are:
o

Anthropometrics are to be used in the design of the
physical features, to include passenger ann operator
seats and the cab layout.
Sharp edges and protrusions are to be avoided.
Protective cushioning is to be provided as appropriate.
windscreens/vanity screens are tO be provided at door
openings.
Stancluions are to be provided.

Handholds are to be provided as part of the lateral
seats.
o

within each car a location is to be identified for a
wheelchair which is not to interfere with the other
patrons' movements.

o

Priority seating graphics are to be provided in vehicles.
The seat design and its structural requirements are to
be established in conjuñdtion with crashworthiness re-

quirements.
o

3.5.1

Non-flammable materials are to be used in the interior
car design to the maximum extent possible.

Cab Conttol/Indications

The train operator should always be aware of the status of
the vehicle and its subsystems, particularly those which can impaOt upon the safety of the vehicle or the passengers. Also,
provisions should be made whereby the operator can safely bypass

specific functions in order to move
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a.

train to a location where

patro!is may be safely detrained or maintenance/emergency services

are available.

The recommended criteria are:
the following cotiditions or system failures/malfunctions are to be detected, ahñütidiated and
displayed:
As a minimum,

-

-

o

overspeed
power/propuls:ion failures/malfunctions
program Stop
door open
automatic train protection (ATP) an4 automatic
train operation (ATO) failures/malfunctions
activation of critical cutouts and bypasses

braking failures/malfunctions
improper betthing at station platform.

Cutouts and bypasses are to be provided for dynamic
functions that upon failure or malfunction interrupt
normal train operations.
An external light is to indicate when the vehicle is
being operated in manual mode (ATP cutout).

S
3.5 8

Power/Propulsion
Normal or abnormal/emergency conditions or operations should

not result in unsafe conditions.

The recommended cEiteria are:

The tEam controller handle in the matinal mode is to
have a "deadman" or equivalent capability.
The mode selection switch and the manual controller are
to be interlocked to assUre that the manual controllers capability is looked out from the mode selection
switch in the automatic. or off position.
Means are to be provided to isolate the collector
assembly from vehicle power from inside the vehicle.

.
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3.5.9

Braking

Braking failures or malfunctions should not result in unsafe
operations or conditions.
The recommended criteria are:

The emergency braking system is to be designed to be
fail-safe. A vehicle equipment malfunction or failure
which would result in unsafe conditions shall cause an
automatic brake application that can only be reset after the train has been stopped
Emergency brakes are to be applied when the ethergency
brake trainline is deenergized or open circuited.

Specifications for acceleration, deceleration and jerk
are to conform to accepted transit standards and are to
take into account the potential for passenger injtiry
due to the loss Of balance.
3.5 .10

Auxiliary/Electrical
Failures or malfunctions should not result in unsafe opera-

tions or conditions.
The recommended criteria are:

CircUit breaker protection is to be provided against
short circuits and overloads.
High voltage circuits are to be provided with the appropriate identifications in accordance with industry
standards and codes.

High voltage power is to be positively separated from
communication circuitry.
Temperature and overload sensors are to be provided
with the HVAC system.
3.5.11

Othet Design Features

Several other features should be considered for inclusion as
part of the vehicle design to improve safety.

.
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The recommended criteria are:
Anticiintbers are to be located at each end of the

vehicle.

Emergency insttuctions are to be placed in each car.
Emergency equipment to aid in evacuation from the yehicle is to be located within the car.
Fire extinuishèrs are to be provided.

Exterior lighting is to include vehicle head and tail
lights and hostling lights.
The capability for manual decoupling from withip the
car is to be provided.

A means to electrically isolate a car from on board the
train is to be provided.

Vehicle electrical, electro-mechanical, hydraulic
and/pr mechanical systems are to be designed to fail in
the safest manner possible.

r
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3.6

TRkIN CONTROL
Of the three train conttol functions (train protection,

train Operation, and train supervision), train protection
incorrates thqse functions to ensure the safety of the train.

movement by preventing collisions and derailments. The ATP
system should contain those functions and requirements which
override all others by equipment design or manually by operating
rules and procedures.
3.6,.l

Train Detection
The design should ensure that the track is continuously

monitored to determine the presence and location of trains.
The recommended criteria are:

Train prOtection shall be continuous and fail-safe so
that any detection system failure is to furnish a block
occupanáy indication.
Track circuits are to be such as to ensure reliable
detection.
Broken rail detection capability is to be provided.

Vital circuits on the main line are to be fail-safe,
operate on closed io.op principles and meet the requirements of the Afl Signal Manual.
Selection of train detection frequEncy is to preclude
frequency interference by croás talk at an unsafe level.
3.6.2

Train Separation

The design should ensure that trains on the same track maintain a safe following distance to prevent collisions.
The recommended criteria are:
Block design and safe braking distances are to be based
upon "worst case" conditions (i.e., adverse track
conditions, grade, vehicle loadings, and brake
performance)

Blocks On both si.des of a crossover are to be indicated
as occUpied when a train is in a crossover.
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3.6..5

Other Design Features

Other features should be considered to improve safety.

The recommended dritèria are:
The functional hieratchy of the train control system is
tO be:
-

-

o

train protection
train operation
train supervision.

Mànüal mimic boards and controls are to be located in
local train control rooms.
All train control logic circuitry is tO be designed to
fail in the safest manner possible.

.

ci
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3.6.3

Route Interlocking

Route interlocking prevents unsafe moves that. could result
in collisions or derailments.

The recommended criteria are:
o

Train direction and route interlocking through crossovers ate to be protected by automatic train protection.
Trains on crossing/merging of branching routes are not
to be permitted to make unsafe moves.

3.6.4

Overspeed Protection
The design should ensure that trains remain at or below

commanded or posted speeds.
The recommended criteria are:
The ATP system is not to generate false speed commands.

Errors or false wayside speed commands are to cause
automatic braking.
The propulsion, brake and operator control system on
the vehicles are to be interlocked to prevent undesired
movement or excess speed.

Signal malfuiqtions through Central Control are not to
be capable of offsetting or overriding the ATP system.

The speed command logic is to interpret erroneous 0±.
absent commands as more restrictive than intended, and
both cornEtanded and actual speeds are to be displayed in
the cab to the train operator.
The design of train control wayside and onboard vehicle
equipment shall include provisions to prevent
electromagnetic inter ference.

.
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3.7

TRACTION POWER

3.7.1

Emergency Trip Station (ETS)

Prompt action on the part of a patron or an eplcyee could
prevent an injury or a fatality. For this reason most of the
newer transit properties have incorporated emergency trip stations (ETS) at selected locations, normally identified by a blue
1 i gh t

The recommended criteria are:
o

An ET.S is to be located in the station attendant's
booth
ETS(s) is (are) to be located at the platform leveL and
the location ident.ifiea by a blue light with appropriate signing. The location is riOt to be accessible to
patrons under normal conditions.
Afl

a

tVS is to be located at each cross passage..

ETS5 are

to.

be located in the yards and the yard towers.

ETSs are to be easily opened without special tools.
3.7.2

Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS)/Intcrruptable Power Supply

During power failures, emergency power should be av3ilãble
at certain station locations and f or those functions considered
critical. Anàlses Should be made to. determine the location of
uninterruptàble Or interruptable power within stations.
The recommended criteria are:
Dual feeders are to be provided.
a

As a ilinimum, emergency power is to be provided for the
following functiolns and locations:
Functions:
-

PUblió address
Automatic fire suppression systems
Fire sensing and alarming
Security Sensing and alarming
Closed circuit television and monitors
Radio systems
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-

Displays depicting vertical circulation element
directions
Emergency lighting
Emergency telephones.

Locations (for emergency lighting):
-

-

37.3

PlatfOrm, othet levels, entrances, booth
Emergency exit: routes
Ancillary roonis and spaces.

Tunnel ElectEification

equirethents

The lOss of a single substation or a tunnel feeder should
not intertUpt the functioning of safety critidal systems, such as
the ventilation system, ETS,

telephones and lighting.

The recommended criterion is:
e

3.7.4

Tunnel fans, lighting, ETS and telephones are to be fed
from two substations.

Third Rail Coverboards

Coverboards are installed to reduce the possibility of
patEoris and employees inadvertently contacting the third rail.
They also serve as a me4ns of differentiating between the third

S

rail and running rails.
The ±ecommended criterion is:

Rigid third rail coverboards that meet appropri4te
fire, smoke and toxicity requirements are to be
provided.
3.7.5

Third Rail Location

It shoUld be recognized that provis-ions for preventing
patrons from contacting the third rail, under any foreseeable

conditions, are necessary.

The recommended criteria are:
o

The third rail is to be located away from the safety
walk and the station platform.

Patrons are to be alerted to the hazards of the third
rail through signing.
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SCENTRAL CONTROL

Central Control should be the focal point for maintaining
an overview of train operations, train supervision and station
operation, and also for communicating directions and conditions
to operators, maintenance, supervisory and emergency personnel,
and patrons (as required). To acäomplish these functions., the
f011owing capabilities should be incorporated into the

desii

of

the Central Control facilities.

38..l

Commüñications

redundant communication networks
should be provided to ensure. continuous cOntact with required
personnel and patrons.
Dependable, flexible

atiid

The recommended criteria are:
.

5

A dedicated radio communicatiOns system is to be
provided for use of transit system petsonhel between
various fixed facilities and locations. As a minimum,
separate frequencies are to be provided for:
-

-

Operations
Maintenance
Secu±ity
Emergency.

Central Control is to have a capability of communicating with
atEons in stations via a public address
system and also haVe two iiä' communications with
vehicle operators.
o

The radio system between Central Control àn the patrons, and between Central Control and transit peiàbnnel, is to have a priority/emergency channel.

Central Control is to be able to communicate via an
emergency telephone system to pattons and SCRTD personnel.
The communications are to be recorded and
retained.
o

S.

Central control is to have the capability of multiple
telephone and radio communications reception and call
out.

The radio system and emergency telephone systems are to
be independent to prevent a single failure from causing
the loss of both systems.
3-Z

o

3.8.2

The requirement for a backup/alternate Central Control
is to be analyzed.

Displays

Sufficient displays should be installed to permit Central
Control to cocttinuQusls' track the status of trains and other
critical station functions.

The recommended criteria

are:.

o

Incoming and outgoing safety related messages are to be
visually displayed and an automatic., hard copy record
maintained.

o

A means to continuously monitor fire/life safety functions is to be provided.
Mimic boards and switch panels for train control and
traction power are to be provided.

o

3.8.3

Closed circuit TVmonitors are to be provided for all
stations as described in the Security Criteria,
paragraph 7.

Controls

Central Control should have the capability to institute positive commands under all conditions.
The recommended criteria a

central Control is to be able to set up train routing,
subject to ATP..
Central Control is to be able to control traction power
functions and. isolate track sections.
central Control is to b.e able to initiate a systemwide
fan regimen, yet have the capability to select directional fan contrOl.

3.8.4

Alarm Systems
Audible alarms are necessary to alert central control

personnel of emergency situations.
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The recommended critetioñ is:
e

Audible alarms are to be provided for problems such as:
fire
-

-

intrusion
substation power failUtes
toxic gas presence.

S

S
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3.9

3.9.1

-1AYS

AND STRUCTURES

Yards and Shops

Cettain design features should be provided to ensure the
continuing safe performance of maintenance activities.
The recommended criteria are:

Shops are. to be provided with dual power feeders and/or
an emergency power source.
If an emergency power
source is provided, it should have adequate reserve to
bring all machinery to a safe, shutdown condition.

The requirement of Cal OSHA and applicable local codes
are to be met in the design of the yards, shops and
equipment.
Maintenance vehicles, including the hi-rail, are to
have positive train protection clapability for detection
purposes and be compatible with the train detection
$ y st em.

The yard design is to have the capability to perform
daily safety and operational checks on all trains
entering revenue service.

Isolated yard track
tently by bridging.

are not to be powered inadver-

Non-slip surfaces are to be provided in all maintenance
faciiitiea areas.

3.9.2

o

The yard tower is to have the maximum view of the yard.

o

Yard access for vehicular traffic by perimeter road is
to be provided.

Tunnels
The tunnels should be sized to accept the dynamic profile of

the vehicles and accommodate the other features that are to be

incorporated, such as the safety walks, milestone markers, etc.
In addition.,

conditions

the tunnels should also be designed to meet

imposed by emergencies.
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The recommended criteria are:

Continuous safety walks are to be provided throughout
the underground system.
If a double bore tunnel is used, cross passages are to
be located as determined by fire/life safety requirements.

Cross passage doors are to be capable of withstanding
the transient. pressures created by the trains as well
as meeting fire protectiOn requirements.

Cross passages are to be considered as a standardized
location for special equipment, such as emergency trip
stations, emergency telephones and fire protection
equipment.
Code-conforming ramps or staits are to be used between
safety walks and the track level.
studies are to be performed to determine the means to
control water infiltration and flooding, if required.

Safét walks, cross passages, cross passage doors,
ramps and stairs are to be o sufficient width to
accommodate a wheelchair.

Ventilation is to be provided to aid in the removal of
potential gases, smoke and other toxic. fumes..

.
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3.10

OPERATIONS.

3.10.1

Training

MAINTENANCE AND tRAINING

Rapid transit and local emergency personnel should be well
trained in their area of responsibility On the safety features

and their uses.

The recommended criteria are:
o

The operations and maintenance manuals and procedures
are to identify and discuss the safety features and
their use.

o

SCRTD personnel are to receive classroom and on-thejob training on safety features and their use.
SCRTD personnel are to be scheduled for refresher
coórses periodically.

3.

10.2

Emergency Training
.SCRTD personnel should be trained to àssumç and/or

fulfill

responsibilities for the types of natural disasters and system
emergencies that could occur.
The recommended criteria are:
SCRTD personnel are to receive training to handle system emergencies.
SCRTD personnel are to receive training in natural disasters.

SCRTD personnel are to participate in simulated entergéncies and disasters..
o

SCRTD are to be rescheduled for tefresher courses
peribdically.

S
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - REVISION

1

(5-23-85)

The Metro Rail System is an 18-mile rai.l rapid transit line
planned by the Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD)
from downtown Los Angeles via the Wilshire District, Fairfax, and
Hollywood and to the San Fernando Valley. This line is planned
to be the core element of a regional rail rapid transit system.
In addition to the planned 18-mile line, two future extensions of
the Metro Rail System. have been identified as part of the
regional rail rapid transit system. While the eT)tire mainline
portion of the .18-mile line is planned as subway, the future
extensions may involve surface or aerial segments as determined
by design development.
The first four miles of the. line have been identified as the
Initial operating segment because there are. currently
insufficient federal funds to construct either the 18-mile Metro
Rail System or the 8.8-mile minimum operable segment identified
in the Federal Environment Impact Statement. This initial
identified as MOS-1, consists of double-track mainline
segment,
subway from Union Station to Wilshire/Alvarado Station with
additional subway and surface track connecting to the yard
southeast of Union Station.
It includes all yard and shop
facilities planned for the 18-mile system with the exception of
part of the yard storage tracks, which will be installed as.
warranted by system extension and fleet expan. ion.
The mainline route begins at
The MOS-1 line has five stations.
Union Station, northeast of the Los Angeles Civic Center, and
runs through the central business district, terminating on the
The rail line is
west side at the Wilshire/Alvarado Station..
segments
constructed by tunnel
entirely in subway with line
boring machines and stations and crossovers excavated by cut and

Three double crossoversare
included in the subway portion of MOS-1! one at each side of
Union Station and one at the east end of the Wilshire/Alvarado
Station.

coverconstruction techniques.

The vehicles for the system will be stainless steel, standard
gauge, 75 foot long rail cars, Which will be configured in
dependent pairs. They will be capable of operating at speeds up
to 70 m4les per hour and will operate on 750 VDC power supplied
via third rail. Metto Rail trains may consist of two, four, or
vehicles. The capacity of each single vehicle will be 59
seated passengers plus space for one wheelchair, up to 110
standing passengers at normal loads, and over 200 standing
passengers at crush loads. The vehicle fleet for MOS-1 will
consist of 30 vehicles.
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.
MOS-1 trains will have Automatic Train Protection equipment to
ensure safe speed and separation Of trains. Automatic Train
Operation (ATO) also will be included to regulate train speed and
provide precision station stopping and train berthing
verification for trains operating on the mainline in the flO
mode. System operation will be centrally controlled from the Rail
Control center, located in the Yard, using communication links
with facilities and trains involving telephones, radios, CCTV and
data transmission.
the five initial stations will be primarily of a double-ended
design with two mezzanines, but one station, Wilshire/Alvarado,
will be of the single-mezzanine design characteristic of the
majority of the stations on the 18-mile line.
Each mezzanine
free area will have ticket vending machines and change machines
and will be separated from the paid area by one or two arrays of
entry/exit faregate barriers. The fare structure for MOS-1 will
be based on a single zone, but fare collection equipment will
have multi-zone capability to accommodate system extension.
Escalators, stairs, and elevators will provide normal vertical
circulation between surface, mezzanine, and platform levels.
Stations will be equipped for both attended and unattended
operation. Some stations will have adjacent parking facilities,
pick-up/drop off areas and/or bus pull-in areas to accommodate
patrons arriving by automobile or by bus.

Ridership On M0S-1 is projected to be approximately 54,000 per
day.
Service for MOS-1 is planned to consist of 4.-car trains
operating at headways of 5 minutes during peak hours, increasing
to 20 minutes during evenings and weekends.
However, 6-car
trains operating at 2 1/2 minute headways will be required to
serve projected demand for the 18-mile line.
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The Metro Rail System is an 18-mile rail rapid transit line
planned by the Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD)
from downtown Los Angeles via the Wilshire District, Fairfax, and
Hollywood an4 to the San Fernando Val1e*;:This1iqeis planned
to be the core element of a regional rAil rapid tflisit system. In
addition to the planned 18-mile line, two future extensions of
the Metro Rail System have been identified as part of the
regional rail rapid transit system. While the entire mainline
portion of the 18-mile line is plannedas subway, the future
extensions may involve surface or aerial segments as determined
by design development.
The first four miles of the line have been identified as the
initial operating segment because there are currently
insufficient federal funds to construct either the 18-mile Metro
Rail System or the 8.8-mile minimum operable segment identified
in the Federal Environment Impact Statement. this initial
segment, identified as MOS-t, extends from Union Station to the
tjilshire/Alvarado Station over approiimately three miles of
double-track mainline subway, with additional subway and surface
track connecting to the yard southeast.of Union Station.
It
includes all yard and shop facilities planned for the 18-mile
system with the exception of part of the yard storage tracks,
which will be installed as warranted by system extension and
fleet expansion.
:

P105-i line has five stations.
Themainline route begins at
Union Station, northeast of the Los Angeles Civic Center; and
runs through the central business district, terminating on the
The rail line is
west side at the Wilshire/Alvarado Station.
entirely in subway with line segments constructed by tunnel
boring machines and stations and crossovers excavated by cut and
cover construction techniques. Three double crossovers are
included in the subway portion of P105-1, one at each side of
Union Station and one at the east end of the Wilshire/Alvarado
Station.

'Erie

The vehicles for the system will he sta!nless steel, standard
gauge, 75 foot long rail cars, which will be configured in
dependent pairs. They will be capable. of operating at speeds up
to 70 miles per hour and will operate on 750 VDC power supplied
via third tall.
Metro Rail trains may consist of two, four, or
six vehicles.
The capacity of each single vehicle will be 59
seated passengers plus space for one wheelchair, up to 110
standing passengers at normal loads, and over 200 standing
passengers at crush loads. The vehicle fleet for P105-i will
consist of 30 vehicles.
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M0S1

trains will have Automatic Train -Protection equipment to
Autoaatic Train
ensure sate speed and separation of trains.
tp
regulate
train speed and
Operation (ATO) also will be included
and
train
berthing
provide precision station stopping
verification for trains operating on ttiè mainline in the ATO
mode. System operation, will be centrally controlled froth the Rail
Control Center, located in the Yard, using communication links
with facilities and trains involving telephones, radios1 CCTV and
data transmission.
-

-The five initial stations will. be primarily of a double-ended
design with two mezzanines, but one station, Wilshire/Alvarado,
will be of the single-mezzanine design characteristic of the
Each mezzanine
majority of the stations on the 19-mile line..

free area will have ticket vending machines and change machines
and will be separated from the paid area by one or two arrays of
The fate structure for P105-i will
entry/exit faregate barriers.
but
fare collection equipment will
on
a
single
zone,
be based
systemextension.
accommodate
have multi-zone capability to
Escalators, stairs, and elevators will provide normal vertical
circulation between surface, mezzanine,: and platform levels.
Stations will be equipped for both atten4ed and unattended
operation.
Some stations -will have adjacent parking facilities,
pick-up/drop off areas and/or bus pull-in areas to accommodate
_.
patrons arriving by automobile or by bus.
-

Ridership on P105-i is projected to be approximately 54,000 per
Service for P105-i is planned to cnsist of 4-car trains
day.
operating at headways of 5 minutes during peak hours, increasing
However, 6-cat
to 20 minutes during evenings and weekends..
trains operating at 2 1/2 minute headways will be required to
serve project-ed demand for the 18-mile line.
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The attached Metro Rail System Description has been
developed as the standard to be. used when a general
system description is required as in the
introduction to Metro Rail Projtct reports or
systems specifications.
Users may reduce the
description by deletion of paragraphs or sentences
that are deemed not needed for the specific
application in question.
However, in the interest
of accuracy and consistency between documents,
substitutions and editorial revisions will not be
condoned.
In other words, do not even think about
making it "better".
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Board of Directors

f. Wntilation Systets sl.4:l exhaust gas or vapors, Ball have
exploaion relief mechanisus, and shall be fi&4iuof.
9. Refuse thsrbers or alt nate esope routes shall be provided and
equied with equipSnt acceptable to the Division. I'brkers shall
be provided with wergency rescue eqU4[Warit and trained in its
h. The main ventilation

i.

fla, shall, be reversible.

Fresh air Shall be delivered in adequate quantities to all
areas. The
4y shall be adequate to prevent
widergraind
hazardous or haful accinilations of dizt, fiaeS, vapors or
be jn than 200 cubic feet per man per
gesses and shall
minute or a velocity of 60 feet per minute.

irk

itt

letter

dated Septsrber 9', 1985 to Catgresaaan Julian C.
Din, which presents 20 issues related to the Safety of the Metro Rail
Project. Thu .inf'tion was pwv ided to assist Cagrissnan Din to
clarify y misund staxtiflgs related to the Project.

Attached is

my

CWSIC4

I believe that the provisions outlined herein, and the extensive revIew of
the project safety provisions by technical xperts, have appropriately and
prudently addressed all the safety issues associated with the design,
construdticz-i and operation of the Metro Bail Project in areas knarn to
antain mathane gas.,

3. Murray
Msistant General

By. -Robert

Transit
.Attachient

Systfl

Manager

Developient

a

METRO

RAIL

CONSULTANTS

TRANSIT

DMJM /PBQD/KE/HWA

Howard

j.

,,SEPig

ChaHff

r
r'LLAt

September 18, 1985

The attached Policy Statement on the
Safety of the Metro Rail Project was
sent to me by Bob.Murray.
I have
attached a cape f.o± your information.
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A.

sUBJECt: Policy

Statnnt a

Project

the Safety of the Metro Rail

I

IIec&itly there has been considerable discussion regarding the potefitial
basEd of conStructing and operating the Metro Rail Project in areas )thsfl
tO have ncentratiats of nsthane get. This rsprt will discuss the
and provide the basis for the Ditrict's position regarding
relávant.
the safety of the Metro Rail Project.

'urn

S.
It is

rew..anded that the Board adopt the foliating
rOgardig Metro RaL1 safety:

Policy

Stataistt

It is the Policy of this Board that the construction and operation
ductd in a safe and secure
of the Metro Rail. Project be
eniawent. Therefore, all appropriate iasures required..to
ensure the safe constructjcn and opSraticn of. the Project will be
incorporated into the project design aid into the construction Ed
operatia procedures.
exiflc.?e of natural nthane gas in the Los Angeles area has been wail.
&cmnted thrcugtcut the Metro Rail design process. An
extensive gtedmical investigation of the route wSs conducted aid
docunted in a Geotechnical Investigative Raport" dated ttSrber 1981.
The

kxnm an

.itil

inforniation was obtained and dowse nted in the "Report. of
Subsurface Gas Investigation" prepated by filgineering-Science.

a
w

Basd upon this extensive tedtical. data, specific saety design umaSUres
were incorporated into the Project. The foli.dwirq isea$ares ensure that a
potentially dange rous gas build-up will not occur in the. tunne is or
stations during revenuS operations:
o

-

..

Natural ventilation, ventilation created by train vetents and
under platform éxhSuSt systeis that will operate ocntthi.Aisly
during revenue service.

..

.

-

f-.-

..... -. -.

- ............ -.-------------
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Board of Directors
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-

o

An emaçgency

o

A

o

sSel

ventilation s,tttn of fans

bring in fresh

air

and controls that can
and exhaust gases when required.

gas sensor systea will detect the presence of gas If the gas
build-up approaches a predetermined concent.rat ion level the
sisrgcnóy ventilation system will be activted.

infiltration
tunnel liners will be installed
in areas identified as having the potential for high gas
concentrations and pressure.

barrier n.sitranes will be installed in all concrete tunnel
and in the stations.
construction safety of the Motto Pail Project iwst cly with the
regulations of the State of California, Division of Oe,4,etional Safety aid
Health. t1 applicable controlling provisions of the California
Ministtation Code, Title 8: bviustrial 1aticns0, Ciapter 4:
'avision of Iró.istrial Safety", Subchapter 20: "tinnel Safety Orders" are
the ncst stringent tunnel safety orders in the rmtty.
Based upon infation supplied by the District, Ca1,,A has classified
the Project as "ransy! for tunnel construction purposes. That
in the contract specifications
cification and aitional requiauonts
require that the contractors follow the California tunnel Safety 'dirs in
all matters relating to tEiderground construction, but especially in
selecting equipint, in testing for gas, in providing ventilation, aid in
providing personnel safety. Cal/CElIA will be overseeing the construction
safety to ensure ipliance with the Cal/CElIA Safety Orders.
Because of the gassy &acflficaticn, contractors will be Squired to tint
the following tin Ian requigiasna:
a. Caiply with Title 8, Part. 3 (Electrical Pagulations) and other
special orders as may be issued by the Division of Industrial
o

Gas

sect:is

SAfety (the

Division).

b. Qrking aid other

sairas of ignition will

be

prohibited.

c. 1ldizig, cutting aid other spark-producing operations shall only
be done in
containing less than 20 percent tEL (later
explosive limit) and under the direct supervision of qualified
persons.

apSres

d. Autanatic aid manual gas irnitoring equint shall be provided
for the heading and return air of tunnels using xtchanical
excavaors. The ttcnitor shall shut down the equipnant under
specific defined conditions.

e. Records of gas tests and air flow iteasureIents shall be available
at the surface and to the Division.

-

I

Board of Directors

PaQe3

f.

g.

Pt.

i.

wntilatla Systt shall exhaust ga or vapors, shall have
explosion relief ecttañisns, and shall be fiseproof.
5h41:l be provided and
PIrkers shall
to
the
Division.
equied with quipnt. acceptable
and
traiüed in its
be provided with ei'argency rescue qUifltt
use.

REf(ase charters

or alternate escape routes

The main ventilation flat shall be reversible.
Fresh air shall be delivered in adequate quantities to all
Etderground work ares. The supply shall be adequate tO prevent
hazardous or harmful acctna lat iOns of dust, ftmes, vapors or
gasses, and shall not. be less than 200 cubic feet per man per
of 60 feet per Winute.
minute or a

vett

Attached is !i' letter dated Septerbér 9, 1985 to Congressiwn Julian C.
Dixon, whzth presents 20 issues related to the safety of the Metro Pail
Project. This infonnation was provided to assist CcsigresSuan Dixon to
clarify stay znisundetstarxftngs related to the Project.

mtsxcn
believe that the provisions outlined herein, and the extensive review of
the project safety provisions by technicAl. experts, have appropriately aid
pnzdéntly addressed all the safety issues associated with the design,
construction and operation of the Metro Rail Project in areas known to
contain nethane gas.
I

Ii
-

By:Vibert

j.

Maay

AssiStant General Manager
Transit Systetis tvelotent
Attactment
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Greta' Manager
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The Honorable Jcltan C. Ci xan
2400 Rayburn House Office. Building
Miber of Congress
Wuflington, 0. C. 2051$

Subjec',:

Suggested Float Statement Materials
Regarding Transit/SCRID ApprOpriAtions Legislation
Before the United States Congress
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:
the appropriations bill for transportation
legislation that includes
funding for the Los Angeles Metro Rail project
reaches the floor of the House
Representatives,
a
deal
of
delibetate
confusion
is being created by
.o
Metro Rail Opponents and some misunderstanding rtqarding the project exists.
sixteen Issues presented below are designed to provide the basis for
overcoming the confusion and clarifying any misunderstandings. .SWTry
materials are attached regarding each of the twenty (20). Issues as follows:
.A.s

rut

The

issue 1:

The Engineering Science report of January 1984 concludes that
Metro Rail can be. constructed and operated in a safe maimer,
throughout the entire extent of the Metro Rail alignment.

ISsue 2:

Exapls

Issue

C. Kenneth Orski naively uncouples viable urban growth and
development of the Los Angeles region from the success Of Metro
Rail
the backbone of the region's transit infrastructure.

3:.

abound in Los Angeles and elsewhere of safe, successful
tunnel construction in hazArdoUs gaseous environments.

Issue 4

The Los Angeles connunity has passed, with great effort1 numerous
significant milestones towards. Metro Rail fmplementaticn
planning, design, enyironmental. and firancing milestones.

Issue 5:

Statnts

Issue 6:

Testimony by witness Brawn and others before C.onqrçsman Waxrnan's
SubconTnittee on Health and the Environment -- testimony having no
direct bearing on Metro Rail methane Issues '- has been
improperly utilized to generate erroneous and confused
conclusions regarding Metro Rail safety.

a

of Dr. Ronald 4. l.ofy have teen taken cut of context,
suggesting the opposite of his ;ubliciy stated conclusion that
'...engineen can design to protect from (methane) hazards.'

So.sum Caolcina Rapid transit OIsIriø *25

Scum

2!31
Main Strati _.s ange'tS JdOtflIJ wbij.

9GCO

r

The Honorable Julian C. Oixon
Page Two

Issue 7:

Bobbi Fiedler has Viciously misrepresented Metro Rail on matters
pertaining to:
..

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Voter support
Diversion of bus fare subsidy funds
Construction costs
Ridership/patronage forecast levels
Methane gas hazards; and
cost efficiency;

Issue 8:

Notwithstanding the conclusions of experts that Metro Rail an be
safely built and operated through known methane gas dapos its, the
House Appropriations Bill approved On Septiber $ Mandates the
study of alternative Metro Rail alignments to avoid tunneling
through risk zones.

Issue 9:

Lessons learned from the Ross methane incident serve to confirm
Metro Rail tunneling design conclusions and to illustrate that
drilling In a gaseous environment can be undertaken in a safe
manner under precautions far less stringent than those upon which
.
the Metro Rail design is based.

Issue 10: Additional cotmient on the Waxman Subccuriittee testimeny of Dr.
Ronald J. Lofy.
Issue 11: Stmnary

c=nt

on the Metro Rail Environmental Impact Statenent.

Issue 12: Sunnarycornent on the Environment Assessment of Metro Rail
construction from Union Station to Wllshire/Alvarado.
Issue 13: Engineering and regulatory experts (e!g., Principal Engineer
Byron !skanian of California Mining and Tunneling; Battalion
Chief Donald Bartlett of the Los Angeles Fire Department; and
Chairman of the Board 1. P. Kuesel of P300, Inc.) reaffirm that
Metro Rail can be constructed and operated safely through the
methane environment which it will encounter1 citing ample
tringent Cal OSNA regulations, at well as
successful precedent,
Metro Rail's state-of-the-art design.

Issue 14: currently planned Metro Rail construction in the Wilshire/Fairfax
area would occur Under design conditions far different from those
encountered in MOS-1 construction -- construction of the initial
downtown Metro Rail increment.
Issue 15: Tunneling In methane environments is successfully undertaken
every day in current United States mining practice; Metro Rail
design provides adequate safeguards regarding the. methane hazard.

1
sage

Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Three

Issue 16: The state-of-the-art design of Metro Rail provides an exhaustive
set of precautions to ensure safety during both the construction
and operation phases.
Issue 17: The. Los Angeles city Council Task Force, whict investiçated the
Ross Incident, produced a report showing the location of oil
seepage areas and old oil fields (Plate 1); the Initial Metro
Rail segment (MOS-i) does not affect these areas.
Issue

18:.

The California transportation Cornission, ihich provides a large
percentage of the funding for Metro Rail, has established a
deadline of JUne, 1986 for start of Metro Rail construction.

Issue 19: The SCRO has clearly cczritted to abandon plans for Metro Rail
tunneling. in either the 'high potential risk zone' or the
'potential risk zone' as identified by the Los Angeles City Task
Farce.
Issue 20: An SCRI appointed Board of Review. of nationally recognized
authorities an the Subject at tunnel construction in gaseous
areas has Initiated its review of the Metro Rail project. The.
background report. being utilized by the Board of Review Is
enclosed.
Should additional information regarding thts matter
me.

Attachments
Enclosure

1

be.

required, please contact

.

ISSUE NO. 1:
THE.

ENaINEERING SCIENCE REPORT OF JANUARY 1984

CONCLUDES THAT METRO RAIL CAN

BE.

CONSTRUCTED

AND OPERATED IN A SAFE MANNER, ThROUGHOUT THE
I

ENTIRE EXTENT OF THE METRO RAIL ALIGNMENT.

HR 3244 FLOOR STATEMENT MATERIALS FOR
THE HONORABLE JULIAN C. DIXON
REGARDJNG TRANSPORTAPON/SCRTD APPROPRIATIONS LEGISLATION
(INCLUDING METRO RAIL FUNDING)
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

S

ES

.0.'

ENGINEERING-SCIENCE

125 WEST HUNTING1VN DRIVE

P.

0.. Box $28

ARCADIA CALIFORNIA 91008

81S/u$.755

CALL AQOPEU £NGIN%J
TEIAX. 47-5421

6
ES

Septeaer
Tile

198$

56151.00

Eonorabls .ulian C. Dixon
Neneer of CQigrns
Wasflington, D.C. 205!.!

Subject: Metro Rail. Project - MetMne Sn Presence
Congressan Wacan La tar to JOhn Der dated
26

Diar.

August.

qonqrnsn

1985

DiXon:

Engineering-Science is concerned over Congressman Wizen's
cOnclusions expressed in the above referenced inter. ala conclusiOns
are band, Sn pert, on our flport dated January 1984 entitled Raport
of Subsurface Gag Investigation .in which we docuentsd the pre%ence of
SUbsurface aotflane
s La sections of the propOsed aligiimatt of flauo
RaiL. We believe this report has been nisintarpretad.
Congressman WixiAn'8 concern over the safety of constructior
personnel and his.. constituency du±inq construction, and opiration of
Metro Rail. is undErstandable
tt was fit' a similar concern that was the
basis of tM methane gas invistign tion con4tzcted bt Engineering-Science.
Engineiring-Sciencs's findings are the basis for designing and
constructing measurEs into the system for protection against the hazards
identified. in our opinioS the conditions identified do not preclude
construction in tones whore gas ii present.
There would be no major construction in Los Angeles if building
codes prOhibited construction in Zone 3 seinic areas because of the
earthquake hazards in Southern. California. facili ties are designed
Likewise facilities
with protection against such seisnic hazards.
located La areas of nothane
a can be designEd and constructed with
The Metro Rail can be
protection against such methane hazards.
constructed and OpErated in a safe manner through the areas identified
-

La Our

report.

Very

4

truly yours,

&ts_

Dennis R. icasper
Vice President
DEL/pg

,.-er.-er

VU

OOtAJribd,

',IYES

.

ISSUE NO. 2:
EXAIIPLES ABOUND IN LOS ANGELES AND ELSEWHERE

OF SAFE, SUCCESSFUL TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION IN

HAZARDOUS GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTS.

.

HR 3244 FLOOR STATEMENT MATERIALS FOR
ThE HONORABLE JULIAN C. DIXON
REGARDING TRANSPORTATION/ScRrD APPROPRIATIONS LEGISLATION
(INCLUDING METRO RAIL. FUNDING)
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

PREVIOUS TUNNELING EXPERIENCE
IN HAZARDOUS GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTS

A.

Los.

Angeles Area

More than 60 tunnels, with a total acicumulated length of over 50 miles,
have been bored within the Los Angeles City limits. The history of' local
tunneling experience was reviewed in the Metro Rail Geotechnical
Investigative
prepared by Converse, Ward, Davis, Dixon in
Particulér attention was qfven to tunnels excavated by
November, 1981,
tunnel boring machines (IBM) which had similar geologic formations or
subsurface cOnditions as those expected to be encountered along the Metro
Rail alignment and where gas and/or oil conditions were encountered.
These tunnels included:
Report1

o

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) San
Fernando Tunnel

o

MWD NewhalI Tunnel

a

Los Angeles County Floor Control District (LACFCD) Sacatella Tunnel

o

MWD Tonner Tunnel

Geologic conditions, overall excavation progress and construction, methods
Similar geologic and
were Sunrarized 1.n the report for each clase history.
excavation conditions were: noted and compared to conditions expected to be
encountered along the proposed alignment. These case histories indicate
rapid and economical progress can be nude by tunnel boring machines (TBN)
on the Metro Rail alignment. For example, excavation experience in Old
A1!uvivat at the San Fernando Tunnel resulted in record advances using a
IBM with a digging spade. A total of 3,500 feet of tunnel was excyat.ed
When groUnd water
in Une month, and 277 feet during one three-shift day.
was encountered, advance rates reduced to about. 60 feet per three-shift
day.
B.

Rochester, New York
The experiences with methane gas design and construction o.n a sewer' tunnel
in gassy rock In Rochester, New York, are described in a paDer written by
John V. Crftchfield and others. This paper was presented to the Rapi.d
E!tavation and Tunneling Conference held in New York City on June 16-20,
1985.
Mr. Critchfiéld l's Chairman of the Underground Technology Research
Council, Technical Coitnittee on Gassy Tunnels, and a member of the SCRTD
Board of Review on Constructiop and Operation in Gaseous Areas. Mr.
Critchfield has expressed confidence that with proper design and
construction proceduret, tunneling in the Los Angeles Area can be
accomplished safely and econ.oin.lcafly.
.4
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ISSUE NO. 3:
C. XEHNETH ORSKI NAIVELY UNCOUPLES VIABLE URBAN

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOS ANGELES
REGION FROM THE SUCCESS OF
BACKBONE OF

NE

tURD

RAIL

-

THE

REGION'S TRANSIT

INFRASTRUCTURE.

S
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C:
The Future of Metro Rail Is L.A. Area'.s Future

A September 5, 1985 Los. Angeles Times article by C. Kenneth Orskl co"'ins many

incredible assertions that do not withstand close examination.

Mr.

ki

suggests that Los Angeles Area can manage quite well without Metro Rail, and the
loss of federal MetrO Rail funds would matter very little.

Mr. Orski completely fails to recognize that Metro Rail is the backbone of an

extensive 150 mIle rail system approved by the voters In Los Angeles County on
November 4, 1980.

This system is designed to provide improved mobility to a

-large proportion of the Los Angeles population, and the

argnent that Metro Rail

...would benefit only a tiny friction of the millions of people..,' is clearly

ludicrous.

No single transportation project -- a freeway, a rail facility, a

major realignment Of an arterial, or traffic management measures -to stand alone.

is

designed

Improvement to the regional transportation system consists of a

number of such projects, including more than ten proposed rail projects.

Metro

Rail is the. beginning for these rail projects, the beginning of a 150 mile

system that serves highly congested corridors In the region.

Mr

Orskl argues that life will go on with congestion levels maintained at the

level of 'tolerabiitty,

fared is simple. nonsense.

but his reference to how other nan-rail titles have

The non-rail cities referred to by Mr. Orski are all

a tenth or'less the size of Los Angeles.

Mr. Orski

is oblivious to the fact

that no qther city in the Western World the size of Los Angeles is without a

1

rail system.

Nor do any of those cities exhibit the growth curve shown by Los

ED

Angeles, with an additional two million people (and their autos) anticipated by
the year 2000.
in the

future without Metro Rail and the complementary

Mr. Orski
have.,

Simply put, Los Angeles will not be as desirable a place to live
1.50

mile rail system.

suggests that the Pasadena FreewAy has, and that the Metro Pall will

a significant effect on travel patterns and urban form.

We agree.

The

evidence clearly shows that major transportation arteries such as freeways and
rail transit systems Influence the structure and development of an urban area.

The additional transportation capacity offered by these transportation
improvenents is a major determinant for the location of urban

deveiont.

transportation systems such as the Metro Rail and complementary rail system

If

aS

not built, the metropolitan area will become more dispersed, less centralized,
.d

people will spend more. time on congested Streets and fretays in their cars

traveling between home and a remote work place.

Transportation improvements

such as Metro Rail, coupled with sound urban development policies, will clearly

enhance the area's quality of life.

Metro Rail provides a critical opportunity to increase the area's transportation

capacity beyond that provided by the Los Angeles freeway system.

The capacity

of the proposed rapid transit system for Los Angeles is well in excess of 40,000
persons per hour each direction, while the space used is somewhat less than that
needed for two freeway lanes.

about 2,000 vehicles per hour.

Yet, the maximum capacity of a freeway lane Is

Given the current average nuthber of people in a

car in Los Angeles, one freeway lane can carry only about 2,300 persons per
hour.

This is a mere five to ten percent of the capacity of the rail line which

occupies less space!

The Metro Rail project clearly offers major increases In

2

ED

transportation capacity, without consuming still more of the region's space
needed for housing1 workplaces, and related services.

In shOrt, Mr. Orskl's article is a thinly-veiled,

nothing.

apologetic argUment for doing

Traffic metering, freeway information systems, bu

lanes and other

similar projects all have a role to play in improving traffic, and thEy are Eli
In use today

In Los

Angeles.

They are notbin

new.

What are the alternatives

to Metro Rail? Maybe more one-way streets, maybe more traffic signals, maybe

replacing parking on major thoroughfares like WIlshire Boulevard With bus lanes,

maybe running more buses, maybe allowing the region to spread morerapidly into
agricultural and wilderness areas requiring each
traveling between places

ifl

the region.

o.f

us to spend more time

But are these alternatives cost-

effective in the long run, and will they have a positive Influence on the
"uality of life in

La

Angeles?

The answer is absolutely not.

Together, these

techniques cannot handle the scale of growth that is before us as an urban area.

And comunity interests have recognized the need for leadership to substantially
improve the area's transportation system

quality of life

ifl

Metro Rail will clearly enhance the

Los Angeles, and will provide ui with the opportuflity to

shape the region as we desire for tears to come.

S
3
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ISSUE NO. 4:

THE LOS ANGELES COWUNITY HAS PASSED, WITH
GREAT EFFORT, NUMEROUS SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES
TOWARDS METRO RAIL IMPLEMENTATION -- PUNNING,
DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND

FINANCING MILESTONES..

.
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CHRONOLOGICAl. LIST OF SIGNIFICANT EYE$TS IN
THE. DEVELOPMENt OF THE METRO RAIL PROJECT

1)

Dec. 1971

California Senate 8111 325 signed -- provides transit
subsid is.

2)

June 1974

ProposItion S passes in State and LA County
of gas taxes for rail rapid transit?

3)

Mar. 1975

Rapid Transit AdvisOry Courittee (RIAC) is created by Vt
State and
Composed of RID, local cities, County of L
Botrd.
representatives,
Federal government

4)

Dec. .1976

DOT funds $11 million for development of RTDP -- $2.5 million
for the study of heavy rail.

5)

May 1977

-

provides part

Mternative Analyses/Environmental Impact
Stateflent/Environsnental

heavy

Impact Report (AA/EIS/E1R) begun for

rail..

Program begins for AA/EIS/EIR.

6)

Aug. 1977

Conunu nity Participation

7)

Oct. 1978

RID Board adopts 'Preferred Alternative' from M/EISIEIR (18.6
mile line, CBD to Valley)

8)

Feb. 1979

Public Hearings held for AA/EIS/EIR.

9)

Apr. 1980

Publication of Final AA/E.ISIEIR.

10) June 1980

$15.6 million approved for Preliminary Engineering (P.E.).

Nov. 1980

PropositIon A approved, by voters (54% majority) -- 1/2 cent
sales tax for 150 mile rail systen.

12) Mar. 1982

Cannunity Participation for 2nd Tier E1S/EIR begun. Milestone
1 (Preliminary Systhu Definition and Operating Man) and
Milestone 2 (SyStem Design Criteria) were published and
coarunity meetings held.

11)

13)

May

14) Ma

1982

1982

PUblic Hearings for Milestones 1 and 2 held1 MIlestone 3
(Route Alignment Alternatives) and Milestone. 4 (Station
'Location Alternatives) were published and connuñity meetings
held.
$12.1 million approved for Phase III of P.E.

15) July 1982

Milestone 5 (Right-of-way Acquisition and Relocation Policies
and Procedures) was published and connuflity meetings held.

16) July 1982

$11.2 million approved for Phase

17) July 1982

Public HearIngs for Milestones 3 and 4 held.

1

III.

of P.E.

18) Aug. 1982

19) Sept.

1982

RID Board adopts
RID Board adopts Milestones 1 and 2.
Milestones 3v,d 4. Public hearing on Milestone 5 held.
RID Board adopts Milestone 5. Milestone 6 (Land Use and
Development Policies) was published and connunity meetings

held.
20) Sept.

1982

$18.7 million in continued funding for P.E. approved.

21) Nov. 1982

Public hearing on Milestone 6 held. Milestone 7 (Safety,
Fire/Life Safety, Security and Systens Assurance Policies) and
Milestone 8 (System and Subsystans) were published and
coninunity meetings held.

22) Dec. 1982

PublIc hearings on Milestone 7 and Special Alternatives
Analysis held.
RID Board adopted route and station location
reconmendations from Special Alternatives Analysis.

23) Jan. 1983

Public hearing on MIllstone 8.

24) Mar. 1983

RID Board adopts Milestones 6 and 7. Milestone 9 (SupportIng
Services Plan) and Milestone 10 (FIxed Facilities) were
published and coimiunity meetings held. Public bearing held on

Milestone 9.
25) Apr. 1983

Congress passes the Highway User Fee increase (S cents
additional charge on Federal gasoline tax) for construction of
transit.

26) Apr. .1983

*33.3 million funding approved for Phase II of P.E.

27) Apr. 1983

RID Board adopts Milestone 9. Milestone 11 (Cost Estimate)
was published and cotmtunity meetings held.

28) May 1983

Public hearings on Milestone 9 and 10 held. Milestone 12
(Final System Definition) was published and coninunity meetings
held.

29) June 1983

Public hearings on Milestones 11 and 12 held.

30) July 1983

Public hearings held on Draft EIS/EIR.

31) Aug.

1983

RTO Board adopts Milestones 9 and 10.

32) Aug

1983

President Reagan signs DOT appropriations bill containing a
$117.2 million to start Metro R1l construction.

33) Aug. 1983

Governor George Deukmejian signs into law Senate Bill 1159
authorizing SCRID to engage in Joint Development ventures.

34) Sept. 1983

*32.6 million approved by the State of California for
acquisition of Santa Fe Rail Yard and $14.8 million approved
for advanced land acquisition.

.

35) Sept.

1983

RID Board adopts Milestones ii and

12..

36) Oct. 1983

State passes Senate Bill 1238 allOwing for creation of Benefit
Assessment Districts.

37) Oct.

RID Board approves first Joint Development agreement between
SCRID and Park LaBrea Associates. This could provide a $30
mIllion saving in construction cost for the Wilshire/Fairfax
station.

1983

38) Nov. 1983

39) Oec

1983

Public hearing on $2.1 billion grant application for final
design and construction held. RID Board adopts EIS/EIR.
Final EIS/EIR published.

40) May 1984

$105 million federal grant approved for final design and
Construction activities.

41) July 1984

(RITA

42) Aug. 1984

Public heating on Draft EA held.

43) Sept. 1984

Final EA (Reprint) distributed.

44) Nov. 1984

UMTA issues Finding of No Significant Iaçact (FD$SI) for SOS-i

Pre-

reviews Pteliminary Draft EA.

EA.
*3) Dec. 1984

Benef it Assessment Task Force(fonned by RID) provides
RID Board Resolution of Intent
to Esttblish Benefit Assessment Districts for first twO
districts (for MOS-1 segment) passed.

recomendatiOns to RID Board.

46) Jan. 1985

RID Board hearing on Benefit Assessment Districts held.

47) Feb. 1985

RID Board pdsses Resolution to Proceed with Establishment of
Betefit Assessment Districts to provide $130 million in
private sector contributions to the. capital costs of M0S-1.

48) May 1985

Los Angeles City Council public hearing held.

49) JUi,

RID Board Resolution to Create aenefit Assessment Districts
passed.

1985

Council amends
and approves Benefit Assessment Oistrict Resolution to provide
$130 million in capital for construction of Metro Rail.
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ISSUE NO. 5:

STATEMENTS OF DR. RONALD J. LOFT HAVE BEER
TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT, SUGGESTING NE. OPPOSITE

OF HIS PUBLICLY STATED CONCLUSION THAT

...EGINEERS CAN DESIGN TO PROTECT FROM
(METHANE) HAZARDS.
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1!c

Honorable Henry A, Mannan, CMI rman
Subconnittee óñ Health and Environment
of the Connittee on Energy and Connerce
United States House of Represent4tives
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
WaShington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman WaIan:

June 14, 1985 Methane Gas testimony
was pleased to have been invited to participate In the June 14, 1985 hearings
on the Third and Fairfax fire and explosion., which was held here in Los
Ançeles. California.
I have since had an opDortuntty to read over and edit my
testimony, included heren, which I presented before you that day. I also
refer you to my pre-prepared testimony which was submitted prior to the actual
.1

hearing.
I h4ve followed the tangentially-related issue of the routing and protection
design of the Metro Rail with considerable interest. My testimony before your
Subconnittee dealt. with the hazard to structures posed by naturally occyrrinc
methane in the West Los Angeles area, The. proposed route. of the Metro Rail
passes through this area affected by methane ane I am aware that my testimony
may thereforE have sane effect on planning for the Metro Rail project. For
this reason1 I wish to take this opportunity to clarify my professional
opinions on this matter.

I have reread mfpreprepared text and have come across my final concluding
paragraph and feel that it nay be a cause for misinterpretatiofl, What the
statrent IntendS to say Is that: 'I do not 'personally' know if any of the
present day co6vvitlonal tunnelling equipment and safety procedures would be
able to cope with the unexpected chance b.re&kthrough of a large, greater than
5,000,000 cubic foot capacity, natural gas pocket under B psi pressure of tbe
The word that wa.s oited was
type that exists along the Wilshire Corridor".
testinony, I am not a tunnelmy
during
As I enphasized
'Personally" know.
various Federal an4 State
the
ling expii-t, nor am I conversant with all of
tunnel 1 ing requirenents.

-2Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subconwittee on Health and Environment
of the Conrittee on Energy and Connerce

September

li

t9t

What I have attempted to do is to alert those In responsible positions of
authority about the methane gas danger, but at the same time, I have always
been of the opinion that once responsible auttorities and engineers are aware
of the pre:ie, that the problems can be resolved through application of valid
ptysital a: ergineertng principles.
I feel
t:hat a fast, efficient, rapid
transit systm is desperately needed in Los Angeles and that the problems that
are being presented can be satisfactorily resolved through responsible actio
after dealing with th facts.
Once again, I thoroughly enjoyed the experience in testifylcig before ycrir
Subconnittee and of having had the opportunity to meet you and your c011eagues.
If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at
your convenience.

Very truly yours,

7Crs.Jt'
/<'RonAld
Y,)ie

.c-4L

3.

Presiddcs/

Li L :hm
Enc.

-d

.
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ISSUE No. 6:

TEStIMONY BY WITNESS BROWN AND OThERS BEFORE
CONGRESSNA

WAXMAN' 5 SUBCOPQ4ITTEE ON

am

AND

THE ENVIRONMENT -e TESTIMONY HAYING NO DIRECT

BEARING ON METRO RAIL METHANE ISSUES -- HAS
BEEN IMPROPERLY UTILIZED TO GENERATE ERRONEOUS

AND CONFUSED CONCLUSIONS REGARDING
METRO RAIL SAFETY.
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WRITEs TES1IMONY SUPPLIED BY MR. BROWN AT FAIRFAX HEARING
NOT DIRECTLY RELEVANT TO METRO RAIL

ThE WRITTEN TESTIMONY SUPPLIED BY MR. BROWN AT CONGRESSMAN VAXI4AN 'S HEARING WAS
DIRECTED AT ThE NEED FOR A LOW-COfl GAS SENSOR FOR USE BY RESIDENCES ANO,
THEREFORE, DID HOT HAVE A DIRECT BEARING OH ThE METJO RAIL HETHANEeRELATED
ISSUES.

.
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ISSUE NO.7A:
-;

BOBBI FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY MISREPRESEKn

METRO RAIL ON MATTERS PERTAINING TO VOTER
SUPPORT.

mE

TRUTH REGARDING THIS MATTER FOLLOWS.
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RESPONSES TO PRIOR FIEDLER CaMENTs
FictIon 1:

Voter rejection of an assessment on residential properties

F13Fisens a no vote on Metro Rail.
Fact 1.: The Los Angeles City Charter amendment to which this connent refers
merely exspts residential property from an assessment program that the SCRTD
has initiated to help fund the subway system. The amendment was Virtually
unopposed. The business connunity continues to support assessment of connercial
Prior to the election1
property located in the Vicinity of Metro RaIl stations.
the SCRTD $ord of Directors adopted an assessment program that specifically
exempted residential property.
While the voter-approved charter amendment
disallows assessment of existing residential properties, it technically allows
assessment of newly-built residential properties.; but the .$CRTD Board has
formally excluded the assessment of all residential properties.

Metro Rail enjoys broad support from area citizens, elected offIcials, business
In 1980, Los Angeles County citizens voted an
and labor leaders and the media.
increase in local taxes to build a rail system, the backbone of which is Metro
Rail. A recent poll by the Los Angeles Times reported better than 2-to-I
support for construction Of a mass transit system. An AugUst, 1984 survey of
San Fernando Valley residents indicated strong support fOr the project, and
thousands of signatures on petitions in support of Metro Rail have been
collected.
The willingness of the local business coniiunity to provide $170 million in
ivate Sector funds (collected via comnerctal property assessment) clearly
demonstrates the level of local support and the recognition that Metro Rail will
enhance the local business climate. The Executive Secretary of the Los Angeles
County Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO has noted in public testimony that Metro
Rail will . nhance employee mobility and is supported by labor leaders.
Moreover, Metro Rail will generate enployment during construction and Operation
(some 3,000 jobs) and foster con'ercial activity near the system. A majority of
the local media have also consistently maintained editorial support for the
system.

.

ISSUE NO. 18:
BOBBI FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY MISREPRESENTED

METRO RAIL ON MATTERS PERTAINING TO DIVERSION
OF

8(15

FARE SUBSIDY RINDS.

THE TRUTH REGARDiNG THIS MATTER FOLLOWS.
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RESPONSES TO PRIOR FZEDLER C0w'IENTS

.

Starting last July, thIrty five cents of every ride is being
Fiction. 2:
diverts into the subway, imposing a hardship on the handicapped, students and
elderly.
First, Metro Rail will provide improved accessibility and efficient
Fact 2:
transit servIce to a handicapped, student and elderly population. SecOnq, when
the Los Angeles County voters approved a 1/2 cent sales tax increase for transit
in 1980, the proposition designated two phases for the distribution of funds.

Phase 1, which ended on July 1, 1985, mandated three uses far Propos a 'n .4
funds:
(a) 25% for the 84 cities in the County, (b) whatever percen.. e is
needed to maintain a base bus fare of 50 cents, and (c) the retialning percentage
(a) a continuation of 25% for
for a Rail Transit Program. Phase 2 designates:
the cities, (b) 35% (not 35 cents) for the Rail Program, and (c) the remaining
40% as discretionary.

The Rail Program funds are earmarked for rail projects only. When the voters
approved Proposition A, they endorsed a network of 150 miles of transitways
serving the entire region. Metro Rail is only one of several rail projetts
currently in the planning or design stages. Proposition A monies not spent on
Metro Rail must, by law, be spent on other rail projects and could not be used
for other purposes. The SCRTD is prepared to proceed with Phase 2 funds and
build a costeefficient Metro Rail system that, in concert with the bus and other
rail systems, is designed to serve the elderly, handicapped and student
;pulations of Los Angeles effectively.

.

.

.
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ISSUE NO. 7C:
BOBBI FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY MISREPRESENTED

METRO RAIL ON MATTERS PERTAINING TO

CONSTRUCTION COSTS.
THE TRUTH REGARDING THIS MATTER FOLLOWS.
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RESPONSES TO PRIOR FIEOLER

caMrs

.

Fiction 3: Since the first segment of the Metro Rail system will cost $250
million per mile to build, the fufl system will cost $4.7 billion.
The initial 4.4-mile segment Includes costs that will not be
Fact 3:
experienced In future segments. These Include: costs of an a8dltlonal l.
miles of track for the main yard and shop; highr costs for each of the. fi:z
sgen.t downtown stations, which must have up to four entrances to service
central control system and facIlity; higher
higher ridership levels; costs for
cöñstruction and land acquisition costs In the central business district, an.0;
vehicles In order to
the requirement to purchase nearly 50% of the total syst
incredibly
naive, i
It
is
passengers.
service the concentration of downtown
view of these inevitably hIgher start-up costs for the systS, to simply perform
a linear extrapolation to determine the full system costs.

S
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ISSUE NO. 70:

BOBBI FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY MISREPRESENTED

ETRO RAIL ON PlATTERS PERTAINING TO
RIOERSHIPIPATRONAGE FORECAST LEVELS.

THE TRUTh REGARDING THIS MAilER FoLLows..
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RESPONSES TO PRIOR FIEDLER COMMENTS

Fiction 4: Los Angeles Times states that Metro Rail ridership will be a mere
fraction of what SCRTQ claims.
Fact 4: The JUly 2, 1984 Los Angeles. Times article quotes one analyst, who
Even under the
suggests that ridership maybe overstated by as much as 30%.
302
of
a
reduction
it
that
in
must
noted
assumption
ridership,
be
seventy
percent is not a rnere fraction.' More importantly, the article states that,
even If Metro Rail ridership has been overstated by 30%, the line t. 11 would
be considered costeeffective under criteria being used by the federt . tban Mass
Transit Administration.' It is significant that, as a result of tin series of
six articles (of which the July 2 article was one) Which examined the pertinent
issues concerning Metro Rail, the Lr Angeles Times is on record as a clear and
strong supporter of the project.

the SCRTD recognizes that ridership forecasting is not a precise science and
some variation in actuai ridership can be anticipated. However, the .SCRTO has
utilized standard forecasting techniques thit are recognized by the (PiTA and the
transit industry as the best available means of forecasting ridership, a vitèl
input to the proper planning of the project

S

.
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ISSUE

140.

71:

BOSH FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY MISREPRESENTED
METRO RAIL ON MATTERS PERTAINING TO

METWE

GAS HAZARDS.

THE TRUTH REGARDING ThIS MATTER FOLLOWS.

S.
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RESPONSES 10 PRIOR FIEDLER COMMENTS

Fiction 5:

A methane explosion

In the Metro Rail

system is inevitable.

SCRTD engineers knew at. the outset that the system would encounter some
oil and gas-saturated sediments. For this reason, the SCRID has worked closely
with fire and safety officials, tunneling experts and Its own consultants to
incorporate safeguards In the design, construction and operation of Metro Rail,
including steel lining for the tunnels, dense. polyethylene sheets behd station
See
activate yentilatlon fans.
walls, and backup gas detectors that w1
additional materials contained herein.)
Fact 5:

4,

.

RESPONSES TO PRIOR FIEDLE.R COWENTS

FictiOn 6:

The systen is not cost-efficient on a per passenger basis.

Thit quote from the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for
Fact 6:
Metro Rail is taken out of context, and the sentences iimtediately following are
essential to judging the statement. The. full quote Is:
none
'Under the predicted patronage levels (not reduced by 30
of the Project alternAtives would be considered cost elf iclent on a per
passenger basis. Similarly, under the reduced patronage levels, no
alternative has Marginal costs less than average Costs. But, as noted
percent)1

n version of
Mass Transportation Administration (UNTA) issued Its
cost-effectiveness calculations in the W41A pubiction, 'Hew Start Project
n
Profiles, dated May 16, 1984. UMTA!s calculations were based on WTA's
were
by
tWA
indices
calculated
from
the
procedures; and two cost-effectiveness
FEIS numlers:
a Federal Cost-Effectiveness Index of $0.58 per new rider, and a
Total Cost-Effectivenes.s Index of $1.46 per new rider. In the May 16 document,
UMTA evaluates these indices in the following tess:
The. Urban

.

'The LA Project1 despite its high cost .... is cost-effective because of
the additional ridership it attracts ... and the operating cost and
travel time savings expected...'

UNTA ranked Metro Rail as the most cost-effective projett in the nation out of
all proposed new rail projects.
tWA Administrator Stanley has called Metro
Rail one of the most cost-effective projects in the nation.
A basic flaw in the analysis of cost efficiency in the FEIS is the deflnitio.n of
the case against which to measure cost efficiency, i.e. the 'No Project
Alternative.
The alternative used in the FEIS is a 'do nothing" alternative
that does not expand transit capacity to accoarodate projected increases in
travel demand due to population and employment growth through the year 2000.
existing street-dependent bus
This is not a realistic alternative, because
system is operating on a street system that is Strained to capacity In the Metro
Rail corridor. Unless a more realistic No Project Alternative is used that
expands capacity to accoirunodate projected increases in demand, costs of not
serving that demand on transit should be included in any cost-effectiveness
calculations, or additional benefits should be ascribed to the Metro Rail
project given that it allows the regional transit system to carry more riders
than the No Project Alternative.

The SCRTD has operated by the rules in its efforts to obtain federal funds.
Recogflizmg federal budget constraints, the 18.6-mile system has been segmented
to allow for an orderly phasing of funds. Moreover, an u.nprecedented 52% of the
cost for the first segment will be paid by sources other than UMTA Section 3 New
Start funds.

ISSUE NO. iF:
BOSS! FIEDLER HAS VICIOUSLY

MISPRESENTED

METRO RAIL ON MATrERS PERTAINING TO

COST EFFICIENCY.

THE TRUTH REGARDING THIS MAIlER Foaows.

.
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ISSUE NO. 8:

NOTHWITHSTANO INS THE CONCLUSIONS OF EXPERTS

THAT METRO RAIL CAN BE SAFELY BUILT AND
OPERATED THROUGH KNOWN METHANE

US

DEPOSITS,

THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS BILL APPRObtD ON

SEPTEMBER 5

W

DATES THE STUDY OF ALTE NATIVE

METRO RAIL ALIGNMENTS TO AVOID TUNNELING
THROUGH RISK ZONES.
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DRAFT LOS ANGELES TIMES OP-ED PIECE RE: METRO RAIL SAFETY
September 6, 1985

It is

ironic that 11th hour concerns over environmental and safety issues

threaten to undermine chances for Metro Rail funding, because no aspect of the
subway project has been more thoroughly scrutinized.

A host of local, state, and federal laws mandated that a detailed study an4
review be undertaken over a period of the past five years.

Among Metro Rail's

Congressional critics are members who sUpported Such legislation aimed at

protecting the public from potential risks associated with construction of
projects In environmentally sensitive areas.

Buttressing the federal environmental laws are Cal OSHA's state regulations
governing tunnel construction that are the most stringent in the U.S.

Los

Angeles city and county fire safety officials also have painstakingly reviewed
the Metro Rail

plans.

In fact,

fire officials from both departments serve on

the Metro Rail Fire, Life, Safety coimiittee along with other experts.

From the start of Metro Rail planning in the late '70's, it has been well
documented that the subway would encounter potential hazards Including oil and
gas.

But RID engineers have worked closely with Los Angeles fireS officials, Cal

OSHA, the federal Environmental

Protection Agency and other regulatory agencies

from the very beginning to address all environmental and safety Issues.
0

I

F

The

most knowledgeable tunneling and geology experts in the worl.d are ernpoyed

as Metro Rail consultants, including Lindvall

Richter & Associates.

Heeding

their advice, SCRTD has incorporated numerouS safeguards and backup systems into
the design of the subway system and in construction and operation plans.

The ixperts agree that Metro Rail tan be bluflt

reports that construction

o.f

operated safely.

an,d

Metro Rail "Is feasible, and much

Cal OSHA

len dangerous

to

excavate and build than ma ny other projects constructed in the Lot Angeles basin
s,ince-1972.

In fact, 60 tunnels spanning 50 mIles have been built in the Los

Angeles Basin without incident.

Many of these tunnels were built in methane gas

areas.

1

-

believe Metro Rail can be built safely along its present alignant.
...;ause

there

are.

Still safety concerns in the Fairfax District, which

the subway's initial 4.4 mile construttion phase,

I

However,
Is

beyond

have offered a compromise to

allay those lingering fears.

My rendment, which was approved Sept. 5 by the House Appropriations Comittee,

earmarks funds for a federally mandated study of alternative alignments to avoid
tUnnel in; through methane gas areas identified as "potential risk zones" and

'high potential risk zones" by a City of Los Angeles task force..

Construction of the first four-mile-plus link (Union Station to Wilshire and
Alvarado) of the eighteen-mile Subway could get underway this winter.

Zn the

meantime, the alternative alignment study would be cdrnplet.ed within nine months

without causing a delay in completion of the remaining subway route out to
Hollywood and the San Fernando Valley.

2

I

believe this a fair compromise, one that reinforces our connOn desire that

this vita1 transportation project be built and operated safely.

Mn

Yet, others

urged that the project be sidetracked untIl still another exhaustt ye

environmental analysis of the entire. subway system is conducted.

That probe would tack on years to a project that haS already been delayed too
long, and would only duplIcate previous studies.

It would also be tantamount to

killing Metro Rail because funding would be diverted this year to other cities

whose transit. needs pale in comparison to Los Angeles.

It.

methane gas isn't the only pitfall the subway must skirt e

seens clear that
politics poses an

even greater risk.

rfl

0
3
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ISSUE NO. 9:
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE ROSS METHANE INCIDENT
SERVE TO CONFIRM METRO RAIL TUNNELING DESIGN

CONcLusioNs AND TO ILLUSTRATE THAT DRILLING IN
A GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT CAN BE UNDERTAKEN IN A
SAFE MANNER UNDER PRECAUTIONS FAR LESS

STRINGENT THAN THOSE UPON WHICH

WE

METRO RAIL

DESIGN IS BASED.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE ROSS METHANE INCIDENT TO SERVE TO cO$FI,RM MEtRO RAIL
TUNNELlING. OESIGN CONCLUSIONS AND TO ILLUSTRATE THAT DRILLING IN A GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENT $N. BE UNDERTAK.$ tIN A SAFE MANNER UNDER PRECAUTIONS FAR LESS
STRINGENT THAN NOSE ON WHICH THE METRO MIL DESIGN IS BASED

Convnent:

Has anything been learned from the explosion at the Ross Department
store that would affect conclusions about the nfety of Metro Rail
design for gassy environments?

Response: Protective devices being proposed for the Metro Rail would 'ave
prevented the type of disaster that occurred at the Ross C , s-forthe
Less Department Store if such devices had been installed w
building was constructed. Metro Rail designers have recognized the
need for such protection and have taken the appropriate preventative
actions.

With the specified construction and safety techniques, construction In
gassy environments can be undertaken safely. An example of this is
the drilling of the relief well to reduce the gas pressure at the Ross
explosion site. The drilling was conducted without incident after the
original diflster, under less stringent construction procedures than
those specified fOr Metro Rail.
Courtent:

Page 1-3 discussing mitigation measures1 it is stated that
Selection of mitigatiOn measures for medium level hazards will be
deferred until post construction conditions are determined.
On.

.4

Response:. As a result of the hazard-level designations in the Engineering
Sciences (ES) report, SCRTD has included in the design specifications

the installation of high density po'yethylene barriers in the concrete
tunnel in both low and medium hazard segments, and the use of a steel
barrier in high hazard areas, when a pressure. of 2 inches of water is
In general, the polyethylene membrane is fully effective for
present.
all hazard levels, but steel is specified for the high hazard segments
for its Structural Strength under seismic fault condition,s as well as
itS barrier effects. This is not necessary or cost-effective in the
lower hazard segments.

Consent:

On Pages 2-4 through 2-5, a description

is

provided of the potential

effects of methane and hydrogen sulphide.
Response: These descriptions are provided in order to indicate why there is a
need for concern with eIther of these gases, and to indicate the
nature of the gases themselves. Specifically. both are flaurtable or
explosive; methane is lighter than air and is toxic through
asphyxiation.; while hydrogen sulphlde is heavier than air and Is toxic
Based on the measurements
through Other effects on the human sstem.
where methane exists in
locations
are
in
the
report,
there
reported
ES.
are no instances
There
toxic.
and
be
flannable concentrations
could
concentrations,
or
combustible
ef hydrogen sulpflide. at explosive
although there are instances of concentrations that exceed upper
threshold limits for continued human exposure.

CoSnt:

On page 2-6, under the section on Pressure Relief Systems, it says
that special systems have been utilized on previous projects where
flannable Qases have been detected, but does not indicate where or on
What projects.

ResponSe: The Farmer's Insurance Building on Wilshire Blvd. in Los Angeles, not
far from the Ross Dress-for-Less Store, encountered methane in the
elevator shaft excavation. A gas utilization system was installed
there and methane is currently being Lsed to powetthe HYAC system.
Connent:

On page 2-10, the report states that the contructiofl conditions and
service life may limit the lông-range utility of barrier materials.

Response: For this reason, SCRTD requested a significant minter of tests be run
by Metrocon to determine the permeability, resistance to deterioration
by hydrocarbons (liquid and gaseous), and deterioration from abrasion
of a nwther of alternative barrier materials. Based on these tests,
high density polyethylene was selected as the material that meets or
exceeds all these requirements, thereby insuring a long service life.:
Conrnent:

On page 2'll, there is a discussion of conStruction by tunneling
method rather than by 'cuteandecoyer' indicating that the latter would
allow the use of a barrier on the exterior of the tunnel. Whet is the
significance of this?

Response: The Significance is that special construction techniques are specified
in Metro Rail construction plans to provide for an exterior barrier.
This is done by uSing a mstrane applied to the outside of preocast
concrete segments or by using cast-in-place tunfleling, which allows
the barrier to be placed outsIde the tunnel lining. Both of these
construction methods are specified for Metro RAil tUnnels.
Conitent:

How do the concentrations of hydrogen suiphide in Buffalo (NflA)
(and why were only
compare with those found in the ten borings in
ten of the 66 tested for hydrogen sulphlde)?
Is there any co!nparlson
that can be made to mitigation measures used for gasoline seepage in
Baltimore and Washington, D.C. or to methane levels found in NYCIA.

U

Response:. Information is not readily available for comparisons to these other
systems.
Gasoline seepage would also be a very localized phenomenon
and is not directly comparable to théthane. The only probes tested for
hydrogen suiphlde Were those that had a positive 'sniff test, a
negative sniff test being sufficient to indicate that the gas Is not
present. Of the 10 probes where a sniff test was positive, only four
probes yielded a measurable concentration of hydrogen sulphide, all

well below explosive or Innediately toxic levels.

Li

2

Coninent:

In Table 5.1, high concentrations of methane are registered at probes
11 and 15 (79% and 60%, respectively), and levels above 2.4 percent
Do these indicate
(the acceptable' level) at probes 14, 16, and 21.
M0S-1
the
vicinity Of
to
that there will be similar problems on

Fairfax?
Response: Each of the high concentrations were measured at extremely lad
pressures. The htghest concentration at probe Ii of
percr
registered a pressure of only 0.1 Inches Of water, and the 6& srcent
concentration at probe 15 registered 0.2 inches of water. The other
three also had very low pressure readings. Therefore, construction in
the MOS-L segment will not experience methane gas anywhere near the
pressures found in the Fairfax area. Where methane at low pressure is
detectS during construction, activities will be halted, The methane
will disperse by ventilation, after Which construction can be resumed.
Ccnrent:

Chapter 6 appears to describe a situation in which explosive
concentrations of methane could arise in a very short period of time.
Is this indicative of a severe risk of explosion in the tunnels?

Response: Chapter 6 analyzes a range of conditions of diffusion Of methane into
the $etro Rail tunnel and proffers a worst case scenario l.n which all
mitigation measures fall under the wont conditions identified In any
probe, i.e. probe 39 with a concentration of 95 perCent and a pressure
of 193.9 inches of water colUnm. It is important to note that the
issue of significance in all the calculations in chapter 6 is the
pressure of the gas. At flow rates of gas that can be expected from
experimental data (rather than the conservatively-chosefl 100 multiple
of these rates), an explosive level of methane would not occur in less
than about two days for pressures under 2 inches of water colwi.
Such a concentration would require no ventilation systems operating
and no trains operating throughout such a two-day period, which is a
situation that will not exist. Only 4 of the 66 probes show a gas
pressure equal to or greater than 2 inches of watEr column,
emphasizing the fact that this analysis is clearly a worst case
scenario.
Conrent:

Chapter 7 identifies high hazard situations and describes the leasures
that should be taken. Are all high hazard situations equally likely
to result in risks to construction and/or operation?

Response: Table 7.1 shows how 'hazard' levels are defined. More correctly,
these should simply be defined as design' leyels 1, 2, and 3,
indicating the types of design steps that need to be taken to mitigate
gas problems. The 'High hazard' level is defined as occurring !
pressure of gas exceeds 2 inches of water column, or concentration
Exceeds 4.8 percent, or both. As noted in the previous resp4nse,
pressure is far morE critical than concentration. Methane occurrences
in high concentrations at low pressure are likely to dissipate during
construction and are unlikely to recur later as high concentrations.
The significance of the 'high hazard' designation is to indicate that
it would be prudent to use design and construction procedures that
will have maxImum effect in preventing methane from penetrating the
tunnels in these sections of the line.

The term '.ha;ard is standard engineering terminology used in numerous
industrial and construction applications. For example, the California
Administrative Code (Title 24, Part 3) defines hazardous situations
relatlnq to the State Electrical Code. These definitions relate to
electrical devices in locations where fire or explosion hazards may
exist due to flamnable gases or vapors, flaiTinable liquids, cOmbustible
dust, or ignitable fibers,
Specific requirements are defined for
electrical devices under such conditions to render work areas safe.
Clearly, the term 'hazar& does not imply that it is unsafe to
construct or install equipment under such conditions, and does not
tndeed, such cone
ions for
tmply high risks of explosions or fires.
electrical devices may occur in such areas as csrercial g ' ;es and
kitchens.

Cinent:

On page 8-4, a recoinendation is made that pressure relief systems
should be installed 4t six stations, including the three C8O stations.
Does this indicate that serious methane problems exist for .MOS-1?

Resooflse

These are highly conseryattye reconriendatfons and indicate a
considerable concern for safety. The three CB0 stations will be
constructed using cut-and-cover methods, which will allow fOr the
dispersal of any gases encountered and also allow installation of a
barrier membrane or a pressure relief syste* if required.

Counent:

Figre Li identifies several segments of the proposed Metro

Rail

alignuent as being in high hazard areas.
Response: As noted under the responses on chapter 6 and chapter. 7, a wide
variation of exposure exists within the so-called high hazard
segments. In fact, only that section of the line between
Crenshaw/Wilshire and Fairfax/Beverly shows combinations of both
concentration and pressure Of methane that require the use of steel
liners instead of concrete liners.
In all other high hazard segments,
the polyethylene barrier outside con:crete liners wilt be more than
adequate to deal with the sthane present.
Convnent:

This report addresses gas safety issues related solely to operatio:n of
the system.
Is there a similar safety report related to construction?

Response: ConstructIon is copletely regulated by state law as implemented by
Cal-OSHA Tunnel Safety Orders. All construction will be undertaken in
compliance with these Orders, and the additional safety requirements
specified in the construction contract documents Dy the SCRID.

S
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ISSUE NO. 10:

ADDITIONAL COMMENT ON THE VAXMAN SU8COII1TTEE
TESTIMONY OF DR. RONALD J. LOFT.
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Or. Ronald J. Lofy Is a noted expert in the design of methane

building protection

syste.

control and

At the Sub-conrittee Hearing inyestigating the

fire and explosion at the Ross Dress-For-Less Store, Or. Lofy continually

stressed that he was not an expert in tunneling nor was he knowledgeable of
tunnel techniques, Cal-OSHA tunneling safety procedures or equipment used in

construction of gaseous tunnels.

Dr. Lofy state, 0! believe that once a well-

designed, well-constructed tunnel, employing appropriately selected materials of
construction, is in place, there is relatively little danger.'
.e many dangers

'However, there

Inherent tn tunneling through these gas zones, particularly for

the uninitiated or careless.

It is the conclusion of all the tunneling experts who have participated in the

design and review of the Metro Rail plans, that the design and construction
safeguards to be utilized will be very effective In ensurIng the safety of

construction persons and Metro Rail patrons.

S

.

ISSUE. NO. 11:

SUIQIARY COPOIENT ON THE METRO RAIL

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT.
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$WQIARY COI4ENT ON THE METRO RAIL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FE.IS) for the Metro Rail project was
It shows clearly that the Issue of methane gas was
published in OEcsber, 1983.
recognized atthat time and tbt appropriate mitigation measures were proposed.
Specific references are as follows:

Page 3-156 to
Chapter 11 on Geology and Hydrology notes the potential for
3-158:
gas to be found in the geologic fortions of ea:t segment
of the Metro Rail alIgnment. The FEIS rated tP, 3D
segment as potentially gassy toOily and gassy;
EastWest sectIon of the WilShire Corridor segment is
potentially gassy to oily an4 gassy, particularly west f
La Brea; the Fairfax reach is oily and gassy from Wilshii
north to i lrose Avenue, and nongassy north of Meirose
AvEnue. The Hollywood and North Hollywood Segments are. not
rated for gas and oil, there being no evidence of afly
significant problems in these segnts.

Page 3-161:

Section 11.3.4 deals with mitigation measures proposed to
deal with the Issue of hydrocarbon accumulation in both.
liquid and gaseoui form, under operating conditions1 For
liqutd hydrocarbons, provision of drainage channels and
stamps are Indicated as being included in the desigfl, where
necessary1 For gaseous hydrocarbons, special tunnel
linings and gas collection and ventilation systs are
indicated as the proposed mitigation measures. These
measures are repeated on page 3-166, section 11.4.3

Page 3-186:

Chapter 13 discusseS the construction impacts of Metro
Rail, and Section 13.9.3 notes that natural gas is a matter
of significant concern for construction, and notes also
that natural gas can be released from tar sands as well as
occurring in a free state in sedimentary strata. Over 50
perceAt of the alignment is Identified as gassy or
potentially gassy.

.

Page 3-lBS to
Section 13.9.5 deals with mitigation of construction
3-189:
impacts and notes that '...avoidance of safety hazards from
T
explosive gas in tunnels will be a major element in project
planning and construction efforts.' Five mitigation steps
are proposed in that section:

.

a)

Retention of Engineering Sciences Co. to study methane
gas, and to Install a series of probes for monitoring.

b)

Constant gas monitoring during construction that will
be used to shut down boring operations when gas
concentrations rise, toward danger levels.

c)

Drilling small bore holes 20 feet ahead of the tunnel
working face to relieve pressure pockets and to detect
the existence of dangerous concentrations/pressures of

fl

gas.

systems to prevent gas

d)

Collection and ventilation
build-ups.

e)

1herence to California Bureau of Mines'

(Cal-.OSHA)

requirements for safe subsurface tunneling in
hazardous environments.
Page 6-157:

constructio"
a gassy
the
mitiga..on
The
reiterates
environment.
response
.measures described In Section 13.9.5 and suninarized Above.
Coninent 337 deals with the issue Of

ri

hows that the issue of methane gas was recognized long
In sunnary. the FEIS
before the explosion in the Fairfax area, and that the Engineering Sciences Co.
report was requested as a further study f this Issue. Furthermore, a set of
appropriate mitigation measures for both construction and operation were
proposed in the Ff15, which have been evaluated subsuently as appropriate and
sufficient to deal with the issues.

C
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SUMMARY COMMENT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF METRO RAIL CONSTRUCTION FROM
UNION STATION TO WILSHIRE/ALVARADO

The Environmental Assessment (EA) shows that the SCRTD has continued to
recognize the issue of methane gas, and has added further precautions for both
construction and operation as new fnfontiation has become available. No
significant new problems were identified for MOSeL, not already covered in the
FEIS. The Environmental Assessment (EA) Report for the initial Minimum Operable
Segment (P405-I) deals with those impacts that can be expected to differ from the
impacts described 4n the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the
entire 18.6 mIle project. The FEZS is therefore included by implied reference,
and the EA becomes an addendum discussing the specific differences that would
occur by building only this first segment of the project. The following are the
specific references to this issue contained in the EA:
Page 90:

This page makes reference in 3.9.9.3 to the issue of gas
It is noted that
and oil In the construction environment.
the FEIS describes the envirOsent with respect to gas and
oil and points out further that oil is not likely to be
found until points west of Wilshire/Alyarado.

Connent 5 raises the same question
Pages 11-13:
basically as Connents 337 and 338 on the FEIS, relating to
old oil wells and potential .rnethane gas problems. The
response reiterates the mitigation measures proposed in the
FEIS. Further, it discusses measures to detect old oil
wells in advance of the tunneling, uncovering, and safely
renoying or recapping as necessAry. Additional detail is
also provided on measures against gas build-up during
operations:

Contients and Responses,

a)

Natural ventilation and ventilation caused by train
movements.

b)

Emergency ventilation tied to computer controls and
manual controls.

c)

A sensor system to detect build-up of gases, followed
by automatic train operation shutdown, if needed.

d)

Impervious tunnel liners.

e)

Barrier membranes, conduit seals, collars, and
waterstops.

The response also notes that if these measures are not
adequate, the District will install an extensive gas
pressure reduction system. It also notes that Cal-OSHA
safety requirements will be employed during construction.

.

ISSUE NO. 13:

ENGINEERING AND REGULATORY EXPERTS (E.G.,
PRINCIPAL ENGINEER BYRON ISKANIAN OF CALIFORNIA

MINING AND TUNhELING; BATTALION CHIEF DONALD
BARTLETT OF THE LOS ANGELES FIRE DEPARTMENT;
AND CHAIRMAN OF ThE BOARD 1
PBQD, INc.) REAFFIRM TWA

.

R. KUESEL OF

METRO RAIL CAN BE

CONSTRUCTED AND OPERATED SAFELY TM ROUGH

TE

N TWANE ENVIRONMENT WHICH IT WILL ENCOUNTER,
CITING AMPLE SUCCESSFUL PRECEDENT, STRINGENT
CAL OSHA REGULATIONS, AS WELL. AS METRO RAIL'S

STATE_OF-THE_ART DESIGN.
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a

RELEVANT QUOTES REGARDING METRO RAIL TUNNELING

IN

GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTS

4)

Dennis P. Kasper. Yice President. EngineerIng Science, Inc.
September 6, 1985

letter to

Congressman Waxman

believe this (1984 Engineering Science) report has been misinterpreted... In
opinion1 the onditions identified (in the report) do not preclude
construction in zones where gas is present... The Metro Rail tan be constructed
and operated in a safe manner throu9h the areas identified in our ret
'We

our

't.'

ee

--

June 26, 1985

letter to

Congressman Waxrnan.

'...I.am submitting this letter to clarify

my position.., tapered by almost 16
soft round tunneling ifl the Los Angeles and the Southern
California area, much of it through gassy ground. Without appeartng to be an
advocate of the Metro Rail project, I nonetheless feel that it is feasible and
much, less dangerous to excavate and build than many other projects constructs
ye8rs'

experienced in

in the Los Angeles Basin since 1972k.. We have learned
tunneling thrOUgh gassy ground since the advent of the

a great deal
San Fernando

about
tunnel
disaster... The (1912 California Mine and Tunnel) Act has proven to be very
successful and is used as guidelines for underground work throughout the nation
and the world... I shoulder the ultimate responsibility for those workers
is quite
underground who will build Metro Rail. I reiterate that I feel

it

feasible.
Donald E.

Bartlett, Battalion Chief,. City of

June 26, 1985

letter to

Los Angeles Department

of Fire

Congressman Waxman.

'At the outset, it was known that a portion of the Metro Rail project would
traverse potentially gassy areaS westerly along Wilshire Bouleard and northerly
along Fairfax Avenue. With this fact in mind, criteria was developed to
mitigate potential hazards during the project's.constructl,on phase and finally,
during revenue operation.., this construction will be performed pursuant to
requirenents by and under the direct on-site supervision of the State of
California, cal OSHA Mining and Tunneling unit (whose) orders are the most
stringent requirrents known world-wide. Because of our initial and ongoing
i.nvolvsnent with the Metro Rail project, the Los Angeles City Fire Department
feels that the Metro Rail alignment through potential gassy zones in and around
the WilsfllrelFairfax area can and will be constructed and operated in a safe
manner without adverse impact upon your constituent.s who live ifl the area.'

.

T. R.

Kuesel.. Chairman of the Board. Parsons 8rinkerhoff Quade & Douglas,. Inc.

-- August 23, 1985 letter to Southern California Rapid Transit District.

'It is understandable that the Ross Clothing Store gas explosion and fire has
generated public concern for the safety of SCRTD's Metro RAil construction
Against gas hazard,s during construction and operation, and RTD has been quite
correct to engage in a thorough review of the design program conducted over the
past two years, and the design reco,iendations for tunnel and station linings,
ventilation systems, and gas detection and monitoring systems... With rspect to
construction, there is ample precedent for construction of tunnels in similar
and more. severe gas hazard conditions, both in Southern California and
elsewhere...There shOuld be no concern that construction of Metro Rail tunnels
and other underground facilities will involve unprecedented hazards for either
the general public or those engaged in construction.... I believe that the Metro
Rail transit consultant recotnnendations...are appropriate for dealing with the
problems of gassy ground in Los Angeles.'
Richard J. Proctor, Associate, Lindbal, Richter and Associates.
June 28, 1985 letter to Southern California Rapid Transit District.
'My experience includes being Chief Geologist during the excavAtion Of several
gassy tunnels in and near Los Angeles. The Newhall and San Fernando tunnels are
located in the northern part of the City qf Los Angeles. Both tunnels had oil
into the, tunnel and flow down the walls, where it was collected for
"sposat... It should be realized that hundreds of coal mines operate daily in
evels of methane far greater than exists in Los Angeles.... it Is n opinion the
LA Metro Rail subway can be safely completed and operated If the appropriate Cal
Indeed, the subway atmosphere may be safer than the
OSHA requirements are met.
basements of sane existing structures.'

seep

Melvin L. Polacek, .PDCD,.Joint Venture.
July 2, 1985 letter to Southern California Rapid Transit District.
'A partnir in the POCO joint venture hAs constructed numerous high rise
buildings along the SCRTD tunnel alignment, most recently at Wilshire Boulevard
and Fairfax Avenue; the foundation for this building was excavated to a depth of'
60 feet in the oil sands. Thus, the general geology Is well known to us, as are
the Cal-OSHA requirements and proper construction methods for the conditions to
be encountered.
Cal-OSHA has classified the SCRTD tunnels as gassy' In their
entirety and tunnel safety will apply accordingly for 'gAssy' tunnel
operations.., since the advent of Cal OSHA tunnel safety orders for gassy
tunnels, there has not been an explosion in Califor&ia tunnel construction
resulting from the presence of gas. The construction manager
monitoring/supervising personnel with 'previous-hands' on experience in
tunneling operations, working in coordination with Cal-OS.HA Tunnel Division,
wIll assure a safe place Of work.'

.

David G. Hasinond. Project Director. Metro Rail Transit Consultant
-- June 25, 1985 letter to Southern California Rapid Transit DIstrict.

'We have known from the incepticn of the project that the potential fOr gassy
ground existed along the alignment and probes were installed to obtain
The data generated has been shared with Cal OSHA wno classified
measutements.
the tunnels 'gassy' and required that California tunnel safety irers (one of
the best in the country) be applied during construction. Finally, we have
provided an engineered system consisting of tunnel lining, membrane,
ventilation, and gas sen$ors. The final design is current state-of-the-art and,
properly executed in the field, will provide a safe, operable system... In
conclusion, SCRTD. MRTC, and Cal OSHA are aware of the potential of having gas
in the Metro tunnels.
We have engineered the systin to mitigate the gas by:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

InstallIng probes to measure, the gas In the field.
ProvidIng concrete or steel lining for the tunnels.
Providing a menbrane or coating to 'back up' the concrete lining.
Providing ventilation to dilute and exhaust residual gas.
Providing sensors to monitor gAs concentration In the exhaust air.

It is our belief that this contined approach represents the state-of-the-Art in
pruden,t design for the conditions expected and we are confident the design will

provide

a.

safe

suby

system.'

.
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.
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ISSUE NO. 14:

CURRENTLY PLANNED METRO RAIL CONSTRUCTION IN
WILSHIRE/FAIRFAX AREA WOULD OCCUR UNDER DESIGN
CONDITIONS FAR DIFFERENT FROM THOSE ENCOUNTERED
IN NO 5-1 CONSTRUCTION -- CONSTRUCTION OF THE
.

I.NITIAL.DOWNTOWN METRO RAIL INtREMENT1
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Traces of methane gas have been identified at various pressures and
concentrations along the. entire 18-mile route of the Metro Rail project.. Based
it is
on this inforMatiOn, Cal-OSHA has classified the entire project as gassy.
pressure
and
combination
of
that
the
gas,
however,
inpartant to note,
cornntration varies greatly throughout the project.
area, concentrations of rnethae gas vary from 0 to a h19 of
approAttately 79% by volume near Civic Center Station. The gas pres.4-es within
er (where
MOS-1 are eAtreiiey low, varying from 0 to a high of 0.45 inches of
one inch, of water equalS 0.036 psi). As a comparison, the highest ga pressure
measured along the Metro Rail route was 1.93.9 Inches of water, or approximately
In the MOS-

lpsi.
Engineering Science concluded that bgh hazard mitigation measures are needed
only where high concentrations of methane gas are coupled wIth pressures of two
Inches of water.
Based on the measured concentrations and pressures along the
M0S-1 alignment, Engineering Science determined that the implementation of the
design mitigation measures identified for high hazard areas was not needed In
1405.1.

Even though the need for high hazard mitigation measures was not established for
MOS-1, system design in medium and low hazard areas located In 1405-1
Incorporates the following features which will effectively mitigate gas
migration into the transit faculties.
1.

Installation of ; high-density polyethylene (HDPE) barrier for the
tunnel segments.

2.

A high HDPE barrier around the stations.

3.

The gas monitoring system which will detect methane and hydrogen
sulfide.

4.

Normal and eMergency ventilation which can be. activated to purge
tunnels if methane reaches unacceptable levels.

These measures are in excess of the recomendations contained in the Engineering
Science report dated January 1984 and in excess of the reconinendatic.ns made by
the City of Los Angeles Task Force for Construction in high potential risk.
zones.

.

.
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ISSUE NO. 15:

TNNELING IN METHANE ENVIRONMENTS

IS.

SUCCESSFULLY UNDERTAKEN EVERY DAY IN CURRENT
UNITED STATES MINING PRACTICE; METRO RAIL
DESIGN PROYZOES ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS REGARING

THE METHANE HAZARD.
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September 10, 1985

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. KING, PH.D.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MINING ENGINEERING
COLORADO SCHOOL OF MIMES, GOLDEN, COLORADO

From my review of the project technical data,

I

have determined that portions of

the Los Angeles Metro Rail tunnels will be driven through strata containing

methane gases.

Even though tunneling In such an environment could present a

hazard, Underground excavations can be and are accomplished safely under these

conditions all the time.

For example, underground coal miners work in similar

environments every day, using techni4ues similar to those planned for the subway
Because of the additional explosive propagation hazard of coal dust,

tunneling.

the geological conditions in these mines are much

would existin the Metro Rail subway tunnels.

ire

dangerous than those that

Even though over 300 million tons

of coal are produced by 1600 underground mines each year, and 112000 miners

The explosion hazard

enter the mines each day, explosions are extremely rare.
in underground coal mines

is reduced by strict enforcwnent

of safety practices

such as those required by the Cal OSHA standirds adopted for the Metro Rail

project,

The extensive Cal OSHA regulations will establish the safety

procedures that will be used on the Metro Rail project.
Mr. Byron N.

I

have been advised by

Ishkanfajn, Principal Engineer, Mining and Tunneling, Cal 05114, that

since the revised Cal OSHA safety orders were issued in 1972, all tunneling in

California subject to the orders has been completed without a serious Incident.
The application of the Cal OSHA safety orders to govern the Metro Rail tunneling

operations should insure a safely constructed projecto

Robert H. King1 Ph.D., Member
Independent Panel of Experts

C

ISSUE NO. 16:

TE

STATE-OF-THE"ART DESIGN OF METRO RAIL

PROVIDES AN EXHAUSTIVE SET OF PREAUTIONS

TO ENSURE SAFETY DURING BOTH CONSTRUCTION
AND OPERATIONS PHASES.

.
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METRO RAIL METHANE-RELATED SAFETY MEASURES
PRECAUTIONS PROVIDED FOR IN METRO RAIL. DESIGN

Metro Rail design has been developed In strict compliance with all Cal OSHA
tunnel safety orders, which include:
A.

CONSTRUCTION

1.

Use of tunnel ventilation to dilute and exhaust residual gas

2.

Use of sensor's in the tunnel to monitor gas concentrations in tht. ;haust
air

3.

Use of surface probes to measure gas pressure In the field

4.

Training for all underground personnel

5.

Use of explosive-proof electrical equipment

6.

Elimination of smoking or other actions that could ignite gas

7.

Control of any spark producing operations per Cal-OSI4A

S.

OPERATIONS

1.

Use Of concrete or steel lining for the tunnels

2.

Use of menbrane or coating to
passenger statiøns

3.

Use of methane barrier hardware inclUding conduit seals, collars on
structure penetrations1 and waterstops in expansion joints and selected
construction joints

4.

Frequent inspection of the inner steel liner

5.

Use Of sensor systei and automatic monitoring system for methane gas and
hydrogen sulfide gas which includes data transmission to Metro Rail Central
Control and which includes triggering of emergency ventilation at very low
presence levels.

6.

Augmentation of normal ventilation and sensor systems at the passenger
stations and purgation of tunnels with emergency ventilation..

7.

Continue to monitor gas surface probes after construction

back-up

requ1rents

concrete lining and to wrap the

.

LI

ISSUE NO. 17:
THE LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL TASK FORCE, WHICH

INVESTIGATED THE ROSS INCIDENT, PRODUCED A
REPORT SHOVING THE LOCATION OF OIL SEEPAGE

.

AREAS AND OLD OIL FIELDS (PLATE 1); THE
INITIAL METRO RAIL SEGMENT (MOS-1) DOES NOT

AFFECT THESE AREAS.
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ISSUE NO. 18:

TIE CALIFORNIA I ANSPORTATION COPG4ISSION, WHICH
PROVIDES A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE FUNDING FOR

METRO RAIL, HAS ESTABLISHED A DEADLINE OF
JUNE, 1986 FOR START OF METRO

C

MU.

CONSTRUCTION.
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IISUENG.. 19:

TE

SCR1,

HAS CLEARLY CO?Q4ITEO TO

AWN

PLANS FOR METRO RAIL TUNNELING IN EIThER
THE 'NIGH POTENTIAL RISK ZONE' OR THE
'POTENTIAL RISK ZONE' AS IDENTIFIED 81

THE LOS ANGELES CITY TASK FORCE
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johnA.DyIt
Get's' ManagI'

Septeer

9. 1985

The Honorable Sultan C. Dixon
Member of Congress

DC. 20525
CbaitaA:

WashAngton,

Dear Mr.

At your request, the House Appropriations Committee amended on
September 5, 1985. the Transportation Appropriations 3111 for Fiscal
Year 1986 to Include specific language related to the Los Angeles Metro
Rail Project.

fist paragraph of that amendment re ulres the SCRTD to conduct
study of potential methane gas risk relating to the allgrment of the
Metro Rail Project beyond the M1n4nu Operable Segment (MOS-1).
The second paragraph requires the development of 'alternative alignents and appropriate environmental documents so that construction
will not penetrate the 'potenti4 risk zone' and the 'high potential risk
zone' as defined by the City of Los Angeles Task Force...' ftn.fly,
the amendment language. requires that the study be completed no later
than nine months after the enactw.ant of the legislation.
The
*

To the SCRTD this language Is both mandatory and, directive. The
language means that no Meno Rail tunnels or stations can be construcfed
in the "potential risk zone' or the 'high potential risk zone' as identified
by the City of Los Angeles Task Force. Further, the language contained
in the Sill establishes a process which requires a study to identify
ethane gas risk and to Identify areas where there is least risk. In
turn, this leads tO the development of alternative. thcr.ents and the
appropriate environmental documents which rsst preciude cOnstriction
f±tm penetrating either of the zones. FnalTyi. based upon completion
of the environmental process a final deison is to be rade on the
agn=ent to be constructed which Is nOt In the "high potential risk
zone' or the 'potential risk zone' as identified by the City of Los Angeles
Task Force report.

Unfortunately. it Is not possible to spetfy where the alignment of the
syste will be until the study of methane gas risk is completed and the

SnuSm

CaNtomi. Rspld

Thsn.et DistriCt

'25 Scum

Main Sun,. LOS

Aqres.

Ci.'ovn.a 90013 c;131 972-6000

a
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ISSUE NO. 10:
AN SCRTD APPOINTED BOARD OF REVIEW OF

NAtIONALLY RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON

NE

SUBJECT OF TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION IN GASEOUS AREAS
HAS INItIATED ITS REVIEW OF THE METRO RAIL
PROJECT.

NE

BACKGROUND REPORT BEING UTILIZED

BY THE BOARD OF REVIEW IS ENCLOSED.
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The H onoflble Jnlitn C. Dixon
Page 2 -

appropriate alternative aligrutent and envtottental stuces an cozpieted.
This is due to the fact that those studies reqtiire a specific process in
order to coply with the National £nvironental Policy Act (NEPA) the
UMA regulations. and the California Environcental Quality Act (CQA)
legislation.
I hope that this letter responds adequately
have questions. please contact C.

to

your

concerns. If

y;i

S

September 11, 1985

co-cu

NCERNIN

FE SAFETY COMMITTEE SUMMARY

f
The Fire: Life Safety Committee has completed a comprehensive rev!c
all lnforation related to the presence of methane gas along the Metro 4aiI
alignment. The fuUowlng Information was reviewed In detail by the Cornmit:tce
in reaching its findings I

Ctechnial

2.

Ceotech.nkat Engineering Report for Design Unit A-250. by Convene
Consultant., dated May t98.

3.

Ceotechnical Engineering Report for Design Unit A.I40, by Convene

;.

Methane Transmission Rates Through Various Barrier Materials fbr
Tunnel Construction, by Mledesna and l4axo, dated January 17, 1985.

5.

S

It 2,

I.

Investigation Report, Voluthes

Davis Dixon, Øated November 1981.

by Convene. Ward

consultants, dated October, 1983.

Durability of Varidus Barrier Materials for Tunnel Constructlon by

Miedema and Haxo. dated June 6, 1985.

6.

Swelling in Hexane of Various Barrier Materials for Tunnel Constructlon,
by Miedima and Haxo1 dated FEbruary 28, 1985..

7.

Reourt of Subsurface Gas Investigation, by Engineering
dated January 1984.

-

Science.

8.

ReoOn of Subsurface Cas Investigation, by Engineering
dated May 1985.

-

Science,

9.

Title

10.

Tatk Force Report on the Methane Ca Explosion and Fire by Department
of Building and Safety of the City of Los Angeles. dated June 10, 1985.

ii.

Map

3

Turmel Safety Orders,. by CAL OSHA, revised August 23, 1973.

locating Oil Wells, by Division of Oil and Gas. Department
Conservation, State of California, dated January 5, 1985.

of

tee

Sowia,n

aIIfonS Rapid

itas oiwsa is Scum

Main Stint.

Ln signs. CmSna 90013

(2133

972e000

CQRR. 85-12
September 11, 1es
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12.

Construction Safety arid Security Manual, by PCCD, dated February, 1985.

13.

Feasibility of Tunneling in Gassy Ground, by R.J. Proctor, dated
June 28, 1985.

14.

Route. Alignment Drawings. Contract A- !O. by Bechtel Civil
Inc., dated April 8, 1985.

15.

Route Alignment Drawings Contract A-1, A-146 and A-147 by
9, 1985.
Associates, dated
Delon Hampton

S

Minerals,

Jv

t

Desig

Recommendations, by MRTC,

16.

Gas Monitoring System Review
dated January, 1985.

17.

Methane Control Program Theolry

18.

Shield Driven Tunnels. Specification Section 02311, dated July 5, 1983.

19.

Hydrocarbon e Resistant Membrane for Cast-lnPiace Concrete,
Specification Section 07101 dated June 10. 1985.

20.

Hydrocarbon - Resistant Coating, Specification Section 07121, dated
June 8, 1985.

21.

Summary Letter, Hamond to Crawley, dated June 25, 1985.

S

of Operation.

Liner Rationale Letter, Hammond to Murray, dated
August 7, 198S.

22. Tunnel
23.

Environmental Cbntnl System, by PBQSD, dated July 1, 1985.

24.

Study of methane and other combustible gases effect on underground
operation of the Metro Rail Project - Kaiser Engineers, California and
Cage-Babcock Associates, March 1922.

Our review indicates that all prudent arid a::ropriate measures have been
taken in the design of the Metro Rail Syste-., Further, the Committee will
ntinue to review the development of all cw"s on a continuing basis.

Acco.rdngly, the Committee approves the
Plans

etrt Construction

and Operation

for implementation.

S.

By the Fire/Ufe Safety Committee:.

.
Donald E. Bartlett. Battalion Chief
Los Ang&es City Fire Department

William C.- LeBeck. Captain
Los Angeles City Fire Department

Richard B. Schiehl, Battalion Chief
Los Angeles County Fire Department

Dvid P. Horn. Captain
Los Angeles County Fire Department
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INTRODUCTION

The application of system safety analysis to fixed
guideway transit aystems is examined in this document.
Chapter 1.0 presents the objective and scope of this document, defines system safety analysis and presents a brief
In Chapter 2.0, system safety
history of its development.
Chapter 3.0 applies sysanalysis methods are discussed.
tern safety analysis techniques to transit, and Chapter 4.0
presezts the fotmat and methodology of each technique.
1.1

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this doclument is to present a uniform set of formats and Methodologies which can be used as
a basis for system safet' analyses of fixed guideway tranDespite. the. diverse nature of fixed guid.eway
sit systems.
transit, which includes Automated Guideway Transit, Dow:n_
town People Movers, Light Rail Transit and ail Rapid
Transit, there is commonality among some of the system
elements. The system safety analthis techniques presented
in this document address these common elements and therefore may be applied to the various types of fixed guideway
transit systems. Even though the safety analyse.s presented will not. be applied identically to each system, the
uniform set. of formats and methodologies should result in
more meaningful exchanges of safety inforthation.
1..

2

SCOPE

The Urban Mass TranspOrtation Administration!.s (UNTA)
system safety program states that UMTA:

Recommend deve.loment of a system safety proqram
by all properties
Conduót. periodic system safety rfliews of each

transit property
Investigate unsafe conditions in transit property facilities, equipment and operations

Require properties to report incidents/accidents.

1-I

System safety analysis techniques are tools for
assessing and iniioving the Safety of transit systems and
as such are an thtegral part of the UMTA system safety.
prográ m.
The system safety analysis techniques which are applicable to fixed guideway transit systems and are described in this document are:

Preliminary hazard analysis (PEA)
Subsystem hazard analysis (SSHA)
Interface hazard analysis (IRA)
Opetating hazard analysis (ORA)
Fault tree analysis (FTA)
Fault hazard analysis (FRA).
As a group, these techniques are applicable to all stages
of the detelôpment and operation of a fixed guideway tranThe information and concepts contained in
Sit system.
this document will enable the transit industry to determine which of the analysis techniques is best suited to a

specific situation.
1.3

WHAT IS SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS?

System afety ma' be defined as "the integration of
skills and resources specifically organized to achieve
accident prevention over the entire life cycle of a giver
system.
Therefore, in a system safety program, hazards ate
identified during all stages of both the acquisition and
operational phases of a transit system. The system safety
program is designed to control. or eliminate all forms of
hazards by ptoviding warnings and information concerning
the control of those that cannot be eliminated! alerting
the user as to their potential occurrence, and providing
adequate written and oral instructions to resolve them.

System safety analysis, in its simplest terms, is a
formalized method of identifying and eliminating or
A. Duregger, E. Leon, and 3. R. Saftiple,
Safety AnaEisis Technidues as Anolied to S
R.

1-2

S
controlling system hazards.
analysis provides:

Specifically, a system safety

Determination of hazards
Tjme.l' awareness of hazards for those who must

resolve them

Traceability and control of hazards through all
phases of a system's life cycle.
System safety analysis is a preventative feature of
the system safety program. System safety analysis primarily identifies and describes hazards that might arise
from f-lSs in the design and operation of a system or subsystem. Thus, system safety analysis is vital to the development of a system in which hazards have been eliminated or are controlled to an acceptable level.
1.4

HISTORY OF SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS

Some preliminary work in system safety concepts was
performed as early as 1947, and more was done during the
1953-1955 period; however, this work gained little immediate recognition outside the aircraft companies where the
techniques were employed. Only when the Minuteman missile
system began to be de1oyed was concern expressed that
hazardous conditions cold escape detection in the. course
of system engineering, integration and reliability activities, and that these conditions might lead to accidents of
disastrous proportions.
At the request of the U.S. Air Force Ballistic
Systems Division (BSD), The Boeing Company prepared a report describing general techniques that could be emploqed
to provide a systemati.c approach to safety as a component
of the design process--not as an after-the-fact discovery.
At Boeing's direction, studies were implemented by
the Sell Telephone Laboratories, using a fault tree
analysis adapted from solid-state cirüit logic diagram
methods, to determine the probabi1it' of inadvertent
launch from communication system error. This technique
was expanded by Boeing a.nd applied for similar purposes,
first to the missile system and then to the total System
complex.

The U.S. Air Force Ballistic Systems Division moved
to expand the system safety activity and is credited with
issuing the first system safety specification, BSD Exhibit
62-41, released on Ap±il 1, 1962, and entitled System

1-3

C]
At. the direction of the U.S. Departitent of Defense
(DOD), a single system safety speôification, MIL-S-38130A,
appeared in 1966, having mandatory application to all DOD
This specification was merely an interith
activities.
adoptio! of tbe Air Force. issue of September 1963, and the
serviceS agreed that it would be. replaced as soon as pracA triservice coatittee was forited jj 4tj 1967,
ticable..
and in July 1969 released MIL-STD-88'2 for use by all ser
vices. A key feature of MIL-STD-882 is that it represents
a transition from a specification (MIL-S-38l3OA) to a
standard (MILSTD-882). MIL-STD-882 provides an overall.
fram'ebtk within which the system safety programs suited
to individua.l project needs are. to be developed and speciThe Standard specifically states that it is to be
fied.

used in preparing safety requirements for inclusion in
work statements, plans and other program documents. Each
provision of the Standard must be considered regarding the
extent of its applicability, any detiations or supplementary requirements.
(

±t must be recogpi.zed that MIL-STD-882 is not appliIt is a specific responsibilcable to all procurements.
ity of acquis.tion managflent to determine the degree of
Although its complete
the Standard'.s applicability.
exclusion implies that completely ade4uate standatds of
safety, can be achieved without its use, the Standard must
under no circumstances be incorporated directly into work
requirements or be used without definition of the standard
The establishment of an
of. system safety to be achieved.
enlightened peripêctive in determining the degree of use
of the Standard is an essential pterèquisite to a costeffective and beneficial program.
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2.0

BASIC SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS METHODS

Basic system safety analysis techniques are defined
The. discussion also liEts the Specific
in this chapter.
techniques applicable to transit, and graphically presents
when each technique is applicable in the life cycle of. a
ttansit system.
2.1

BASIC SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The system safety analysis techniques presented in
this document ate based poñ inductive and deductive reasoning. Webster's Third International Djctiona
defines
these ten

Inductive--an instance of reasoning from a part
to a whole., fro± particulars to generals or from
the individual to the universal
Deductive--a method of reasoning by which concrete applications or consequences are deduced
from general principles, to draw a conclusion
necessarily front given premises.
Usually, both inductive, and deductive reasoning are
used whert performing safety analyses.. However, the analysis techniques contained in this document are categorized
in terms of their predoinant mode of reasoning.
This
enables the reader to distinguish between those analysis
techniques that seek to identify hazards by determining
the potential effects of an event and those that seek to
identify hazards by detettining the potential causes of an
event.

Safety analysis techni4üe.s that investigate effects
begin, with a bottom or ler-evi. ,vent or oàcurrenb'e and
proceed upward to determine what effect the lower-level
event has on the total. System. These analysis techniques
use what. may be called a "bottom-up" approach, based on
inuct.ive reasofling'.
Safety analysis techniques that inveStigate causes
begin with a selected tOP-level event or ccurrenëe and
proceed downward to deterje all of the elements which
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ontribute to the occurrence of the top-level event. These
techniques use a "top-down" approach, based on deductive
reasoning.
The system safety analysis techniques described in
this document fall into one of t,o categories--effectinvestigating ("bottom-up" approach) or cause-investigating
("top-dOwn" approach).
2.1.1

The Top-Down Approach:

An Ekample

Simple logic is used in performing the variotis system
safety analyses. To demonstrate, Figure 2-1 presents a
fault tree analysis (FTA) of' an undesired event, a pedestrian beinq hit by a vehicle while crossing a street.. The
events presented in the fault tree are discussed below.

Every day people cross streets bösy with vehicular
traffic, yet, seldom. do they con sciously consider all the
events, that. might occur which could be .inj'xrious.
Consider the events that could lead to being hit by a vehicle
while crossing a street.
There are a number of possible scenarios related to
being hit by 4 vehicle while crossing a street. For
simplicity, consider only two Obvious alternatives:
Event 1--A vehicle goes through the intersection
at the wrong time and the driver does not see
the pedestrian.
OR

Event 2--The pedestrian enters the intersection
at the wrong time arid the driver of the vehicle
cannot stop in time.
Let's explore the subevents of Event. 1 as we continue
our top-down analysis. Event 1 has two elements:
The vehicle must go through the intersection
the wrong times

a,t

AND
The driver does not see the pedestrian.
Next, we must ask ourselves what. would cause the
driver of a vehicle to go iflto an intersection when he

S
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FIGURE 2-1
Fault Tree Analysis Example
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H

L

wasn't supposed to?
teasons

We might think of the following

Traffic signal failure
OR

The driver made

a

mistake (driver error).

Let us explore the causes of the traffic signal failure
The traffic sigfll fa.ilre .could be caused by:
first.

A power failure, and thus no signal indication

OR

Siqal qiQe the wtong ihdi.catibn to the
vehicle driver, i.e., green when it should be
The.

red.

Now let us think of the possible mistakes
driver could make. The driver could:

ae

vehicle

Fail to see the traffic signal

(I.
Fail to interpret the traffic S.ignal properly,
i.e., think the light is green when it is really
red

OR
Have no desire to stop, intentionally running
the red light.
Now let us refer back to the second element of Event
l--"the driver does not see the pedestrian."
Some of the
reasons he may not see the pedestrian include:
Poor motorist vision
Eyes not on the toad.
Each of the subevents we have identified could be
broken down further. Generally, the process is Continued
only until we arrive at the level of detail that permits
decisions on hw to prevent the top event from occurring.
a

We have now completed to a reasonable level of detail
top-down analysis of Event l--"a vehicle goes through
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the intersection at the wrong time and the driver does not
see the pedestrian." We could, through the same process,

explore Event

2..

The top-down analysis example just completed displays
approach
the
used in a fault tree analysis.
Figure 2-1
the
events
shows
we just developed with fault tree symbols. The fault tree contains, in addition to Event 1
which we analyzed, the development of Event 2.

A detailed description of how to perform a fault tree
analysis appears i Chapter 4.0 of this report..
2.1.2.

The Bottcm-uo Approach:

An Example

The previous example evaluated the events that could
lead to the occurrence of an undesired event--being hit by
In the fola vehicle while crossing an intersection.
lowing example, the problem is t determine the gross
hazards that could exist in the design of a pedestrian
walkway.
A preliminary hazard analysis (PRA) is the appropriate safety analysis technique.
In addition to identi.fying hazards, the PHA will be helpful in developing
guidelines and criteria for the walkway design; it can be
used to designate management and technical téponsibilities for safety tasks and as a checklist to ensure their
accomplishment; and it can indicate the information that
must be reviewed in codes, specifications, standards and
other dbcuments governing precautions and safeguards to be
taken for each hazard.

Figure 2-2 presents a preliminary hazard analysis
or
two of the hazards that may exist in the design of a pedesfi

trian walkway.
The bottom-up approach is used in several of: the
safety analysis techniques cohtáined in this document;
they are fully diEcusEed in Chapters 3.0 and 4.0.
2.1.3

Qualitative

Analsi& YerEus Quantitative Analysis

Safety analyses can be used qualitatively or quantitatively. A qualitative ana-lysis is a review of all
factors affecting the safety of a system. All possible
conditions and events arid the-it consequences ate considered to determine Wbether they could cause or contribute
to injury or damage.
The objective is to achieve maximum
safety by eliiflnatixig or controlling all significant
hazards.
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FIGURE 2-2
Preliminary Hazard Analysis Example

A qüàñtitative analysis is a mathematical assessment
of an actual or potential event, such as an. accident.
Quantiative evaluations can be- used to establish absolute
or relative frequencies of occurrence:..
A quantitative
analysis must always be preceded., by a qualitatie ahalsis. Therefore, any mention of a quantitative analysis
implies that a qualitative analysis will also be performed.
2.2

TYPES OF S

IS

AND THEIR

There are s-bc system safety analyses which are applicable to fixed guideway transit Systems:

Preliminary h,zard analysis (PEA)
Subsystem hazard analysis (SSHA)
Interface hazard analysis (lEA)
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Operating hazard analysis (OHM
Fault trEe analysis (FTA)
Fault hazard analysis (FHA).
To fully comprehend the utility of these analyses, it
is impottant to understand at what point they are äpplicable to the life cycle of a transit. system.
As defined in this document, the life cycle of a
transit system is divided into two phases, acquisition and
opetation. The acquisition phase is initiated once the
decision is rnade either to build a new system or to extend
It extends up to the
or rehabilitate an existing system.
time the system is put intQ revenue, service, and has four
stages;

the planning stage begins with the decision to
build a new system or extend or rehabilitate an
existing system and ends at the onset of preliminary design.
The design stage begins at the. onset of preliminary design and ends when the design is finalized and ready to go into production.
The procurement stage begins when the fabtiOEtion rr canEttuction Of Equipment and facilities
starts, and ends with the final inspection and
testing.

S

The integration/test/checkout stage begins when
the equipment is thtafled, extends thrOughout
the period of system test and checkout, and ends
when the system begins revenue operation.

The operational pMse of a ststem'.s life cycle
extends from the beginning of revenue service until the
system is no longer in use.

Figtre 2-3 shows when in the life of a transit system
each safety analysis technique provides the most benefit.

S
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3.0

APflICATIQN QF SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
TO FIXED GUIDtAY TRANSIT SYSTEMS

H

.
3.0

.AflLICATION OF SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS

The application of system safet' analysis techniques
to fixed guideay transit systems is examined in this
chapter from two perspectives:
(a) historical and (b) the
special system safety analysi.s requirements of tr:ansit
An over-view of the nature and purpose. of the six
Eystems.

relevant system safety analysis techniques is also
vided.
3.1

iiS.TORY OF

pó-

APPLICATIONS

The concept of safety in fixed guideway transit sysThe. heightened
tents changed drastically during the 1970s.
level of safety consciousness in the public sector and
transit industry, the influence of aerospace desi4n, nd
ie
the increasing cOniplexity of transit technology were
major reasons for the change. This shift in the concept
of safety laid the groundwork for the application of systern safety ana1'sis to f-ixed guideway transit systems.
The following paragtaphs outline the application of
system safety analyses to various transit systems. The
list of examples is not exhaustive, but simply indicates
the vaiet' Of ways in which system safety analysis is
being used in fixed guideway transit Systems.
3

.1.1

Morgantown. Personal Rapid Transit

(P.RT)

The Morgantown. (West. Virginia) Safety Program Plan

fault tree be consttucted
(1971) required that a projec
and that quantitative levels of safety be incorporated
into the system design and bpetating plan.
The plan called for operating hazard analyses (CHA)
to be conducted on test PlAns, prãcedures and related test

equipment; on operational plans, procedures and related
operational support equipment; and on maintenance plans,
procedures ad telated maintenance equipment. the results
of these analyses were to be used either in efitying the
safety level of the plan, procedures or equipment, or in
implementing changes to incorporate the safety ptovisions.
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3.1.2

Bay Area Rapid. Trans;it A.BART)

In a 1973 report, Safety Methodology in Rail Rapid
Transit $ystem Develoomerit, the WttIonal Trans&rtatibn
Safety Board tecpmmended that a failure mode and effects
The report stated
anal'SiS (FMEA) be performed on BART.
that the FMEA should include all components, assemblies,
systerns and operating procedutes that control or influece
passenger and train safety.

The 1978 BART System Safety Program Plan required
system safety analyses to be conducted for selected existing safety-critical Systems. or related procedures, and for
all pt.oposed projects or modifications that have a potenSafety analysis techniques to be used
tial safety impact.
fault
tree
analysis
(FTA.), failure mode and
included
effects analysis, and stress and failure analysis. A
stress and failure analysis is performed when a single
failure of a structural merttber of a mechanical system may
caUse injury or system damage. The FMfl (similar to a
fault hazard analysis in this application) identifies potential malfunctions and analyzes their potential effects,
and is to be performed when a single failure of a component of a system (or subsystem) may cause injury or
Eystexn damage.

3.1.3

Transit EApresswäv Revenue Line (TERL)

The 1974 System Saety Prograxn Plan for the TERL
Project (Pittsburgh) specified that the following analyses
were tobe performed:

Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)--to be perfonedà$ páttf the initial taSk of developing
system safety criteria, and to identify in broad
terms the potential hazards associated with the
TERL design and operational concepts. The analysis was described in the program plan a:s a comprehensive, qualitative study. The PEA was to
provide the basis for subsequent system safety
analyses which would involve more detailed and
extensive evaluations of the TERL system.

Subsystem Hazard Analysis (.SSaA)--to determine
the functional relationships of components and
equipment making up each subsystem and to ident*ify all compdnents whose performance degradation or functional failure could result in hazardous conditions.
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Operating Hazard Analysis--to identify and evaluJátt thé safety bhSidetations assoiated with
the environment, personnel, procedures and
equipment involved in the operational phase of a
given system/element.

Fault Tree Analysis--to determine the probability of ocurterice of each identified hazardous
cdndition of a catastrophic or critical nature.
3.1.4 Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Ttansit Authority (MART-A)
In the 1975 MARTA Proqram Plan, various types of systern safety analyses were scheduled to be performed.
They consisted of:
Preliminary hazard Analyses--qualitative
ot the MARTA system perfotmed at. a mà.jôr studies
subs'steth level to analyze the system and operations
for detection and definition of hazards
Sthsystemiiazard Analyses-expansi of t2e PhAs
conducted during the definition and design
stages for application in safety reviews, for
inputs to speifications, and for generation of
procedures to eliminate, reduce or: dontrol cri.t-

ical hazards

Operating Hazard Analyses--determination of
safety requirements for personnel, procedures
and equipmept used in installation, maintenance,
support, testing, transportation, storage, operations, emergencies and training during all
phases of the MARTA development
Qualitative Analyses-:-nonmathernatical reviews
érformed in the design stage, concerning all
factors affecting the safety of the MARTA rapid

transit

.

system

Quantitative Analyses--mathematical reviews of
thecataStroph7ic atd critical hazards identified
by the above-mentioned qualitative analyses.
The following aql-yses were requirements in the MARTA
vehicle, train control and yard control specifications:
Preliminary hazard anals-iE
Subsystem hazard analysis.
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3.l..S

Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (GCRTA)

The 1979 GCRTA System Safety Program Plan recommeided
the use of both inductive (bottom-up approach) and dedüctive (top-down approach) processes to identify hazards.
it. also recommended a failure mode and effects ajtalysis
(.sljfliiar to a fault hazard analysis) as one of: several
information tools that could be used in the identification
and assesE±hent of hazards; other tools were test reportse
data oit toxicological properties, ±lamthability informaerating tules and regulations, and administrative
tion,

procedures.
Finally, the System Safety Program flan recommended
that the experiences of other transit sVstems be used as
input to the hazard identification process.
3.1.6

3a1tirriore

RegiOn Rapid Transit System (8RRTS)

Stem

According to the 1978 BRRTS
Safety Program
Plan, the. following analyses were scheduled to be performed:
Hazard Analysis--to identify hazardelimina
ous ttnditions within the system.

C
Vault Tree Analysis--to gain a more precise undtStanding of the caüsèE of selected safetycritical events.
Systeth Haz*rd. Analysis (SHA)/Subsystem Hazard
Analysisto identify hzards or risks associated with intetfaces and to specify the means
for controlling the identified conditions.
(An
SEA is similar to an interface hazard anal-

ysis.)

Maintenance Hazard Analysis (MHA)--to identify
hazads that mEy be encountered during inairstenance or as a result of improper maintehance. of
the system.
(An MHA is si±ilár to an operating
hazard analysis.)
The BRRTS train control specif.ia.tion called for four
types of saf-e.t analyses.:

Pelthinat' hazard analysis
SAbsystem hazard analysis
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Operating hazard analysis
Quantitative analysis--fault tree at log-là network.
The BRRTS vehicle specification called for the following analyses to be performed:

Preliminary hàtard ahal'sis

Subsystem hazard analysis
Operating hazard analysis
Quantitative analysis--fault tree at logic network
Sneak circuit analysis--to be per-formed on the
door and brake interface
Safety-critical

k.

items list.

In 1979 a BRRTS preliminary system hazard analysis
was performed.
It provided a systematic li-sting arid assessxnent of hazardous conditions that could affect the
(A preliminary System hazard analysis in this
BRRTS.
application is similar to a preliminary hazard analysis.)

3.1.7

Washington Metropolitan area Transit Authority

the Natiçnal Transportation Safety Board
published
report entitled, StUdy of Washington Metropol-itan Area Transit AuthotitV's Safetv Procedures for the
PtopOsed Metro System. The report - nflded a copy of
MIL-STD-8&2as a reference and encouraged its use as a
guideline for System safety.
In 1970,
a

In 1975 the General Engineering Consultant

for the

WMATA automatic train control system performed a hazard
mode and effects analysis (EMEA). The analysis included
over 1,000 component failure nodes.
(An HMEA is sirnilar
to a fault hazard analysis.)
A report published in 1980 by the WMATA Systems
Safety Engineetin Department presented the results of two
The FTAs used data from the incident
fault tree analyses.
reporting and corrective action prograi-and information
obtained from interviews with operations and maintenance

a

The fault trees
persoflnel and manufacturers' manuals.
were used to analyze delays in revenue service and a train
collision tThile ih rèéhui ãérvicè..
3.1.8

Pittsburgh LightRail Transit System
The 1980 draft version of the Pittsburgh Light

Ttasit.

System Sãfet PtOflam Plan
ing analyseE would be performed:

ai1

stated that the follow-

Preliminart Hazard Analysis--to identify the

hazards associated with the respective subsystems
Fault. Tree Analysis--to determine the most criticäl aflfl bableThequence of events on selected

systems that could reSult in

a.

hazatdous öondi-

tiori.

3.1.9

Los Angeles.

owntwn People Mover

(LADPM)

LADPM System Safety Progt.am Plan stated. that
and quantitative safety analyses would be per.fotmed to maximize safety by eliminating, minimizing or

The 1980

qualitative

controlling all hazards regardless of criticality or probability of ocCurrence. The qualitative analyses required

include:

Preliminary Hazard Analysesto be petfo±tted at
a major system element level and to deal: with
the relationships between the system and the
operating environment. The procedures for operating the system ad the tanner in which it will
be. e*p.edted to oeraté will be considered, for
the startup period and for regular service.

Sjibsystem Eazat& Analyses--to expand the PEA
dutitig the defihiti'ori nd design stages. The
analyses will be performed on a sttuctured tiet
or level basis and will be carried out to the

component level. They will address the safety
of the system and how it is affected by environmental operating conditions, hardware, software,
and human and equipment interfaces.

Operating Hazard. Analyses--to determine safety
reqtireüeift'foYpëtotmel, procedures and
equipment used in installation, testing, maintenartce, support, transportation, storage, operations, emergencies and training during all
stages of the LADPM development.

'=1

The quantitative analyses are to include itathematical
reviews of the retained critical and catastrophic hazards
identified by the qualitative analyses.

The preceding examples show how system safety analyses have been applied to fixed guideway transit systems.
Although the analysis techniques were. developed by the
military, they are now being widely applied in the fixed
guideway transit industry.
3.2

SPECIAL SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS IN FIXED
flTTTflPWAV 'rnwc'rrn cvctrMc

The complexity and sophistication of modern fixed
guideway tahsit systems have necessitated the development
and use of sophisticated safety analysis techniques.
These techniques provide assurance that virtually all hazards that could cause inj4zy or damage to a system have
been identified and eithet eliminated or controlled.
It
is precisely this high level of safety assurance that modtransit systems require.
sm

(

The fail-safe method of safety design, which ensures
that any malfunction affecting safety will cause the system to rever-t to a state that is generally known to be
safe, has proven impractical in modern transit systems.
A
1974 study of automatic train control (ATC) by the
TrarSportation Systems Cezter concluded that it is literally impossible to achieve fail-safe design in a large,
complex control system that has many interacting elements
legardless of how carefully a system is
and functions.
designed and tested, there will always be certain combinations of component failur3s or operational conditions that
cannot be wholly compensated for. Such events may have
very low probabilities (1 x 10-6 or less), but they
represent hazards which must be resolved.

Modern transit systems operate on very short headways.
If a fAilure occurs, it is not simply a matter of
stopping one train. The effect reverberates through the
entire systeth (or a large part of it). Thus, the effects
of a single failure can produce hazards of greater significance than the failure itself, hazards which persist long
after the failure has been corrected.
The advantage of system safety analysis techniques,
when applied to modetñ transit systems, is that they
enable the safety analyst tp identify those parts of the
system which are critical to safety, and to trace the
I.'
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In turn, this
paths Where failure must be prevented,.
shows the designer of the system which parts of the system
must be provided with redundant components, functionally
e4uifllent mechanisms, self-checking circuits, inhibitory
devices., etc.

SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSES APPLICABLE.. TO TRANSIT

3 .3

s-is

This section describes the nature and purposes Of the
system safety analysis techniques relevant to transit

systems-.

3.3.1

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

System afety has an effect on the, entire life cycle
of a transit system, from preliminary engineering through
operations. The preliminary hazard analysis is the first
safety analysis performed in transit systems being developed or in existing' systems where extensions or rehabiliIt is defined as a systematic listtations are planned.
which could potentiAlly
assessment
of
conditiohs
ing and
affect the safe operation of a system. The PEA uses the
bottom-up apprOach described in Section 2.1 to identify
hazards and relAte them to the entire. system.
The PEA, also known as a gross hazatd analysis, is a
comprehensive study of the system as a whole, in its operating environment. Although the PEA is t.he first sa.fety
analysis performed in a system safety program (hence, the
term "preliminary"), it i-s updated throughout t1e program;
therefore the infotmation it provides hoUld be thought of
not as preliminary but rather as broad in nature and ccverTing all elements of the system.

Determining potential hazards early in the planning
stage by performing a PEA. minimizes the need for costl.
design changes later in the acquisition phase. Since the
scope of the PEA encompasses the total system, it serves
as a basic. haEatd analysis framework from which other hazard analyses and safety evaluations can be derived.
The purposes of coñdüctihg a PEA ate tO:

Develop scenarios of hazardous situations which
could exist within the transit system by identifying hazards; developing the effects of the
hazards and the potential injuries to people and
damage t9 equipment; ranking the hazards accord
ing to severity; and proposing possible mCans bt
whic the hazards can be eliminated or controlled
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Document the history of incorporating safety
improvements during the system development by
documenting decisions made to resolve safety
issues; identifying feasible alternatives for
preventing hazards; and providing a history explaining why certain procedures were needed and
developed

Provide the basic framework for incorporating
lower-level analyses (i.e., subsstem hazard
analysis, operating hazard analysis) into a
latgèr, more comprehensive analysis cover-ing the
aitire system
Provide the basis for deeloping or revising
manual of rules and procedures.
3.3.2

Subsystem Hazard

a

Ana.lvsis

A subsystem hazard analysis is used to determine subsystem hazards that could adversely affect the safe Operation of the total system.
It is similar to a preliminary
hazard analysis.except that it is confined to a specific
subsfrstem and is more detailed.
The pteliminar ha±ard
analysis defines general elements of the subsystem which
require analysis, while the SSRA expands these elements to
include the. entire subsystem. Therefore, the ESEA
performed after the initial PEA has been completed. And
like the PEA, the SSEA uses the bottom-up apptoách to investigate the effects on the system of lower-level events.

is

The. SSHA is performed after the Subsystem has been
fully defined and detailed design information is available.
The level of insight provided by an SSEA dependS on
the extent to which the subsystem hardwate configuration
is defined.
The SSKA identifies components and lowerlePel. elements whose performance, degradation., fUnötional
fa-ilure or inadvertent functioning cAn cause a hazard.

the results of the SSSA are used to update the PEA
and to increase its level of detail.
The SSEA
usually
performed only once and is updated only if the sUbsystem
design changes.

is

An SSEA is conducted to:

Identify specific subsystem design feature.s that
can potentiall' impact the safe operation of the

system

S
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Identify areas where design changes are necesto eliminate or control, hazards
sary
Identify safety-related interfaces between var-

ious elements of a subsystem
Determine a baseline for evaluating safety aspects of proposed design changes.

Interface liazard Analysis
The interface hazard analystis is used to determine
hazards associated with the integration and interface Of
subsystems. It is similar to both the preliminary hazard
analysis and the subsystem flzard analysis, using the
bottom-up approach to identif' hazardE present in the interfaces among the subsystems. Tbe I$ i also called a
s'stem hazard analysis beause i.t analyzes the interfaces
of the entire system. However, "system hazard analysis"
is soniewhat misleading, as it implies that the ehtire system is analyzed when in fact the IRA covers subsystem interfaces only.
An IRA is performed after the initial PEA has identified hazards in the overall system. A preliminary IRA an
then be performed by considering each of the subsystems as
"black boxes" and analyzing the potential hazards that
their inte4ration could cause. The. initial IRA can be
performed concurrently with the subsystem hazard analysis
so that the hazards can be eliminated or controlled during
the design of the individual subsystems. However, the IRA
should be revised after the SSHA is complete to ensure
that hazards which are present in the actual integration
of the subsystems are identified and resolved. The. results of the IRA are used to update the PEA and to increase its level of detail. The IRA results are also used
as input to the operating hazard analysis in those cases
where the hazard resolution requires special procedures.
The purposes of conducting an IRA are to:
Ensure that hazards associated with subsystem
interfaces have been addressed
Identify hazards that may not have been identified during the subsystem hazard analysis
Identify hazards created by the integration of
the. subsystems into the total system
3.3.3

JS
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Identify hazards created by one subsystem that
could affect the safe operation of other subsystems

Allow the identification of independent, dependent or simultaneous failures that could potentially affect the safe operation of the system.
3.3.4

Operating Hazard Analysit

The operating hazard analysis is a systematic review
and assessment. of the activities required i the test,
operation or maintenance of equipment to determine those
conditions which could lead to injury, death or equipment
damage.

An OHA can be applied to the operation of a System,
subsystem or item of equipment, as well as to the activiHowever, because of the
ties, of testing and maintenance.
detailed level of the analysis, only one activit' can be
analyzed at a time. Although an OHA can be performed on
either human or automatic activities, its primary purpose
is to identify 'and evaluate hazards associated with the
man/machine interface.. It uses a bottom-up approach to
achieve these ends.
An operating hazard analysis differs from the previous hazard analyses discussed in that its standardized
format is supplethénted with additional data. A OHA con.s-ists

of:

.

A detailed activity description

An activity sequencing diagtam
An OHA columnar form
Revised or newly developed procedures.

Because it is complex and performed at a very detailed level, the ORA is' time-consuming and can be highly
expensive if performed on an unlimited basis. Therefore,
an operating hazard analysis should be considered only for
areas known or suspected to have a significant impact on
These problem areas' can
the safe operation of the system.
be determined from previous analyses (PEA, SSHA, etc.),
the experience of the analyst, or the history of prior
use.
An OHA can be extremely beneficial when applied to
areas such as procedures necessary for passenger evacuation following a collision or derailment.
The results of the operating hazard analysis provide
input to testing, operation and maintenance ptocedüres.
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The inUt is ãsuallt in the. fotm of. wathing or caution
devices, special emergency procedures, or revisions to
.e*isting or proposed safety procedures. The OHA should be
performed before and during the integrated testing of a
property under development and whenever a procedural problem is identified or changes are made to equipment in an

existing property.
The benefits derived from conducting an OHA are:

Identification of hazards to employees involved
in the. test, operation or maintenance of equip
ment
Identification of hazards to the system and passengers as a result of testing, operation or
maintenance procedures

Assurance that the hazards associated with the
test, operation and maintenancE of equipment
have been eliminated or controlled
Allocation of training r&sources to areas that
provide the most benefit
Documentation of why certain procedures were
developed ot changed..
3.3.5

Fault Tree Analysis

A .fault tree analysis is a systematic method for
identifying factors that could cause an undesired event to
It is one of the principal techniques used to
occur.
analy2e system safety.
The FTA provides a systematic, descriptive apprbach
to the identification, aSéssEent. and öonttol of hazards.
It can. be used to identify potential problem areas, evaluate their impacts on the system, and numerically assess
the level of safety inherent in the s'stem design.

A fault tree analysis is used to analyze a specific
ndesired event.
By analyzing the
cause
the
undesired
event
to occur, the
that
conditions
the
component
failures
or
combinations
of
FTh identifies
failures that cause the event to occur. These failures or
su.bsequent undesire.d events are also analyzed to determine
their causes. This top-down approach continues until the
entire systel is graphically represented (in a fault tree)
through a cbrnkination of. logic gates and events.. At this
s'StEth .failute or an

312

point, depending upo.n the desired result of the analysis,
probabilities can be assigned to the. lower-level events.
Ey using Boolean algebra, the probability of the main undesired event or system failure can be calculated.

Because of its versatility, a fault tree analysis can
used f or a variety of reasons.
Depending upon how
detailed the analysis is, and whether quantitative results
are desired, an FTA can be used to determine:
be.

Causes of system failure
Probability

of.

system failure

The functional relationship of human errors and
equipment. failüS
The level of protection the system design provides against failures

An integrated picture of the system operation

Potential elvents which could affect multiple
subsystems
The ithpact that changes to the system design
would have on the overall Estem failure.
3.3.6

Fault Hazard Analysis

A fault hazard analysis identifies hazards at the
It is a systematic process for examining
component level.
failure modes, determining their subsequent effects onthe
subsystem and system, and identifying associated safety
hazards. The FEA, because it analyzes the effects of component failure modes on the subsystem and system, can be
used to supplement both the fault tree ahalyis and preliminary hazard analysis. The FHA is derived from the
failure mode and effects analysis, which emphasizes t!e.li
ability. However, the emphasis in the FHA is on safety.
Both techniques use the bottom-up approach.

Because the FHA is performed at the component level
instead of at the overall system level, the design of the
subsystem being analyzed must be detailed. However, the
FEA is most va able when used before the desigh is finalto production.
Otherwise, any changes
ized or cotmuit
to the. design
tilting from the analysis could have seFor these reasons, there is only
vere cost implications.
a brief time period during which an FRA is optimally
cost-effective.
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FEA is the primar analysi technique used to
ensure that the hazardous effects of component
on
system operat'ioi are identified. These component failures
are examined for:

failures

Their effects on system operation
The safety implications of their occurrence.
Thus, the FRA provides identification of component failures and their effect on both equipment and persontiel.
The purposes of conducting an FEA are to:

Isolate components and identify componeflt failure modes that adversely affect ystem safety

Identify the effects that component failure
modes have on other components th the subsystem
and on the subsystem itself
Provide data fot deté.ttining the effect of deSigtt changes to the subsystem
Provide, rationale for altering designs in order
to eliminate or control hazards.
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FORMATS AND METEODOLOGIES OF SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSES
APPLICABLE TO FIXED GTJIDEWAY TRANSIT SYSTEMS

S
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4.0

FORMATS AND METHODOLOGIES OF SYSTEM SAFETYANALYSES

The formats and methodologies for the following analyses are contained in this chapter:

Preliminary hazard analysIs (PHA)
Subsystem hazard analysis (SSEA)
Interface hazard analysis (lEA)
Operating hazard analysis (OHA)
Fault tree analysis (FTA)
Fault hazard analysis (FRA).
A recor ended foat with appropriate definitions and a
methodoloqy ate described separately for each analysis.
An example of ho%J each type of analysis can be applied to
a fixed guideway transit system is also presented.

.

Except f or fault tree analysis, all of the analysis
techniqUes described in this chapter use a columnar
fort. The forts for three of these analysis techniques (PEA, SSHA and lEA) are ery similar. To penit
easy comparison, Figure 4-1 presents a cross section of
the headings of all five columnar formatE.
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FIGURE 4-1
Cross Section of Analysis Formats
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PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS

The preliminary hazard analysis format and the tethodology for performing the analysis are described below.

PEA Format

4.1.1

FigUè 4-2 shows the format for and the definitions
which pertain to a preliminary hazard analysis.
Methodolocy for Performing

4.1.2

a

PEA

A PEA consists of the following three activities:

Hazard identification
Hazard assessment
Hazard resolution.
The process used to accomplish each of these three activitieE is diàcussed below.

4.1.2.1

Hazard Identification

The three most cOmmon methods of identifying hazards
are:
Use of a hazard checklist in conjunction with
the review of design and operation schemes

Examination of conceptual design and operational
schemes using the analyst's experience to postulate hazards
An examination of information and data from similar systems.

The hazard checklist is merely a listing of hazards
in nature and could appear in a variety
The hazard checklist is used to stimulate. the
of systems.
safety analyst's thouqhts On what hazards may exist in the
syStem and their effects. Although several hazard checklists developed in other industries have been applied to
transit, the development of a specialized checklist for a
transit systrn would facilitate application of the PEA to
.fied quideay transit systems.
that. are qeheri

The use of conceptual design and operational schethes
to postulate a hazard is the second method Used in hazard
The validity 0± using this method to
identification.

.

FIGURE 4-2
Preliminary Hazard Analysis
Format
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or
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identify hazards depends heavily upon the proficiency and
experience of the analyst. To use this approach, the analyst. reviews design data which describe the system to be
analyzed and gathers information from both desigfl and operational personnel. The. analyst then uses imagination,
intuition and logic to identify hazards which could exist
in the system.
Questions he tries to answer during the
process typically take the form of "What Would happen
if...," or "Mow ôàn specific eqSipment fail?" and the like.
The examihation of data from similar. systems. is the
third method used to identify hazards. This approach
basically consists of researching accident/injury at,a
from other transit systems. Sometimes the data teports
list the causes of the accident or injury
If they do,
the analyst can readily identify the hazArds.
If causes
ate not given, the analyst thust use available information
to help identif' similar hazards that could exist in the.
system being analyzed.
In a typical PEA, the ana).ys
uses all three methods
listed above to identify possible hazards .ih the. system.

4.1.2.2

r

Hazard Assessment

After a specific hazard has been -identified, the next
step is to assess its impact on the system. First, however, it i-s necessary to define the events which must be
present in order for the hazard t.o precipitate an acci.dent. Triggering events can occur nonall' in the operation of a system or they can be abnormal. occurrences or
"misttxes.."
The presence of. the hazard and the occurrence
of the triggering event lead to a potential accident.
For example, assume that the transit system being
analyzed is a rail rapid system with automatic train operA hazard could be "train door opens at a
ation (ATO).
that
does not have a piatfor." This hazard
location
could be caused by a false "train berthed" signal being
transmitted by ATO. When this hazard is coupled with a
triggering event ("a passenger who does not tecognize the
situation eAits the ttain through the open door") the situation becomes mote serious. Unless some corrective actiOñ is taken, an accident. in which passengers step or
fall onto the gu-ideway is likely to occur.
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After a hazard is afleloped into a potential accident
by defining a triggering event, the hazard scenario is
judged by the ahalyst to be in one of the four following
severity categories.
Category I (Catastrophic):
result Th loss of life

A hazard that. nay

Category II (Critical): A hazard that may result in Severe injury, severe occupational illness or major system damage
Category III (Marginal): A hazard that may result in minor injury, minor occupational illness
or minor system damage
1ategory IV (Negligible): A hazard that ;ill
.ot result in ,irjury, occupational illness or
System damage.
4..l..2.,3

Hazard Resolution

Hazard resolution is defined as the elimination or
control of hazards. Although elimination of hazards is
the ultimate goal, it is often imoractical to achieve
since the most significant method of eliminating a hazard
is to design it out of the. system.
Therefore, control of
a hazard is the most widely used form of hazard resolution.
To perform the hazard resolution, the safety analyst
(having developed a hazard scenario) proposes alternative
methods of preventing an accident from occurring.. These
methods will consist of suggestions for eliminati-ng or
controlling the hazard. The. suggested alternatives can be
either design or procedural changes, or both.
The.

four sequential steps for hazard resolution are:

Design for minimum hazard. The iajor effort
throughout the. System development process must
be to nsure inherent safety through the selection of appropriate design features.
Safe.t' devices.

Known hazards that cannot be
eliminated through design selection must be
elim:irtated or controlled at an acceptable. level
through the use of appropriate safety devices.

N
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Warning devices. Where it i not possible to
preclude the êAistence or occurrence of an identified hazard, devices must be employed for the
timely detection of the condition and the generation of an adequate warning signal.
Special procedures. Where it is not possible to
reduce the manitóde of a hazard through design
or the use of safety and warning devices, special procedures and/or precautionary instructions must be developed.

After the alternative solutions arC listed the actual resolutiofl of the hazard is determined and documented
Although the hazard resolution is not àlway.s
in the PEA.
one of the ptoposed alternatives, traceability of- safety
decisions is ptovided by documenting the chosen resolution
in the PEA.

Example.of.a Preliminary Hazard Analysts

4.1.3

Figure 4-3 displays a partially coileted PEA for a
manually operated rail system aith wayside aspects for
ttain protection. A single. hazard was explored and no
attempt was made to delineate exhaustively all causes of

Co

the hazard..
I
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4.2

SUESYST:M HAZARD

.,.NALYSIS

The format and methodology for performing a subsystem
hazard analysis are vet sii&lar to the PHATs format and
methodology; the basic difference is in their scope. As
described in Section 3.3.2, the SSHA is clonfined to a specific subsystem and is more detailed than a PEA.

4.2.1

ESHAFortiat and Methodolo

the SSHA format is identical to the PEA format, with
the exception of (1) the title and (2) changing "system
title" to "subsystem title" in the top left section of the
format.
The methodology for performing an SSHA is the same as
the PEA methodo1oq', tihich was described in Section 4.1.2.

4.2.2

(7

Examwle of a Subsystem Hazard Analysis

The subsystem hazard analysis example displayed in
Figure 4-4 examines a wayside signaling system.. A single
hazard was explored and no attempt made to determine exhaustively all of the causes of the hazard. The definitions of the S$RA fOrmat headings are the same as those
presented in Figute 4-2.
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Subsystem Hazard Analysis Example
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4.3

INTERFACE HAZARD ANALYSIS

The interface hazard analysis fOrmat and the methodology fot performing the analysis are described below.

4.3.1

IRA Format

The format used in performinq an IRA (shown in Figure
is similar to that used in
érforming a PHA.. The
format differences include.:

4-5)

The title
The addition below the "System title" of pace
for two subsystem titles, in the top left section of the format..

The definitions of the IRA format headings are the same as
those presented in Figure 4-2.

4.3.2

Methodology for Perfo±ming an IRA

The following steps should be followed to perform an
.intetface ha2ard analysis:

(

Step 1--Identify each of the subsystems contained in the total system
Step 2--Construct a block diagtàm to indicate
how the sübEytems functionally interface in the
oetall system context. Label each block in the
diagram with the name of the subsystem it represents.
Step 3List the riame of the system being analyzed on the IRA format.

Step 4--Using the blok diagram developed in
Step 2, list the names on the IRA format of two
s'Stems that interface.
Step. 5--Using the process described ip Section

4.1.2 on PHA methodology, identify the hazards
that are present in the functional connection of
any subsystem to another subsystem. The. output
from one subsystem should be analyzed for its
effect on the input to any other subsystem..
In
this analysis factors to be considered include
zero output, degraded output, erratic output,
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excessive output., mismatched connectors and imprôper clearances. Typical areas to be analyzed
inclUde electrical signals, traEismis.ion of
torque, etc.
Step 6--Continue clompletiag the information requ.i:red in the IRA format columns using the sante
procedures as those described in Section 4.1.2
for a PHA.
Step 7--Repeat Steps 4 through 6 for each subsystem identified in the block diagram.
Alter the analysis is complete, the results are used
as input to expand the PHA or to change subsystem designs,
or they can be analyzed. further by ustng the operating
hazatd analysis.
4.3.3 Example of an Interface Hazard Analysis
Figure 4-5 displays a partially completed interface
hazard analysis of the interface between a vehicle and
wayside signaling. A single hazard was explored and no
attempt mate to delineate exhaustively all causes of the
hazard.
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Interface Hazard Ahalysis
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Example
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4.4

OPERATING HAZARD ANALYSIS

The operating hazard analysis format and the methodology for performing the analysis are described below. An
example of an OHA is also presented.

4.4.1

DNA Format

Figure 4-6 presents the fomat for an operating hazard ana1y.is and includes definitions of the format headings.
4.4.2

Methodology for Performing an OHA

The procë dütë fot erorming an operating hazard
analysis IEdesc±ibed below:

Step 1--Identify the activity to be analyzed.
documentation that can be used to identify áctitities re4uiring an opetating hatatd
analsis includes:

Ste
-

-

Preliminary hazard analysis
Subsystem hazard analysis
Interface hazard analysis
COperating procedures
Maintenance procedures
Test proôedures.

Because art operating hazard analysis i-s a fairly
compaex ad tirne:-consulning analytical techniqUe,
the activity to be aa.lyzd shoflid be carefull7
selected and defined.
Step 2--DeEcribe the activity to be analyzed in
detail. This detailed description must i-nclude
identification of the tasks or actions necessary
to perform the activity.
Additional information
to be contained in the description includes:
Location of the equipment being tested,.
operated or ma-intained
-

System operating mode at the time the adtivity is to bE performed

-

Subsystem operating mode at the time the
activity is to be performed

-

Identification of anyothet subsytem af.fected by the áctitity.
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The description must be sufficiently detailed to
periñit any unsafe aspects of the activity to be

identified.

3--From the description of the actitrity,
an activity sequencing diagram of all
The symbology for
the tasks to be peiformed.
the sequencing diagram is shown in Figure 4-7.
Step.

dewIop

DESCRIPTION

TASKS WHICH MAY BE PERFORMED IN
SEQUENCE, 8137 NOTCONCURRENTI'

SYMBOLOGY

________________________
TASK

1

TASKS WHICH MAY BE PERFORMED

TASK

1

CONCURRENtLY OR CONSECUT%VELY.

TASK 2

TASKS WHICH MUST BE PERFORMEO

TASK

CONCURRENTLY.

I

'

I

I

TASK.2

I

TASK 3

I

I

4

.

TASK 2

inn wit CM MUST SE PERFORMED IN A
MANDATORY SEQUENCE: (ALL TASKS
PRIORrO ANARROWMUSTBEACCOMPUSHED BEFORE PROCEEDING TO NEXT

TASK

I

"

TASK2

aj TASK3

TASK.)

FIGURE 4-7
Sequence Diagram Symbology
Step 4--Complete the operating hazard analysis
in the format shown in Figure. 4-6, using information frot both the activity description (Step
2) and the sequencing diagram (Step 3).
the sequencing diagram (Step 3)
to thabrporate changes in the task sequencing or
additions or deletions of tasks. The revisions
to the sequencing diagram are based upon those
items appearing in the accident prevention meaIf it is deterof the ORA format.
sure co1ur
mLned from the operating hazard ahal'sis that
any task necessary to petform the activity
Step. 5--Revise
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FIGURE 4-6
Operating Hazard Analysis Format
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has hazards assoaiated with it, then the hazards
must be eliminated or controlled. The hazard
resolution may not be limited to procedural
chanqes, but may also involve design changes o1
installation of safety or warning devices.
In
any of these cases, the sequencing diagram will
requite updating to correctly desèribe the
revised activity.

Step 6--Revise the activity description (Step 2)
to incOrporate the results of the QUA.
This
will necessitate either revising the 'ritten
procedure, if it was used as ihpcit to the activity description, or ensuring that the activity
description and the sequencing diagram are used
in the development of new procedures.
4.4.3

E*ample of an Operating.Hazard Analysis

An operating hazard analysis of a vehicle tächometr
When the
recalibration is presented in this section.
wheels on a vehicle are machined tO restore the running
surface or when they are replaced, the vehicle tachometer
must be recalibrated to reflect the new diameter of the
wheel. The vehicle speed indicator is related to the
rotation steed of the wheel. Therefore, if the tachometet
is incorrectly recalibrated, the vehicle clan be moving at
a higher speed than is indicated by the spee.d indicator.
False indication of the vehicle speed can äOntr-ibute to
the derailment of the vehicle1

For simplicitt, the QUA example is performed only on
those tasxs that are required for the actual tachometer
The hypothetical procedure number 001
recalibration.
lits these tasks as:

Measure diameter of wheel
Determine tachometer compensation from wheel
wear table
Open door to ttain cOntrol equipment (which is
located in the vehicle equipment cabinet)
Set wheel wear compensation switch to proper
setting

Close door to train control equipment
Figure 4-8 is a sequence diagram of the aboye tasks, and
Figure 4-9 presents the operating hazard analysis.
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FIGURE 4-9
Operating Hazard Analysis Example
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4.5

FAULT. TREE ANALYSIS

A fault tree analysis is a systematic method for
identifying factors that äould cause an undesired event to
occur. This section contains definitions of fault tree
symbols, the methodology for an FTA, an example of fau-lt
tree construction and a discussion of: fault tree quantification.

4.5.1

Fault Tree Symbols

Figure 4-10 presents definitions of the symbols used
in the donstruction of a fault tree.
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FIGURE 4-10
Fault Tree Symbols
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4.5.2

Metho.doloqV for Performing an ETA

C

The goal of fault tree analysis is to model the conditions that can result in the undesired event. Therefore, careful consideration must be given, to the selection
of the undesired event.
It must be. .specifically defined
so that the fault tree is limited to only those areas that
are to be considered. To construct the fault tree, the
safety analyst must have a thorough understanding of the
system.
This understanding must include the various modes
of system operation and the component failures that can

occur.

Anothet decision the 4nalyst must make prior to constructing the fault tree is whether the analysis is to be
limited to primary failures or whet:er it will be ektended
to include secondary and command failures.
/

(

.

Primary failures are component failures that
occur when the dotuponent is operating within
design conditions--for example, failure of a
mctot because of insulation breakdown.
Secondary failures are component failures that
occur when th component is subjected to abñormal stresses exceeding design conditions--for
example, failure of a motor because of excessive
eternal tamperàti.ire or ibration, or because it
is overloaded as a result of dragging brakeshoes.

Command failures occur when a commponent state
or event bcUts at the wrong time because of the
receipt of a command. Command failures may be
caused by system faults or aà a result of human
error. For example, a conthiand failure would be
a circuit breaker opening due to a human error
when it should be closed.
Including secondary and command failures in the fault
tree analysis is a much more time-consuming and complex
process than limiting the analysis to primary failures.
However, in order to ensure that all events that contribute to the top undesired event have been identified, it is
usually necessary to include all three failure types.
The procedure for constructing a fault tree is described below. For purposes of clarity, some steps of the
process are referenced to the fault tiee example shown

.
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in Figure 4-il.
The do'ndition analyzed is a rear-end ccllisten of two trains.. The system is equipped with siayside
signaling. References to the fault tree example are contamed in parentheses'..

Step i--The undesired event to be analyzed is
selected and its descriptor placed inside a
rectangle at the top of the page.

Step 2--The conditions, events and failures that
could contribute to the occurrence of the undesired "top" event are determined by reviewing
the system requ:ieen.t:s., functions, design and

enironmeñt
Step 3The ttee is consti'ucted b' diagramming
events to show their relationship to each other
and to the top event. The events that could
directly cause he tqp eveit are placed on the
fitst level ("trail train moves into occupied
control area"; "trail train cannot stop in time
to avoid a c011ision").
Step. 4--The procedure in Step 3 is repeated for
éàh event on the fault tree. Combinations of
events and failures that contribute to the cccutrence of a higher-level event are added to
the tree ("opérátor disobe's sigaal"; "wayside

CT.

signal displayed improperly").

Step.5The process is continued
sWed level of detail is reached

until the dein the

tree.

A

branch of the tree is Usually developed to the
point where addi.tioñal.develOpment does not. add
significant insights to the particular analysis
("operator response inadequate") or to a component or subassembly level ("braking malfunction").
If the fault tree is to be quantified,
the tree must extend to the level at which probabilities of- occurrence can be assigned to each
event. T:is level is represented by either a
circle or a diamond, depending upon the. nature
of the event.
4..5..3

Fault Tree Quantification

Quantification of the. fault tree may be desirable
either to evaluate the probability of occurrence of a hazard which has been identified, or to evaluate, the effect

4-
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effect of design improvements that have been incorporated
into the s'stem design.. By using Boolean algebra, the
probability expressions for the occurrence of the top unIf the probability of bcdesired event can be derived.
cutrenceof each input event is known, the probability of
the top event can be calculated.

The process for guantif'ing the fault tree is de
scribed below.

Step 1--Assign probabilities of occurrence to
the events on the lowest levels of fault tree.
Step .2--Use Boolean algebta to express relationships among the events shown in the fault tree.
Where two (or more) events (X,Y) are linked by
an O gate to a higher-level event CZ), the
Boolean expression is of the form K + Y = Z.
Where two.(or more) events are linked by an AND
gate to a higher-level etent, the Boolean
Y = Z; simplified, it
expression form is X
becomes KY = Z.
Step

3Convert

the Boolean expressiOn to the

correspondig algebraic expression.

Assuming
mutually exclusive events, the
Boolean expression K + Y = Z is converted to
P(X) + P(Y) = P(Z), where P(X), etc., represent
the respective occurrence probabilities.
Fot
XY = Z, 2 is impossible and P(Z) = 0, by definition..
Where X and Y are independent events, the
corresponding algebraic ekptession must avoid
double counting of the probability of joint oc.currence.
Thus, the Boolean expression K + Y =
Z is converted to P(K) + P(Y) - P(XY) = P(Z).
The expression XY = a is simply converted to
PIX)P(Y) = P(Z).
that X and Y ar

Step 4--Enter into the algebraic expression the.
problabili.tY of occurrence of the events on the
lowest levels of the fault tree. Then, solve
the equation to obtain the probability of occurrence of the event on the next higher level of
the fault tree!
Continue, until the probability
of occurrence of the top undesired event has
been obtained.
To illusttate the fault tree. quantification approach,
Figure 4-12 presents an abridged version of the fault tree
shown in Figure 4-11.
(For the purposes of this example,

.
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FIGURE 4-11

Fault Tree Analysis Exartple
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in Figure 4-12 are considered to be mutually
In the abridged fault tree, the Boolean exexclusive.)
pression for the lowest-level events is C + D = A. The
corresponding algebraic expression is P(C) + P(D) = P(A).
If Event C's probability of occurrence has been determined
to be 0.011 and that of D also to be 0.01, then the probability of A [i.e., P(A)} is 0.01 + 0.01, which equals

0.02.
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Fault Tree Quantification
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The Boolean expression for the next higher level of
B = E, simplified to AS = E.
events in Figure 4-12 is A
The corresponding algebraic expression is P(A)P(B) = P(E).
If the probability of B is known to be 0.1, and we have
just determined the probability of A to be 0.02, then P(E)
equals (0.02)(0.l), or 0.002. Thus, in this example, the
probability that the top undesired event (E) will occur is
0.002.

When quantifying a fault tree, it is essential that
the fault tree be developed to levels where data are
available. For example, the fault tree presented in
Figure 4-1]. includes on its lowest level such events as
"wiring failure" and "relay malfunction." These are
events for which sufficient data are available to determine empirically their probability of occurrence; in fact,
failure rate tables exist for many lower-level events.

.

C

.
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4.6

FAULT HAZARD ANALYSIS

The fault hazard analysis format, the, methodology for
performing the áhEl'Eis and an example of an FHA are con-

tamed

in this section.

4.6.1

ERA Format

Figure 4:-l-3 presents the format for a fault hazatd
analysi.s and includes definitions of the format headings..
4.6.2

Methodo1bg

for Performing an ERA

The subsystem to be analyzed must be well defined in
order to perform an ERA. Once the subsystem is sufficiently defined and understood, the ERA may be petformed
according to the following procedure:

Step 1--Prepare a complete. list of all the components in the subsystem being analyzed.
Step 2--Take the first component from the abQve
list and enter it in the fjtst ôolmn of. the ERA
format,
Step 3--Determine the function that the compo#
nent performs in the subsystem.
If the component performs more than one function, list subsequent functiots on the EHA fOrmat below the
ptima
fUnctiOn.

Step 4Determine those failure modes of the
component which have a reasonable chace of ocMake a separat entry for each ulnique
curring.
manner in which the component can fail..

Step 5--For each cofrtohent failure mode, list
the system operational mode that. it affects.
Fot example, if a component is only used during
daily startup of- the system, its failure would
probably not affect notmal. operations.

Step 6--List both the primary and secondary
causes of the component failure.
Step 7--List the effect that the component failurè has on both t.he subsystem and the s'stem.
Step 8Using the information from Step 1, determine if a hazard exists. This determination

'S
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is primaraly based on whether or not the cOmponent failure affects the safe Operation of
either the subsystem or the, system.
If it is
determined that a hazard exists, briefly describe it in the FEA fotmar. column labeled
"Hazard Descripion.."

Step 9--Identify the category of the hazard and
enter it in the PEA format.
Steps 2 through 9 are repeated until every component on
the list des eloped in Step 1 has been analyzed.

7'-

The FHA is not complete. until a summary of the resuits has been prepared.
If no hazards have been identified, this information should be documented.
If hazards
have been identified, they must be investigated to determine possible means for eliminating or controlling them.
There are several ways to proceed at this point. A preiimitat hazard analysis may be performed for each hazard
identified by the FEA, in which case the hazard resolution
'jill be documented in the PEA.
An alternative is to prepare a report containing the necessary safety information. This report should suggest alternative methods for
resolving the hazatds and note the actual resolution
chosen.
4.6.3

E*ample of

a

Fault Hazard Analysis

Figure 4-14 displays a partially completed fault hazard analysis of a signal relay from a wayside signaling
subsystem. No attenipt waE made to explore exhaustively
all failure caues or failure effects.

.
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FIGURE 4-13
Fault Hazard Analysis Format
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GLOSSARY

acquisition phase - that phase of the life cycle of a
system which extends from the time the decision is
made either to build a new system or to extend or
rehabilitate an existing system, to the time the
system is put into revenue service.
bottom-up approach - typified by preliminary hazard analyThis approach begins with a bottom or lowersis.
level event or occurtence. and proceeds upward to
determine what effect the occurrence of the lowerlevel event has on the total system.
cause of hazard - those events, e.g., equipment failure
and operational or environmental conditions, that
result in the presence of a hazard in a system.

C:

deductive - a method of reasoning by which concrete applications or consequences are deduced from general principlesi to draw a conclusion necessarily from given
premiseS.

design stage - the second stage of the acquisition phase
of the development of a system.
This stage begins at
the onset of preliminary design and ends when the design is finalized and ready to go into production.
fail-safe - a characteristic of a system which ensutes
that any malfunction affecting safety will, cause the
system to revert to a state that is generally known to
safe.

fault hazard analysis (ERA.) - a s'stematic. process for
examining failure modes, determining their subsequent
effects on the subsystem and system, and identifying
associated safety hazards.
fault tree analysis (FTA) - a systematic method for identifying factors that could cause an undesired event to
OC ur.

hazard - acondition whióh could lead,to potential injury, death or equipment damage.

fl
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Shazard category - a qualitative ftteàsure of the worst potential cohseguence resulting from the hazard, categOrized as either catastrophic, critical, thàrginal or
negligible.

inductive - an instance of reasoning from a part to
whole, from particulars to generals or from the
individual to the universal.

a

integration/test/checkout stage - the fourth (and last)
itage of the ac4üisition phase of the life cycle of
This stage begins when the equipment is
system.
installed, extends throughout the period of system
test and checkout, and ends when the system begins
revenue operation.

a

interface hazard analysis (IHA) - detetiines hazards associated sith the iñtegrn-ion and interfaces of subsystérns.
Similar in äproach to a preliminary hazard
analysis.

operating hazard analysis (OHA)
a systematic review and
assessment of the activities tequired in the test,
operation o,r maintenancle of equiptent to determine
those conditions which could lead to potential injury,
death or e4uipment damage.
operational phase - that phase of the life
'cle of a
system which extends from the beginning of revenue
service until the system is nO longer in use.
plannihg. stàè - the, fi±t stage of the acquisition phase
of the life cycle of a system.
This stage begins with
the decision to build a new system or extend or rehabilitate an existing system and ends at the onset of

preliminary design.
potential accident - the anticipated accident that is
expected to occur if the hazard and the, ttiggering
event are left uncorrected.
potential accident prevention measures - actions that can
be taken or procedu±al changes that can be made to
prevent the anticipated accident from occurring.

preliminary hazard analysis (PEA) - a systematic listing
and assessment of conditions which could potential.ls
affect the safe operation of a system.
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procurement stage -. the third stage of the acquisition
phaEe of the life cycle of a system. This stage
begins with the fabrication or construction of the
equipment and facilities and ends with the final
inspection and testing.
qualitative analysis - a review of all factors affecting
the safety of a system.

quantitatie analysis -

a mathematical assessment of an
actual or potential event, such as an accident.

resolution - changes that are made in the s'stem or subsystem design or procedures to eliminate or control the
identified hazard.

subsystem - an eletent of a system that in itself may cØnstitute a system.1
subsystem hazard analysis (SSHA) - a systematic listing and
assessment of conditions within a subsystem which could
potentially affect the safe operation of a system.
system - a composite, at any level of complexity, of personnel, materials, tools, equipment, facilities and
software. The elements of this composite entity are
used together iz the intended operational or support
envirortment to perform a given task or achieve a
specific prtduction, support or mission requirement.2
s'stejn safety - "the integration of skills and resources

specifically organized to achieve accideht ptevention
over the entire life cycle of a given system.

system safety program - a planned and s'stematic pattern
of all actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that the product ill perform satisfactorily in
service.
1.

U.S. Department of Defense, Military Standard System
Safety Program Recuirements, MIL-STD882A, June 28,
1977.

2.

Ibid.

3.

R. A. Duregger, E. Leon,

and J. R. Sample, System
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top-down approach - typified by fault tree analysis. This
approach to analysis begins with a selected top-level
event or occurrence and proceeds downward in determin.ing all of the elements which cOntribute to the, occurrehce of. the. top-level, event..

triggering event - conditions that taken 'in combination
with a hazard will almost certainly lead to an accident unless some corrective action is taken to prevent
it.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

trin control

ATC

automatic

ATO

automatic. train operation

ATP

automatic train protection

BART

Bay Area Rapid Transit

BRRTS

Baltithorè Region Rapid Transit System

DOD

Department of Defense

FRA

fault hazard analysis

FMEA

failure mode and effects analysis

FTA

fault tree analysis

GCRTA

Greater Cleveland Regional Transit AuthoritV
-

HMEA

hazard mode and effectE analysis
interlace, hazard analysis

LADPM

Los Angeles Downtown People Mover

MARTA

Metropolitan Atlafla Rapid Transit Authority

MBA

maintenancle hazard analysis

OHA

operating hazard analysis

PHA

prelithihar

PT

Personal Rapid Transit

SHA

system hazard analysis

SEHA

subsystem hazard analysis

TERZJ

Transit Expressway Revenue Line

UNTA

Urban Mass Transportation Administration

WMATA

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

hazard analysis
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PREFACE

is a policy, from the highest levels of SCRTD Management, that
safety be a primary consideration throughout the evolution of the
Metro Rail system, from preliminary engineering through revenue
operations.
To fulfill
the obligation of this policy,
all
applicable codes and regulations,
augmented by modern system
safety engineering technology and industry standards, will be used
to ensure that the system achieves a level of safety that equals
or betters that of other rail transit systems.
Safety requirements include haza±dE elimination or control and provisions for
emergencies.
it

During the preliminary engineering and final design phases, safety
can be achieved by eliminating, minimizing, or controlling hazards
through analysis, review, and design selection. This will include
provisions for emergencies such as an emergency communications
üetwork, on-site emergency equipment, and access by emergency
forces.
Metro Rail personnel will be trained in procedures for
the handling of emergencies in cooperation with District Transit
Police and local police and fire services.

.

C
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SECTION 2

.

SYSTEM SAFETY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

2.1

GENERAL

2.1.1

INTRODUCTION
This System Safety Implementation Plan complies with the
requirements set forth by the Southern California Rapid
Transit District's (SCRTD) System Safety Program Plan and
provides the basis for Metro Rail flansit Consultants'
(MRTC) activities in this area,.
This plan foflows the
guidelines established by MIL-STD 882A, "System Safety
Program Requirements," the UNTA "Index for Systems Safety
Plans,' and SCRTD'
System Safety Program Plan.
This
safety plan adheres to established system safety procedures, practices, and technigues..

2.1.2

.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the System Safety Implementation Plan is
to set forth an organized, thorough, and logical plan
which
describes
organizational
responsibilities
and
methods of accomplishment. The plan also descfibes the
integration of coincident desigti, construction/acquisition, pre-opetatioñàl. testing,
start-up operations and
training activities.
The program ensures that safety,
consistent with established and approved project-wide
safety criteria, is designed into the elements of the
Metro Rail Project in a timely, cost-effective manner..

2.13

SCOPE
This MRTC System Safety Implementation Plan encompasses
completion
of
the
Preliminary Engineering
and
the
Continued
Preliminary
Engineering,
Final
Design,
construction/acquisition,
preope±ational
testing
and
start-up operatiOns phases of the Metro Rail Project.

.
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2.2

ORGANIZATION

2.2.1

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
The organization of the SCRTD System Safety Plan is a
composite of both SCRTD and MRTC. Without close coordinatioln and clear interface between the two organizations,
the Stem Safety Plan cannot succeed. A synopsis of the
two organizations is presented in the organizational
charts found in the Introduction t.o the MRTC, Systems
Assurance Mahual.

2.2.2

RESPONSIBILITIES OF SCRTD
SCRTD will have review and approval, authority over all
safety tasks developed by MRTC.
SCRTD and MRTC will
exchange data and safety-related information in order to
facilitate the development of various procedures, analyses, and assessments.

2.2.3

RESPONSIBILITIES OF MRTC
MRTC will develop a plan using design analyses, studies,
and testing to identify system performance limitations,
failure modes,
safety margins,
and critical operator
Design,
tasks.
engineering,
edtication,
management
policy, and supervisory control will be considered in the
idehtification, elimination, or control of hazards. The
system safety discipline will be integrated with other
management and engineering disciplines to achieve an
optimum system design.
Procedures for the develOpment
and integration of this effort will be applied to the
entire MRTC organization in order to p±ovide a system
safety program consistent with Overall SCRTD transit
system requirements.

2..

3

2.3.1

METHODS
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The objective of the MRTC System Safety Plan is to
provide
a
systematic
approach
addresses
that
the
following:
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o

Safety,
consistent with established system safety
goals, shall be designed into the transit system in a
timely, cost-effective thanner.

o

Hazards associated with the various systems and subsystems shall be identified, evaluated, and eliminated,
or conttolled to an acceptable level for the
entire life-cycle of the transit system.

o

Historical safety data generated by other rapid transit properties and governing bodies shall be considered and used, wherever apprOpriate..

o

Minimum risk shall be involved in accepting and using
new designs, materials, and procedures.

.0

Retrofit actions needed to improve safety shall be
limited by the inclusion of safety features during
the design and development of the various systems and
subsystems.

o

2.3.2

Modifications to any system shall not diminish the
inherent safety of that system or any interfacing
system or subsystem.

SYSTEM SAFETY GOALS
The goals established in the SCRTD System Safety Program
Plan are to define design group activities and management
controls, plans., and monitoring processes to ensure that:
o

Safet' cohsiderations, compatible with the system
requirements, are incorporated in the Metro Rail subsystems during the design phase to minimize the
potential of accidents in the system operation phase.

o

Hazatds associated with each subsystem of the SCRTD
Metro Rail
ate
identified,
then
eliminated
or
minimized to obtain an acceptable level of safety.

o

A safety philosophy is instilled within the Metro
Rail system that emphasizes preventive measures over
corrective measures to eliminate unsafe conditions.

o

Historical safety data generated b' the newer tra±isit
prOperties (which have characteristics similar to the
SCRTD Metro Rail) are analyzed and used to support
the SCRTD Metro Rail system safety program,

o

Security,
system assurance and fire/life safety
considerations are coordinated with safety efforts.

.
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Additionally, the MRTC System Safety Plan includes design
considerations and operational procedures that provide
for the following:
a

The review of pertinent standards, specifications,
regulations, design handbooks, and other sources of
design guidance for applicability to transit system
design.

a

The elinüñation or control of
through design solution, material
stitution.
Potentially hazardous
carefully analyzed ad selected
safety characteristics.

o

The separation of hazardous substances, components,
and operations from other activities, areas, personnel, and incompatible materials.

o

Placement of equipment to reduce personnel exposure
to
hazards
and
during
operations
maintenance
activities.

o

The minimiEation of hazards caused by adverse environmental conditions..

a

A design that will minimize human error in the operation and maintenance of the transit system.
Considetation of alternate approaches to limit haz.ards that cannot be eliminated, including interlocks,
redundancy, fail-safe design, system protection1 and
fire protection devices.

0

o

identified hazards
selection, or sub
materials will be
to prvide optimum

protection of poger soütces, controls, and criticorriponents by redundant subsystems or physical
separation and shielding.

Th.e

cal

o

Suitable warning of hazardous conditions in
tions, maintenance, and repa.ir instructions.

o

Distinctive markings (graphics and colors) on haza±dotis components, equipment,
and facilities as a protective measure..

o

Limiting the effects of
public, or equipment.

o

The teViéw Of designs and design criteria for both
inadequate and overly restrictive requirements regarding safety.

.
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a

opera-

mishap on personnel,

the

2

..3

.3

HIERARC14'I OF

HAZARD RESOLUTION

The listed requirements will, be addressed in procedures
and policies to be developed for the System Safety Plan.
The following hierarchy of hazard resolution is used to
prepare policies and procedures:
A.

Design for Minimum Hazard - Provisions will be made in
all initial design selections for the elimination of
hazards.
If the hazard cannot be eliminated, then it
will be controlled to an acceptable level through alternate design selections.

B.

Safety Devices - Hatards that cannot be eliminated or
cont±'olled through design selection will be controlled to
an acceptable level by safety design features.
Provisions will be made for periodic functional checks of
safety devices.

C.

Warning Devices - When neither design nor safety devices
an effectively eliminate or control an identified hazard,
warning devices will be uEed to alert Operating
personnel.
Warning signals will be designed to reduce
the probability of mistaken reaction.

D.

Procedures and Training - When design selection and safety and warning devices are inadequate, procedures and
training will be used to conttol hazads. Precautionary
notes will be standardized and certain safety-critical
tasks may require certification of personnel.

2.3.4

HAZARDS ANALYSES
Procedures will be developed for the various types of
hazards analyses. These will provide for the systematic
examination of all system elements, sub-sysems, assemblies, personnel/public interface and the interrelationship of system components.
The anal'sis will involve
logistics, training, maintenance, modification, and operational envi ronent.
As a minimum, these hazards analyses will include:
o
o
o
o

Preliminary Hazards Analysis (PHA)
Subsystem Hazards Analysis (SSHA)
System Hàza±'ds Analysis (SHA)
Operating and Support Hazards Analysis (O&S)

S
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These formal analyses will be forwarded to appropriate
MRTC management with recommended corrective actions
noted.
Where problems arise that cannot be resolved by
MRTC due to constraints or conditions imposed by SCRTD,
the matter will be transmitted to SCRTD for redirection
or guidance..
2.3.5

SYSTEM SAFETY DATA

Safety data will be used to pteVent design and construction deficiencies, particularly those of a controllable
nature. Safety data are accumulated by the system safety
engineer(s) from prior transit programs, earlier work on
similar systems, and other historibal sources. The data
will be used to evaluate the safety of the system or to
verify compliance with system safety requirements. At a
minimum, these data will consist of mishap reports, mishap probabilities, failure rates, test tesultE, system
safety analyses., 1azard mode and effects analyses, fault
tree analyses, and human factors data.
Liaison with
other data sources (federal, state, and local authorities) will help to identify hazards and evaluate safety
design deficiencies. Deliverable data will be transmitted
to SCRTD via established procedures and policies.
All
nondeliverable data will be indexed, filed, and maintained in the MRTC Library for use and review by MRTC
st.aff, SCRTD officials, and regulatory agencies requesting use of the information.

2.36

SAFETY TESTING AND DEMONSTRATIONS
Tests and demonstrations will be prescribed to iialidate
selected safety features of the Various systems.. Tests
or demonstrations will be performed on safety-critical
equipment and procedures to determine the hazard severity
or to establish the margin, of safety of the design.
Induoed ot simulated failures will be used to demonstrate
the failure mode and acceptability of safety-critical
equipment.
Where costs for safety testing are prohibitive, safety characteristics or procedures will be yenfled by engineering analyses, analogy, mockups or other
means approved by SCRTD. Proáedures for safety testing
and demonsttations will b.e developed by MRTC and forwarded to SCRTD for review and approvaL

C
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TRAINING
Apptoved safety procedures will be developed and included
in instruction,
orientation, and training plans for
SCRTD, public safety and othe± personnel. This effort is
not expected to receive in-depth attention until the
latter parts of the project. However, low-level efforts
will be ongoing through the life of the project to gather
vital information and provide interim training as needed.
2.3.8

AUDIT PROGRAN
Techniques and procedures will be implemented that will
enable the objectives and requirements of the SCRTD Systern Safety Program to be accothplished as planned.
Procedures will also be developed to provide for adequate
on-the-job safety surveillance during system installatioñ, construction, checkout, maintenance, and modification activities: The activities of the s'stem safety
engineer(s) will be audited by M.RTC Quality Assurance
personnel to verify adherence to the program. Copies of
those audits will be distributed to MRTC and SCRTD
management as deemed appropriate.

Z. 4

SAFETY CERTIFICATION
A final critical event in the development of a rail rapid
transit system is the safety certification of that systern.
One of the main objectives Of thi.s System Safety
Implementation Plan is the safety certification of the
Metro Rail Project.
The increased safety assurance of a rail rapid transit
system is best demonstrated when system safety is ohe of
the integral parts of the safety certification process.
Information and data from the SCRTD Sstem Safety Program
will help provide the verification required for safety
certification.
Tio basic areas will be included:
A.
B.

2.5

Safety statements and analyses reports
System and subsystem specification compliance

SUMMARY
The System Safety Plan will provide for an orderly
accomplishment of safety tasks required to attain the
established and approved Metro Rail Project system safety
goals.
2-7

plan addresses the purpose of the System Safety
outlines
organiEatiorial
responsibilities,
and
defines plan obje.cties and requirements. This plan also
describes methods of hazard analysis and outlines the
acüisition and use of system safety data. Finally, it
lays the groundwork for activities to accomplish safety
certification and sets the tone for safety testing and
demonstrations, traiñin, and audits.
This

Plan,

Policies and procedures will be developed by MRTC to
provide for the design and opetatioh of a safe rapid
transit system, as deuihed by the Metro Rail Prolect and
the SCRTD Szstem Safety Program Plan.

.
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TASKS TO SE PERFOR1ED
SAFETY ENGINEERING

MW

SAFETY CERT.I LI CATI ON

Task 299F096
Task P99F088

Subtask

*.l

Review

5

-

Participate in Design Reviews
drawings,

specifications

and

contract documents .fok

compliance with design criteria, co4es, plans and procedures.
Prepare design review comment sheets, assist design en with
problem resolutions and atte±td design reviews and change
control boards as necessary.

Sübtask *2

Provide Design Support to Other

General Consultant Engineers

Assist other elements of MRTC with making proper provisions
for the inclusion of system safety and fire/life safety within their area of concern. Draft sample text for specificaAnalyze designs and
tions, plans and contract documents.
prepare designs for inclusiOn of system s.afet and fIte/life
safety requirements.

S
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.
SubtaskAt3

-

Review Contractor Analyses and Reports

Reiei analyses and reports prepared by elements outside MRTC
inclusion of system safety and fire/life safety
requirements. Prepare comment sheets, reports or studies on
for proper

reviews to MRTC/SCRTD as necessary.

Subtask #4

-

Participate on Fire/Life Safety Committee

As part of the SCRTD Fire/Life Safety Comniittee, attend for-

of

that group including visits to
other transit properties and attendance at seminars and conferences.
Prepare meeting agèndàs, minutes of meetings and

mal

and

informal meeting

reports/stud-ies

as necessary.

Develop System Safety and Fire/Life Safety
Characteristics and Trade-offs
Subtask #5

-

Assist Desi4ners, MRTC/SCRTD Management and Fire/Life Safety
Committee in assessing system safety and fie/1ife safety
characteristics for trade-off s in the design pf the Metro
Rail Project.
Prepare studies,
reports and analyses as
necessary.

Subtask

*.6

-

Update and Revise the Fault Tree Hazard

Ana1ysis (FTHA)
update and revise the Fault Tree Hazard Analysis to
reflect design evolution and changes in the Critical/ Cata-

Revise,

strophic Items List (C/CIL).

This Subtask is part of Safety

Certification.

.
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.
.Subtask *7

Update and Revise the System/SubsyStem

-

Hazard (S/SSHA) Analysis
Revise, update and revise the System/Subsystem Hazard Analychanges
in
the
and
evolution
to
reflect design
sis

Critical/Catastrophic Items List
part of Safety Certification.
Subtask *8

(C/CIL).

This

Subtask

Update and Revise the Interface Hazard Analysis

-

update and revise the

Review,

(C/CIL).

(.IHA)

Interface Hazard Analysis to

reflect design eOlution and changes
strophic. Items List

is

in the Critical/ Cata-

This Subtask is part of Safet

Certification.
Subtask

*.9

Assist

-

in

Preparation. of Single-Point Failure

Summaries
Using the system, subsystem, interface hazards analyses and
the fault tree analyses previously tasked; assist other MRTC
elements in a summary and identification which Will be cOm-

piled of all major single-point failures which must be eliminated or controlled in the design/operation of the transit
system.
Review and prepare studies if appropriate on the
impact o these single-point failures on system safety. The
deliverable for this effort will be a compilation of all
major single-point failures recognized within the transit
system.

Subtask *10

-

Update and ReVise Design Criteria

Review, update and revise the SCRTD Design Criteria for Systern

Safety and Fire/Life Safety to Verify that prber prOvi-

sions are included in the criteria.

111-34

The deliverable for this

.
effort will be a revised and updated SCRTD Design Criteria.
This Subtask is part of Safety Certification.
Subtask

*11.

-

Update and Revise. the Design Criteria Checklists

update and revise the Design Ctiteria Checklists to
reflect changes to the System Safety and Fire/Life Safety
part
of
Safety
Design
Criteria
This
Subtask
is
Review,

Certification.

Subtask *12 - Prepare the Construction Facilities Fire/Life
Safety Inspection Program Plan

Prepare a
Safety

.

rogram plan for Construction Facilities Fire/Life

Inspection.

Utilizing

MRTC.

subconsultants,

assure

proper inclusion of System Safety and Fire/life Safety
quirements.
Expedite, coordinate delivery to schedule.
Subtask *13

-

re:

Prepare the Fire Hazard/Toxic Materials List

Prepare a listing of Fire Hazard/Toxic Materials. Utilizing
MRTC subconsultañts, assure proper inclusion of System Safety
Fire/Life Safety
delivery to schedule.
and

requirements.

Expedite,

coordinate

Subtask *14 - Assist in Develonment of the Critical/Catastrophic
List (C/CIL)

Assist in development of the. Critical/Catastrophic. Items List
by furnishing SCRTD with identified category I and II hazards
(as defined by MIL-STD-882A) throughout the design evolution.

This Subtask is part of Safety Ce±tification..

.
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S
Subtask *15

-.

Prepare Safety and Fire/Life Safety

Work Plans and Schedule
Plan,

allo.ôate,

year.

fiscal

resoUrces and
Prepare documentation
chart

work

load

detailing

for

coming

tasks

and

deliverables.
Subtask #16

-

Update and Review MRTC Implementation Plan

and revise the MRTC Implementation plan to
teflect design criteria changes and design evolution.
1eview,

Update

Subtask #17 - Assist in Refinement of the System Safety
PEograxtl Plan
Participate in the review, update and revision of the SCRTD's

5

System Safety Program Plan in order to maintain consistency
with the developing definition of systems and subsystems.

C
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1.1

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action (FRACA) procedure is to provide a method for
systematically reporting, analyzing, and initiating corrective action on all failures and problems that arise during
testing, evaluation, and system operations on Metro Rail.

1.2

SCOPE

FRACA Reporting Form shall be used by all contractors/suppliers, SCRTD employees, and SCRTD consultants
to record all failures and problems occurring during Metro
Rail testing, preoperational and operational phases of subassemblies, assaiblies, subsystems, and systems; commencing
with the first application of power. It also includes defiqiencies in documentation pertaining to test., evaluation,
nd operations.
The

1.3

PROCEDURE
The format for failure reporting, analysis, and corrective
action suitable to accomplish the failure recurrence control functions is shown in Figure 1-1.
Instructions for
making entries on the form follow Figure 1-1.

1.3.1

FAILURE REPORTING FORM

Tç

following instructions for the failure reporting form
shall be followed carefully to ensure that
information is available to properly evaluate the incident.
(Figure 1-1)

A.

Instruction for Completing. Failure Report Form
Begin by entering the number of
assigned by SCRTD Systems Assurance.

enter the
Appendix B.
Next,

applicable

the

incident,

system code as

listed

as

in

Then enter the applicable subsystem code as identified
in Appendix C.

.
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METRO RAIL
FAILURE REPORT
SYSTEM

FAILURE REPORT NUMBER

tLOCATION

-1

I

I

I

I

I

1

DATE

I

I

TIME

pJsçIPTIONoFREPORTEoTROUaLE:

4. REPORTREC'D By

DATE

FIELD TEAM ASSIGNED

5.

DATE

F1ELD TEAM DISPATCHED

I

DATE

-

FIELD TEAM ARRIVED ON SITE:

Ga.

b. FAULT ISOLATION COMPLETE

-.

AUTH.

DATE

AUTH.

DATE

REPAIRS iTARTED

c.

DATE

AUTH.

d. REPAIRS COMPLETED

MANUAL SATISFACTORY

YES(

)

NO(

)

DATE

EXPLAIN
I

7. DESCRIPTION OF

.

SUBSYSTEM

I

LREPORTEDBY:

I

AYTh3.

I

6! SAFETY:

TROUBLE5QUND AND REPAIRS ACCOMPLISHED.

AUTHENTICATION

t

QIJAN

j

[

DESCRIPTION

MANJF4CT MQPEIUNO

SYS

SERIAL NO

NO-SYS

TIME.REQYIREDTOGETSPARESTOTE;

BA
S.

REPAIä CODE.

DEFECT CODE

FAILED LAth

REPLACEMENT

tQ SE!VICE RESTORED:

lii.

0 PART AVAILABLE

LRU

TECH

.,

0 PART TO

AUTH.

0

SYSTEM

NON-SYSTEM

BE ORDERED

j

DA'TEITIME

0 NON-CHARGEABLE

INDEPENDENT (CHARGEABLE)

FAILURE CLASSIFICATION

Ilb. FAILURE

ON REQUEST

J

lic.

CHARGEABLE TIME/MIN.

lid:

COMMENTS

12.

CONTRACTOR

DATE

13.

SCRTD REPRESENTATIVE

DATE

FIGURE 1-1 FAILURE REPORTING FORM
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Continue to make entries on the Failure Reporting Form
by location number on the form as follows:
1.

Location:

Enter the specific location, as appropriate to the location codes in
Appendix A.

2.

Reported By

Enter the name or I.D. Number of the
individual that reported the incident,
together with the date and
time.
It should be noted that the
date and time must be authenticated
by an SCRTD representative.

3.

Description
of Reported
Trouble:

Describe the anomaly as thoroughly as
possible. Use attachments where necessary.

4.

Report
Received By:

Upon receipt of the Failure Report,
Systems Assurance will complete this
entry.

5.

Field Team
Assigned!
Dispatched:

Enter time and date of assignment of
responsible technician(s) and actual
time and date technician(s) were djspatched.

6a.

Field Team
Arrived
On Site:

Enter time and date of technician(s)
arrival at problem location.

6b.

Fault
Isolation
Completed:

Enter time and date fault was
tion

6c. Repairs
&

d.
6e.

Started/
Repairs
Completed:

S

iola-

Enter time and date maintenance
action started, and time and
maintenance action copleted.

date

the maintenance manual satisfacI
Manual
Satisfactory: torily defines the method and proceIf
dures for repair, enter "YES".
the manual does not sufficiently describe method and procedures for repairing the fault, enter "NO" and
describe the deficiency and/or error.

S
SNT/FAILURE REPORTING
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.

Gf.

Safety:

Indicate potential impact on safety,
if applicable; if no impact on safety
Safety Impact
exists, enter "N/A".
Numbering is as follows:
Castast-rophic
system loss,
(1)
an4lor serious injury or death.
(2)
Ctitical - major
and/or severe injin'y.

system damage,

Marginal - minor
(3)
and/or minor injury.

system damage,

(4)

Neql.iqible

-

no

system

damage

and/or injury.
A failure that causes another system
to fail unsafely will be automatically classified as a (1).
7.

Description
of Trouble
Found and
Repairs
Accomplished:

this sect-ion shall be fully and carefully completed with all information
that can be identified. Fully describe the fault and the repair
actions in detail (use the back of
This data
the form if necessary).
will be validated by the SCRTD representative.

8.

Failed LRU5:

Enter the failed lowest replaceable
units (LRUs); fully identify, including the serial number of each item.
This data will he authenticated by
Eñter the
the SCRTD representative.
defect and repair codes which best
describe that failed part. (See Ap
pendix E and Appendix F for a list of
proper defect and repair co4es, respectively..)

8a. Time

Required to
Get Spares

Enter travel time to acquire Spare
part(s). This time is to be isolated
from other factors.

to Site:.

ST/FAILURE REPORTING
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9.

Replacement
LRIJ5:

10.

Service
Restored:

Enter the date and time the sErvice
if the incident was
was restored;
found to be of a nonfailure type, it
should be so indicated. Include the
name of the technician that restored
the service and the authentication of
fault clearing, date, and time by the
An explanation
SCRTD representative.
of a discrepancy between service restorätion time and repairs completed
time is required.

1]..

Failure
Classifica-

Entries in this section shall be made
by the Contractor and SCRTD representative(s).

tioñ:
12.

Approval:
&

13.

B,

Enter the LRU5 used to replace failed
The same information that
items.
is recorded for the failed componincluding tlie serial number
ents,
of the replacement components, shall
The information, will be
be recorded.
used to validate the spare parts
lists for adequacy and to update the
configuration list with the serial
nüxñbes Of the in-place equipment.

Routing

and.

The Contractor's representatie and
the SCRTD's representative shall sign
the failure report, signifying that
all parties agree the information is.
valid.

Handling of Failure Reports

upon occurrence of a failure, the individual discovering
it stiall, report the occurrence to Central Control.
The Failure Report will be completed by the originator
(individual discovering the anoñta1) and sent to Central
Control after the incident maintenance wOrk has been
The Failure Report Number
completed and authenticated.
Log (Figure 1-2) will record the system, date, time, and
Failure Reports will be held for
name information.
regularly scheduled meetings of the evaluation team.

.
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METRO RAIL FAILURE NUMBER LOG

$%Fn-o

.

FAILURE
NUMBER

DATE/TIME

INIT

vs

FIELD
ACTION

FAILURE

INITIALS

NUMBER

e1;5T:

DAT E "IME

Sfl

INIT

FIELD
ACTION

_TED

-

INITIALS

____________________

I

H
I

-.

I:

I

C]

____ _________ ___

H

____ ____ ____ ___ ___

I

-

I.

.
FIGURE 1-2 FAILURE REPORT NUMBER LOG
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When Item 11 of the Failure Report is completed by the
evaluation team, the report shall then be distributed
Upon complet-ion of signato the various signatories.
tures, the report shall be expeditiously routed to
the analysis group, and a copy sent to the System
Assurance Organization
(fot
ihitiating the analysis
efforts).
C..

Failure Review Board

A Failure Review Board will be established consisting
of representative(s) of the SCRTD, an MRTC System Assurance representative, and representative(s) of the EquipThe Failure Review Board will review
ment Contractor.
all test records to verify failure classifications and
The Board's
assign responsibility and chargeability.
The
decision on all failure reports will be final..
component responsible for the failure will be determined
along with action to prevent recurrence.
D.

Daily Review of Failure Reports

A periodic review of all closed Failure Reports will be
donducted to determine:

E.

1.

That the incident was or was not a valid failure.
The Failure Report will be appropriately annotated.

2.

The system
incident.

3.

That times entered in all date/time blocks were
authenticated by an SCRTD representative.

4.

If

5.

That the description or repair action was
ciently completed to allow valid analysis.

6.

That all entries and data were examined to determine if all or any part of the data should be
voided.

or nons'stein

affecting aspects of the

the original report description was comprehensive and sufficiently complete to allow logical
fault isolation.

suffi-

Procedures for the Release of Data Analysis
The Failure Reports that are. not found to be complete
or valid during the review will be so annotated and

.
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C

documEnted thereon and forwarded to the Failure Review
Board for verification/classification.
The Failure Reports that are found to be valid irt all
respects will be forwarded to the Failure Review Board
for final signoff prior to being sent to the analysis
group. Once the Failure Report has been signed off by
the. Failure Review Board, it is no longer subject to
question; it will be used in the analysis as is and will
not be changed or modified in any way.

Classification of Failure actions

F.

Chargeable failures are those
of the following c±.iteria:

.

1.4

failures

which meet all

1.

A failure occurring in a subsystem during inspection or test period(s) when an examination or demonstrãtion is in progress.

2.

A failure verified by subsequent retesting or investigation of the failed item.
(The only deviation to this will be safety critical failures
which are chargeable without exception.)

3.

An independent (p±imary) failure which meets one or
more of the following cOnditions:
a.

Inability of the equipment to function satisfactorily or performance outside of specification parameters.

b.

Failure symptoms which are detected under
operation, and recur in subsequeht retesting,
and diagnosis of the cause or basic part failure has been determined.

FRACA FLOW ACTIVITIES
See Figure 1-3 for flow chart of failure analysis activities
during inipectiOn/test.s.

1.5

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
information on the Failure Report will be transferred
form that is arranged for the assemblance of data and
appropriate calculations. The form (Figure 1-4, Test Failure
Visibility Detail) will be kept on each .LRU that iè reported
in a Failure Report.
This categorizing of the information
will facilitate performing the necessary calculations and
The
to

a

C
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trend analysis. This trend analysis will provide an alert
In
when several failures haVe occurred with any one LRU.
wil
examined
results
1
be
daily
by
and
addition, all trends
the Failure Review Board. All data i dll be examined to determine where actions should be tak en to adjust the data
gatheting or to examine a subsystem, equipment, or LRU technically. Any of these actions may be directed by the Review

S

Board.

1.6

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURES

selected contractor shall establish, document, and
maintain procedures to ensure that conditions adverse to
Reliability and Quality, shall be ptOmptly identified and
corrected, Such conditions may include failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, and defects in material and
equipment. In the case of such adverse conditions, the measures shall, once the clause and condition are determined,
ensure that corrective action shall be taken to preclude
repetition of such conditions. This corrective data and
related information shall be documented and made readily
available to the $CRTD. Corrective act-ion shall be extended
to all vendors aM subcontractors at all tiers and shall
The SCRTD

include as

analysis of data and examination of nonconforming
equipment to determine extent and causes.

A.

The

B

The

C.

a minimum:

0

introduction of required iuiprovement and correc-

tions, initial and follow-up review of the adequacy of
such measures, and monitoring of the effectiveness of
corrective action taken.
The analysis of failure trends or work performance to
prevent the recurrence of failures and/or nonconformances..

Li
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I

U

S

to

z
'-3

"N

FAILURE
DISCOVERED DURING
INSPECTION!TEST

STOP

REPA!R OR

INSPECTION!
TEST

AWAITDETAILED
CORRECTIVE ACTION

INSPECTION!
TEST

m
Pu
0
'-3

z
C)

INITIATE
FAILURE
REPORT

ANALYZE
FAILED
ITEM

FORMULATE
CORRECTIVE
ACTION

I-.

0

CHANGE DESIGN,
PROCUREMENT OR
PRODUCTION
PRACTICES

DATACOLLECTION
(RETAINED EXPERIENCE)

'I-a

K'

NI-'

-0'

0)
(a

FIGURE 1-3 -FLOW CHART OF FAILURE ANALYSISACTIVITIES DURING INSPECTION! TESTS

METRO RAIL
TEST FAILURE VISIBILITY DETAIL.

C,
PART

QUANTITY

NUMBE.R

TEST
DURATION

TOTAL

NO. OF

TEST HOURS

FAILURES

S
FIGURE 1.4 TEST FAILURE VISIBILITY DETAIL
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APPENDIX A
LOCATION CODES

.

LOCATION CODES

First (far left) space indicates the "line";
to designate the phase one line..
Second space (from left) indicates
Use the
for the INBOUND track.
track.
For
reference,
OUTBOUND
respect to Union Station.
Use 11Q11

use the numeral "1"

the track. Use the numeral "1"
numeral "2" to designate the
inbound and outbound are in
if not. applicable.

The remaining five spaces are used to indicate the location within
200 feet. .Eüter the information obtained from the nearest track
marker.
Thi.s
may be simplified if the location is an area
previously defined as a station, shäp, yard, eta., by use of the
following codes in place of the footage marker number:
001001

00002
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
cOol1
00012
00013
00014
00015
00016
00017
00018
00019
00020
00021
00050

Union Station
Civic Center
5th/Hill
7th/Flower
Wi 1 shire/Al var-ado
Wi 1 shire/Vermont
Wjlshire/Normadie
Wilshire/Western
Wi 1 shi re/Crensháw
Wilshire/La Brea
WI Lshire/Fai rf ax
Fairfax/Beverly
Fairfax/Santa Monica
La Brea/Sünset
Ho 1 lywood/CahUenga
Hollywood Bowl
Universal City
North Hollywood
Central Control Facility
Yard
Repair Shop
Other (specify)

C]
A-).

.

APPENDIX S
SYSTEM CODES

C

.

SYSTEM CODES

01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
1].

12
13

14

Track/Riqht-of-Wa
Automatic. Train Control (ATC)
Structures/Grounds
Vehicles (other than passenger vehicles)
Escalatots/Elevators
Traction Power (SUbstation)
Fare Collection
Maiiteiw1ce Equipment/Facilities
Station Facilities
Fire SUpression/Intrusion
Communications
Administration Facilities
Auxiliary Power
Passenger Vehicle

.

.
B-i

C
APPENDIX C
SUBSYSTEM CODES

.

.

.

SUBSYSTEM CODES

TRACK/RIGHT.tOF-WAY

01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08
b9
10
11
12
13

14
15
99

.

(01)

Running rail
Security
Turnout
Crossover
Auto Train $top
Bed/ball ast
Tie, concrete
Tie, wood
Hardware (ie; fasteners, anchors, etc.)
Guard rail
Contact rail
Coverboard
Bumping post
Signals
Switches
Inspection

ATC (02)
01
02
03

04
05
06
07

08
09
10
11
12
IS
99

TCR control and indication
Vital circuit/nonvital circuit
Train dispatching control
High-frequency track circuit/AT?
Power track circuit
Wayside signal/pushbutton box/sign
Switch/derail
Track switch heater
Power distribution
Wayside junction box/case
Vehicle AT?
Automatic Train Supervision (ATS)
Switch Machine
Inspection

.
c- 1

STRUCTURES/GROUNDS (03)

04

Heating, ventilation, A/C (HVAC)
Plumbing
Electrical
Lighting

05
06
07
08
09
10
99

Escalators/elevators
Security/fencing
Air systems (pneumatic)
Glazing/structural
General housekeeping
Graffiti
Inspection

0].

02
03

VEHICLES (04)
01
02
03

04
05
06
07
99

Automobile
Forklift
Rerail truck
Hi-tail truck
Pickü
Track geometry vehicle
MOW vehicle
Inspection

ESCALATORS/ELEVATORS. (05)
01
02
03

04
99

Escalator panels
Elevator cab
Elevator enclosure
Elevator mechanism
Inspection

TRACTION. POWER

(06.).

Q4

Uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
Contact rail
Feeder/cable
Breaker

OS

Rectifiei-

0].

02
03

C
C-2

TRACTION POWER (06) (con't.)
06
07
08
09
99

Transformer
Fuse

Bàtte'/battety charger
Indicators/warning devices
Inspection

FARE COLLECTION (07)
01
02
03

04
OS
06

Ticket vendor
Bill changer
Fare gate
Revenue cart
Magnetic encoder
Add tare machine

MA I NTENANCE EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES (08)

.

Pipe/tubing bender
Welding machine
Air brake systEm test bench
Magnetic. particle iñspectioñ unit
Power hacksaw
Mill-tug machine
Engine lathe
Radial drill
Contour baItdsaw
Steam cleaner
Sandblast unit
Oven
Undercutter
Overhead crane, 20 ton (HR)
Overhead Crane1 7.5 ton (pit)
Balancing machine
Portable lift
Stationaty lift (vehicle)
Vapor degeaser
Wheel press
Boring mach-me
Wheel trueing machine
Ultrasonic cleaner
DC power supply

C- 3

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES (08)
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
90
99

Acors't..)

Truck overhaul lift
Speedswing
Tamper
Liner
Rail drill
Rail saw
Coach screwing machine
Portable generating equipment
Concrete mixer
Pneumatic tools
Miscellaneous equipment
Inspection

STATION FACILITES (09
01
.02

03
99

Iriipèdtion

FIRE SUPPRESSION/INTRUSION
01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08
99

C
(10.)

Wet standpipe deluge system
Wet standpipe system
HALON system
Warning/alarm system, water flow
Warning/alarm system, seismic detection
Warning/alarm system, smoke detection
Intrusion annunciation system
Warning/alarm system, gas detection
Inspection

COMMUNICATIONS (11
01
02
03

04

Radio
CCTV
PA system
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

S
C- 4

COMMUNICATIONS (11) (coh't.)
05

06
07
08
99

DC power
Telephone
CabLe traflsmission
Intercom
Inspection

ADMINISTRATION FACILITIES (12)
01
02
03
04
90
99

Fuititure arid fixtures
Copying deviCe
Calculator
Typewriter
Other
Inspection

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION (PLANT) (13)
01
02
03
04

Switchboard
Ttansforrner

Panel
Wiring

C- 5

S
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TYPE OF MAINTENANCE CODES
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S

TYPE OF MAINTENANCE CODES

CATEGORY

DEFINITION

CODE

Pre'entivé
Preventive
Preventive
Preventive
Preventive

T

Corrective

F

Corrective

C

Corrective
Fabrication

A

I

$

M
D

H

Scheduled inspection (PM)
Directed by service bulletin
A special inspection or test
Casual preventive maintenance
Reported by non-SCRTD personnel
service
Discovered during the performance
of other corrective repairs
Discovered during a PM and unable to be completed by PM
crew
Reported by SCRTD personnel
Of special equipment

.

S
D-1

.

APPENDIX E
DEFEQT CODES

.

DEFECT CODES

CATEGORY
Climatic Conditions

C10
C2 0

C22
C23
C2 4
C2 5

Physical Damage

DiP
D12
D13
D21
D23
D25

D26
D28
D29
D2A
D2B
D31
D33

Electrical

DEFINITI

CODE

E10
E13
E21
E29

E2A
E28
E2C
E2D
E23
E2L
E2M
E32
E40
E41
E42
E46
E48

Condensation
Corrosion
Frozen
Pitted
Rusted
Flooded

Accident or collision
Derail damage
Dropped
Cut
Seismic damage
Fire/smoke damage
Damaged by foreign object
Leaking
Obstructed/blocked
Punctured
Torn/ripped
Broken (glass)
Other (specify)

Bad connection
Defective wiring
Burned contact
Dirty/oxidized contacts
Flashed/arcing
Insulation breakdown
Interlock malfunction
Loss of third rail power
Overload damage
Tripped circuit breaker
"Trainline" problem
Miwired; oonnected incorrectly
Motol- defectie (nonspecific)
Damaged armature
Damaged commutator
Out-of-round
Motor overload (MOL)

.
E-1

CATEGORY

Electrical (con't.)

E49
ESO
ESi
E52
E53
ESi
E62
E63
E64
E67
E68
E69

E6A
E68
E6D
E6E
E6H
E6J
E6K
E6L

Worn damaged brush(es)
Open circuit (no continuity)
Blown fuse
Broken lead/connection
Burned-out,

bulb/lap

Distorted output
Excessive hum/static
Abnormally high input level
Abnormally high output level
Incorrect current
Incorrect frequency
Incorrect signal
Incorrect time delay
Incorrect voltage
Abnormall low input level
Abnormally low output level
No high tone
No input
No low tone
No oUtput

E71
E72
E73
E74
E75

Overspeed
Change of value
Grounded
Shorted
Welded contacts
Other (specify)

M13.

Broken/sheared

Ml4
M1S
M16
M2O

Cracked, stress
Cracks, thermal
Ruptured

.E6M

Mechanical

DEFINITION

CODE

1421
1422
1423

M31
M36

Contaminated
BUildup of scale
Dirty
Sticky/gummy
Defective part
Packing/gasket defective
Delarninated

M38
M3A.
1438

M3d

Deteriorated
Rough/scored
Separated
Stripped

L4
E-2

CATEGORY
Mechanidal (con't.)

DEFINITION

CODE
M41
M43
M44
M45
MSl
M52
M53
M54
M55
MSB
MSC
MSO
M56
M67
M68

Bent, buckled, dented, twisted
Deformed, distorted (track surface.)
Out of balance/tolerance

1474
1475

Stretched
Chipped/peeling
Incorrect torque
Missing hardware
Unseated
Weak
Worn (still withih lithits)
Worn beyond Limits
Jammed/stuck
Seized
Sticking
Tight
Blistered
Burned
Carbonized
Crystalized
Hot/overheated

No Defect

Nil
N12
N13
N14
N23

Cannot duplicate failure reported
No defect found in testing/inspection
No defect;
operator error
Self-clear during test/inspection
Réquites track te.st to demonstrate

Pneumatic/Hydraulic

PlO
P11
P12
P21
P22
P23
P33
P34
P35
P40
PSi
P52

Contaminated
Air in system
Oil. contaminated
Defective alt bellows/bag
Defective piping
Dry
Fitting off/loose/open
Worn beyond limits
Overserviced
Low/insufficient fluid
Restricted function
Airflow obstructed

Fill

M72
M73

C
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CATEGORY
System Operation

CODE
Si,
512
513
514
S's
516
S20
821
522
523
529

S2A
52B
52 C
S 2E
.5

2F

S 2H

523
52K
s N
:2

S 2R
£25
S2T
$2 U
S:2 V
S2W
S2X
532

$4 1
S4 2
S43
$44

545
$47
$48
$49

S4A
S 4c

s4n
$50
$5].

DEFINITION
Chattering
Erratic operation
Intermittent operation
Motion, late±al (side-to-side)
MOtion, vertical (up-and-down)
Noisy
FaJ4s to operate
Will not close
Dark car
Dead car
ATP failure
ATO failure
Cab signal failure
Internal failure
No dynamic braking
No-go indication
No pressure
No public address
Will not open
Will not recharge
Station bypassed
Long station-stop
Short station-stop
Will not transmit
Will not tutn off
Will not turr on
Unable to move
Faulty audio
Brakes in "emergency"
Cold car (no heat)
Error; console display readout
AbnOrmally high pressure
Abnormally high temperature
Low compression
Low pressure
Abnormally low temperature
Poor braking
Slow acceleration
Slow brake release
Manual bypass switch used
ATP cut-out seal broken

S
E- 4

CATEGORY
Wheels (rail)

CODE

W10
Wi'
W 12
W13

W14
W 15
W16
Wi 7
W2 3

W24
W25
W2 6

W2 7
W3 2
W33.

W41
W42
W43

Miscellaneous

210
212
Z 3

216
Z2 S

231
234
235
237
242
Z43
244
245
247
256

DEFINITION
Flange
Chipped flange
Cut flange
High flange
Low flange
Sharp flange
Thin flange
Np flange
Flat spot; 1.5-2.4 inch
Flat spot; 2.5-3.5 inch
Flat spot; 3.5-4.5 inch
Flat spot 4.5-6.5 inch
Flat spot; less than 1..5 inch
Limit, wheel
Mi snatched wheels
Tread oUt of contour
Defective wheel tread
Profile bad

Administrative
Cannibalized (by direction)
Condemned (by direction)
Failed safety test
Temporary truck removal
Failed diagnostic test
Closed
Open
Overcharged
Unable to adjust
Improperly adjusted
Improper spacing/clearance
Incorrectly assembled
Mismatched pair
Wrong part
Derail

ci
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APPENDIX. F

REPAIR CODES

REPAIR CODES

CATEGORY

DEFINITION

CODE

Adjustments

802

Aligned

Répair/Corrction

R02
R04
R07
Ru
R15
Rid

Di scharge/recharqe
Freed binding part(s)

Reassembled correctly
Repaired
Rewired
Serviced (add fluids, lubricant,
etc.)

Surface. Treatment

302
506
507
501
503

Cleaned
Machined
Painted/coated
Burnished/pol-ished

308

Dressed/filed
Gtound/turned
Patched

Fabricate, Modify, or
Rebuild

E0i
E02
E05

Fabticate
Modified
Rebuilt

Inspection/Testing

301
302
305
306
307
310

Diagnostic tests
Inspected; found okay
Tested
Track test
Trouble shoot
Inspected; repairs required

Removal/Replacement

NO2
NO3

Removed
Removed and replaced (with like part)
Removed to repair
Replaced
Replaced minor hardware

SO4

N04
NOS
N09

.
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CATEGORY

CODE

DEFINITION

Administrative

C30

Travel to/from assignment

Remove Obstrution

P01
P06

Cleared jam
Cleared blockage (of track)

Miscellaneous

MO6

Rerail

S
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INTRODUCTION

Increased éqüipment complexity, cost, and quantities have resulted
in increased demands on Rail Rapid Transit maintenance resources.
The significance of communication systems to rapid transit dependability necessitates a maintenance program that provides the
highest level of availability in the most economical manner.
Efficient maintenance management contributes to the availability
of equipment and services by -improving the effectiveness and
economy of planned maintenance operations.
Such planned or
scheduled maintenance will generally provide the following:
o

Ixcreased system dependability through minimization of
unscheduled maintenance aótivities due to equipment
fai lures

o

Prolonged life o-f the equipment through minimization of
extreme part degradation/deterioration.

o

Reduced maintenance costs through requiring less top
assembly repair parts and skilled maintelnance personnel

The objective of scheduled maintenance is to prevent deterioration
of the inherent design capability by performing scheduled actions
that are planned to increase the service life of communication
equipment and prevent accelerated equipment failure. This form of
maintenance is generally regarded as the care and servicing of
operational equipment by providing for systematic inspection,
detection and co±rection of incipient failures either before they
occur or before they develop into major defects which could impact.
revenue service.
The planning of an effective,
scheduled maintenance program
consists of the identification, scheduling, and determination of
task! and requirements for the scheduled maintehanOe actions.
The
optimum schedule is one which would not icr.easé maintenance ôosts
without increasing equipment protection.
In addition, in determining the appropriateness of scheduled maintenance applicable to
a given item or piece of equipment, two factors must be given
prime consideration. These factors are that (1) scheduled maintenance tasks are performed on non-critical elements qnly when
performance of the task reduces the life cycle cost (LCC) of the
end item or (2-) when such tasks are performed on critical elements
to prevent a decrease in reliability and/or deterioration of
safety requirements to unacceptable levels.
These factors can be
best applied utilizing Reliability Centered Maintenance
(RCM)
principles on the individual subEystems and their components to
arrive at the most efficient scheduled maintenance plan [1].
The
steps involved in this planning development effort are the cornerstone to this paper.

METHOD.

The utilization methodology of RCM is based upon injection of both
qualitative and quantitative data into a detail logic sequencing
process..
The Steps involved in this effort of iteration are the
following:
a.

Prepare a generation breakdown:

generation breakdown is a top-down classification
analysis of the system into incremental hardware levels.
It entails breaking the systeM into subsystems, each
subsystem into assemblies, the assemblies into subassemblies, and continuing down to the lowest hardware level.
This is generally performed by maintenance allocation
diagramming [2].

A

b.

Identify all repairable/replaceable items in the system
which are critical in terms of revenue service operation
The criticality or consequence
aid/or Operating safety.
be
4etermined from safety hazard
SeVerit of an item can
mode,
effects and criticality
failute
analyses and/or
analySes (FMECA).

c.

Determine the possible causes of failure to each repairThis can be achieved by analyzable/replaceable item.
the
design
and tolerance specifications
ing the FMECA or
what
may
cause a failure.
predict
item
to
of the

d.

Segregate each item which requires a inainteñahce actiOn
into three (3) categories which determine the scheduled
These categories consist of
line-maintenance burden.
and
condition
on-condition,
hardtime,
(2)
(3)
(1)

mnitoring

[3].

e.

Determine the frequency of failure (in terms of MTBF or
failure rate) for each item analyzed from the generation
breakdown.

f.

Determine, for each replaceable/repairable item, all of
the possible preventive maintenance tasks that can be
perfOed.
In addition, estimate the costs for each
task to be perfo±med and the iitiàct closts incurred if
scheduled maintenance is not performed.

Once the data necessary for RCM logic is captured, utilizing the
steps previously mentioned, the sequencing process can be applied.
This Process can be reapplied aS available data moves from a
predicted state to measured values with a higher degree of certainty and as possible design changes are made.
Once all itemS
have been subjected to the logic sequencing process, an Overall
sstém study is conducted to arrive at the overall scheduled

The steps involved in this planning effort are
the following:
a.
Determine the feasibi.liy of consolidating hard tithe.
replacements or inspections for occurrence at the same
interval. A minimization of the summations of the
individual costs is then sought.
b.
Schedule required maintenance actions and develop into a
scheduled maintenance program.
c. Develop a data collection system for accurate assessment of the scheduled maintenance program.
The data
sufficient for assessing the effectiveness an4 economy
of a scheduled maintenance program are (1) failure
history of end item, (2) equipment age, (3) scheduled
and %.incheduled maintenance history, and (4) cost.
The result of these activities will merge individual component
requirements into a system scheduled maintenance plan by optimizing the frequency of scheduled maintenance requirements and the
sequence of performance of individual, scheduled tasks.

maintenance plan.

LOGIC MODEL
RCM logic is applied to eac.h replaceable/repairable item in
the system.
The maintenance task requirements are identified
against the repairable items; however, individual failure modes
must be addressed during the application of the RCM logic. Thus
for a given item, different scheduled tasks could be arrived at
due to the different failure modes and their inherent design
characteristics
As an example, a given clomponent/.item thight
undergo condition monitoring by a conlinunication system operator
during normal central operations to detect the majority of predicted failure modes for the item under analysis, while still
retaining an on-condition or hard time requirement due to a

The

failure

mode

that doesn't have failure detection capability.

Figure 1 displays the RCM logic tg be used to determine
if a component should have a scheduled maintenance
requirement.
Each decision block is numbered and
detailed instructions for each block are provided below.
The following is a detailed set of instructions for
application in the logic in .figute 1:
Block 1. These questions are asked for each failure
mode identified for the component under analysis.
The
answer to these questions is based on the failure
effects and criticality documented as part of the FMECA.
A "yes" answer indicates that a failure mode exists
which results in either a safety hazard or a transit
trip abort due to a critical loss of capability.

.

[1

BLOCK 3

S

RcM actions for this item are not critical to
safety and/or trip success. After RG4 philosophies have been established for critical items,
a determination is required to see if it is cost

effective to include Rat actions for this item
with those scheduled for critical items.

BWCK 1

BLOUC 2

Is function/ccwponent 1J!PJ

Does the failure cause L!!2J
secondary failure(s)
whiëh have a direct

failure critical for
safety and/or trip
success?
lIES

adverse effect on safety
and/or trip success?

BLOCK

4

Can the operator detect an impending
failure through routine monitoring
during normal operations, in time to
prevent safety hazard or trip

FIGURE

1

-

RCM LOGIC

:ahort?[9

BI.001( 13

All three

methods of RCM are possibleselect most cost effective/safe method
order of preference
methods are
equally effective/safe is:
1. Condition monitoring
2. On condition

if

BLOCK 6

Is there

an

IYES

adverse relitionship between age,
and/or usage, and
reliability? INoI

3. Hard

tile

replacement

BLOCK 14

condition monitoring and on condition maintenance are possible-select most
cost effective/safe nethod. Reliance upon
Both

BLOCK 5

Can

condit monitoring alone to detect Impendin
failures should be selected
the affect
on trip success is acdeptable and Impact
upon safety is not significant.

impending IYES

failure

if

be detected

by maintenance

test

or inspection? [NO

BLOCK 15

Both condition monitoring and hard time replacement are possible-select most cost effective/safe method.
methods are equally ef-

If

BLOCK 7

BLOCK 23

I-f hard time replacement selected consider
the. cost of redesign to reduce cost/improve
effectiveness of condition monitoring and/or
on condition maintenance. Use hard time
limits only
redesign is not cost effective
and
the degradation in trip success reliability is not acceptable.

if

if

fective/safe, condition monitoring is preferred.
Is there
adverse

an

Ii!

realtion-

ship between Age,
and/or usage, and

reliability?

BLOCK 16

if

CondItion monitoring will be used,
costeffective/safety requirements are satisfiedotherwise redesign may be necessary.

FIGURE

.

1

-

RCM LOGIC (Cont'd)

.

.

.

S

S

BLOCK 17

Both on condition maintenance and hard time replacement are possible.. If methods are equally

effective/safe, on condItion maintenance is pre-

BLOCK 9

ferred..
Is there an

JjJ
BLOCK 18

adverse relationship between age,

On condition maintenance will be used if costeffectiveness/safety requirements are satisfiedotherwise redesign may be necessary.

and/or usage, and
reliability?
140

BLOCK 19

Hard time replaéEment prior

to failure or condition monitoring and replacement at failure are
possible R04 alternatives. Select the meat cOst

BLOCK-Il

effective/safe nethod

BlOCK 8

effective/safe,

Can impending.
ITES
failure be detected
by maintenance test

Is failure
I!
detectable by op/s

BLOCK 20

when or after it
occurs?
INO

Hard

or inspection?

1'

If methods are equally
condition monitoring is preferred.

tine replacement is the only preventative
ROt alternative available. On condition maintenance. must be- used to detect failures after

they occur.

BLOK

BLOCK 21

10

Condition monitoring is required to detect
failure. Consider effect of failure on safety

Is there an

adverse relationship between age,
and/or usage,
reliability?

BLOCK 12

and/or effectiveness

anj_j
NO

-

if not acceptable

-

re-

design is necessary.
Is failure
detectable by op/s
when or after it
occurs?
Filil

BLOCK 22

__j

at condition maintenance required tO detect
failures. Consider effect of failures on safety and/or effectiveness - if not acceptable

redesign is necessary.

FIGURE

1

-

RCM LOGIC (Cont'd)

-

Components and modes for which a "yes" answer is obtamed are referred to as critical.
These critical
items are analyzed further to determine if a scheduled
task will help prevent deterioration of reliability or
safety levels, thus minimi±ing the risk of a system
abort or safety hazard.
A "no" answer indicates the
cOmponent is noncritical in terms of trip success and/or
safety and scheduled maintenance would only be justified
on an economic basis or if it causes secondary failures
wiiicb are critical.

Block

The instructions for this block are the same
block 1 except that these questions refer to
secondary failures caused by the primary failure modes
considered in block 1.
"Yes" ans%iers identify critical
components whibh have secondary failures which result in
either a safety hazard or a trip abort.
These critical
components are analyzed further to determine what
scheduled maintenance actions can be performed that will
prevent or decrease the probability of reliability
and/or safety deterioration to Unaccéptàble levels.
A
"no" answer to each question in Block .1-2 indicates that
the c.othponeñt is noncritical and can be operated to
failure without incurring a safety hazard or a trip
abort.
For these components, Block 3 is addressed to
determine if a scheduled maintenance task is justifiable
from an economic standpoint.
as

2..

for

.

Block

3..

(a)

Block 3 is addressed to identify scheduled tasks
which can be performed and which will decrease the
cost of ownership of the end item. To address this
block, it must first be determined whether a
scheduled task can be done. This can be detetmined
by applying the questions in blocks 4 through 12.,
keeping in mind that the questions are being
addressed for noncritical components.

(b)

determining if a scheduled maintenance task is
economically justified, the difference in ownership
cost for the end item mUst be calculated between a
maintenance plan that has a scheduled task(s) for
the component under analysis and a plan which calls
for only condition monitoring of the component.
It
is not intended th.at a complete life cycle dost be
calculated for each alternative, but rather those
cost factors which would be different between the
alternatives should be determined.
Consideration
must also be given to any manpower, downtime,
and/or availability constraints on the end item if
an additional scheduled task is included in the
In

7

If a
maintenance plan for a noncritical component.
substantial cost savings can be realized th;ough
some scheduled maintenance action which impacts one
or more
system constraints, then a trade-off
It is not envisioned
analysis would be performed.
maintenance
action
for noncritical
that a scheduled
components would be economically justifiable in
many cases.
(a)

This block should not be addressed Until the RCM
logic has been applied to the critical components
of the system/equipment under analysis because the
results of the critical component analysis could
affect the cost of feasible scheduled tasks on
noncritical components. For exaniple, a noncritical
inspection may not be economically justifiable by
itself, as it requires access time and cost, but if
the access time and cost is determined to be
required for a critical component inspection, then
For
the noncritical inspection may be justifiable.
this reason, the economic ap.ects Of noncritical
tasks should only be addressed after the scheduled
maintenance requirements for britical components
If the analysis shows that schedare determined.
uled maintenance (pn-condition, hard time, or both)
on the noncritical component Under analysis does
reduce the cost of ownership of the system/equipment., then this task(s) wOuld be included in the
If a scheduled task is
overall maintenance plan.
not feasible or is not economically justified for
the noncritical component under an,alysis, then the
component would be operated to failure and only
unscheduled maintenance would be performed on it.

Block 4. The question in block 4 is intended to identify those critical failure modes which can be detected
through routine operator monitoring with sufficient
leadtime to prevent a trip abort and/or safety hazard.
If there is a high probability that the failure mode
under analysis can be déteoted with sufficient leadtime
before it will actually occur to prevent a trip ab.o±t or
incurrence of a safety hazard., then the qUest-ion is
This is the case for failure modes
answered "yes'1.
which have a su.ff4c-ient time difference between onset of
initial degradation and actual failure and a means of
The detection means can be in the
detecting the onSet.
instrumentation
(gauges, warning lights, etc.)
form of
The
characteristics
(sound,
etc.).
or operational
detect
question is answered "no'1 if the operator cannot
an impending failure, or if the time difference between
onset and actual failU±e is not long enough to prevent a
trip abort or safety: hazard..

[;]

Block

5.

(a)

The question in this block is addressed to identify
the potential efficiency of a scheduled maintenance
task on the component under analysis.
The qUestion
must be considered in two parts.
First, the
impending failure must. be physically detectable
either by visual inspection or through use of test
or measurement
equipment.
To be detectable,
measurable physical properties of the component
must change with th.e onset of degradation to allow
identification of impending failure through comparison with normal properties.

(b)

second consideration is the probability that
scheduled inspection or test will coincide with
the time between failure onset and occrrence so
that the impending failure will be caught.
As an
eAample, a component which fails within seconds
after the onset of any measurable degradation would
not be a good candidate for a scheduled task.
The
probability that any reasonable inspection interval
would result in the inspection occurring within the
time between onset and failure. i.s very small in
this case.;
consequently,
the payoff would be
extremely small.
On the other hand, if the time
between measurable failure onset and actual failure
occurrerce is measured in days or months, then an
inspection interval can be established which would
resUlt in a high probability of detecting the
failure under analysis before it occurs.
In
answering this consideration, the failure distributions from the Reliability program, data from a
!iistorical review, and applicable test results niust
be analyzed.

S

The

the.

(c)

If the impending failure is physically measurable
and a reasonable task interval can be established
which results in an acceptable probability of
detection, then the question in block 5 is answered
If one or both of these considerations is
"yes".
not met, then block 5 is answered "no".

Block
(a)

6.

The question in this block is addressed to identify
wearout-type
components
the
and
to
determine
feaSibility of scheduling a hardtime type replacement of the component.
This question is answered
"yes". if
the probability
of coritpOnent failure
increases as calendar time or Usage indicators
(Operating hours, miles, rounds, cycles) increase.

5

Eor these items, a scheduled removal can be identifled at a point in time. or after a specified amount
of usage when the probability of failure increases
kemoval and replacement
to an unacceptable level.
decrease
the probability of
will
new
item
with a
This question
original
level.
its
back
to
failu±e
of
failure is
the
probability
if
answered
"no"
is
and
usage.
This
dalendar
time
both
independent of
ekhibit
àñ
components
which
expois the case for
nential failure rate.
In answering the question in this block .s "yes",
it should be noted that a means of measuring the

(b)

interval between scheduled replacements must be
If the Usage on the
provided for the component.
economically
maintained, then
be
component cannot
block
is
answered
"rio" because
the. qUestion in this
not
feasible.
a hardtime replacement would
be
Block
block

7.

Block

8.

6

The same instructions that were p±ovided for
apply to block 7.

block. 5

The saute instructions that were provided for
appl' to block 8.

Block
block

The same instrUctions that were provided for
apply to block 9.

9.
7

Block 10. The same instructions that were provided for
block 7 apply to block 10.

question in block 1.1 is addresse.d to
identify hidden functions were incurrence of the failUre
mode ma' go Undetecte4 until the function is required.
If the opetator dannot detect that a failure has occurred, then on-condition type teats o± inspections may
be required to insure that a failure has not occurred
and that there is a high probability that the hidden
function will be available when required..
lock 11. The.

Block 12. The same instructions that were provided for
block 1.1 apply t.o block 12.
Block 13.
(a)

This block identifies critical, components that
characteristics
and
impending
wearput
exhibit
both
routine
operator
detected
by
failUres can be
test
inspection.
For
or
monitoring and maintenance
condition
mOnitoring
is
components in this class,
hard
time
on-condition
and/or
always performed and
tasks is only included if condition monitoring does

10

maintain the required trip success and/or
safety levels. I this is the case, then on-condition and/or hard time maintenance would be considered if their inclusion in the maintenance plan
would satisfy the trip success safety requirements.
For the components that fall into this category
after application of the RCM logic, routine operator moñitoting duiing notnial operations would
provide an acceptable level of reliability and
safety at the least cost.
not

(b)

Block 14. This block identifies critical components
where impending failures can b.e detected by the operator
through routine monitoring and by maintenance test or
inspection. For corntonents in this class, the condition
monitoring by the operator is selected and the on-con-

dition task is not required as long as both offer the
same probability of detection.
If the analysis shows
that the on-condition test or inspection provides a more
reliable detection probability, then it should be
considered for inclusion in the maintenance plan along

with the condition monitoring requirement.
Block 15. This block identifies critical components that
exhibit wearbut characteristics and the Operator dan
detect .ithpending failures throigh routine monitoring.
For components In this class, condition monitoring is
done by the operator and an analysis would have to be
performed to justify a hardtime task against the component. A hardtime task would not be justifiable for
components that can be coñditidn-monitoréd unless a
hàrdtime repladetnent limit can be established with a
high degree of confidence and supported with real nd
applicable data, and the analysis shows that hardtime
replacement would sustain in higher level of reliability
and/or safety.
Block 16. This block identifies ctitical coniponents
where impending failures can be detected by the operator
through toUtine monitoring, but on-condition and hardtithe maintenance tasks would not provide any benefit.
For these components, condition monitoring would be the
only maintenance requirement other than the Unscheduled
repair or replacement tasks after an impending failure
is detected. I-f the condition monitoring does not
sustain the required safety levels and trip effectiveness, then feasible redesigns must be addressed to
satisfy the requirements.

C
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Block p..
(a)

This block identifies critical components that
characteristics
and
impending
exbibit
wearout
failures can be detected through maintenance test
For components that fall into this
or inspections.
and
inherent reliability
category,
the
aafety
levels can be preserved by either a hardtixne
replacement or an on-condition test. or inspection.
Hardtime replacement and on-condition test may both
be feasible to maintain acceptable reliability!
safet' levels. Each of the three alternative! must
be analyzed in terms of cost and the reliability
and safety levels that can be thaintained under each
alternative.

(b)

Fot those cases where the frequency of the oncondition type task is high, a hardtime replacement
may be more cost effectiiè if the hardtinte limit
can be established with a high degree of confidence
ana it provides the necessary reliability and
In other cases where the
safety protection levels.
compoeñt is costly and/or there is not enough data
to establish a hatdtime replacement limit with any
degree of confidence, then the on-condition type
In each case, the
task may be more cost effective.
benefits and risks of each alternative maintenance
policy should be analyzed to select the most
effective.
If both on-condition and hardtime are
considered feasible then the benefits and risks
should justify the selectiOn of the alternative.
This alternative would be chosen if neither the
hardtime Limit nor the on-condition limits can be
established with a high degree of confidence and
cost/safety effectiveness can be improved by the
If both are equally effective/safe,
uSe of both.
then the on-condition task is preferred Over the
hardtjme task.

Elock 18.
(a)

This block identifies critical components where the
only feasible means of sustaining the inherent
reliability and safety leVels is through an oncondition type maintenance test or inspection. For
these components the frequency of the. schédUlad
inspection or test must be established along with
the critical values/characteristics of the component which separate a goo.d component from one which
These critihas experienced an onset of failure.
cal characteristics should be clearly stated and
easily measurable wherever possible to prevent
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uncertainty on the part of inspector or tester
If the reliafter performing the required task.
ability and safety levels without an on-condition
task are acceptable, then no on-condition maintenance is required
(b)

Component redesign should be considered when the.
on-condition task does not maintain the required
safety levels or trip efect-iveness.

Block 19.
(a)

This block identi lies critical components that
but
exhibit
wearout characteristics,
impending
failures cannot be detected either through routine
operator monitoring or by maintenance tests or
inspections.
Actual failures are detectable by the
operator either at. the time of occurrence or after
occurrence so that unscheduled repair or replacement can be accomplished in the event of failure.
For these components, the only feasible scheduled
task that will prevent or decrease the probability
to
of .teliabi.lit
and/or safety deterioration
unacceptable levels would be a scheduled removal at
If the
specified intervals of time or usage.
rel-iability and safety levels are adequate without
the hardtime task, then it should not be included
in the maintenance plan.

(b)

Prior to making a final determination for components in this category, an analysis is made concerning the feasibility of redesign to provide a
means of maintenance testing or inspection for
impending failures.
The ability to test for
specified wear or degradation limits might reduce
the number of. compohent. replacements and consequently provide a life cycle cost savings when
analyzed with the cost of redesign to provide the
This alternative is espedetection capability.
cial-ly considered for high value components where
hardtime replacements are the only means of sustaining the required reliability and safety levels.

Block
(a)

.20.

This block identifies critical components that
characteristics,
but
impending
exhibit wearout
failures cannot be detected either through routine
operator monitoring or by maintenance tests or
inspections.
In addition,
actual failures go
undetected by the operator due to the hidden-function nature of the component.
For components that
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fall into this class, an on-condition type maintenance test ox inspection must be included in the
aye
maintenance plan to detect failures that
occurred and insüte that there is a high probability of the hidden function being available when
required.
(b)

addition to the on-condition task to detect
failures that have occurred, a scheduled hardtirne
replacement is established based on the wearout
characteristics of the. component to prevent, or
decrease the probability of reliability and/or
to
unacceptable
levels.
deterioration
safety
Establishment of the hardtime task is dependent
upon an analysis to determine the feasibility and
cost effectiveness of redesigning the ödmponënt
If
under analysis as described under block 19.
reliability and safety levels are adequate without
the tasks, then they should not be included in the
maintenance plan.
In

Block 21.
(a.)

(b)

This block identifies components which have critical failure modes with no means of detecting
inpending failures or reducing the probability of a
Actual failures are
trip abort or safety hazard.
detectable by the operator either at the. time of
occurrence or after occurrence so that unscheduled
repair or replacement can be accomplished in the
For components in this category
event of failure.
One alternative is to
there are two alternatives.
redesign or make redundant the component an4/or
interfacing components to eliminate the critical
failure modes or to provide a means of detecting
In the second case, no
the impending failure.
scheduled maintenance is performed and the risks of
incurring a trip abort or safety hazard would have
to be acdeptable.
the
determine which alterhative is taken,
To
feasibility and costs of the .tedesign must be
determined along with the potential benefits from
In some cases, the required redesign
the redesign.
may involve the addition o a test point or measb±ement device, while in oth.er cases the cost of
redesign may be prohibitive or the redesign may not
The intent of the RCM
be technically feasible..
logic in this case is to highlight the problem so
that the possible solutions may be addressed.
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Block 22.
(.a)

The block identifies components which have critical
failure modes td.th no means of detecting impending
fa-ilures, no wearout characteristics, and no means
for the operator to detect fa:i lures that have
occurred.
For components that fall into this
category1 an on-condition type task is included in
the maintenance plan to detect failures that have
occurred and to insure that there is a high probability of the hidden function being available when
required.

(b)

There are two alternative Oourses of action that
can be taken because of the nondetectability of
impending failures.
The first is to redesign or
make redundant the component and/or interfacing
components to eliminate the critical failure modes
or provide a means of detecting impending failures.
The second alternative is to accept the inherent
probability of failu±e and risk of incurring a trip
abort and/or safety hazard.

(c)

To determine which alternative should be taken, the
feasibility and casts of a redesign or addition
must be determined along with the potential benefits from each one..
In some cases the required
redesign may involve the addition of a test point
or measurement device, while in other cases the
cost of redesign may be prohibitive or a redesign
may not be technically feasible.

Block 23. This block i.s included in the RCM logic to
highlight those areas where redesign should be actively
pursued as an alternative to hardtime replacements.
Hardtime replacements should be included only if required system and safety level
cannot be achieved
through condition monitoring and/o± on-condition maintenance and a redesign to achieve the required levels is
not feasible or is not cost effective.

SUIARY
The RCM technique is decision logic that can be applied to transit
communication systems for developing scheduled maintenance programs.
Primarily hardware-oriented, it is adaptable to operating
software appliques in rail rapid transit.
Once the system Under
analysis is defined and understood, RCM can be employed very
raidly.
Cha±actér4stics of the. RCM technique that have been found
usefUl include::
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1..

Identifies items in the system which are critical
terms of revenue service tnd/ot operating safety

in

2.

Highlights maintenance problem areas for design review
consideration

3.

Provides Eupportiñg justification for scheduled maintenance task requirements

4.

In field of all available alternatives,

selected mainte-

nance activities are conspicuous.
The author is currently investigating other systems in rail rapid
transit where RCM could be applied.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a methodology for deriving a detailed maintenance plan for rail rapid tranit systems utilizing an organizational maintenance hierarchy.
This methodology centers around
analysis procedures based on reliability-centered
maintenance
(RCM) Ooncepts.
o develop deterthination of mainteThe basic concept of RCM is
nance requirements in the form of schedtiled and unscheduled
maintenance tasks.
RCM ptoide
the basis for the scheduled
maintenance workload, for the system and impacts the ability to
sustain the inherent dependability of the system and maintain
sufficient safety margins for operations and maintenance personnel
in rail rapid transit environments.
a scheduled maintenance program that
p.n eventual result becomes
will minimize the number of service critical failures and optimize
the ratio of Scheduled maintenance to total maintenance conducted.
Subsegruently, the impact of service failures are minimized as will
the cost of the total organizational maintenance effort.

.
I!

1.

INTRODUCTION
This paper provides analysis techniques for deriving the
detailed maintenance plan for rail rapid transit systens/
equipment during final. design and construction/acquisition
The maintenance plan for a transit
phases of a project.
System/equipment is a description of the requirements and
tasks to accomplish achieving, restoring, or maintaining the
This plan
operational. capability of the system/equipment.
evolves from iterations of maintenance engineering analyàes,
which upon completion, identifies the detailed maintenance
concept, maintenance tasks, organizational level maintenance
descriptions, support and test equipment requirements., and
This paper however, will concentrate
facility requirements.
solely On that pa±t of maintenance planning which requires
in the fo±xu of
determination of maintenance ±eqüirêthent
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance tasks.
The procedures presented herein represent an evolution from
the procedures developed in 1968 by representatives of
varidus commercial airlines which chartered the MaAntenance
This grOup developed decision logic
Steering Group (MSG).
for providing scheduled maintenance programs for the BoeingSubsequently, these ptocedures were refined
747 aircraft.
of the Boeing-747 were deleted to
and the peculiar4tie
create a more universal document entitled "Airline Manufacturer's Maintenance Program Planning Document-MSG-2".

Eventually, the value of the MSG2 concept to the Department
of Defense was acknowledged by the Secretary of Defense in
his annual Defense Department report for fiscal 'ea± 1976,
citing success of the U.S. Navy application of the MSG-2
concept to new aircraft entering service in fiscal year 1977,
to in-service aircraft by the end of fiscal year 1979, and to
all other military-oriented equipment by the end of fiscal
The Department of Army (DA) implementation of the
yeat 197.9.
MSG-2. concept was eventually dalled reliability centered
maintenance (9CM).
In the following section, the process by which specific input
data is required to initiate development of .RCM is discussed.
In the latter part of the second section, a detailed method
of integrating reliability and logistics considerations into
maintenance tasking is shown, using fault absorption methodology as a model characteristic.

The third section discusses the logic sequencing process
which is applied to each repairable item in the system.
Subsequently, the scheduled maintenance burden is identified
based on the criteria and categorization of the maintenance
requirements. Once. all components are subjected to the logic

sequencing process, a system analysis cai
arrive at the oterall mainténanOe plan.

be conducted

to

Section Four covers the system analysis which merges individual component requirements into a system maintenance plan by
optimizing the frequency of scheduled maintenance requirements and the sequence of performance of individual scheduled
tasks.

.

II.

PARANETERIZATION OF RCM
In this sect-ion, the parameters wh-ich govern the evolution of
the maintenance plan and data required to accomplish the
decision logic are discussed and analyzed.
Maintenance
requirements for RCM logic categori:zation fa-ll into the

followin:
1.

Hardt-jme

2.

On-condition

-3.

ConditiOn Monitoring

On-condition maintenance is scheduled inspections or verif ication tests (BIT) des-igned to measure deterioration or onset
degradation of a component.
Depending on the level of
deterioration, corrective maintenance may be performed or the
component might remain in service.
Hardtime maintenance is scieduled removal tasks at predetermined -fixed intervals of age or usage. With mechanical-type
equipment (e.g.. motors, gears, etc.), this form of maintónance is often considered.

Condition monitoring ma-intenance is unscheduled or remedial
tasks.
Condition monitored components are those which a-re
allowed to fail or are components where impending failure can
be detedted by a master station or central control operator
thorough routine- monitoring dufing ñotmal operation of
revenue service.
The rationale -behind the maintenance categorization is to
determine the scheduled maintenance burden at the maintainer
level, impact the operations and logistics support cost
incuf red by the transit system1 and impact the Operational
teadiness characteristics of the system.
The end result is
to reduce the scheduled maintenance burden and related costs
incurred by the system while maintaining the necessary
readiness rate.
1.

Hardtime Limits
limits are established for components where
conditiOn monitoring and/or on-condition maintenance is
not feasible from a sàfet
and/of co&t ef-fetiteness
provide
does
not
adequate assurance of
standpoint (e.g.,
detection prior to failure).
H.ardtime

Hardtime
assuring

.

lifttits

safety

are established as a prerequisite for
or cost effectiveness.
The general

techniques to be followed in establishing
replacement intervals are as follows:

hardtime

a.

The quantitative safety hardtime limit is usually
established by first establishing the cumulative
failure distribution for the component, and then
establishing a replacement interval which results
in an extremely low probability of failure prior to
replacement.

b.

The hardtime limit for the cpmponeñt falls within
the anticipated service life of the system.
If the
limit exceeds the service life, preventive replacement is not required.

c.

Where the failure does not cause a safety hazard
but rather causes system failure, the readiness
hardtjme interval is established in a trade-off
process involving the cost of replacing components,
the cost of a failure, and the readiness requirement of the equipment/system.

The

process

(Tr)

of

establishing

the

replacement

interval

is accdrnplished through minimi±ation of the follow-

ing cost equation:
C(Tr)

=

(Cpr + Cf(F(Tr)))/Tr

where
C(Tr) =

E*pected cost per Unit

Cpr

=

Cost of a preventive replacement.

Cf

=

Cost of a failure (includes cost of part
replaced and system downtime).
If CF = Cpr
then cost is not a determining façtpr.
The
value of Tr should be established based on
mission requirements.

F(T-r)

=

Expected number of

Tr

=

Replacement interval.

time..

failures

in

interval

Tr.

Depending upon the eqUatioli defining the failure distribution, this equation can be solved by differentiation
or by iteration (substituting different values for Tr
and calculating the resultant expected cost).
After the minimwh-cost replacement interval has been
established, the effects on system downtime should be
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reviewed to
adhieved.

assure

an

acceptable

readiness

rate

is

In the establishment of hardtixne limits, one must note
the
desirability of coiolidatinq several hardtime
replacements to occur at the same interval... A minimization of the summations of the individual costs is then
sought.
The minimization formula previously presented
can be used in sthnmation to establish this group hardHowevet, if the intervals
time. replacement interval.
are relaively close, to each other, a mean interval ma
be selected and used if the effects on the cost arid
items
are
not materially
readiness
of
individual
affected.
2..

On-Condition Limits
On-condition maintenance is established for those items
where condition monitoring is not feasible from a
sa,fey, system, and/or cost-effective standpoint.
On-condition maintenance intervals are established fOr
two pürppses:
(1) to locate 'imminent failures and (2)
In either of
to detect the occurrence of a failure..
failure
may be a
consequence
of
a
these cases, the
abort.
hazard
operation
safety
and/or
The objective of on-condition maintenance is the ability
to schedule the inspections such that there is a very
low p±obability t.hat a
failure will occur between
inspections. This probability of failure is composed of
the probability that failure onset will occur, and the
onset will go to failure all within the inspection
interval.
If the average time to onset is much larger
average
time from onset to failure, considera-'
ttIan tbe
tion should be given to establishing a usage-dependent
inspection program, i.e., wait to start inspections
unti.l the item has obtained a certain amount of usage.
Of course, .such usage-dependent intervals would only be
feasible where usage information is maintained by the
field on the item under consideration.

Where the failure does not cause a safety hazard, but
rather causes a system failure., the inspection interval
is establiâhed in a trade-off process involving the cost
of conducting inspections, the cast of a failure, and
the readiness requirement. of the equiptheñt/ystem.
The process, of establishing the inspection interval (Ti)
is accomplished through minimization of the following
cost equatioli:

S

C(Ti) =

[CTi + Cf

(F(Ti))]/Ti

where
C(Ti) =

Expected cost per unit time.

CTi

=

Cost of an inspection

Cf

=

Cost of an undetected failure (i.e., cost of
the end item operating in a degraded mode)

F(Ti) =

Expected numnbe

of

failures

in

interval

Ti.

Depending upon the equation defining the failure distribution, this equation can be solved by differentiation
or by iteration (substituting different values for Ti
and calculating the resultant expected cost)
-

In establishing inspection intervals, one must consider
the desirability of arranging several inspect-ions to
occur at the same interval.
A minimization of the
suimnation of the individual cost is then sought.
The
minimization formula previously presented can be used in
suimnation to establish this group inspection interval.
However, if inspection intervals are relatively close to
each other, a mean interVal may be selected if costi
teadiness
of
individual
items
are
not
materially
affected.
3.

Condition Monitoring
Condition monitoring is the process where the operator
detects either e*perienced or impending failure through
routine monitoring of operation and use.
The experienced failures are those that are detected by the
operator when or after they occur.
The impending
failures are those detectable either directly, by the
operator through the human sénsés (heat, noise, etc.),
or indirectly,
through the incorporation of design
features such as built-in test equipment (BITE) and
sensors/annunciators before they oOcur.
Condition monitbring (CM) is generally the most desirable of the three types of maintenance requirements, as
it will result in the least number of maintenance
actidns.
However, the const±aints of system readiness,
and/or safety may force the inclusion of an on-condition
(CC) or hardtime (HT) task in combination with condition
monitoring if they provide for sustaining higher levels
of reliability and/or safety.

S
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The cost of condition monitoring must be determined for
impending and experienced failures so that a comparison
to on-condition and hardtime can be made.
Normally
there should be low cost associated with a condition
monitoring system.
The operator is already assigned to
a
system and through performance of normal duties,
impending and expeflenbed failure can be detected.
Whenever condition monitoring is a cost alternative, it.
should be the most effective.
The cost equation for CM is:
C(TD)

Where

Nf
DB CDB)
+
= Expected cost of detected and nondetected
failure in interval T.

DA CDA +

C(T

DA

CND

)

ND CND +

cost of a failure detected after it
occurs (i.e., cost of test equipment,
deg±adation of the system).

= The

= The cost of a failure not detected during

interval T.
The cost of a failure detected before it
occurs (i.e., cost of redesign of end
item).

DA
ND

probability
of
a
detected after it occurs.

= The

probability of
detected during T.

= The

a

failure

failure

not

being
being

failure
probability
of
a
being
detected before it occurs during T.

= The

Nf

total number of
during the interval T.

= The

expected

failures

= The additional total life cycle cost per

end item incurred by incorporatinq the
the nünber of
warning device divided b
during
the
life cycle.
expected intervals

probability that a failure can be detected by
condition monitoring, either impending or experienced1
will be determined from the FMECA or historical data.
This probability is comprised of factors such as the
probability of the warning device, if included, detecting a failure ad emitting a signal, and the probability
Of the operator perceiving the Signal.
The

readiness would be calculated for either case of
condition monitoring:
without a warning device, and
with a warning device.
These values and the cost
estimates would be traded off: with those obtained from
on-condition, ha±dtixres, or a combination of any of the
three, to determine the optimum maintenance requirement.
The

4.

Data Gathering for RCM
The RCM process aS described in Section I is applied
once a compOnent's failure modes, effects, criticality,
and
safety
characteristics
have
been
identified.
Individual failure modes are addressed during the
application of the RCM logic.
Thus for a given component,
different scheduled maintenance tasks can be
arrived at due to the different failure modes and their
characteristics.
As an example, a given component might
undergo condition monitor-jag by operations during normal
Operatin4 periods to detect the majority of predicted
failure modes for the component, while still having an
on-condition or hardtime requirement due to a failure
mode that is not detectable.

For purpose of example, a digital remote terminal unit
(RTU) which is a functioning part of supervisory control
and data acquisition systems in rail rapid transit
applications is utilized. A picture of a typical RTU is
shown in Figure 1.
The standard RTU is a microprocessor-based unit of modular design, which affords
maximum flexibility in providing input/output (I/O) data
to various s'stems at different far end locations.
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Generally, each terminal unit monitors, in parallel
form, dry contact closures from traction power, train
control, and communication equipment and converts the
closures into a coded binary serial data stream.
This
stream, with ftaining, statUs, and error detection bits
added, is sent to a Central Data Processing Network for
error detection decoding and data processing.
Each RTU
also receives data from the Central Data Processing
Network, after an error detection and decoding process
of the data is converted to appropriate parallel contact
closures.

Typically an flU is composed of relay interfacing
hardware, digital control equipment, micro-computer, and
a communication
device, such as a modem.
For the
purpose of simplicity and reduction of repeatability,
this paper will only concern itself with the input side
of the flU.

A standard concept with the flu in this application is
that the transit system cannot function properly if
there exists a signifiQant period of time when monitoring or control from operations is lost due to RTU
failUre.
Subsequently, a compOnent failure mode which
disables the function of the RTU is considered critical
to revenue service.
examples of a typical failure modes, effects, and
criticality analysis (FMECA) of the RTU, see Figtres 2
through 4. Figure 5 depicts a safety hazard analysis of
the RTU being studied in this paper.

As

In the following sections, this data's utilization to
RCM will be discussed and elaborated further. Reference
will be made to the analysis dfl which is contained in
this section.
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FAILURE WIDE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS (FMECA)
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FAILURE NODE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS (EMECA)
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5.

Fault Absorption Model
The Fault Absorption Model [11 is a modular representation of a system suitable for modeling the absorption of
in4ependent single failure in line-replaceable hardware
elements.
In addition, it mdels the application of
unrest±icted répait Of soft failures to thos.e hardware
elements that fail gracefully.

A module that is critical is not fault-tolerant (i.e.,
those elements for which each failure is relevant).
Alternatively, a module that is soft is fault-tolerant
for which relevant failure is
(i.e., those elements
always preceded by one or more sequential nonrelevant
failures)
The concatenation of these modules, chosen to represent
the various hardware elements composing the system, is
the Fault Absorption Model for that system.
The baseline for the development of a system's Fault
Absorption Model is the traditional System Reliability
Model.
Added to this baseline is the information
concerning rates of Occu±tence of each hardware failure
and the maintenance resources required by the system to
enable it to react to these failures.

Along with this information, its supporting computational steps are provided in a fo±m that is direct, simple,
and structured.

With these extensions to the base Line reliability model,
the resulting Fault Absorptior Model becomes a tool that
is capable of integrating the system design, logistic
design, and RCM modeling ipecialties within engineering.
To reduce the previous descriptions to more concrete
terms, an example will be offered for a critical circuit, representing a group of processor logic circuits
and for a soft circuit, representing a set of redundant
modems.

Example

1

- Ctiti.cal

Circuit

critical circuit, each logic circuit board to be
presented fails independently of the other logic boards
and any logic board failure disables the RTU in a
Logic boards are replaceable
system-relevant way.
singly and spare. logic boards are provisioned as operational spares.
In a

.
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Commencing with the Relay Input Card, the assumption is
made that sixteen logic boardS compose the set, ahd that
their aggregate failure rate is 8.3 failures per 1
million hours (with reciprocal MTBF of 12022 hours).
This data is shown in Figure 6a.
Since some maintenance action must take place for each
of these failures, this failure rate is carried down to
the "maintenance line". This line serves to connect and
total all maintenance actions at the system level.
Figure 6a. shows the addition of this maintenance rate
j.nformat:ion to the critical circuit.
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FIGURE6a. CRITICAL.CIRCUIT
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- RELAY INPUT

this particular failure must then be related to the
types of maintenance action appropriate to the system.
For this example, three basic types of maintenance are
meaningful:

Type 1 - Fully automatic,.
Indication is provided
to operations that the action has been successfully
completed.
The time during which operations are
disrupted is negligible.
Type 2 - Semiautomatic.
Indication is provided to
Operations that specific. action is required of
them, and the facilities to accomplish the action
are available.
Disruption tire is short, but
operationally noticeable.
Type 3
Predominantly manual.
Facilities
are
'pEO±ded to support operations but since these
failures are relatively serious, the depth and/or
duration of disruption to the system is serious..
The addition of this maintenance information is shown in

Figure 6b.
All failures in non-fault-tolerant equipment, of which
this
an example,
logic is
are relevant failures.
Therefore, a "relevance line" is introduced, similar to
the maintenance line.
This ±e1eance line serves, to
connect and total all relevant events at the system
level.
Its incorporation is shown in Figure 6c.
The
system requirements
for this example reoognize
several degrees of system impact caused by relevant
The ±elevance line enumerates the total of
failures.
relevant events for this critical station, but the
degree of system impact for this failure type must also
be identified.

accomplish this identification, the following four
hypothetical degrees of impact are define,d to be sig±Uficant tp the system requirements.
They are charadterized in terxn.s Of thei± impact on throughput, functional
scOpe, and disruption of system operations:
To
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- RELAY INPUT

Degree 100.
This Impact is minimal., leaving the
remaining system fully operational and with throughput greater than that required for full load
operation.
This impact is essentially an erosion
of the design safety margin.
Degree A.

This imTpact does not dithinish system
fünëtiotis.
The system throughput does not fall
below 70 percent of that required for full load
operation.
The disruption to system operations is

very short.
Degree B. This impact reduces s'stem functionality
and/Ot reduces its throughput below the 70 percent
level of Degree A.
Recovery does not exceed 1
hour, and the throughput after recovery is at least
to the 70 percent level.
Degree C.
This impact is identical to Degree B
except that Operational disruption during recovery
exceeds 1 hour.
Since these impacts are defined as
significant to
specific system requirements,
the
failure shown as
relevant in Figure 6c must be associated uni4quely with
This informatioris"iifdOrpoone of the requirements.
rated as shown in Fi4txre 6d..

Figure 6d also incorporates impact lines similar to the
maintenance and relevance lines to assist later in the
systen-level summing of the rates associated with each
These sums describe the capability of the system
level.
against whidh the requirement will be compared and
cothpliance estimated.
Figure 6d is defined as the
critical circuit for the sample group of relay input
Figures 7a through 8d depicts similar details
boards...
the
digital
input and processor logic boards.
for
Example

2

- Soft Circuit:

The actively redundant modems chosen to illustrate the
soft circuit are fault tolerant in the sense described
previously and the soft circuit used to model these
boards.
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The first step in developing the fail soft circuit
reflects the independent failure of each modem bond.
In this example, two such moderns boards are assumed, and.
relevant system impact will take place when none of
these boards survives.

The representation for such a set of modem boards is
showh in Figure 9a.
The failure rate for each tod.em
board is assumed to be 15 failures per 1 million hours
(with reciprocal MTBF of 65,892 hours).
This data is
added to the soft circuit representation as shown in
Figure 9a.
The maintenance rate data, with its maintenance line, is
added to the soft circuit as discussed previously for
the critical circuit and is shown in Figure 9b.
The
data shown reflects the fact that the initial failure
rate for the group of two cards is double the individual
board failure rate, reflecting an MTBF of one-half the
individual, board value.
Since this type of failure does not cause relevant
system impact, and since the system design permits fu1l
automatic reaction to t1is failure, the type of maintenance action to be in.dicated will be a mere "logging" of
the event by operations.
This information is added as
shown in Figute 9b.

Since this failure event is nonrelevant at the System
level (it merely erodes the design safety margin), it
will be absorbed. No repair is initiated, the reMaining
modem board continues Operation, and the. modem failure
rate is ãdjüsted.
This information is added as shown in
Figure 9c.

.
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- MODEM

65,892 HOURS

A15x104

The failure of
second failure)
relevantly.

the

single remaining modern board (the
failure that impacts the system

is the

This mean-time-between-relevant-failures is the sum of
the mean times assocated with the previous succesion
of nonrelevant failures, and the average failure rate
over this mean-time-between-relevant-failures is the
reciprocal of that mean time.
This information is added to the soft circuit as shown
in Figure 9d.
Since no repair has asyet been applied,
this rate and time information will reflect relevance
with failure absorption.
The appropriate maintenance
action will be a remove and replace delay task in which
the tasks previously assigned to the associated operat!-ally regraded flU (of which this modem is a part)
ar
reassigned to another system (e.g. with respect to
communications, it could be the radio system).

The impact of this series of failure events, along with
the associated manual maintenance task, is a Degree B
This is shown in Figure 9e.
impact.
Since nonrelevant
failures are absorbed rather than repaired, this Degree
B impact is labeled "Absorption Impact".

Next, to support the future option of applying maintenance to the nonrelevant failures depicted in the soft
circuit, it is necessary to compute the mean time (and
its average rate) for the relevant failure that would
result.
The form of this computation is chosen to
teflect the repair scenario conventionally referred to
The implidations of this type
as "unrestricted repair".
of repair are relatively simple:
1.

Repair actions are begun immediately upon detection
of the failure.

Each nonrelevant failure has itâ Own fully equipped
repair team assigned to it.

E
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3.

case of multiple nonrelevant failures, the
successful repair of any one of thxn is sufficient
to forestall the occUtrénce of the future. relevant
failure (2)

4.

The system continues to operate while nonrelevant
failures are repaired.

In the

With this scenat-io,
the mean-time-between relevantfailures with unrestricted ±epair is as follows:
RT
R

*

=)(N!4.

*

MTTR)(7

*

MTTR)1'hI(51-

where:

Mean-time-between-relevant-failures
with unrestricted maintenance
=

MTBF at the board level

Total number of boards modeled

N
=

The number of repair teams concurreñtl wotking on x failures

MTTR =

The MTTR for one repair team working
on one fj.lure

liT.

X

C

/

(MTTR<

C

-i
N

M

Number of boards (out of N boards)
requited to be operational to avoid
relevant system-level impact.

=

Applying this
example yields:

1II.__
GR=Içirjtc-i
=(65:892.

e*pression

K.

.

1.

MTTR

(65:89.2

=

1

1.16

1

(32946) (56803)

.
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to

the.. soft

circuit

= ]..871446407x109h

The average failure rate over this scenario is:
R =
=

(1.871446407x109(1

= 5..343461x10

10

per hour

This information is shown in Figure 9f.
The completed c±itical circuits and soft circuit
(Figure 9f.) are shown concatenated in Figure 10.

After all critical circuits and soft circuits are
assembled to form the complete Fault absorption
Model, the thainteance action and relevance rates
are totaled as shown in Figure 11.
For numeric
illustration, the data shown in Figure 11 is the
suimnation of thpse events depicted for the RTU of
Figure 10.
the maintenance rates associated with
the logic and modem module, respectively, combine
to the absotion relevant rates combine to produce
264.1 X 10
events per hour, all producing Degree
B impact.
For unrestcted repair, the maintenance
rate produces 5.3x10
eents per hour.
In this case,
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Subsequently, these sununat-ions can be applied to the parameter of expected number of failures with system impact consequence as described in parts 1, 2, and .3 of this section.

For RCM pu;poses, the extent of necessary repair can be
immediately assessed and an indication as to the initial
validity of RCM concept that would result from repair of any
or all fault-tolerant equipment.

.
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III.

LOGIC SEQUENCING

The

RCM

logic presented in this docuifient is designed to

accomplish the following:
1.
Using data from the

system safety and reliability
analyses, identifying components in the system which are
critical in terms of system requirements and/or opétating safety.
2.
Provide a logical analysis process to determine the
feasibility and desirability of scheduled maintenance
task requirements.
3..
Provide the supporting justification fb± scheduled
maintenance task requirements.
The logic process is based upon the following criteria:
1.
Saheduled maintenance tasks should be prformed on
noncritical components only when performance of the
scheduled task will reduce the life cycle cost of the

system.

2.

Scheduled maintenance tasks should be performed on
coniponents only when such tasks will prevent a
dec±easé in reliability and/or deterioration of safety
to unacceptable levels, or when the tasks will reduce
the life cycle cost of the system.

critical

for RCM logic network diagram.
Detailed Instructions for RCN Locic Anolicati

See Figure 12

1.

Figure 12 displays the RCM logic to be used to determine
if a component should have a scheduled maintenance
requirement.
Each decision block is numbered and
4etailed instructions for each block are provided below.
The results of the logic process are recorded on a data
sheet in acôordance with the instructions in part 2 of

this section.

following is a detailed set of instuctions for
application in the logic in figure 12:
Block 1. These questions are asked fqr each failure
mode identified for the component under analysis.
The
answer to these questions is based on the failure
effects and criticality documented as part of the FNECA.
A "yes" answer indicates that a failure mode exists
The

S
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which results in either a safety hazard o± a tranit
trip abort due to a critical loss of capability.
Components and modes for which a "yes" answer is obThese critical
taihed are referred to as critical.
items are analyzed further to determine if a scheduled
task will help prevent deterioration of reliability or
safety levels., thus minimizing the risk of a system
A "no" answer indicates the
abort or safety hazard.
component i_s noncritical in terms of trip success and/or
safety and scheduled maintenance would only be justified
on an economic basis or if it causes secondary failures
which are critical.
Block 2.
The instructions for this block are the same
as for block 1 except that these questions refer to
secondary failures caused by the primary failure modes
"Yes" answers identify critical
considered in block 1.
components which have secondary failures which result in
These critical
either a safety hazard or a trip abort.
components are analyzed further to determine what
scheduled maintenance actions can be performed that will
prevent or decrease the probability of reliability
A
and/or safety deterioration to unacceptable levels.
"no" answerto each question in Block 1-2 indicates that
the component is noncritical and can be operated to
failure withoUt indurring a safety hazard er a trip
For these components, Block 3 is addressed to
abort.
determine if a scheduled maintenance task is justifiable
frort an economic standpoint.

Block 3.
(a)

Block 3 is addressed to identify scheduled tasks
which can be perfonhed and which will decrease the
cost of ownership of the end item. To address this
first be determined whether a
block,
it must
scheduled task can be done. This can be determined
by applying the questions in blocks 4 through 12,
keeping in mind that the questions are being
addessed for noncritical components..

(b)

In determining if a scheduled maintenance task is
economically justified., the difference in ownership

cost for the end item must be calculated between a
maintenance plan that has a scheduled task(s) for
the component under analysis and a plan which calls
It
for only condition monitoring of th component.
be
is not intended that a complete life cycle cost
calculated for each alternative, but rather those
cost factors which would be different between the
alternatives should be determined.
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3

RCH actions for this item are not critical to
safety and/or trip success. After ROl philosophies have been established. for critical itens,
a determination is reluired to see if it is cost
effective to include ROl actions for this item
with those scheduled for critical items.

BLOCK

BI.00K 2

I

Is function/component I2!2J

Does the failure cause

failure critical

secondary failure(s)
which have a direct

for

safety and/or trip

success?

YES

adverse effect on safety
and/or trip success?
YES

-J

BlACK

I.

Can the operator detect an tmnpeiidingj
failure through routine monitoring

during normal operations, in time to
prevent safety hazard or trip

Figus

..

RCt4

12

Wic

abort?[j

S

.

S
BLOCK 13

All three methOds of RCH are possible-

select most cost effective/safe method

order of preference ii methods are
equally effective/safe is:

BLOCK 6
Is

1. Condition monitoring
2. On condition

there an

adverse relation-

Hard time replacement

ship between age,

and/or usage, and
reliability?

BLOCK 14

NO
Both condition monitoring and on condi-

BLOCK

tiom maintenance are possible-select most

S

cost effective/safe method. Reliance upon
condit monitoring alone to detect impending

BLOCK 23

by maintenance test

failures should be selected if the affect
on trip success is acceptable and. impact

II bird time replacement selected consider

or inspection? [Thy

upon -safety is nOt significant.

the cOst Of redesign to reduce cost/improve

Can impending

liE.

failure be detected

effectivenesS of condition monitoring and/or

a

BLOCK 15

on condition maintenance.

Use hard thue

limits only ii redesign is not coat effective

BLOCK

7

Both condition monitoring and hard time re-

and if the degradation in trip success reli-

placement are possible-select most cost effective/safe method. II methods are equally ef-

ability is not acceptable.

fective/safe, condition monitoring is preferre
Is there an

adverse realtion-

BLOCK 16

ship between age,

and/or usage, and
reliability?

[1W

Condition monitoring will be used, if cost-

effective/safety requirements are satisfiedotherwise redesign may be necessary.

Figure 12
RCM Logic (Cont'd)

BLOCK ii
Both on condition maintenance and hard time reIf methodS are equally
effective/safe, on conditionmaintenance is pre-

placement are possible.

BLOCK 9
Is there an
YES
adverse relation
ship between

BLOCK 18

and (or usage,
reliability?

>

On condition maintenance will be used if costeffectiveness/safety requirements are satisfiedotherwise redesign may be necessary.
BLOCK 19
Hard time replacement prior to failure or coot ttion monitoring and replacement at failure are

possible PO4 alternatives.

BLOCK 11

(1

effective/safe method.

BLOCK 8

Select the rost Coat

If methods are equally

efféctivèlsafe, condition monitoring Is preferred.
failure

Can impending

'0

L.j

failure be detected

detectable by

BLOCK 20

when or alter

I

by maintenance test
I
or Inapection?
[N5j

Hard tine replacement is the only preventative

I

Hal alternative availèble. On condition maint- I
enance men be usEd to detect failures after
they occur.

BLOCK 10

BLOCK 21

Is there an

Condition monitoring is required to detect

adverse relation-

ship between age,
and/or usage and

failure.

BLOCK

Consider effeüt of failure on safety

and/or effectiveness

- if not acceptable

-

re-

design is necessary.

reliability?'
by

BLOCK 22
On condition maintenance required to dEt&t
failures.
Consider effect of failures on safety and/or effectiveness - if not acceptable -

redesiwt is necessary.

Fi.,i2
RCM Logi
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I

Consideration must also be givet to any' manpOwer,
don'ntime, and/or availability constraints on the
end item if an additional scheduled task is included in the maintenance plan for a noncritical
If a substantial cost savings can be
component.
realized through some scheduled maintenance action
which impacts one or more system constraints, then
It is not
a trade-off analysis would b.e performed.
envisioned that a scheduled maintenance aótiOn for
components
be
would
economically
noncritical
jtkstifiable In many cases.
(c)

This block should nOt be addressed until the RCM
logic has been applied to the critical components
of the system/equipment under analysis because the
results of the critical component analysis could
affect the cost of feasible scheduled tasks on
noncritical components. For example, a noncritical
inspection may not be economically justifiable by
itself, as it requires access time and cost, but if
the access time and cost is determined to be
required for a critical component inspection, then
the noncritical inspection may be justifiable. For
this reason, the economic aápects of nonôritical
tasks should only be addressed after the scheduled
niaintenance requirements for critical components
If the analysi.s shows that schedare determined.
uled maintenance (on-condition, hard time, or both)
on the noncritical component under analysis does
re4uce the cost of ownership of the .system/eqtipment, then this task(s) would be included in the
If a scheduled task is
Overall maintenance plan.
not feasible or is nOt economically justified for
the noncritical component under analysis, then the
component would be operated to failure and only
unscheduled maintenance would be performed on it.

Block 4. The question in block 4 is intended to identify:
those critical failure modes which can be detected
through rOutine operator rnonitoring with sufficient
leadtime to prevenE a trip abort and/or safety hazard.
If there is a high probability that the failure mode
under analysis can be detected iiith sufficient leadtime
before it will acthalIy occur to preeñt. a. t±ip abort or
incurrence of a safety hazard, then the question is
This is the case for failure irtodes
answered "yes".
which have a sufficient time difference between onset of
initial degradation and actual failure and a means .f
The detection means can be in the
detecting the onset.
form of instrumentation (gauges, warning lights, etc.)
The
(sound,
or
operational characteristics
etc.).
question is answered "no" if the Operator cannot detect
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an impending failure, or if the time difference between
onset and actual failure is not long enough to prevent a
trip abort or safety ha2ard.

Block 5.
(a)

The question in this block is addressed t.o identify
the potential efficiency of a scheduled maintenance
task on the component tinder analysis. The question
must be considered in two parts.
First, the
impending failure must be physically detectable
either by visual inspect-ion or through use of test
or measurement
equipment.
To
be
detectable,
measurable physical properties of the component
must change with the onSet of degradation to allow
identification of impending failure through comparison with normal properties.

(b)

The second consideration is the probability that
the scheduled inspection or test will coincide with
the time between failure onset and occurrence so
that the impending failure will be cAught.
As an
example, a component which fails within seconds
after the. onset of any measurable degradation would
The
not be a good candidate for a scheduled taEk.
probability that any reasonable inspection interval
would result in the inspection occurring within the
time between onset and failure is very small in
the
this
case;
consequently,
payoff would be
extremely small..
On the. other hand, if the time
between measurable fa-ilure onset. and actual failure
occurrence is measured in days or months, then an
inspection interval can be established which would
result in a high probability of detecting the
In
failure under analysis before it Occurs.
answering this consideration, the failure distributions from the Reliability pro4ram, data from a
historical review, and applicable test results must
be analyzed.

Cc)

Block
(a)

.

If the impending failure is physically measurable
and a reasonable task interval can be established
which results in an acceptable probability of
detection, then the question in block 5 is answered
"yes".
If one or both of these considerations is
not met, then block 5 is answered "no".
6.

The question in this block is addressed to identify
wearout-type
components
and
determine the
to
feasibility
of
scheduling
type
a
hardtime
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C

this question is
replacement of the component.
answered "yes" if the probability of component
failure increases as calendar time or usage indicators (operating hours, miles, rounds, cycles)
increase. For these items, a scheduled removal can
be identified at a point in time or after a spedified antount of usage when the probability of
failure increases to an unacceptable level.
Removal and replacement with a new item will
decrease the ptobability of fail e back to its
original level. This quest-ion is answered "no" if
the probability of failure is independent of both
calendar time and usage. This is the case for
components which exhibit an exponential failure
rate.

(b)

In answering the question in this block as "yes",
should be noted that a means of measuring the
interval between scheduled replacements must be
provided for the component. If the usage on the
bOthponent cannot ? etonomicaily maintained, then
the question in this block is answered "no" because
a hatdtithe .teplac.ement wou]d not be feasible.

it

Block

7,.

block

6

The same

iñst±üdtions that were provided for

apply to block 7.

The same instructions that
àppl' to block 8.
Block 9. The same inst±udtions that
blocki 7 apply to block 9.
Block 10. The sam e instruct-ions that

Block 8.

bloök

were provided for

5

were provided for
were provided .f or

to block 10.
Block 11. The question in block 11 is addresssd to
idePtify hidden functions wè±e itscurrencé of the failure
mode may go undetected until the function is required.
If the operator cannot detect that. a failure has occurred, then on-condition type tests or inspections may
be required to insure that a failure has not occurred
and that there is a high probability that the hidden
function will be available when required.
Block 12.. The same instruct-ions that were provideld for
block 11 apply to block 12..
blodk

7

Block

13...

(a)

apply

This

block identifies

critical

characteristics

exhibit wearout
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components that
and impending

failures can be detected by both routine operator
monitoring and maintenance test or inspection. For
components in this class, condition monitor-ing is
alwa's perforthed and on-condition and/or hard time
tasks is only included if condition monitoring does
not maintain the required trip success and/or
safety levels.
If this is the case, then on-condition and/or hard time maintenande would be considered if their inclusion in the maintenance plan
would satitfy the trip success safety requirements.
(b)

For the components that fall into this category
after application of the RçM logic, routine operator monitoring during no±ttal operations would
provide a" acceptable le'iel of reliability and
safety at the least cost.

Block 14. This block
identifies critical components
whéie impending failures can be detected by the operator
through routine monitoring and by maintehañce test or
inspection.
For components in this class, the condition
monitoring by the operator is selected and the on-condition task is not required as long as both offer the same
probability of detection.
If the analysis shows that
the on-condition test or inspection provides a more
reliable detection probability, then it should be
considered for inclusion in the maintenance plan alotig
with the condition monitoring requirement.
Block 15. This block identifies critical components that
exhibit wearout characteristics and the operator can
detect impending failures through routine monitoring.
For components in this class, condition thonitoring is
done by the operator and an aflalysis would have to be
performed to justify a hardtime task against the component.
A hardtime task, would not be justifiable for
components that can be condition-monitored unless a
hardtime replacement limit can be established with a
high degree of confidence and supported with real and
applicable data, and the analysis shows that hardtine
replacement would sustain in higher level of reliability
and/or safety.

Block 16. This block
identifies critical components
where impending failures can be detected by the operator
through routine monitoring, but on-condition and hardtime maintenance tasks would not p±ovide any benefit.
For these components, äondition monitoring would be the
only maintenance requirement other than the unscheduled
repair or replacement tasks after an ithpending failure
is detected.
If the condition monitoring does not
sustain
the
required
safety
levels
and
trip
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effectiveness, then feasible redesigns must be addressed
to satisfy the requirements.

Block 17.
(a)

This block identifies critical components that
characteristics
and
impending
wearout
exhibit
failures can be detected through maintenande test
For components that fall into this
or inspections.
and safety
the
inherent reliability
category,
levels can be preserved by either a hardtime
replacement or an on-condition test or inspection.
Ha±dtithe replacement and on-condition test may both
be feasible to maintain acceptable reliability!
Each of the thtee alternatives must
safety levels.
be analyzed in terms of cost and the reliability
and safety levels that can be maintained under each
alternative.

(b)

For those cases where the frequency of the oncondition type task iâ high, a hardtime replacement
may be more cost effective if the hardti.ie limit
can be established with a high degree of confidence
ad it provides the necessary reliability and
in other cases where the
safety protection levels.
cothonent is costly and/or there is not enough data
to establish a hatdtime replacem:ent limit with any
degree of confidence, then the on-condition type
In each case, the
task may be more cost effective.
benefits and risks of each alternative maintenance
policy should be analyzed to select the most
If both on-condition and hardtime are
effective.
conside±ed feasible then the benefits and risks
should justify the selection of the alternative.
This alternative would be chosen if neither the
hardtime limit nor the on-condition limits can be
established with a high degree of confidence and
cost/safety effectiveness can be improved by the
If both are equally effective/safe,
use of both.
then the on-dondition task is preferred over the
hardtime task.

Block 18.
(a)

This block identifies critical components where the
only feasible means of sustaining the inherent
±elIabilitfr and safety levels is through an oncondition type mainteñanóe test or inspection. For
these components the frequency of the Echeduled
inspection or test must be established along with
the critical values/characteristics of the component which separate a good component from one which
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has experienced an onset of failure.
These -::itical characteristics should be clea±ly stateu and
easily Irteathirabie wherever possible to prevent
uncertainty on the part of inspector or tester
after performing the required task.
If the reliability and safety levels without an on-condition
task are acceptable, then no on-condition maintenance is required.
(b)

Component redesign should be considered when the
on-condition task does not maintain the required
safety levels or trip effectiveness.

Block 19.
(a)

This block identifies critical components that
exhibit
wearout characteristics,
but impending
failures cannot be detected either through routine
operator monitoring or by maintenance tests or
inspections.
Actual failures are detectable by the
operator either at the time of occurrence or after
oOcurrencé so that unscheduled repair or replacement can be accomplished in the event of failure.
For these components, the only feasible scheduled
task that will prevent or decrease the probability
reliability and/or safety deterioration to
of
unacceptable levels would be a scheduled removal at
specified intervals of time or usage.
If the
reliability and safety levels are adequate without
the hardtime task, then it should not be included
in the maintenance plan.

(b)

Prior to making a final detetmination foE components in this category, an analysis is made concetning the feasibility of redesign to provide a
means of maintenance testing or inspection for
impending failures.
The ability to test for
specified wear or degradation limits might reduce
the number of component replacements and consequently provide a life cycle dost savings when
analyzed with the cost Of redesign to provide the
This alternative is espedeteotion capability.
cially considered for high value components where
hardtime replacements are the only means of sustaming the required reliability alid safety levels.

Block 20.
(a)

This block identifies critical components that
exhibit
wearout dharacteristics,
impending
but.
failures cannot be detected either through routine
operator monitoring or by maintenance tests or
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actual failures go
In addition,
inspections.
undetected by tlie operator due to the hidden-funcFor components that
tion nature Of the component.
fall into this class, an on-condition type maintenance test or inspectioh must be included in the
maintenance plan to detect failures that have
Occurred and insure that there is a high probability of the hidden function being available when
required.
(b)

addition to the on-condition task to detect
failures that have occurred, a scheduled hardtime
replacement is established based on the wearout
characteristics of the component to prevent or
decrease the probability of reliability and/or
levels,
to
unacceptable
safét
deterioration
Establishment of the hardtixne task is dependent
upon an analysis to determine the feasibilit and
cost effect-iveness of redesigning the component
If
under analysis as described under block 19.
reliability and safety levels are adequate without
the tasks, then they should not be included in the
maintenance plan.
In

Block 21.

.

(a)

This block identifies components which have critical
failure modes with no means of detecting
irripending failures or reducing the probability of a
Actt&al failures are
trip abort or safety hazard.
detectable by the operator either at the time of
occurrence or after occurrence so that unscheduled
repair or replacement can be accomplished in the
For components in this category
event of failure.
One alternative is to
there ate twO alternatives.
redesign or make redundant the component and/or
interfacing components to eliminate the critical
failure modes or to provide a me4ns of detecting
In the second case, no
the impending failure.
scheduled maintenance is performed and the ±isks of
incurring a trip abort or safety hazard would have
to be acceptable.

(b)

the
To determine which alternative is taken,
feasibility ad costs of the redesign must be
determined along with the potential benefits from
In some cases, the required tedesign
the redesign.
may involve the ad4ition of a test point or measurement device, while in other ca!es the cost of
redesign may be prohibitive or the redesign may not
The intent of the RCM
be technically feasible.

logic in this case is to highlight the problem so
that the possible solutions may be addressed.

Block 22.
(a)

The block identifies components which have critical
failure modes with no méañs of detecting impending
failures, no wearout characteristics, and no means
for the operator to detectS fa-ilures tliat have
occurred.
For components that fall into this
category, an on-condition type task is included in
the maintenance plan to deteOt failures that have
occurred and to insure that there is a high probability of the hidden function being available when
required.

(b)

There are two alternative courses of action that
can be taken because of the nondetectability of
impending failures.
The first is to redesign or
make redundant the component and/or interfacing
c.ompohehts to eliminate the critical failure modes
or provide a means of detecting impending failures.
The second alternative is to accept the inherent
probability of failure and risk of incurring a trip
abort and/or safety hazard.

(c)

To determine which alternative should be taken, the
feasibility and costs of a redesign or addition
must be determined along with the potential benefits from each one.
In some cases the required
redesign may involve the addition of a test point
or measurement device, while in other cases the
cost of redesign may be prohibitive or a redesign
may not be technically feasible.

Block 23. This block is included in the RCM logic to
highlight those areas where redesign should be actively
pursued as an alternative to hidtime replacements.
Hardtime replacements should be included only if required mission and safety levels cannot be achieved
through condition monitoring and/or on-condition maintenance. and a redesign to achieve the required levels is
not feasible or is not cost effective.
In section 1V1 utilizing the RTU as desdribed in the previous
sections, RCN will be applied for the model examples.

.
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IV.

RCM DETERMINATES
This section contains illustrative examples of RGM application to the RflJ equipment described in Section II and documentation in accordance with the logic sequencing process as
The results presented in these
described in Section III.
examples do not necessarily reflect the most cost effective
maintenance plan for all items of the same class Or cOnfrnodiThe examples are only intended to reflect the process of
ty.
RCM logic application and documentation.
Example

1:

Relay Input Card

The component under analysis is a relay input card that is
used to interface the Digital Input Card to field equipment.
such as train control equipment, traction power equipment,
fire and intrusion alarm equipment, and status displays.
the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) data available (see Figure 2 ih Section II), the RCM
logic is applied with the following results.:

Using

Block 1.
Is component failure critical for safety and/or
This question would be answered "yes" because
success?
trip
the failure modes identified do independently produce a
(See Figure 13 for logic sequencing of
revenue trip abort.
Input
Relay
Card).
the
This block is not addressed because of the "yes"
Block 2.
1.
block
to
ansWer
Block 3.
block 1.

This block

is not

addressed due to

t.he

"yes"

in

Block 4.
Can the operator detect an impending failure
through routine monitoring during normal operations, in time
This question is
to prevent safety hazard or trip abort?
answered "no" for both failure modes because the failure
detection method is based on remote testing or inspection and
has no capability of remote monitoring from a central control
facility.
Blocks 5-7.
These blocks are not addressed because block
was ãfisweTred "no" for both failure modes.

.
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Figure 13.
RCM Logic for Relay Input Card (Cont'd)

...

Block 8.
Can impending failure be detected by maintenance
test or inspection?
This question is answered "yes" because
of the rationale given for block 4.
Block 9.
is there an adverse relationship between age,
No real and appliaffd/of usage, and reliability?
Unknown..
data
is
aVailable
to
determine
the
cable
if
predicted failure
modes are age dependent or whether they are caused by excessive stress applied during operation.
Because there is no
data to support this question, it should be answered "no" for
each failure mode.
Blocks 10-12. These blocks are not addressed because block
was answered "yes" for both failure modes.

8

Blocks 13-16.. These blocks are not addressed because block
was answered "nb" for both failure modes.

4

Block 17.
This block is not addressed because of the "no"
answer for block 9.

Application of the RçM logic to the failure modes identified
for the relay input card has led to block 18.
The instructions for block 18 are contained in Figure 13.
Using the
cost equation of on-condition maintenance from Section II,
the minimum cost inspection interval can be determined.
It
is derived as follows [4]
If CTi = $30.00; Cf = $29,000. and F(Ti) = 0.79 (FAN)
Ti = 9600 hours or every 400 days.

This time represents the interval during which an inspection
of the sixteen (16) telay input cards will detect impending
failures.

Example2: Digital Input Card
This component interfaces digital points to the DGM data bus
and provides level detection, contact wetting (for the relay
input card), .inut protection, and signal conditioning.
the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
data available (See Figure 3 in Section II), the RCM
logic is applied with resuità similar to the relay input
See Figure 14 for logic sequencing of the Digital
card.
Input Card.
Using the cost equation of on-condition maintenance from Section II, the minimum cost inspection is
determined.

Using

(FMECA)

.
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and/or usage, and

cost-

satisfied-

Ability?

HOCK 8

BLOCK 12
I

-

!7s faihire detectable byTYF.S
ups jhen Or alter

-

I

it

I

L__..icurs?

1.
i._..

Fig,
RCM Logic for :Digi

I

J

an

JI
________

condition maintenance and hard time re1
placement are possible. If methods are equally
effective/sale, on condition maintenance is
Roth on

jrred..

I

Is there

$

BLOCK 22

--

-- -----

condition maintenance required to detect fat-Iurea. Consider effect of failures on safety and/
or effectiveneSs-if not acceptable-redesign is
On

LrrL --------

14

Input Card (Cont'd)

-

S

.

El:

BLOOC 3

licK act ions

r

--

-

I

a determination is required to see if it is
P

cost effective to include Rth actions for this p
em with those scheduled for critical fterns.j

BLOCK 2

BLLXt 1
is lunction/conpon- U!

-

-- p.4ioes

for safety and/or trip
IV

the failure cause

secondary failure(s) which

ent failure critical

success?

for this item are not critical to
safety and/or trip success? After 1(01 phLtsophies have been established for critical ttems,I

1

have a direct aderse

affect on safety and/or

LtrI_

I

liEu
BLOCK 4

a'

Can the operator detect

ha

an impending failure

through routine monitoring
during normal operations, tn
time to prevent safety hazard or trip abort?

Figure 14.
RCM Logic for Digital Input Card

- --(

If F(Ti) = 0.81 (FAN)

Ti = 7440 hours or every 310 days

This time represents the interval during which an inspection
of the eight (8) digital input cards will detect impending
failures.

Example

3:

Processor Card

The CPU or Processor Card is typically the heart of the Rfl.
It provides the functional control for all other components
of the unit.
It OOttains a micro-computer, memories, communications interface, and logic for the data bus control. The
data bus is used to interface the I/O cards to the microcomputer using the FMECA data available (See Figure 3 in Section
CM logic is applied with the fol:lowing results:
II), t1e

Failure Modes

(Block

1)

The failure modes of the Processor are critical because the
effects represent a complete loss of function to the RTIJ.
Subsequently, a revenut service trip can be aborted. Impending failu±es can be detected by the Central Control operator
(block 4) by a t'isual annunication of RTU failure (which is
controlled by the processor internal to the RTU), and by
maintenance test and inspection (block 5) through visual
checks of the "CPU RUN" L.E.D. and through testing of the
initialization sequence. In addition, there is no supportive
evidence that the failure modes exhibit an increasing failure
rate with age or usage (block 6).
The RCM analysis shows that both condition mOnitoring and
In this case however,
on-condition maintenance are feasible.
the condition monitoring node satisfies both trip success and
Consequently, an on-condition maintesafety requirements.
See
nance task is not lustifiable for either failure mcde.
Figure 15 for logic sequencing of the PrbcCssor Board.

Example

4.:

Modem Subassembly

The modem unit contains two (2) modems which provide data
communications interfacing between the far end RTU and near
end Data Processing. equipment. The primary modem is normally
selected for receipt of seria:l data from the near end equipment. The seOondary mo.dem is used in the event of a failure
Automatic switOhover is provided for
to the primary modem.
these units.

USing the Fault Absorption Model data for the modem units
from Section II (See Figures 9a through 9F), the RCM logic is

.
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BLOCK

I

FiKac t ions

-

for U, is itea are eat crtttce.t t
1
1safety and/or trip success? Alter RCM philosop
phies have been established for critical items,
a determination is required to see if it is cost'
effect1ve to include ROl actions for this item

those scheduled for critical items.

BU)cK

RI.00K I

Is

lunction/iompon-tJ---

- -s{ioes

2

the failure

ent failure critical

cause secondary

for safety and/or trip

failure(s) which

a

success?

I

have a direct adI

verse affect on
safety and/or tr!p

I

I

BLOCK 4
Lff5L

Can the operator detect an impending failure

YES

through routine monitoring during normal operationS, in time to prevent safety hazard or trip
abort?

C

ocessor Board
RCM Logic FIgS1S
fo

.

L0]

applied with results shown in Figute 16.
scheduled maintenance tasks are required

Subsequently, no
these units.

for

Since the modem subassembly has failure annunciation capability which allows single modem failures at the far end to be
displayed at a Central Control facility, it wouldn't be cost
If this annunication
effective to conduct any RCM actions.
event of a modem
failure
the
capability was not provided,
simply
be absorbed.
and
would
would still remain noncritical
would
be
unfeasible,
because of
Consequently, any RCM actions
9F).
Figure
rate
(See
the very low unrestricted repair

U

C
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BLOCK 13

ILi

seli

three methods of

most cost effective/safe method order of préference if methOds are equally effEctive/safe

BLOCK6

I

r*Iis:
I

there an
YES
adverse relationis

U

1.

Condition monitoring

2.

On condition

I

-

(__3. Hard time replacement

ship between age,,
and/or usage, and

I

I
I

BLOCK 14
I

reliabi'ltty?

stoa

NO
Both condition monitoring and on condition
are possible-select most cost effec-

S

tive/safe methock

Can impending

I

Imaintenance

Reliance upon condition men-

ttoring èlone to detect impending failures

YES

failure be detected

should be selected

BLOCK 23

if the affect on trip success

by maintenance test

is acceptable and impact upon safety is nOt sig-

lu hard

or inspection? NO

nificaht.

Icost of redesign to reduce cost/improve effectiveneas of condition monitoring and/or on con-

BLOCK 15

dition maintenance.
'r

'lii redesign

'I

BLOCK

L_

7

r

.4ith

is there an
YES.
adverse realtion-'

I

condition monitoring and hard tine replace_I
ment ore possibleselect most cost effective/safe method.
If methods are equally effectivef-'
saf

condition monitoring

reliability?

preferred.

Use hard

tSe

limits only

cost effective and ii the
pdegradation in trip success reliability is not
Is not

1:acceptáble.

-J

BLOCK 16

NO

lndUionmonftodna
I

L

.

is

ship between age,

and/or usage, and

time replacement selected consider the

I

.

wfll beuseiL if cost-cf fecfl

tive/safety require;ents are satisfied-otherwise

-

redesign nay be necessary.

Fig
RCM Logic for Proc

15..

or Board (Cont'd)

.

S

[]

BLOCK 3

this item are not critical to
safety and/or trip success? After RCN philosophies have been established for critical items,
a determination is requited to see if it is cost
effective to include RQI actions for this item
with those scheduled for critical
Kol actions for

its.

BLOCK

l

Is function/conponr UN
ent failure Critical
for safety and/br trip
success?
C'

BWQ( 2

Don the failure cause JQJ
secondary failure(s) which
have a direct adverse
affect on Gaiety and/or
trip success?
BLOcK 4

1n the operator detect

-

sn impending

'al

time to prevent safety haz-

trLr

Figure 16.
RCM Logic for Redundant Modem Unit

failure thro-

ough, routine monitoring dur.ing normal operations, in

V.

.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, the concepts and methodologies sbown in the
previous sections can be utilized to determine scheduled
maintenance tasks and optimize the level of maintenance
required f or rail rapid transit systems.
A irlyriad of formulas are developed to miftimite failures of service critical
components and optimize proportionately the number o scheduled maintenance tasks to the total maintenance actions
petformed.
Therefore, the effect of failures to reveñüe
serVice activity tasks can be either absorbed or minimized in
the level of impact, as can the related costs of the total
maintenance application.

These methodologies can be implemented from final design to
the fully operational project phase of a transit system.

Elements of this paper were used to develop the maintenance
plans for the connunications system of the Niagara Frontier
(Buffalo) Light. Rail Transit System.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

_______________________________________

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM PESIGN
______________________________

cRITERIA AND STANDARDS

-

VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

REQ. ID.
2.4.2.1

CONTRACT No
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

REQUIREMENT

COMMENT

YES NO

Combustible Content
Total combustible conteht of each
transit vehicle shall not exceed a
heating value of 60,000,000 ETU of
which no more than 33,000,000 BTU (55%)
of the total combustible value shall be
permitted above the floor assembly.

S

Each combustible matefial shall be
specifically identified by supplier's
name and type, shape arid use in the
vehicle, and total weight and heating
talUe.

Heating values from this list
totalled for vehicle interior
materials (including ducting,
other interior materials, for
materials not underfloor, and
underf loot materials.

shall be

surface
etc.), for
exterior
for all

2.4.2.2

Flanutäbilit' of VehiclE Materials

2.4.2.2.1

Upholstery and other fabric materials
shall be tested by FAA Regulations
25.. 853 vertical test, Appendix F (b),
with the following modifications:
A.

Average flame time after removal of
the flame source may not exceed 10
seconds.
(

12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL.

1,

SECTION 2.4

REVIEW LEVEL:

REQUREMENT

REQ. I.D.
B.

CONTRACT No.:

COMMENT

YES NO

Burn length shall not exceed 6
inches.

C.

Flaming dripping shall

riot

be

allowed.
D.

2.4.2.2.2

Fabrics that must be washed or dry
cleaned must meet the requirements
of parts A, B, and C above, after
leaching, according to Federal Test
Method 191b, Method 5830, or after
dry cleaning according to AATCC-861968.
Fabrics that cannot, be machine washed or dry cleaned must be
so labeled and must pass the leaching test as well as parts A, B, and
C, after being cleahed as recOnfrnended by the manufacturer.

Seat cushions shall be capable of
passing the ASTM E162-78 Radiant Panel
Test with a flame-propagation index (I
not exöeeding 10.
AdditiOnal provisioL
are:

12/17/86 - Rev.
SNT 7570

A.

There shall be no flaming running or
dripping of the material during the
test.

B.

Wire mesh screening shall be used
(in adcordance with Section 5.9.2 of
ASTM E162-78)
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SOUTHERN CAIJFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

C
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

RE VIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND $TNP4RPS - VOL.

REQ. ID.

1,

SECTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT
C.

A 6-inch pilot flame ha1l be used
with the burner tip situated 1*
inches beyond the frame to prevent
its being extinguished.

D.

Aluminum foil shall be used to wrap
arotind the back and sides of the

CONTRACT Np.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

speeimen.

2.4.2.2.3

The comosite of seat cushions and seat
upholste±' doverings shall be capable of
passing the procedures req ired in
.2.4.2.2.2 with an I
not exceeding 35.

2.422.4

Thermal and acoustical insulation,
tested in its end-use configuration, and
seat frames and seat shroUds shall be
capable of passing the ASTM E162-78
Radiant Panel Test with an I not
exceedixig .25, with the addidonal
provisions of 2.4.2.2.2.

2.4.2.2.5

Wall an ceiling panels, windscreens,
partitions1 and dücting (including all
materials in air-handling enclosures)
shall be capable of passing the ASTM
E162-78 Radiant Panel Test with an I
not exceeding 35,. with the added proksion that there shall be no flaming
running or dripping.

2.4.2.2.6

Transparencies such as glazing, light
diffusers, and windscreens shall be
capable of passing ASTM El62-78 Radiant

12/17/86 - Rev.
SNT 7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE:
REVIEWER:
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:

MET0

REVIEW AEFERENCE:

RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL.

REQ. LD.

1,

SECTION 2.4

REQUREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

Panel Test with an I
not exceeding
100. Testing shall
on the car interior side and when these transparencies aEe located at the end of vehicles,
the exterior side shall be tested as
well.

L

The flOor-covering material placed over
the stIüctural f loot shall be capable of
passing the "Flooring Radiant Pahel
Test" (NFPA 253) with a minimum critical
radiant. flux of 0.50 watts/cm.

2.4.2.2.7

Flooring material shall be tested
toget1er with any Underlay that may be
used.

The flooring shall pass this test after
being cleaned; the number of such cleanings shall be sptcifiéd.

2.4.2.2.8

Elastomers, used as door nosing and
seals, and window gasketing shall be
capable of passing ASTM C542-78.

2.4.2.3

Smoke Emission of Vehicle Interior
Materials
All mateiial listed in 2.4.2.2 shall be
tested for smoke emission in accordance
with ASTM E662-79, "Smoke Generated by
Solid Materials".
The optical density
in
(D
both flaming and nonflànfing
moLs, determined in accordance with the
test, shall not exceed 200 in 4 minutes.
)

[[I
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

F]
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REViEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:.

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE 'SAFETY

RE VIEW REFERENCE:

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJE .. SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDAEDS

REQ. I.D.
2.4.2.4

-

VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

Fire Characteristics, of Exterior

VèhtIé
2.4.2.4.1

The vehicle' design shall arràngè ãpparatus external to the passenger compartment, wherever practical, so as to isolate potential ignition source's from
combUstible material and to control fire
and smoke pröpagátion'.

Where it is necessary to install àppa±atus in passenger vehicles, suitable
shields or' enclosures shall be provided
to isolate the apparatus from the
pasenc4er cdmpartmërit.
2.4.2.4.2

Battery cases shall be spaced well away
from combustible materials at the
vehicle trucks, and away from undervehicle sources of high temperatures
such as resistor banks and compressors.

2.4.2.4.3

Exterior Eurfacés of vehicle end daps
shall b capable of passing ASTM E162-78
Radiant Panel Test with an I not
exceeding 35.

2.4.2.4.4

Vehicle end caps and floor shall be designed to preclüde propagation of underfloor fire to vehicle interior.

2.4.2.4.5

Vehicle end caps shall be completely
separated from th,e vehicle interior by
vehicle exterior panels, or the void

a]
12/17/86 - Rev.
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DAtE

GROUP:

____

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

PZE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

REQ. ID.

VOL. 1, SECTION

.4

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.: _____________
REVIEW LEVEL-: ________________

YES NO

COMMENT

space fulls' filled with thermal insulation meeting the requirements of
2.4.2.2.8 and 2.4.2.3.
The interior surface of the end caps
shall meet the liner material requirements of 2.4.2.2.4 and 2.4.2.3.
2.4.2.5

Toxicity
Those materials and products generally
reco4nized to have high toxic products
of combustion shall not be üsêd.

2.4.2.6

Underfloori Fire Separations

2.4.2.6.1

The vehicle floor assembly shall be
capable of passing ASTM E-ll9 fire
endurance test for its classification.
The test time period selected shall be
equal to that time necessary for safe
evacuation of a maximum load of passengers from the vehicle in the worst case
situation, or one hour, whichever is
greater.

2.4.2.6.2

the test specimen shall. be a full-width
vehicle section, including a portion of
the vehicle walls which extend below the
upper suffice to the vehicle floor.

Specimen shall have an exposed area of
180 square feet.
This area may be reduced to meet a length limitation im-

12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.
METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

CERTIFIABLE EtEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

R EVIE.WEft

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:.
-

REVIEW REFERENCE.

METRO RAIL PROCT SYSTEM DESIGN
____________________________

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

REQ. ID.

-

- VOL. 1,

SEcTION 2.4

REQLMREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

posed by the size of the test furnace,
but the length should not be less than
15 feet.

No fewer than two typical penetrations
shall be included in the test specimen,
which should be spactd from each other
at a distance no greater than will
e*ist in the actual cOnsttüction
2.4.2.6.3

Specimen shall be placed within the combustion chamber with a clearance not
less than 8 inches from the furnace
wäl 1.

2.4.a.6.4

The test specimen shall. be loaded to
represent a crush passenger load.

2;4.2.6.5

Conditions of acceptance for this test
shall be those required for unrestrained
assembly.

2.4.3

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

2.4.3.1

All motors, motor control, current
collectors, and auxiliaries shall bea
type and construction suitable for use
on fixed tramway tranSit vehicles;

2.4.3.2

Gap and Creepage

2.4.3.2.1

Electrical circuits and associated
cablihg shall be designed With gap and
creepage distance between voltage

0
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:

FIRE/LIFE

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW RE'FERENCE:

CRITERIA

SAFETY

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

AND STANDARDS

-

SEcTION 2.4

REQ. 1.0.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No: _______________
REVIEW LEVEL:

CQ$IMENJ

YES NO

and carby ground, in
accotdance with the environmental

potentials

conditions to which the cithuits àñd
cabling will be subjected.
2.4.3.2.

The air gap distances between voltage
potentials (up to 2000 volts) and ground
in enclosed, clean, dty environments
shall be consistent with the followning

formula:
Gap (inches) = 0.125 + (0.0005 x

nominal voltage)

In selecting

air

gap dIstances, special

consideration shall be given to the

presence of dontaminants encroaching
üpoh the normal free air environment.

2.4.3.2.

Creepagé distanCe for voltage potentials
the requireto ground shall comply

tth

ments specified in the following documents:
Ut 508 - For voltages up to and including 300 V a or dc

NFPA 130

-

For voltages above 300 V ac

or dc.

In other than ordinary enclosed environments, c±eepage distances shall be
modified according to the anticipated

severity of the environment.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIASLE ELEMENT:

GAO U P

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIE SAETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS -

REQ. LD.

- PASSENGER VEHICLE

VOL.. 1,

SECTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT

2.4.3.3

Propulsion Motors

2.4.3.3.1

Motors shall be rated and tested per
American Standard for Rotating Electric
Machinery for Rail and Road Vehicles,
IEEE 1.1.

2.4.3.3.2

Motor leads shall have an insulation
suitable for the operating environment
and shall be iüpported and ptotecthd so
as to Offer the least possible chance Of
mechanical damage.

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

C6MMENT

YES NO

Motor leads where entering the frame
shall be securely clamped and shall fit
snugly so as to prevent moisture from
entering the xnotóE case.
Drip loops shall be formed in motor
leads so as to minimize water running
along the lead onto the motor case.

Motor leads shall be sized according to
IEEE S-135 or using 150% rms current
whichever is greater. The ntis cüIrent
shall be based upon continuojis roundtrip operation of an AW2 consist between
and including Union Station and North
Hollywoad Station, operating at PL-1,
stopping at stations, and observing
speed restrictions and the service
braking rates. Primary voltage shall
be 700 V do in propulsion and 750 V dc
in eledtrio bräkiñg.
Intermediate

E1
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CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFEAEICE:

MEO

RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SEcTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD.

CONTRAOT No
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

station dwell time shall be 20 seconds,
and terminal statidn turnback time shall
be 120 secOnds.
2.4.3.4

Motor Control

2.4.3.4.1

Motor doñtrbl shall be rated and tested
per American Standard for Electrical
Control Apparatus for Land Transportation Vehicles, IEEE 16.

2.4.3.4.2

Control equipment enclosures shall be
arranged and installed to provide
p±ótectiOñ against mbistu±e ad mechani-

LI

cal damage.

2.4.3.4.3

Metal enclosures that surround arcing
devices shall be lined with insulating
material approved by the authority
hating jurisdiction, *ith the e*céption
that lining will not be required when
the arc chutes extend through the enclosure and vent the arc to the outside
air.

AdeqUate shields or separations shall be
provide4 to prevent arcing to adjacent
apparatus and wiring.

24.3.5

Power Resistors

2.4.3.5.1

Self-ventilated resistors shall be
mounted with air space between resistor
elements and combustible materials.

r
12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

--

T

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE
R

REVIEW REFERENCE:

PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

RE:Q. I.D..

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

Heat-resistant barriers shall extend
horizontally beyond resistor supports to
ensure protection from overheated
resistors where necessary.
Forced ventilated resistors shall be
enclosures, or compartments of noncombustible material.
and shall b.e mounted with air space between the resistor enclosure and combustible materials.
thoünted in ducts,

.

PrOvisions shall be made to filter the
air whe±e the ope±ating environment is
severe.

2.4.3.5.2

2.4.3.5.3

Resistors and heating circuits shall
incorporate protective devices for the
following failures:
A.

Failure of ventilation air f 16w

B.

Failure of temperature controls

C.

Short circuit in supply wiring

ResiStor elemëhts shall be electricäil'
insulated froth the resistor frames, and
frames shall b.e insulated from supports.
When foroed ventilation i! provided, the
tesistor leads shall be se.curel' separated and cleated for protection in the

12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT

GROUP:

DATE:

RE VIEWER:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

________________________________

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL - 1, SECTION 2.4

REQ. I.D.

REQ1J1RE1ENt

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

event of loss of air circulation of the
ventilation system.
Leads shall be routed or p±otéóted from
resistor heat.

2.4.3.5.4

The current value used in determining
the minimum size of resistor leads shall
include an appropriate safety factor
based on the load dür±ent seen by the
lead under the most severe normal duty

.

cycle.

2.4.3.6

Current Collection

2.4.3.6.1

Clearance 0± shielding shall be pfoVided
between any part of the current collector assethbly that is at line voltage and
any other portion that is at ground
potential.
The shielding material shall be
noñcombustible.

2.4.3.6.2

The minimum size of current collector
leads shall be determined by adding the
sum of the maximum expected auxiliary
loads to the propulsion motor loads.
For a ptdülsion system equipped with
règenerátite capability, the regenerative load must be included with the
motor load.

.
12/17/86
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$tsourHERN CALIFORNIA RAPIb tRANSIT bISTRIcT
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

_____

REVIEWER
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

REQ. LD.

.

REdUIREMENT

2.4.3.7

Wiring

2.4.3.7.1

Single conductor wiring and conductors
forming part of a multi-conductor cable
between conttol groiip enclosures shail
e suitably sized per NEC.

2.4.3.7.2

Conductor sizes shall be selected by
determining rms currents in the conductors arid by cbnsidering maicirnujñ allowable voltage drops.

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YE$ NO

Conductors shall be no smaller than the
minimum sizes in 2.4.3.7.1.
COnducto±s shall be defated for grouping and for aEtbient temperature greater
than the manufacturer's design value, in
accordance with criteria specified by
NEC.

2.4.3.7.3

Electrical insulation for wiring and
power cable shall be capable of passing
the following tests:
Wires for lighting auxiliary circuits and for control, signal, and other
low-voltage (less than 100 V ac and 150
V dc) functions shall meet the requirements of IPCEA 5-19-81 ('dith Arnendtent
FR-i) paragraph 6.19.6.. or of UL 44 for
therrnosetting insulation and UL 83 for
thermoplastic insulation.
A.

.
12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT.:

GROUP:

_______________________________________

DATE:

_____________________

REVIEWER: ________________________________________
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL.

REQ. ID.

1,

SECTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

COM&ENT

YES NO

Power cable shall meet the requireB.
merits of IEEE Standard 383-1974, Section
2.5, with the additional requirement

that circuit integrit' continue for 5
minutes after the start of the test.

All other electrical insulation
shall meet sbitable tests for the
proposed use.
C.

.
.2.4.3.7.4

Conductors of all sizes shall be provided with mechanical and environmental
protection and shall be installed in
any one or combination of the following
ways:
In flexible metallic conduit or
raceways

A.

In nonmetallic raceway ducts or
flexible tubing suitable for vehicle
witing
B.

C.

In oable boxes

As nonmetallic sheathed cable
suitable for wiring

D.

Sufficient firestops shall be provided
in raceways, at floor penetrations, at
entrances to or exits from major components, and at changes of direction to
control the spread of fire.

12/17/86
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT.:

GROUP:.

DATE:

REVIEWER:

FIRE/LIFE

DISCIPLINE:

AND

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

DESIGN

RAIL PROJZCT SYSTEM
______________________________
STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

RE VIEW REFERENCE:.

CRITERIA

SAFETY

METRO

RE 0:1.0.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

CoMMENT

YES NO

Wires cOnnected to different sources of
energy shall not be cabled together or
run in the same conduit, raceway, tub-S
ing, junction box, or cable unless all
sübh vYires aEe instlated f& the highest
rated vOltage in such locations.

S

electronic control
apparatus shall not touch wires connected to a higher voltage sdurOe of energy
than control Voltage.
Wires connected to

Conduits, electrical metallic tubing,
non-metallic ducts or tubing and all
wires with their outer casings shall be
eflended into devices and cases where

±ãcticàl.

they shall be rigidly secured in place
by means of cleats, straps, or bushings
to prevent vibration or movement and to
give environmental protection.
Cônnectiois and teSiriations shall be
to asure their tightness and integrity.

made in a manner

Conductors and enclosures of any kind
shall be protected from the environment
and from mechanical damage.

0

2.4.3.8

Overload Protection

2.4.3.8.1

A

12/17/86 - Rev.
SNT7570

main automatic cixcüit line bideaker or
line switch and overload relay for the
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEW EA:
DISCIPLINE:.

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

RE\IEW REFERENCE:

c!AMP

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

ThJ.rPkPS

REQ. ID.

YP

1.

cTIP!H2..4

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

protection of the pOwer circuits shall
be provided.
Circuit breaker arc chutes, if utilized,
shall be vented directly to the outside
air -

.

2.4.3.8.2

Cartridge-type fuses, if used in addition to the automatic circuit breaker,
shall be installed in approved boxes or
cabinets.

Railway-type ribbon fuses, if used,
shall be installed in boxes especially
designed for this purpose and shall be
equipped with arc blowout aid.
Third rail shoe fuses mounted on the
shoe beams shall be mOunted so as to
direct the arc aSS' from g±oiinded parts.
2.4.3.8.3

Circuits used for purposes other than
propelling the vehicle shall be connected to the main cable at a point between
the current collector and the protective
device for the traction motors.

Each circuit or group of circuits shall
be provided with at least one circuit
breaker, a fused switch, or fuse located
as near as practicable to the pqint of
cbzineOtion of the auxiliary ciráuit, exc.ept that such protection may be omitted
in circuits controlling safety devices.

12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CAIJFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

_____________________________________

DAt

____________________

REVIEWER: ________________________________________
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:
CRITERIA

NW

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

STMDARDS

REQ. ID.
2.4.3.9

PASSENGER VEHICLE

T

VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.: _______________
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

COMMENT

YES NO

Battery Installation
The design of battery installation and
circUitry shall include the following:

Minimal use of orgAnic materials,
particularly those having hygroscopic
properties.
A.

.

B.
Fire-retardant treatment for organic
rr(aterials Used

Battery chargers designed for
protection against overcharging..
C.

Use of smoke and heat detectors, if
app±dpriate.
D.

Use of an emergency battery cutoff
switch, if appropriate.

E.

Isolation of battery compartment
from car interior using noncombustible
materials as defined in ASTM El36 if
àpprópriate.
F.

2.4.3.10

Testing and Maintenance

2.4.3.10.1

Qualification testing shall be performed
by the eqiiimnt manUfacturer in accordance with tests specified by the SCRTD.

2.4.3.10.2

Periodic maintenance shall be performed
in accordance with maintenance manuals

Li
12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTAERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DIStRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GAOUP:

DATE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:
CRITERIA

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

J)ARDS - vOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

ANt)

REQ. I.D.

______

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

furnished by the equipment manufacturer.
Frequency of maintenance shall be based
upon operating experience.

.

2.4.4

VENTILATION AND HEATING EQUIPMENT

2.4.4.1

Control of Ventilation Equipment

Vehicles shall have provision for
control of all ventilation equipment
thróüghoüt the trim from the controlling Sb, in the event of a fire..
2.4.4.2

24.4.2.1

Heater Protection
Heater forced air distiibUtion dUcts and
pleniims shall incoiporàte ovettéirfpéráture sensots
fusible links, or
'heané of

detecting insuffiäiént ait

flo*.

2.4.4.2.2

12/17/86 - Rev.
SNT7570

Heater elements shall incorporate
protective devices for the following
failures:
A.

Failure of the ventilation air flow

B.

Failure of the temperature controls

C.

Short circuits in suppl' witing
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNiA RAPID TRANSIt DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE

_____

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

REVIEW REFERENCE:
CRITERIA AND

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

STANUDS

VOL! 1, SECTIQN 2.4

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD..
2.4.5

EMERGENCY EGRESS AND ACCESS MEANS

2.4.5.1

Emergency Exits

2.4.5.1.1

All vehicle side doors and end doors
shall have capability for use as entergéncy exits.

.

CONTRACT No;:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

Side doors and end doors shall be
designed to be operable by patrons under
emergency conditions, including loss of
electrical power to these doors.

2.4.5.1.2

At least one vehicle side door on each
side and both end doors shall be designed tp be openable frOm the outside
b' rèscüe pefsonnel during power loss.

2.4.5.1.3

A means of exiting from the vehicle to
the t*ackway from side doors and ends of
the train shall be provided.

2.4.5.2

During design, consideration shall be
given to equippiHg the end doors between
all vehicles with prbtective enclosures
that will provide interim protection
against smoke in tramway tunnels and
aid patrons in ittaking intervehicle
transfers through a moving train during
emergency conditions.

2.4.5:.3

Emergency lighting shall be provided
throughout the vehicle and arranged at

.
12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER: ________________________________________
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

REVIEW AEFERENCE:
CRITERIA AND

TRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

ANDAIDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.4

REQ. I.D.

REQUIREMENT

OONTRACT No.: ________________
REVIEW LEVEL:-

COMMENT

YES NO

each dOorway to provide illumination to
the dodr vestibule and threshold area.

Emergency lighting shall provide an
illumination level of one footcandle
measured at the floor.
2.4.5.4

Power to emergency lighting and other
designated emergency electrical equipment shall be available for a period of
one hour in the event of loss of eAternal pOwer.
The onboard power supply for designated
services shall be supplied from battery
units on each vehicle or each dependent
pair.

2.4.6

FIRE PROTECTION

2.4.6.1

Fire Extinguishers

Each vehicle shall be provided with at
least two UI. approved portable fire éxtingiiishers of the 10-pound dlass, iated
at 4A-30B:C.
Extinguishers shall be located for use
by patrons, except that positions which
become operators' areas in the front
end of vehicle may be used as eAtinguisher locations.

0
12/17/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIEO9NIA RAPID tRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:.

DATE:

____

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE;

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

-.

VOL. 1, SE TIC)

24

REQLHREMENT

REQ.. LD.
2.4.7

COMMUNICATIONS

2.4.7.1

Public Address System

CONTRAct

No..:

REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

Each vehicle shall be equipped with
public address system speakers by which
train operators can communicate emergency information to pasCengersi

0

Provisions shall be made so that Central
Control can address passengers directly.

Audibility shall be a minimum of 10 dE
ozer' an' bàckgrbund nOise.
2.4.7.2

Radio
Direct radio voice communication shall
be provided between the train operator
and Central Control.

2.4.7.3

Devices shall be provided in each car by
thich passengers nia' alert and c8mmunicate with the train operator in
emergencies.

2.4.7.4

The communication systems described in
24.7.l, 2.4.7.2 and 2.4.7.3 shall be
powered by the onboard emergency power
supply referenced in 2.4.5.4.

2.4.8

A means of manually uncoupling vehicles
within a tEam, both from within nd

S

from the exterior, shall be provided.

12/17/86 - Rev.
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S0uTHE9N CALWORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKUST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

_______

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

________________________________

Ctiteria & Standards, Vol. I! Section 3.6,
TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 RevisiOn
A EQ. I.D.

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQ UIREMENT

3.6

A620

CONTRACT No.:

COMMENT

YES NO

TRAIN CONTROL
ystern
The Automatic Train Cöntrbl (Ate)
shall ensure, to the maxinum extent possi
ble, life safety for all conditions of
train opeEation.

3.6.1

Automatic Train protection (AT?)
The AT? subsystem shall provide failsafe control and implementation of
safety-critical functions.
The AT? subsystem shall be continüOüs.
the AT? subsystem shall not be compromised by Operation or failure of other
systeS and subsysterns.

Failures which affect operation within
the AT? subsystem shall be detebtable,
but shall no compromise safety.
3.6.t.A

Train Detection

Ttack óircuits shall be designed, configured and apliid to ensure detection
of stopped and moving passenget trains
and maintenance vehicles..
Continuous detection of broken rail
shall be required to the maxithiim extent
possible.

12/15/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

n
METRO
CERTIFIABLE

RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REViEW CHECKLIST
ELENT:
DATE _______

GROUP:
REVIEWER:

'1'$

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SAFETY

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

________________________________

Criteria

&

Standards, vol. I, Section 3.6,

TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 Revision

REQ. ID.

.

CONTRACT No.:

A6 20

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQU1REMENT

3.6.1.8

Train Separation

3.6.1.8.1

Block design and safe braking distances
shall be based on worst case conditions
for track, grade, vehicle, loading, and
braking performance.

3.6.1.8.2

'he design shall ensure that trains
on the same track maintain a safe
following distance to prevent
collisions.

3..6.l.0

Speed Limit Enforcement

3.6.1.C.1

The ATP design shall ensure that
trains normally remain at or below
safe speeds determined by block
design.

COMMENT

YES NO

Trains shall be given an automatic
brake command -if the speed limit
is exceeded.

3.6.1.C2

Speed limit information shall be
transmitted by wayside eguipment to
equipment on the trains.
The vehicle speed limit transmission
decoding logic shall respond only to
transmitted signals whose characteristics match those of a valid
speed limit tiánsmissibn signal.

F]
12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE7981

Both transmitted and actual speeds
shall be displayed in the cab.
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4tSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

*
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESiGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:.

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol

.

I,

TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 Revision

REQ.

Section 3.6,

A620
No.:

AEVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

I.D.

CONTRACT

YES

COMMENT

NO

Absence of a valid speed limit transmission shall be interpreted by the
ehicle ATC eqüipmeñt as a zero
mi/hr speed limit.
3.6.l.C.3

Automatic actuation of vehicle
propulsion and braking shall be
implemented to preVent undesired
motement and excess steed.

3.6.l.C.4

No operation of and failure within
the RCC and the SADA equipment
shall compromise the safety assured
by the APP subsYstem.

3.6.l.C.5

APP speed enforcement. for a fixed
restricted speed shall be provided for
a submode of manual operation,
implemented when no speed limit
transmissions are received by the
train.

3.6.1.0

Route Security

3.6.1.0.1

Train movements through interlockings
shall be protected by AT?.

3.6.1.0.2

Trains on crossing/merging of branching
thütes shall not be permitted to make
conflicting moves.

3.6.1.0.3

The ATP subsystem shall prevent a train
that is operating in automatic niode
from entering an interlocking whose
status is not vitally determined to be
safe.

12/15/86
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT

GROUP:

________

DATE:

REVIEWER: _______

SAnTX

?X$T

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCR'rD

Criteria

&

Met±o Rail System Design

Etandards, Vol. I, Section 3.6,

TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 Revision

REQ. ID.

CONTRACT No.:

A620

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQ U!REMENT

-3.6.1.D..4

The AT? subsystem shall give fail-safe
wayside indications of the interlocking
status to the train operator.

3.6.l.D.5

The ATP subs'stem shall prevent opposing motes betweeh ihte±lockingâ foE
trains operating in automatic mode.

COMMENT

YES NO

The AT? subsystem shall provide a
"STOP" wayside indication to trains
operating in manual mode prior to
entering.

LU

ATP Cut Out Detection

3.6.l.E.

Cut out of the AT? on any passenger
vehicle or train shall reqUire an
enabling sigmnal from RCC before AT?
bypass can be actitated.
AT? may also be cutout by a sealed
switch in the cab..

When AT? is bypassed, an alarm in the
RCC shall be annunciated;
Vehicle Door Operation

3.6.l.F

The design shall inhibit manual
operation of vehicle side doors by
either passenger Sr employees when
the vehicle is in motion.
The design shall prevent the train from
starting until all side doors are closed
and latched.

.
12/15/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.
METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Cñteria

--

&

Standards, Vol. I

TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 Rivision

Section 3.6,

A6 20

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D..

CONTRACT No.:

COMMENT

YES NO

Statibn Platform

3.6.l.G

The ATP subsystem shall pretent a traih
in the automatic operating mode from
proceeding beyond a station platform if
propulsion power is not continuously
available for the train to berth at the
next downstreAm station platfort.

S

Automatic Train Operation (ATO)

3.6.2

The ATO Ubsystem shall perform berthing verification at all station platforms, regardless of travel direction.

Berthing verification shall ensure that
the train is wholly within a station
platform area and that all doors will
open to a platform.

Automatic Train Supervision (ATS)

3.6.3

The ATS subsystem shall not directly
affect train safety.
The ATS shall meet operational
óbjectivés without conipidmising safety.

The ATS subsystem shall include equipnent at the RCC for recording alarms
and failures/malfunctiOns, includiftg
their time, location and natUre, to
facilitate proper response to emergency
situations.

.
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SOUTHERN CALIEORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPUNE:
RE VIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Criteria

&

Standards, vol. I, Section 3.5,

TRAIN CONTROL, 07/86 Revision

REQ. ID.

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQU!REMENT

3.6.4

Other Qesign Features

3.6.4.A

Signal aspects, indications and
terminology shall be consistent
throughout the ATC system.

3.6.4.3

The ATC system at wayside shall
have an emergency backup power
supply system to support train
conttol in the vent of power

n

A620

CONTRACT No.:

COMMENT

YES NO

loss.

3.6.4.0

Manual mimic boards and controls
shall be located in the local
train control rOoms.

3.6.4.0

When manual operations of a
vehicle without AT? is permitted,
adequate operational procedures
shall be develOped to assure safe
dpeiation.

.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GAO UP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - .STATIQNS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN
REVIEW REFERENCE;
CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.2

REQ. I.D.

REQUIREMENT

2.2

STATION FACILITtES

2.2.1.3

The design of stations and their a1urtenances shall conform to California
Administrative Code (CAC) Title 24,
cAC Title 19, CAC Title 8, California
Public Utilities Cdimission (CPUC)
General Orders except as pecificalI9
set forth in this chapter, and Uniform
Building Code (tJEC), 1979, as applied by
Title 24, CAC.

2.2.2.1

Building construction for undergroUnd
stations shall be not less than UBC
Type I construction.

2.2.2.2

Where stations have floor levels at Or
abOve ground level, that pOrtion which
is above grdünd ahall be nOt less than
UBC T'pe It-FR const±uction.

2.2.2.3

Stations having more than two levels below grade or more than 80 feet to the
lowest level from grade will require
protected level separation or other
protection features to provide safe
egress regardless of e*it time calcUlations.

2.2.2.4.1

Station pubLic occupancy shall be separated from station ancillary occupancy by
minimum 2-hour flEe rated construbtion.

0

CONTRACT No.;
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

0
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE- ELEMENT:

GROUP:

I'JSI

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

TRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SEcTION 2.2

REQ. ID.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT

Nob:

______________

REVIEW LEVEL:.

COMMENT

YES NO

Exception: A maximum of 2 stat-ion
agents, Supervisors, or information
booths rnàS' be located within station
public occupancy areas when constructed
of approved noncombustible materials
and limited in floor area to 100 square
feet each. Automat-ic fire protection
systems &xstaP.ed in the area in which
the bQoth is located shall e*tend into
the booth.

0
2.2.2.4.2

Station public occupancy shall be separated from power substations and transforinét vault a±eas in station aridillary
occupancies by 3-hour fire-rated construction.

2.2.2;43

Station public and ancillary occupancies
shall be separated from nontransit occupan6iës by 3-hour fire-rated constructión.

2.2.2.5.1

Electrical equipment areas which contain
transformers and traction power equipment shall be separated -from all other
occupancies by 3-hour fire-rated con-

strct ion.
2.2.2.5.2

vaults of not less than 3-hour firerated construction shall be constructed
for oil-insulated electric transformers
and hall meet the NEC requirements for
vault construction, including door and
sill requirements.

12/15/86 - Rev.. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

RAt

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GAO UP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERTh AND STAImARDS

REQ. ID.

r

r

V91, gçpN

2.2

REQUIREMENT

2.2.2.5.3

Electrical equipment rooms, electric
rooms, battery rooms, train control and
communication rooms, and trash rooms
shall be separated from other occupancies by 2-hóüE fire-rated construction.

2.2.2.6.1

Openings in 3-hour fire-rated separations shall be protected by labeled
3-hOur fire-rated (Class A) assemblies.

2.2.2.6.2

Openings in 2-hour fire Eàted sèparàtions shall be protected by lakeled 14hour fire-rated (Class B) assemblies..

2.2.2.6.3

Openings in i-hour fire rated separations shall be protected b' l-hdUr
fire-rated (Class B) assemblies.

2.2.2.6.4

Fire-rated assemblies protecting openings in fire-rated separations shall be
automatic or self-closing. Automatic
closing assemblies protecting dpenings
into station public occupancies shall be
activated by approved detection devices,
responding to products of combustion
other than heat. Alternatively, automatic closing assemblies may be released
by heat-actuated devices alone where a
separat.e Sake barrier is provided.
Installation shall be in accordance
with UBC Section 43.06.

2.2.2.7

Section 2.3.2.3 reqUirements for protection of underground gi.aidewáys shall be
applied to underground stations.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
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CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO
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CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
SOUTHERN

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GROUP:

_____________________

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

______________________________

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D.
2.3.2.3.1

Vent or fan shafts utilized for ventilàtion of subway tunnels shall not terminate at grade on any vehicle roadway
pr parking lot

2.3.2.3.2

Vent and fan shafts may terminate in the
median strips of divided highways or on
sidewalks designed to accept such
shafts, or in open space areas, provided
that thei± location at the level of the
median st±ips, or sidewalk, or open
space, is protected by a concrete durb.
This curb shall be of sufficient elevation to exclude drainage into the shaft,
but in no case shall the height be less
than 6 inches.

2.3.2.3.3

Installation of unde±groiiñd haza±dóus
substance storage tanks and related
piping shall no be permitted directlV
over any transit system subsurface
structure or within 25' measured horizontally from the outside wall of such
a subsurface structure (See 2.3.2.3.5).

2.3.2.3.4

Installation of underground hazardous
substance storage tanks and related
piping, located in the area between 25
feet and 100 feet (measured horizontally
from the outside wall) of any transit
system subsurface structure, and within
that same area such tanks and related
piping which are within 2' below the
lowest point of excavation limit, shall
meet the following regüitements:

0

.

12/15/86 - Rev.
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CONTRACT No.: ______________
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

YES NO

COMMENT

1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

- VOL. 1,

SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D.

CONTRACT No. _______________
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

COMMENT

YES NO

Tanks shall be of ddüble wall
A.
constI'üdtioñ.

Tanks shall be equipped with an
approved automatic leak detection and
monitoring system.
B.

0

Tahith Ehall be provided with an
approved cOrrosion detection s3'tem.
C.

Installation, maintenance and
inspection shall conform to the requirements specified by the authority having
jurisdiction.
D.

2.3.2.3.5

Existing underground hazardous substance
storage tanks located in or under
buildings which are located directly
above or within 25 feet (measured
horizontally from the outside wall) of
the subsurface transit structure, shall
be removed.
Where it is not possible to remove
tanks, such tanks shall be abandoned
in accordance with provisions of the
authority having jurisdiction.

2.3.2.3.6

Facilities dispensing hazardous substances from underground tanks where
such tanks are located in the area
within 100' (measured horizontally from
the outside wall) of the subsurface
structure shall be required to comply
with the following:

F________________ ________________________________________________
12/15/86 - Rev. 1
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRCT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GAO U
REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

-

VOL. 1, SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. l.D.

CONTRACT No.:
AEvIEW LEVEL:
COMMENT

YES NO

The surface around pump islands
shall be graded or drained in a manner
to divert possible spills from subway
tent g±atings, enttances, o± exits.
A.

Appropriate continuous drains across
driveways, ramps, and/or curbs of at
least 6 inches in height shall separate
facilities from adjaOent subway property.
B.

n

No connection (such as venting or
drainage) of any storage tanks and related piping of hazardous substances
to a fi*ed subsuiface fransit struotUré
shall be permitted.
C.

Points of dispensing for hazardous
substances shall not be located less
than 50 feet from the nearest subway
s'stem opening.
D..

2.3.2.3.7

Other fill or dispensing points fc±
hazardous substances shall be subject to
restrictions as prescribed in 2.3.2.3.6.

2.2.2.8.1

All structural assemblies and building
appurtenances shall conform to Type I
stttctues per UBC Chapters 5, 17, and
18.

2.2.2.8.2

Combustible adhesives and sealants used
shall not compromise reqtirCments of
section 2.2.2.9.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABL

GROUP:

ELEMENT:

-

DATE:

_______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

- VOL.

REQ. ID.

1,

SECTION 2.2

REQ WREMENT

2.2.2.8.3

Elèvatorà and escalators shall be
constztcted of noncoustibie materials
and conform to çAC Titles 24 and 8

2.2.Z.9.).

Interior finishes shall be Class I (per
USC Chapter 42) for all exit access
routes and exits. Platforms and mezzanines in transit statiOns shall be
considered exit access routes for the
purpose of determining interior finish
requirements.

2.2.2.9.2

Interior finishes in all other areas
shall be UBC Chapte± 42, Class I or II.

2.2.3.1.1

Provisions shall be made for emergency
ventilation for protection of patrons
and empldyees from fire and products of

I,

CONTRACT No.;
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

cotnbustiqn.

2.2.3.1.3

ventilation shaft terminals at grade
shall be located as follows:
Openings for blast relief shafts, and
underplatform and smoke exhaust shafts
at grade shall be separated by a
urinimim korizontal distance of 40 feet
from the closest station entrance,
surface emergency stair doorways,
unprotected outside air intake or other
openings, or from each other.
A.

C

Where this distance is not p±actical, the horizontal distance may be
reduced to 15 feet if the closest
blast relief or underplatform and

o

12/15/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT.:

GROUP:

P ATE:

R E.V IEW ER:

DISCIPLINE

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

1,

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

CONTRACT No.:

SECTION 2.2

REVIEW LEVEL:

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD.

COMMENT

YES NO

exhaust shaft terminal is
iaised a minimum of 8 feet above the
station entrance, emergency stair
smoke

doorway and unprotected outside

air

intake or other opening, or the
iinderpiatform and Smoke exhaust
shaft terminal is raised a minimum
of 8 feet above the blast relief
shaft terminal.

.

The minimum distance between the
edges of adjacent openings for outside
B.

air intake shAfts protected b' Soke
dampers and blast relief shafts or

underplatform and smoke exhaust shafts
shall be as. follows:
o = 0.25 x (11 + L2)

Where:

d = minimum

distance in feet

between the edges of the adjacent

openings.
and

L

L2 =

lengths in feet

ajacéntpatallel sides
opénihgs.

Of

of the

the

Ventilation systems shall be designed so
that in a fire emergency the air temperatüre in exit pathways does not exceed

2.2.3.2.1

120°F.
Emergency ventilation systems shall produce airflow rates so as to provide a

2.2.3.2.2

stteàxn of ñonOontaminated

in egress path.
12/15/86 SNT7 570
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METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

TRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STA!WARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.2

REQ. ID.

AEQUIREMENT

2.2.3.3.1

Veitilation fans used for emergency
serviäe, their motors and all related
components e*posed to the ventilation
airflow shall be designed to operate in
an ambient atmosphere of 300°F for a
period of at least 1 hour.

2.2.3.3.2

Local fan motor startets and related
operating control devices shall be
isolated from the ventilation airflow by
a eparation having a fire-resistance
rating of at least 2 hours.

2.2.3.3.3

Fars used for emergency ventilation
shall be single ot dual-speed, reversible, or capable of changing direction of
airflow by use of dampers.

2.2.3,34

Fans required for emergency operation
shall be capable of satisfying emergency
air-velocity c±iteria in either supply
or exhaust modes.

2.2.3.3.5

Thermal overload protective devices
shall not be provided on motor controls
of fans used for emergency ventilation.
Circuits shall be designed to maintain
current to the emergency fan motors
without operation of protective devices
(u1ess excess current is sensed simultareoUsl with a no-airflow signal)

2.2.3.3.6

Two independent electrical supplies
shall be provided for each of the
emergency fans
Automat-ic transfer

12/15/86 - Rev.
5NT7570
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COMMENT

YES NO
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GROUP:

___________

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

RE VIEW REFERENCE:

IQN

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1, SECTION 2.2

REVIEW LEVEL:. ________________

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD.

CONTRACT No.: ______________

COMMENT

YES NO

shall be provided in the event the
no±mal supply source fails.

2.2.3.4.1

Operation and fail-safe verification of
proper operation of emergency fans
shall be effected by Central Control
with suppl'-off-e*haüst indication provided for each fan as well as from a
local control isolated as in 2.2.3.3.2.

2.2.3.4.2

Controls Ehall be provided at the EM?
for opetating the ventilation system in
all modes. This location and the local
control shall override control from CC.

2.2.3.4.3

Emergency ventilation shall be designed
to operate in full coordination with the
ttaiñwä vent ii ati oh system.

2.2.3.4.4

Emergency ventilation systSs shall be
controlled in all operating modes;
locally, from the EMP, and from CC.
-

2.2.3.5.1

Ancillary area ventilation systems shall
be arranged so that air is not exhausted
into station public occupancy areas.
Controls for shutdown of ancillary area
ventilation systems shall be provided
at.

2.2.3.5.2

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7 570

the EM?.

Batter storage or similar ancillary
rooms in which hydrogen gas 0± other
hazardous gases may be released shall
require mechanical ventilation and be
ventilated in accordance with NFPA 91
and as follows:
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:

FIRE/LIFE

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

CRITERIA

REQ.

SAFETY

-

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

AND STANDARDS

-

VOL.

1,

SECTION

2.2

REQUIREMENT

1.0.

CONTRACT No.: ______________
REVIEW LEVEU.________________

COMMENT

YES NO

Exhaust ducts from battery rooms
shall not connect with duct. systems used

A.

for other purposes.

Exhaust system operation shall b.e
proven by means of an air-flow switch,
from which a no-air-f low signal produces
an alarm at a continuously attended
location and will cause battery charging
serVing the affected area to be deener-

B.

.

gized.

Electrical equipment and wiring materials arid installations within stations
shall comply with NEC and, other than
for traction power, shall sátisft the

2.2.4.1

following requirements:

2.2.4.1.1

Materials manufactured for use as
conduits, raceways, ducts, boxes,
cabinets, equipment closures and their
surface finish materials shall be
capable of withstanding 932°F for 1 hour
and shall not siiport conbustion. Other
materIals when embedded in concrete are
acceptable.
All conductors shall be insulated.
Coppet gitirid wires maS' be bare. All
thicknesses of insulation and jackets

shall conform to

NEC.

InEulation shall conform to Article 310
of NEC and be moisture- and heat-resistant, and carry temperature ratings

2.2.4.1:3

L______--___

12/15/86
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT.:

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FDRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

REQ. ID.

- VOL.. 1,

SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.;
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

corresponding to application not lower
than 194°F.
2.2.4.1.4

Wire and cable used in operatinq vital
train signal ci±cuits and power c.jrcults to emergency fans, lights, etc.,
shall pass the flame-propagating criteria of IEEE 383 and have a minimum
short circuit time of 5 minutes in the
flame test of IEEE 383.
Such tests
shall be performed with the wire and/or
cables protected as they will be when
installed.

22.4.l.5

o

All conductors shall be enclosed in
canduits, enclosed raceways, bd*es
and cabinets, except in traction
power substations, electrical
equipment rooms, train control
rooms, or communications rooms.

o

Conductors in conduits or racewàys
may be embedded in doncrete or run
in concrete electrical duct banks.

o

Conductors shall not. be installed
exposed or surface-mounted in air
plenums which may carry air at the
elevated temperature accompanying
the fire-emergency conditions.

2.2.4.1.6

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNI 7570

Overcurrent elements which (a) are
designed to protect conductors serving
emergency equipment motors, emergendy
lighting, and communications equipment,
and (b) which are located in spaces
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERftFIABLE ELENENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIQNS

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:
CRITERIA

REQ.

ND

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

STAIDARDS - VOL.1, SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

I.D..

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

______________

YES NO

COMMENT

other than main distribution system
equipment rooms, shall operate on
magnetic principles and not depend upon
thermal properties for operation.
2.2.4.1.7

Wiring for fans essential for emergency
ventilation service shall meet the
requirements of 2.2.4.1.4.

2.2.4.1.8

Conductors for emergency lighting, camttunicàtions, etc. shall be protected
f torn physical damage by t±ansit vehjcles
or other normal transit system operations, and from fires in the transit
system by suitable embedment or encasement, or by routing such cOnductors
through areas of low fire potential
(ligh hazard).

2.2.4.1.9

Switches, electrical outlets, and
lighting fixtures in areas where batteries are installed/charged shall be
explosion proof per NEC.

2.2.5.2

Occupancy

2.2.5.2.1

The occupant load for a station shall
be determined based on an emergency
condition requiring evacuation of that
station, load to a point of safety..

2.2.5.2.2

A.

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570

d Ocdupaixt Load

Access to the platform and/or the
station must be operationally constrained to a platform net area ocupancy
eguitalent to 4 square feet per person.
For anticipated platform entraining
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

VOL.

CRITERIA

1,

SECTI

2.2
-

REO. LD.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

loads that wOuld result in area occupancies of less than 4 square feet per
person, the calculated platform load
will be limited to the net platform area
divided by 4 square feet per person.
The miniitium total exit width in feet
shall be eqUal to this platform load
divided by 50 patrons per foot Of exit
width.

0

Notwithstanding other provisions in
2.2.5.2, exiting shall be provided, as a
minithUm, to accommodate the equivalent
of 7 square feet per person.
B.

Special design consideration shall
be given to stations directly servicing
areas where events occur that result in
abnormal patron loads
C.

2.2.5.2.3

If there are side platform statidns,
each platfozi shall be considered separately. At center platform stations,
arrival of trains from both directions,
plus their entraining loads, shal-1 be
considered.

2.2.5,2.4

At mezzanines 0± táUlti-léel státiohs,
simultaneous platform loads shall be
considered for all exit paths passing
through that area.

2.2.5.3.1

Exit capacities shall be calculated on
the basis of 22-inch wide exit lanes.
Width shall be measured in the clear at

12/15/86 - Rév
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REvIEw CHECKLIST
CERTIFIA3LE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
SAFETY - STATIONS

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1,

REQ. ID.

EdrXO&

.2.2

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.;
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

the narrowest point except that individual handrails may project 34 inches into
Fractional lanes
the required width.
shall not be counted in measuring exit
capacities except that 12 inches added
to one or more lanes shall be counted as
a lane.
.4

2.2.5.3.2

There shall be sufficient exit lanes to
evadUate the ftation ocëüpant load as
defined in 2.2.5.2.1 from the station
platforms in 4 minutes or less (see
Figure 2-1 "Emergency Exit Capacity
Calculation" of criteria).

2.2.5.3.3

The station shall also be designed to
permit evacuation from the most remote
point on the platform to a point of
safety in 6 minutes or less.

2.2.5.3.5

The capacity in persons per minute
(ppm), travel speeds in feed per minute
(fpm) , and requirenientC for exit lanes
shall be as follows::
A.
Platforms, cotridors, and ramps of
4 percent slope or less:. Exit.
corridors and ramps shall be a minimum

In
clear width of 5 feet 8 inches.
computing the nuEibe± of exit lanes
available, 1 foot 6 inches shall be
deducted at each platform edge and 1
foot at each sidewall.

Per exit lane:

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
SNT7570

Capacity - 50 ppm
Travel speed - 200 fpm
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

_______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STAID RDS - VOL.

REQ. I.D.

1,

SECTION

22

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

REQUIREMENT

YES NO

COMMEr4T

Stairs, stOpped escälàtots, and
ramps of dyer 4 peztent slOpe: Exit
stairs shall be a minimum clear width
of 3 feet 8 inches.. Exit ramps shall
be a minimum clear width of 6 feet.
Stopped escalators may be considered as
emergency exits of two-lane capacity
pEOided they are of nominal 4 feet
width; of 14 lane capacity provided
they are of nominal 2 feet 8 inches
width; and one-lane capacity if less
than 2 feet 8 inches width.
B,:

Per exit lahe "up" directiOn:
Capacity - 35 ppm
Travel Speed - 50 fpm*

Per exit lane "down" direction:
Capacity - 40 ppm
Travel Speed - 60 fpm*
(*Indicates te±tical cOuionent of travel
speed)

Doors and gates: Exit doors and
gates shall be a minimum of 3 feet wide
C.

Per e*it lane:

Capacit' - SO

pm

Fare collection gates qualifying for
use in exit paths shal-1 be electrically
deactivated to assume an acceptable exit
mode in the e('ent of a power failure or
through a manual or remote control
activation.
D.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REV!EW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE.

______

REVIEWER
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

______________________________

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL.

1,

SECTION 2.2

.

REQ. I.D.

REQUIR MENT

CONTRACT No.: ______________
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

COMMENT

YES NO

Bi-parting gates when deactivated shall provide a clear unobstnc
ted aisle, a minimum of 20 inches in
width, nioUnted between consoles that
do not exceed 3 feet 3 inches in
height.
1.

Per gate:

Capacity - 50 ppm

Turnstiles a minimum of 20
inches in width hating a bar positioned to have maximum height of 3
feet which, when deactivated, will
free wheel in the exit direction.
Consoles shall not exbeed 3 feet 3
inches in height.
2.

Per gate:

Capacity - 25 ppm

Gates fitted with approved panic
hardware and opening in the direction of exit travel, with minimum
nominal width of 3 feet.
3.

Per gate:
exit lane

Capacity - 50 ppm per

Fare gates not qualifying for use in
exit paths shall be prominentl'
tharked "Not an Exit."
each platform there shall be a nUn2 exits not less than 100 feet
Platform exits shall be stairs,
apart.
escalators stopped or moving in the

2.2.5.3.6

From

mum of

12/15/86
SNTtS7O
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

Li

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFiABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE;

REV IE.W ER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIQNS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

cRr

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

P!T_RD?

REQ. I.D.

-VOL.

1,

ECTIN

2.2

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.: ______________
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

direction of egress to mezzanine level,
emergency stairs, doorways, corridors,
or walkways to a point of safety.
Routes from platform ends into the
underground tramway are not considered
as exits for ca1ulating exiting requirdments.
2.2.5.3.7

There shall be a minimum of 2. exits from
each mezzanine not less than 40 feet
apart.

2.2.5.3.8

No point on the station platform(s) or
mezzanine(s) shall be more. than 300 feet
from an exit.

2.2.5.3.9

All exit measurements shall be to a
ppint of access to the exit.

2.2.5.3.10

Exits other than fare collection gates
shall provide for at least 50 percent of
the exit capacity in any fare barrier.

2.2.5.3.12

Means of ingress shall be provided from
each tramway to the platform, as
folldws:

Two 2 feet 10 inch wide stairways,
or other arrangement having equivalent
capacity, shall be provided at each end
of platform, arranged to provide full

A.

capacity exiting from either trackway.

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT 7570
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PAGE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

DISCIPLNE:

c!I.A

AND

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM bESI&1

55

REVIEW REFERENCE:

REQ. ID.

- VOL. 1, SECTION 2.?

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

Gates at the top of each stàita
shall swing in direction of access to
platform and provide clear opening width
of not less than 3 feet.
B.

Gates, stairs, and l4ndings shall
cohfonn to NFPA 101 and applicable
building codes.
C.

2.2.5.3.13

Vertical circulation elements shall be
comprised of stairs or stair/escalator
combinations. Escalators shall not
account fOr mote than half the units of
exit at any one level in the public
area..

2.2.5.4

Means of egress shall be arranged in
accordance with applicable codes and
regulations, except that for the
purpose of the criteria, exits from
station añcillar' occupancy areas into
station public occupancy areas shall
be considered as discharging into a
protected passageway leading directly
to a point of safety.

2.2.5.5.1

Station structures shall be provided
with an emergency lighting system in
accordance with UBC except as noted in
2.2..

2.2.5.5.2

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7S7O

Emetgency lighting system is installed
and maintained per NFPA Article 700!
"Emergency Systems" to provide an iliuminance level of 1 footcandie.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPD TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:.

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:.

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

STATIONS

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS -

REQ. I.D.

VOL.. 1,

SECTION 2.2

REQUIREMENT

2.2.5.5.3

Exits shall be marked with readily visiMe signs complying with the requirements of UBC. Where emergency lighting
is required, exit signs shall be illuminated frOm the emergency lighting
source.

2.2.5.5.4

Exit lights and essential signs shall be
iricluded in the emergency lighting
system arid be powered by an urlinterruptable power supply. Emergency
fixtures, exit lights, and signs shall
be separately wired from the emergency
distribution panels.

2.2.5.5.5

Einér4enc' lighting for stairs and eècalators shall be designed to ethphasize
illumination on the top and bottom steps
or landings.
A minimum of one footcan-

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

die of emergency lighting shall be
provided throughout the entire run of
each stair and esoalator (per UBC,
Section 3312 (a)).

2.2.6.1.1

Fire alarm control system shall be
installed in each station facility,
conforming to NFPA 72A and 720 and CAC
Title 19:

Fire alarm devices shall be protected by a proprietary system Style 0 and
Style 2 per NFPA 72D, Tables 3r9.l &

A.

3-1Q,l.

l?/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

C

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
'CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

-.....

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

REQ. ID.

STATIONS

-

VOL.1, SECTIQN 2.2

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

The station facility fire alarm sys-shall be electrically supervised and
operated on low voltage with battery
standby power.

B..

tern

The public address system shall be
Utilized for sounding reUired buildingaudible fire alarm signals from the fire
alarm control panel by means of a tone
generator preceeding verbal announcements to direct patron evacuation.
AUdibilit le\'el shall be a minimum of
10 dE over any background noise.
C.

All detector and extinguishing
system fire alan, smoke detettion,
valve switchea, and water flow indicator
siqnals throuhdut the s3'stem shall,
*hen actiVated, b.e transmitted simultaneously within the. local station and
to a central supervising station per
NFPA 7-2D.
D..

The fire alarm control system shall
provide means to trip special extinguishiig sistems and to control ventilation systems in accordance with
applicable codes.
E.

2.2.6.1.2

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570

The EM? shall include an annunciator
panel which indicates by audible and
visual alarm the activation and location
of any fire signal generated at the
station facility. It shall also indicate fire system -supervisory signals and
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVI.EW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:
RE VIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIdN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL.

REQ. I.D.

1,

SECTION

?2

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No
REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

a fire alarm cailtrol panel trouble
signal.

A minimum of one EM? shall be located in
the public area on the mezzanine adjacent to the fare array in the patron
assist area in the pathway of the
entrance to whidh the fire departhent
will respond.
2.2.6.1.3

Automatic fire detection devices shall
be installed throughout all station ancillary areas where automatic sprinkler
protection is not required, includihg
return air and after the filters in air
conditioning and ventilation systems
serving more than one area.

2.2.6.1.4

Manual fire alarm capability shall be
provided by an emergency phone syâtea.

Emergency phones shall be located
adjacent to each fire hose cabinet
throughout the station.
A.

The emergency phones shall be a
The
dedicated system that alarms at CC.
emergency phone system shall annunciate
at CC and indicate station of origin.
B.

2.2.6.1.5

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570

A supervised public address system shall
be provided to facilitate patron eVactiation in the event of an emergency.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMEiT:

GROUP:

DATE:

____________

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:.

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - VOL. 1,

REQ. I.D.

I

SPN

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

______________

YES NO

COMMENT

The public address system shall be
operable from the fliP and from CC

A.

The public address system shall
cOnform to NFPA 72A arid 72D. Supervision of the public address address
system shall be through the station fire
alarm control panel.
B.

2.2.6.1.6

Seismic alarm deVices and controls shall
be provided to detect a seisthic Sent
such that it will permit safe stopping
of trains entering any zone of the
system where a seismic event has oc4
curred. Detection of a seismic event
shall be annunciated in CC.

2.2.6.1.7

Gas detection devices shall be provided
to detect the presence of methane or
other gases entering into the system.
Presence of such gases shall be annunciated in CC.

2.2.6.2.1

Automatic sptinkler protection in accordance wfth NFPA 13, USC Chapter 38,
and LA Plumbing Code shall be provided
in all station ancillary areas, except
as provided in 2.2.6.2.2
Any other
exception shall be approved by the F/LS
Committee.

2.2.622

Train control and communication rooms
shall be protcted with an àutdmatic
Halon 1301 extinguishing system meeting
NFPA 12A and LAID Requirement 33,
activated manually and through the

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKUST

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

_______

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

STANDARDS -

REQ.. ID.

1,

SECTION

?.-?

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

fi±e alä±m cont±ol panel by a c±osszoned detection system.

2.2.6.3

Standpipe.and Hose Systems

2.2.6.3.i

Class III standpipe system coverage
shall be p±ôvided th±düghoüt the stãtioñ
per NFPA 14 and UBC Chapter 38. Fire
hose outlets shall. be located so that
any point may be reached including in
and around transit vehidles which may be
stopped at the station, with 100 feet of
hose and 30 feet of water stream.

2.2.6.3.2

Manual and remote actuatiOn of undervehicle water spray extinguishing
systems shall be provided at stations,
supplied from platform standpipe systems.
Separately controlled systems,
shall be provided on each track for
lengths along the platform correspondihg
to eadh vehicle pair, considering
tariations iii stopping position.
Provisions for removing third rail pOwer
shall be provided so that power is
automatically removed from that section
of track, prior to actuatinq the undertehicle éxtthgüishing s'stern.

2.2.6.4

Fire Extinguishers

2.2.6.4.1

Portable fire extinguishers complying
with NFPA 10, CAC Title 19, and LA Fire
Code âhall be placed at each fire hose
location and at other locations as

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

r

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE _______

GROUP:.
REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

FIRE/LIFE SAFETY - STATIONS

REVIEW REFERENCE:

TR0 RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM DESIGN

CRITERIA AND STMDARDS T VOL.1., SECTIoN

REQ. LD..

?2.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No.c
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

te

teqUirid by hazard
and space
utilization.
Multipurpose dry chemical
extinguishers having a capacity of 10
pounds and rated 4A-3OBC shal-1 be used,
supplemented by 10 pound, lOB:C CO2
extinguishers in rooms used for electrical equipment; except that lQ pdünd
2A-20B:C Halon 1211 extinguishers shall
be provided in train control and conmiunication rooms.
2.2.6.4.2

Maximum travel distance to nearest extinguisher shall npt exceed 150 feet in
public areas.

2.2.6.5

Emergency Access to Stations

2.2.6.5.1

Access to station entrances and entergency egress 1cations shall be from
public streets, or an acdëss road of 20
foot minimum paved width, with widened
28-foot turnouts where'vé± emergency
vehicles may stop.

2.2.6.5.2

An access road to a station shall be
continous from a public street to a
public street, or a 66-foot outside
radius turnaround shall be provided.

2.2.6.5.3

Fire Department inlet connections for
automatic sprinkler and standpipe
systems shall be located within 25 feet
of vehicular acëess.
Hydräzft spacing
and locations shall be determined by the
FLSC.

12/15/86 - Rev.
SNT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIEORNIA RAPID TRANStT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

CPTY

- FAE

CpLLECTIQN

RAIL PR JECT SY$TEM
REVIEW REFERENCE: }!ETR9
DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS, VOL.

1,

SECTION 4

REQ UREMENT

REQ. LD.
4.6.l.A

Fare collection equipment shall be unde±
CCTV surveillance and monitored from the
Rail Control Center.

4.6.l.B

Fare collection equipment shall be
vandal resistant and eqüiped with
tanper and intrusion detection alarms.

4.61.0

Fare gates/turnstiles and array barriers
shall cause minimum interference with
patron movement, meet Fire/Fife Safety
requirements, and disOoUrage attempted

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

fare evasion.

4.6.2.A

Aecess to the central fare sorting/
count-ing area shall be tightly controlledand secured from other accessib].e parts of the facility in which it is
housed.

4.6.2.B

Revenue pick-up and transportation shall
be by the most protected, rapid, and
efficient means possible.

4.6.2-.0

To the extent possible, all processing
and handling of cash, tickets, or items
having cash value shall be áütomated.

4.6.2.D

The revenue collection and processing
System shall be as compatible as possible with the e*isting SCRID equipment
arid

12/1-2/86 - Rev.

SNT7S7O
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT bISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - STATION AND SITE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail S'stem Design

Criteria & Standards, Vol. I, Section

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ.D.

CONtRACt No.:
.3.3,

REVIEW LEVEL:.

2

REOUREIMENT

3.3

STATION AND SITE

3.3.1

Station and Site Layout

3.3.l.A

Site aácess pOints shall be located
to preclude traffic dongestion.

COMMENT

YES NO

Traffic patterns for vehicles and pedestrians shall be clearly marked..
3.3.1.2

Vehicle pattetns that öross or result
in countet-f lOw shall be thiftimized.

3..3.1.0

Patron drop-off zones and taxi stands
shall be located to minimize patron ex
posure to traffic. Patrons shall be
able to move directly to the station
entrance without crossing traffic
lanes.

3..3.l.D

If public parking is provided, spaces
shall be set aside for the handicapped
at the closest point to the station
entrance to minimize their exposure to

3.3.l.E

Bus loading and unloading zones shall
be located so that patrons do not have
to cross traffic lanes.

3.3.l.F

Clearly defined and well-marked crosswalks and sidewalks shall b.e provided
with slip-resistant surfaces.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:.

.

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - STATION AND SITE

DISCIPLINE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design
REVIEW REFERENCE:
Criteria & Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.3,
STATION AND SITE, 07/86 RevIsion

REQ. I.D.

CONTRACT No;:REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2

Station. Architectural Features.

3.3.2.A

Sigting

3.3.2.A.l

Clear, legible, and well-illuminated
signing and graphics shall be provided
in stations.-

COMMENT

YES NO

The signirg arid graphics shall be lobated in a manner which enhanóes the
safety and convenienpe of patrons.

Right-hand traffic shall be maintained
where possible through signing.

3.3.2.A.2

3

3-.

Architectural Ps'ëhology

2.3

Any design features or vistas which may
distract patrons at the head or foot of
stairs and escalators shall be avoided..
3.3.2.0

Platform

3.3.2.C.l

A platform safety sttip shall be provided as follows:

3.3.2.C.l.a

The width of the safety strip shall. be
18 inches, which includes the tactile
strip and edge material.

3.3.2.C.l.b

The platform edge material shall be
slip-resistant and different in color
and texture to distinguish it from the
main platform area.

12/15/86
SDE7981
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DATE

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

S

TION AND SITE

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Criteria & Standards, Vol.

I,

Section

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. I.D.

CONTRACT No.:

33,

2

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.C.l.cj

REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

A narrow tactile strip two inches or
less in width shall cOntrast with the
platform e4ge and the main platform
area.
It shall be designed to imptote
the probability of the safety strip
being sensed by the blind.

The underplatform design shall iñcorporate an area where one can crouch and
not be struck by the collector shoe or
other parts of the train.

3.3.2..C.2

.

The contact rail shall be located on
the opposite side of the t±adkE from
the underplatform refuge.
The platform design shall be coordinated with the track layout and the vehicle static and dynamic outline to provide an acceptable interface between
the platform and vEhicle. This interface is to minimize horizontal and vertical gaps at the vehicle door threshold. The dimensions shall be a nominal three inches for horizontal gap
between platform and vehicle static outline; and a nominal 0.75 inches for the
vertical gap downwàtd f±oth the vehicle
doorsill to the platform finishe4 floor.

3.3.2.C.3

Alignment of the vehicle platform interface shall reduce the potential for
catching and trapping the wheels of a
wheelchair.

12/15/86 - Rev.
5DE7981
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SOUThERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE EtEME&T:

GROUP:

DATE

_____

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - STATION AND SITE

bISCIPuNE:
RE VIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.3,

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. ID.

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.C.4

Sufficient clear space shall be provided around overhead aM side projections and corners to reduce the potential for bumping and walking into these
protuberances.

3.3.2.D

Stàtjdn Waikiñ4 Surfaces

YES NO

COMMENT

All walking surfaces within the station
shall have slip-resistant surfaces.
3.3.2.E

Walkway Scteening

When passarelles or pedestrian walkways
are provided over the trackway, the
walkways shall be screened.
TOp of Patapet

3.3.2.F

The top of the parapet shall be sloped
away from the vertical circulation elements and visual openings to prevent objects from being placed upon them.
3 .:3:2.G

Railinqs/Guardrails

3.3.2.G.l

Railings and guardrails shall comply
with the requirements of NFPA-101 and
the applicable local codes.

3.3.2.G.2

Glazed railings shall not be installed.

3.3.3

Elevators/Escalators

3.33.A

Elevators

12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE7981
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$tSOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - STATION AND SITE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.3,

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

3.3-.3.A.l

Elevators shall meet the safety requirernerits in the elevator/escalator
codes, ANSI Al7.l, the handicapped requirements in ANSI A117.l, and Title 24
of the California Administrative Code.

3.3.3.A.2

Two-way communication from within the
eletator cab shall be provided between
the patron and Rail C6ñttol Cefler

n

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D.

CONTRACT No.:

COMMENT

YES NO

(RCC).
3.3.-3.A.3

Elevators shall be sized to accommodate a horizontally positioned stretcher of the type car±ied in emetgency
vehicles.

3.3.3.A.4

Remote elevator indicators and controls
shall be provided at RcC for emergency
operation.

3.3.3.8

Escalators

3.3.3.3.1

Escalators shall meet the safety requirements in the elevator/escalator
code, ANSI A17.l.

3.3.3.3.2

Signing and graphics shall be provided
to enable patrons to determine the direction of escalator motion prior to
their arrival at, and well clear of,
the landin4 p1ate

I
I

3.3.3.3.3

12/15/86
SDE7981

Status indicators shall be provided.

Rev. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

_SCR

Criteria

&

-

STATION MiD SITE

Metro Rail System Design
Standards,

vol.

I,

Section 3.3,

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. W.

CONTRACT No.:
REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

3.3.3.8.4

Adequate queuing space shall be provided at both the top and bottom of escalators.

3.3.3.B.6

An emergency stop capability shall be
prOided at the top and bottom of escalators and shall meet the ±eqüiréments
of cal/OSHA.

3.3.3.8.7

The clearance between the combplate and
the steps and the balustrade and the
steps shall be such
no shoes,
clothing, or other simila articles may
be trapped between these elements.

COMMENT

YES NO

St

3.3.3.3.8

Sufficient clearance shall be provided
bétweén the strüctüre and escalator moving handrails to pretent hands or clothing from being tEápped.

3.3.3.8.9

Safety devices shall include brakes
that assure that the escalator will not
move when power is removed and patrons
are using the stopped escalator as a
stairway.

3.3.4

Stairs

3.3.4.A

There shall be a minimum of one stair
cOnnecting all level! in the public
area that meets Fi±e/Life Safety requirements.

33.4.s

The tread-tiser relationship shall meet
the requirements of NFPA-iOl.

12/15/86
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

4,

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

bATE:

GROUP:

______

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - STATION

DISCIPLiNE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

MD

SCRTD Metto Rail System Design

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.3,

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ.

1.0.

SITE

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.0

The stairs shall be of a sli-resistant material with an eased nosing that
is distinct and meets the requirements
of ANSI Ail7i, and Title 24 of the
California Administratite Code.

3.3.4.D

When gutters/runnels are provided, they
shall be protected by the handrails.

3.3.4.E

Handrails shall be continuous añ meet
the requirements of ANSI Al17.l, and
Title 24 of the California Administrative Code.

3.3.5

FáEe Collection

3.3.5.A

Remote operation from the RCC shall be
provided to permit control of inbound
patrons passing through the fare collection array.

3.3.-5.B

In the etent of a power loss, the fare
col].ectidn afrày shall permit free exiting.

3.3.5.0

Remote controls shall be provided to
permit free exiting.

3.3.5.D

Provisions shall be incorporated to
permit access by the handicapped using
wheelchairs.

3.3.5.E

Sufficient exit gates shall be provided to allow rapid and complete discharge of station occupant loads.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
5DE7981
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COMMENT

YES NO
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

_______________________________________

DATE:

_____________________

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

D1SCIPLNE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:.

-

STATION AND SITE

SCRTD Metro Rail System Desigh

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.3,

STATION AND SITE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. ID.

CONTRACT No.: _______________
REVIEW LEVEL;

2

REQUIREMENT

COMMENT

YES NO

Vehicle Approach System

3.3.6

A visual and audible method shall be
ptoided to alert patrons of the impending arrival of atiãin.
3.3.7

Other Design Features for Station and
Site

3.3.7.A

Pat±on f 16w patterns shall maintain a
right-hand circulation where possible
and shall be as simple as practicable.

3.3.7.3

Maps shall be provided and located in
the Emetgéñcy Management Panel (EM?)
which show locations of shutoff Oontrols for water, gas, electricity and
fuel lines.

3.3.7.0

Guards and restraining rails, and simila
shall be installed in specific
items,
areas where trains pOse a clear danger
to atrbns, personnel or equipment.

3.3.7..D

Adequate lighting of stairs and escãlators shall be provided.

12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE7981
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

GROUP:

DATE:

REV IE W ER:
DISCIPLINE:
-

SECURITY - STATION AND SITE
-

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM

H

DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS, VOL.. 1, SECTION 4

REQ. I.D.

REQUIREMENT

4.3.l.A

Station and site landscape plantings and
design features shall be coordinated
with traffic movements and lines of
sight so as not to interfere or obstruot
with electronic or visual surveillance
or result in potential hiding places for
vandals/intruders.

4.3.1.9

Station sites and pa*king lots shall be
illuminated during hours of darkness and
reduced visibility, in accordance with
IES standards and APTA security
guidelines.

4.3.1.C.l

Pàrkiñg lots shall be fertOéd and ópénspaced to provide a high degree of
visibility by an attendant when present.

4.3.l.C2

Controlled access shall be provided
wheneter possible.

4.3.l.D

Ttaffic patterns and site layouts shall
be stnctued to permit rapid and easy
access to all portions of the site and
station by security personnel, whether
on foot or by vehicle.

4.3..2.A.l

All levels of the station, including the
platform and mezzanine, shall be as open
as possible.

4.3.2.A.2

Columns and Other obstructions to visual
and electronic surveillance shall be
minimized.

12/12/86
SNT7 570

CONTRACT No.:
REVIE.W LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKUST
GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

SECURITY - STATION AND SITE

REVIEW REFERENCE:

METRO RAIL

!R0cT

DESIGN CRITERIA AND StANDARDS, VOL.

REQ. ID.

1,

SYSTEM

SECTION 4

REQUIREMENT

4.3.2.B.l

Illumination of station elements shall
be guided by applicable IES standards
and APTA deii4nqüidelines.

4.3.2.B.2

Emergency power and lighting requirements shall be developed as part of the
overall seciirit' and safety requirements
(See Table 1-4-1 of Ciite±ia).

I
4.3.2.0

REVIEW LEVEL:

YES NO

COMMENT

Construction and finish materials shall
be graffiti- and vandal-resistant,
easily cleaned, and meet the appropriate
Fire/Life Safet' requirements for
flammability,
toxicity.

smoke emission, and

4.32.D

CCTV cameras shall be used to cover
selected stctors of the station and
platform, and shall be monitored at
Central Control.

4.3.2.E

Statidn entrances shall be e11 lighted
and designed to have high visibility by
patrons and the public.

4.3.2.F

No concessions other than newspaper
vending machines and a public telephone
will be conside±ed for installation in
transit stations.

43.3.A

A single occupancy unisex restroom shall
be provided.
Restrooms shall be easily
tisible iiithiñ the station mezànine.

12/12/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
DATE:

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
''

DISCIPLINE:

REVIEW REFERENCE:

-.

'Pa

AND SITE

TRO RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM

DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS, VOL.

REQ. ID.

1,

SECTION

CONTRACT No.:
4

REQUIREMENT

4.3.3.E

Conduit for electronic access control of
restrooms shall be provided.

4..3.4.A

Station entrances shall be secured and
alarmed during nonrevenue hours..

4.3.4.B

Non-püblib areas shall be secured to
preclude tthaüthorized entr

4.3.4.B.2

Where public access is required through
ancillary spaces for emergency purposes,
access into that area shall be
annunciated.

4.3.4.B.3

Any unauthorized areas along an emergency egress route through ancillary
space shall be secured against inadvertent eñt±y.

12/12/86 - Rev..
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REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

_

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:
REVIEWER;

DATE:

SYSTEM SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:

SCRTD Met±o Rail System Design
REVIEW REFERENCE:
Criteria & Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,
-

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D.

A650

CONTRACT No.:

3.5

PASSENGER VEHICLE

3.5].

Doors

3.5.l.A

Door Interlocks

3.5.l.A.l

Summary logic shall prevent side doors
from opening until the train is properly berthed ahd stopped at the platform,
with friction braking applied and prevent the train from starting until all
side doors are closed and locked.

3.rS.1.A.2

The train operator door controls shall
be on the same side as the doors being
operated.

3.5.1.A.3

Door edges shall be designed with appropriate stiffness to prevent fingers from
being i±isertéd between fully closed
leaves, yet to permit the withdrawal of
tl±apped clothing or articles.

3.5.1.A.4

A circuit shall be provided to rèmbte
door closing force when an obstruction

YES NO

COMMENT

is met.

3.5.l.A.5

The design shall prevent doors on the
side opposite the platform from beiiig
opened unintentionally.

3.5.1.A.6

A positive door control device shall be
ptovided tp prevet side doors frOm unintentionally sliding open.

12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE79S1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRiCT

.

METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

CR0 UP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
.YSTE1!

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SAFETY

PASSENGER VEHICLE

-.

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design
______________________________

Criteria & Standards, Vol.

I,

Section

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 RetisiOn

REVIEW LEVEL:

________________

YES NO

COMMENT

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD.

A6 50

CONTRACT No.:

Door Warning Signal

3.5.i.B

Patrons shall be alerted when doofs are
ready to close.
An audible warning shall sound inside
the vehicle before the doors begin to
close.

A combination of audible and visual
warnings to alert hearing-impaired patrons shall be utilized if practical.

3.S.l.0

Manual Releases

3.5.l.C.l

Interior manual door controls- shall be
provided for use by the patrons.

3.5.l.C.2

Exterior manual door conttols shall be
provided on the center set of yehicle
doors for use by emergency teams with
the correct tools/equipment.

3.5.l.C.3

Interior emergency releases shall be provided for all side doors and be adequately labeled.

3.5.l.C.4

Exterio± bide doo± status lihts shall
prov-ided to indicate door is open or
unlocked.

Intercat doors
shall hate the

capable of being locked
capàbilit' of being
unlocked and opened from the outside..

3-.5.l.C.5

12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE798l
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

SYSTEM sAFETy - PASSENGER VEHICLE

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design
REVIEW REFERENCE:Criteria & Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

PASSENGER vEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. LD.
3.5.l.D

MS 0

CONTRACT No.:
R EVIE W

LEVEL:

2

REQLMREMENT

COMMENT

YES NO

Door Width
Side door oening shall be wide enough
to permit use by patrOns in wheelchairs.

3.5.l.E

End Doors

3.5.l.E.l

Signs shall be plaoed on end doors to
discourage pat±ons from moing bétvieèn
vehicles except in an emergency.

3.5.l.E.2

End doors shall be wide enough to permit emergency egress of a handicapped
pe±son dth assistance from others.

3.5.l.E.3

End doors on the control cab end of the
vehicle shall have suitable and safe exteriqr step and handholds for egress to
groUnd level.

3.5.2

Inter-Car Closure
Restraining devices shall be provided
between adjoining cars of the train to
help prevent patrons passing between
cars from falling.
The space between cars shall be kept to
a minimum.

3.5.3

Lighting

3.5.3..A

Interior lighting levels shall be cotsistent with "APTA Transit Security
Guidelines Manual" of 30 or more footcandles on the reading plane.

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REVIEW LEVEL;

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D.

A650

CONTRACT No;:

COMMENT

YES NQ

Emergency lighting shall be protd.ded and
powered by a backup system..

3.5.3.3..

The njinjmum level and duration of the
lighting Shah be one footcandle for one
hour.
3.5.4

Communications

3.5.4.A

Each vehicle shall be provided with a
pat±dn intercoth (IC) system to permit
cOmmunication between a at±on and the
train operator.
The IC shall be suitably protected from
vanda1ism

3.5.4.2

Communications capability between RCC
and the train operator and from RCC to
on-board patrons shall be provided.

3.54.0

All vehicles shall be nuiübered uniquely
to provide for positive identification.

3.5.4.D

Operating instructions and vehicle number shall be applied to the sidewall
immediately below each remote IC station
on each vehicle.

3.5.4.E

Emergency comiminicatibn capabilities for
the vehicle shall be provided with a
backup power system.

3.5.4.F

The Vehicle inteicom operating controls,
positions, and locations shall be readily

12/15/86 - Rev.
SDE7981
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$tSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SRW

Criteria

&

Metro Rail System Design

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. I.D.

CONTRACT No.:;

_

A650

REVIEW LEVEL:

2

REQUIREMENT

COMMENT

YES NO

accessible to, and operable by, elde±ly
and handicapped patrons.
3.5.5

WiridowE

3.5.5.A

The cab windows and F-end door windows
shall be Group I glass; be certified to
comply with the requirements of ANSI
Z26.l, Table 1 Item 1; and pass the
following test requirements:

3.5.5.A.l

Glass shall pass ANSI Z26.l Test 8,
Impact, using shot bag dropped from a
height of 15 feet.

3.5.5.A.2

Glass shall pass ANSI Z26.l test 26,
Penetration Resistance, modified to
include entire windshield assembly,
simulating the impact of a one-pound
ball at 80 mi/hr and the impact of a
five-pound ball at 50 mi/hr.

3.5.5.8

Side winaows and R-end windows shall be
Group II glass; be certified to comply
with the requirements of ANSI z26.l,
Table 1, Item 3; and shall have:
.Ma*imum luminoUs light transmittance
of 37 to 55 percent,

Maximum solar heat transmittance of 27
percent,
Minimum average sound transmission loss
of 30 dBA in octave band with 1,000 Hz
center frequency.

12/15/86
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIgW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT.:

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLNE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

T

PASSENGER VEHICLE

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

Cr-iteria & Standards, vol. I, Sedtion3.5,

PASSENER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

A65 0

REVIEW LEVEL:

___________

YES NO

COMMENT

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. I.D:

CONTRACT No.:

3..5.5.0

R-end door and cab windows shall be
Group III. and be certified to comply
with the requirements of ANSI Z26.l,
Table 1, Item 1.

3.5.6

Interior Design Features
Seating and standing arrangement shall
enable patrons to move easily and safely within a moving or atopped vehicle.

Provisions shall be made for priority
seating for the elderly and physically
disabled, and for locating a wheelchair.
3..5..6.B

Sharp edges and protrusions shall be
avoided.

3.5.7

Cab Controlflndications

3.5.7.A

The following conditions and system
failures shall be detected and displayed:

3.5.7.A.l

Overspeed (annunciated as well)

3.5.7.A.2

Propulsion failures

3.5.7.A.3

Door(s) open

3.5.7.A.4

Activation of cut outs and bypasses

3.S.7.A.5

Electric and friction braking failures

3.5.7.A.6

Train berthed.

12/15/86 - Rev.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

.

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

______

REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

SCRTD Metro Rail System Design

________________________________

CONTRACTNo.

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

REVIEW LEVEL:

Criteria

&

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REQ.W.

A650

____________

2

REQUIREMENT

3.5.7.8

Cut outs and bypasses shall be provided
for dynamic functions that, upon failure
or malfunction, interrupt normal train
operations.

3.5.7.0

An exteinal light shall indicate when
the vehicle is operated with AT? cut
out.

3.5.8

Power/Propulsion

COMMENT

YES NO

No±mal o± abnormal/emergency couiditidns
or operations shall not result in ansafe conditions.

3.5.8A

The manual controller shall have a
"deadman" or e4uivalent capability
in the manual mode.

3.5.8.8

The mode selection switch and the niantial
controller shall be interlocked to assure that the manual controller's capability is locked out from the mode
selection switch in the "Automatic" or
"Off" position.

3.5.8.0

A current dollector/coritact rail isolation device, suitable for on-board
vehicle storage, shall be provided.

3.5.9

Braking

3.5.9.A

Emergency brake control shall be failsafe to the extent that no single failtire or series of common mOde or common
cause failures can result in less than

12/15/86 - Rev.
S0E7981
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

RAIL

CERTIFThELE ELEMENT:

DATE:

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY

DISCIPLINE:
REVIEW REFERENCE:

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

$CRTD Metro Rail System Design

______________________________

Criteria

&

Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

PASSE(GER VESICLE, 07/86 Revision

A650

RE VIEW LEVEL:

______

YES NO

COMMENT

2

REQUIREMENT

REQ. LD.

CONTRACT No.:

75 percent of emergency braking effort
per dependent pair being available.

When the safety-critical emergency stop
circuit is activated, the P-signal ann
BRX signal cirëuits and the tradtion
pthie± line breaker shall be opehed.

3.5.9.3

The emergency stop circuit shall ensure
an irretrievable stop after an emergency
appliclation is initiated and ènsue that
the tEam is brought to zero speed befon
it can proceed in any mode of operation.
3.5..9.0

There shall be redundant methods of
automatically/manually applyirg emér.gency braking.

3.5.9.D

Tfip stOps shall be used to provide
safe stopping.

3.5.10

Auxiliary/Electrical
Failürés or malfunctions shall not restilt in unsafe dperationi or cnditions.

3.5.1O.A

Approved protection shall be provided
against short circuits and overloads.

35.l0.0

High voltage power shall be physically
sep3rated from communications citcüit±y
and low voltage control circuitry.

12/15/86 - Rev.
5DE7981
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SOUtHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIFIABLE ELEMENT:

DAtE: ______

GROUP:
REVIEWER:
SYSTEM SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

DISCIPLINE:

REIEW REFERENCE:

crwrn Mntrn

fl1

C,atsn, flac4ryn

Criteria & Standards, Vol.

I,

Section 3.5,

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

AEQ.

3.5.11

Other Design Features

3.5.l1.A

Anticlimbers shall be located at each
end of the vehicle.

3.5.11.8

Pat±dn SeEqenc' instEüctions shall
be placed in each vehicle.

3.5.l1.0

Emergency equipment to aid in evacuating the vehicle shall be located within the vehicle.

3.5.11.D

Fire extinguishers shall be provided.

3.5.1l.E

Exterior lighting shall include vehicle
headlights and taillights.

3.5.l1.F

The capability for remote uncoupling
from within the vehicle shall be provided.

3.5.1l..G

A safe method of externally uncoj.ipling
vehicles shall be provided.

3.5.11.H

Locations of fire extinguishers, patron
intercoas, and door releases shall be
clearly marked.

3.5.11.1

Vehicle electrical, electromechanical,
hydraulic and mechanical system designs
shall use approved redundancy, fai-lsafe, Or fail-operational principles.

3.5.11.3

REVIEW LEVEL: ________________

2

REQUIREMENT

1.0.

A650

CONTRACT No.: ______________

COMMENT

YES NO

Restraining devices shall be provided
Jto secure the truck to the carbody.

12/15/86 - Ret.
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$tSOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
CERTIF'tALE ELEMENT:

GROUP:

DATE:

___

REVIEWER:

SST4

DISCIPLINE:
RE VIEW REFERENCE:

SCRa'

Criteria

&

SAFETY - PASSENGER VEHICLE

Metro Rail System Design
Standards, Vol. I, Section 3.5,

PASSENGER VEHICLE, 07/86 Revision

REQ. LD.
3.-5.li.K

12/15/86 - Rev. 1
SDE7981

CONTRACT No.::

_

REVIEW LEVEL:

_______________

YES NO

COMMENT

A650

2

REQUIREMENT
Provisions shall be made to electrically
and pneümaticall' isolate a vehicle that
has an operational malfunction, such as
stuck brakes or inoperable traction devices, from the remainder of the vehicle5
within the consist.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO

RAIL

PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

GROUP:

DATE:

REVIEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

T

REVIEW REFERENCE;

PASSENGER VEHICLE

MEtRo RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM

DESIGN CRITflIA AND STANDARDS, VOL. 1, SECTION 4

REQ.

REQUIREMENT

1.0.

4.5.1..A

Passenger vehicle materials shall be
selected on the basis of their resistance to graffiti and vandalism, their
ability to be cleaned, and their ability
to meet fire, smoke emission, and
toxicity standards.

4.5.1.8

Passenger vehicle seat cushions shall be
of vandal-resistant material without
compromising comfort. Those sections of
the seat where comfort is a primary
consideration shall be of modular design
and easily replaOeable with the pIoer

CONTRACT No.: ______________
REVIEW LEVEL: _______________

YESNO

COMMENT

tools.

4.5.2.A

Passenger vehicle glazing shall be made
of clear, impact resistant, hard-surfaced material which is further defined
in Vol. I, Section
Safety
Criteria.

--

4.5.2.8

Between-vehicle visibility shall be
provided by windows at each end of the
vehicle.

4.$.3

A means of reliable communication that
permits direct communication between the
passengers and the tEam operator shall
be installed -in each passenger vehicle.
The device shall be vandal resistant.

4.5.3.8

A conunühicatidn capability between the
Rail Control Center and the train
operator and between the Ra-i-1 Control

12/12/86 -Eèv.
5NT7570
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

METRO RAIL PROJECT DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
GROUP:

DATE:

REViEWER:
DISCIPLINE:

SECURITY

REVIEW REFERENCE:
DESIGN CRITERIA

-

PASSENGER VEHICLE

RAIL PROJECT SYSTEM

ND STA4DADS, VOL. 1, SECTION 4

REQ. ID.

REQUIREMENT

CONTRACT No;:
REVIEW LEVEL:

COMMENT

YES NO

Center and the onboard patrons shall be
provided.
4.5.3.0

Ekteridr ditress sighals that idntif
the origin of an alarm shall be incor
rated in the design.

4.S.3.D

Vehicles shall be uniquely numbered to
provide for positive identification.
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